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Vivarium XXVI, 1 (1988) 

' 
Categorization 

9 as a Key Notion in Ancient and Medieval Semantics 

L. M. DE RIJ К 

The aim of this paper is to argue for a twofold thesis: (a) for 
Aristotle the verb 'katêgorein' does not as such stand for statemental 
predication, let alone of the well-known 'S is P' type, and (b) 'non- 
statemental predication' or 'categorization' plays an important role in 
Ancient and Medieval philosophical procedure. 

1 Katêgorein and katêgoria in Aristotle 

Aristotle was the first to use the word 'category' ( katêgoria ) as a 
technical term in logic and philosophy. It is commonly taken to mean 

'highest predicate' and explained in terms of statement-making. From 
the logical point of view categories are thus considered 'potential 
predicates'.1 It may be useful to have a closer look at the claims 
involved in this widespread view. 

1.1 Aristotle's use of symplokê 

Immediately in the opening lines of his short treatise entitled 

Categories (2, 1 al 6- 1 7) Aristotle says that he intends to deal with 'things 
that are said without combination'. At first glance the term 'combina- 
tion' {symplokê literally means 'inter- weaving') seems to indicate the 
conjoining of an onoma and a rhema by means of the copula (esti, 'is') 
which thus acts as the very instrument of the symplokê and also as the 

sign of its assertion by the speaker. This interpretation, however, calls 
for a critical examination. 

Certainly, for there to be a statement (assertion) some kind of 
symplokê (or synthesis) is required. Yet, in recognizing this condition 
two things should not be overlooked: (1) not every symplokê makes up 

1 See L. M. de Rijk, The Categories as Classes of Names ( = On Ancient and Medieval 
Semantics 3), in: Vivarium , 18 (1980), 1-62, esp. 4-7. 
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a statement and (2) some serious doubts may be raised about the 
assumption that, for Aristotle, it is the copula that accomplishes the 
symplokê {synthesis) by means of which the statement comes into being.2 

Aristotle makes it perfectly clear that not every meaningful com- 
bination of words (in the general sense of English 'phrase') makes up 
an expression 'involving combination' ( kata symplokên ) in the technical 
sense as set out at Categ. 2,lal6ff. In point of fact, Aristotle treats 
(l,2al) phrases such as 'in the Lyceum' and 'in the marketplace' as 
'lacking combination' ( aneu symplokês). What he really understands by 
'things said which involve combination' may be gathered from 
Chapter 4 of the Categories. Here he clearly implies that every expres- 
sion lacking combination signifies an item in some one category. In the 
same chapter Aristotle remarks (2a4ff.) that none of the 'uncombineď 
items can make up an affirmation ( kataphasis ) just by itself and that an 
affirmation is the result of a combination of items taken from different 
categories. However, the word 'affirmation' {kataphasis) should not 
lead us to believe that symplokê is concerned with statement-making as 
opposed to merely calling up things for discussion (that is, using single 
or complex expressions merely on the onomazein level). So Ackrill 
rightly argues (1963:73) that an expression such as 'white man' ( leukos 
anthrôpos), which is the result of a combination of two items from two 
different categories, is an expression 'involving combination' (kata 
symplokên). 

Of course, many commentators link up Aristotle's use of symplokê as 
a technical term with Plato's use of the same term in Sophist 262 A-B, 
where it obviously stands for the 'inter- weaving' of words (onomata 
and rhemata). As I have argued elsewhere,3 this inter-weaving is an 
indispensable requirement for statement-making. It is not, however, 
a sufficient condition for producing a statement-making expression. 
For there to be a statement the assertion of the 'interwoven combina- 
tion' is required. In other words the logos has to become a logos 
eirêmenos. 

So far, this much can be said for sure:4 if there being a symplokê is 

2 For this subject, see also L. M. de Rijk, The Anatomy of the Proposition : Logos and 
Pragma in Plato and Aristotle , in: Logos and Pragma , Essays on the Philosophy of 
Language in Honour of Professor Gabriel Nuchelmans, edited by H. A. G. Braakhuis 
and L. M. de Rijk (= Artistarium. A Series of Texts on Medieval Logic, Grammar 
and Semantics (eds. E. P. Bos, H. A. G. Braakhuis, C. H. Kneepkens and L. M. 
de Rijk), Supplem. Ill), Nijmegen 1987, (26-61). 3 Plato's Sophist, A Philosophical Commentary, Amsterdam etc. 1986, 282ff. ; 313ff. 4 The rather complicated roles played by symplokê and synthesis in the domain of 
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not, as such, the only thing required for statement-making, that is, for 
the use of an expression involving combination on the legein level, 
there is no longer any reason to define the Aristotelian categories 
(which are the constitutive parts of expressions involving symploke) in 
terms of statement-making as highest predicates'. It is better to 
examine this key notion of Aristotelian semantics without any such 
presupposition. 

1.2 Are the katêgoriai the highest 'predicates'? 

I have argued elsewhere (1980: passim) that, although Aristotle 
himself, for obvious reasons, frequently takes the categories as poten- 
tial elements for statement-making, the words katêgoria and katêgorein 
should nevertheless be taken as meaning 'name' and 4 to name' rather 
than 'predicate' and 'to predicate'. Accordingly, the phrase 'lacking 
combination' ( aneu symplokês) should be interpreted as not only ruling 
out any actual combination of words for the purpose of making up a 
statement, but also as disqualifying any composite name (meaning) as 
found in phrases which range over more than one category, such as 
'white man'. The question of the precise meaning of katêgoria can be 
solved best if we start out on this line of thought. 

Modern interpreters usually associate the Aristotelian categories 
with some kind of statemental predication since the Greek term is 
generally taken to stand for 'predicate'. Ackrill, too, holds that the 
normal meaning of the Greek word transliterated 'category' is 
'predication' or 'predicate' and he accordingly takes the categories as 
'the ultimate predicates'. 

However, there are some stumbling-blocks on the way to this inter- 
pretation. The first category, which undoubtedly is the cardinal ele- 
ment of the Aristotelian doctrine of categories has, as its primary 
members, individual substances {prôtai ousiai ) precisely those things 
that are the proper inhabitants of the domain of things. Well, Aristotle 
explicitly defines individual substance as 'that which is neither present 
in a subject nor said of any subject 

' 
( Categ . 2,lb3-4; cf. 5,2a34ff.) Thus 

the members par excellence of the most basic category ( ousia ) are 
anything but predicates: they are explicitly defined as 'not said of any 
subject'. 

statement-making are more fully discussed in L. M. de Rijk, op. cit., (above p. 2, 
n.2), ЗЗГГ. 
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There are many more passages in Aristotle's works where the word 
katêgoria must have the sense of 'name' rather than (statemental) 
'predicate' (or 'predication'). E.g. Topics VI3, 140b27ff.; Soph . Elench. 
3 1 , 181b26f. ; Phys. II. 1 , 192Ы 7 ; Metaph. Zl,1028a27f. Especially the 
last passage is of interest for our discussion. If we take the section 
1028al0-30 as a whole it is perfectly clear that Aristotle here analyses 
names and sentence predicates taken as names. It is the significative force 
of words such as 'walking' and 'sitting' that is under discussion in this 
passage (a20ff.), quite irrespective of their being assigned to, or 
predicated of, or used merely denotatively to stand for, subjects 
endowed with the properties (accidental modes of being) signified; see 
De Rijk (1980), 23-61. 

In Metaph. Z 4-6 (and Anal. Post. 14) Aristotle is likewise 
investigating the names ('appellations') given to - whether we say 
'assigned to' or 'predicated of is irrelevant here - things. Metaphys. Z 
4-6 is particularly illustrative on this score: here Aristotle tackles the 
metaphysical problems at issue precisely by scrutinizing our several 
ways of name-giving or 'categorization'. 

1.3 Name giving (' categorization }) as the key tool in the search for 'true 
substance ' 

What Aristotle actually intends in his metaphysical discussions in 
the central books of his Metaphysics (Z - Th) is to discover the proper 
candidate for the name 'ousia'. According to Aristotle, the primary 
kind of 'being' or 'being as such' {to on hêi on) can only be found in 

'being-ness' ( ousia ; see esp. Metaph. 1028b2). Unlike Plato, however, 
Aristotle is sure to find 'being as such' in the domain of things belong- 
ing to the everyday world. Aristotle's most pressing problem is to 
grasp the things' proper nature qua beings. In the search for an answer 
name-giving plays a decisive role: the solution to the problem consists 
in finding the most appropriate ('essential') name so as to bring every- 
day being into the discourse in such a way that precisely its 'being- 
ness' is focussed upon. 

When dealing with the problems surrounding the relations between 
substance and essence Aristotle asks whether certain names designate 
the essence ('being-ness') of the things they signify. For example, in 
1030 a3-175 the author discusses the special problems involved in our 

5 For a more detailed discussion of this passage, see L. M. de Rijk, op. cit. (above 
p.l, n.l), 28f. 
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practice of name-giving. Of course, names of the type 'white man' 
( leukos anthrôpos) do not designate a thing's essence because an essence 
is its hoper ti (1030a4), i.e. precisely 'what a thing is', not any of its 
accidental modes of being. Any name-designation such as 'white 
man', in which an attribute which is formally distinct from the subject 
is assigned to the subject (in Aristotle's words: "when of a thing some- 
thing is said which is < categorially > different from it"), is not 
designative of what a particular is, since its being precisely this par- 
ticular thing is not the same as its being of a certain quality 
('whiteness'): 

1030a3-6: The essence is precisely what something is. But when an attribute is 
asserted of a subject other than itself6 it <i.e. the complex name> is not7 
precisely what the particular thing is, since 'this-ness" (to tode) belongs only to 
substances. 

This passage clearly proves that the author is dealing with names 
('designations') or rather with things qua named so and so. He is 
definitely not dealing with things as such. It is quite unlikely that he 
should speak of 'white man' merely to designate a subsistent thing, 
since, in that case, he could not possibly say that " 'white man' is not 
precisely what the particular thing is, since ' this-ness ' 

belongs only to 
substances ". Moreover, if 'white man' were to be taken as merely signi- 
fying a particular thing, it could rightly be objected that 'white man' 
qua particular man unquestionably is a substance. One has to assume, 
therefore, that the phrase ho leukos anthrôpos (at 1030a4-5) stands for a 
particular thing, namely some man, only inasmuch as it is named (or 
called up) by the phrase 'white man'. 

Chapter 6 still deals with the problem of the essence of (what is 
signified by) compound names such as 'white man'. In this chapter 
Aristotle makes an important distinction. On the one hand, com- 
pound nouns such as 'white man' are designated as "things that are 
named according to an incidental mode of being' 

' 
( tôn legomenôn kata 

symbebêkos , 103 lai 9). The designation 'white man', therefore, does 
not concern the white man's essence (viz. his 'manhood'). On the 
other hand, there are "things that are named according to their 
substantial being" {ton kath ' hauta legomenôn ; 1031a28). These things 
"are identical with their essences". At 1031bl3-14 the author repeats 
this distinction which is of the utmost importance in the metaphysical 

6 i.e. belonging to a different category of being. 7 'is not' = 'does not indicate'. 
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search for the 'true ousia': all things that are not named (in a kata 
symbebêkos way of naming them) after something different from their 
own nature ( hosa mê kat } allo legetai ), but after themselves (i.e. after 
their own nature) and primarily ( kath ' hauta kai protei) are identical with 
their essences. Thus Aristotle obviously means to say that whenever 
we introduce something into the discourse by using its substantial 
name, it is eo ipso signified according to its essential (substantial) 
nature. 

On this interpretation the semantic element is a crucial factor in the 
search for ousia. When things are introduced into the discourse it is 
always their categorization that determines what precisely will be the 
speaker's (or hearer's) focus of interest. Naming things and things as 
named such and such are under discussion, not things by themselves 
irrespective of the way in which they are designated. 

In Aristotle's view all 'things' (that is, all concrete 'things') are 
materially identical with their essence (every essence being an imma- 
nent eidos; cf. Metaph ., Z6, 1031Ы8-22). Thus, from the ontological 
point of view name-giving is unproblematical. Problems, however, 
may arise as soon as, by giving all sorts of names to things, i.e. by 
using diverse ways of categorization, we mark off all sorts of formal 
aspects in things (Cf. Metaph. 1031b22-28). As long as the names we 
use cover the whole thing (for instance, if we call С allias 'a or this 
man') or one or more of its essential constituents (if we call Callias 
animal or rational or rational animal) there will be no difficulty, since by 
thus naming or categorizing a thing we bring it before our (and the 

hearer's) mind according to its essential nature. Problems do arise, 
however, if a thing is designated in what Aristotle calls a kat} alio 
fashion, that is if it is named according to a category that is not 
appropriate to name it as precisely what it is ( hoper ti). To be sure, a 
'thing's' most appropriate category is not necessarily the category of 
substance. So in the case of 'white' the most appropriate category is 
a non-substantial one (viz. the quality, when taken as merely the 
quality 'whiteness' or 'being white'). Thus, in Aristotle's words, 
'white' is identical with the 'essence of white' (see 1031b27). If, how- 
ever, the man , Callias, is named (or categorized) as 

' the white one' ( to 
leukon) or 'white man' ( leukos anthrôpos), the name does not stand for 
the essence of the thing named but it is assigned to the compound (viz. 
Callias) kat ' allo , that is, it is named after something different (viz. 
'whiteness') from the proper nature (viz. 'manhood') of the complex 
thing 'white man'. 
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In this connection it might be useful to look in some more detail at 
the labels kath } hauto and kata symbebêkos . 8 Ross renders the phrase ta 
kath' hauta legomena as 'the so-called self-subsistent things', Tricot as 
ťles êtres appelés êtres par soi'. A more correct rendering, however, 
would be 'things qua named after their substantial being'. Likewise, 
the rendering of the formula to kata symbebêkos legomenon ( 1 03 1 Ь22) 
should be 'thing qua named after an incidental mode of being' rather 
than 'an accidental term' (Ross) or 'l'être dit par accident' (Tricot). 
Aristotle neither speaks about 'terms' (Ross) nor about 'being' or 'a 

being' (Tricot), but about beings as signified (( named3) in an (essential or 

incidental) way. From the grammatical point of view the phrases kathy 
hauto and kata symbebêkos modify the participle 'being said' ( legomenon ): 
the legesthai is claimed to be of a certain type, either after a thing's 
proper nature ( kath ' hauto) or after (one of) its incidental modes of 
being {kata symbebêkos). 

What is under discussion in all these texts is a matter of logico- 
semantics ('naming', 'designation' or 'categorisation') rather than 
ontology or a thing's being. Of course, when the man Callias is named 
'the white thing' (to leukon) what is actually designated is a self- 
subsistent entity (viz. the man Callias), but - and this is the point at 
issue - when the self-subsistent entity Callias is designated by the 
phrase 'the white < thing > 

' 
(to leukon) he is given a designation after 

an accidental mode of being, viz. after his whiteness.9 

1.4 Conclusion of this section 

Ignoring the basic sense 'naming' for katêgorein (and 'name' for 
katêgoria) has quite often led to misinterpretations and to far fetched 
explanations of the formulas used by Aristotle.10 It will suffice to give 
a few examples. 

8 See also L. M. de Rijk, op. cit. (above, p.l, n.l), 29-31. 9 Anal. Post. I 4 (esp. 73b5-10) should be interpreted along the same lines. See L. 
M. de Rijk (ibid.), 31-33. An attempt at reinterpreting Categories chs. 1-5 along the 
outlines presented above is made ibid., 33-48. Thus Aristotle's view of 'things being 
named as relative things' (Categ. , ch. 7) may be clarified as well; see ibid. , 49-60. 10 In his still interesting study on Ockham's logic Ernest A. Moody rightly views 
the Aristotelian categories as "terms taken as incomplex modes of signifying things, 
distinguishable independently of the truth or falsity of propositions" (1935: 68 n.l) 
and the book of Categories as an "analysis of modes of signification" (ibid. 37). How- 
ever, when discussing Ockham's theory of signification he quite erroneously explains 
it in terms of statemental analysis (ibid. 1 13-26); see L. M. de Rijk, Logic and Ontology 
in Ockham. Some Notes on his View of the Categories of Being and the Nature of its Basic Prin- 
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At Posterior Analytics I 4,73bl6-18 Jonathan Barnes first gives a 
rather complicated paraphrase of the text. Then he adds the following 
remark (p. 119): "A far less awkward paraphrase is possible if tois 
katêgoroumenois is translated not as 'the predicates' but as 'the things 
predicated'. (Ta katêgoroumena are 4 the things predicated'; and since 'to 
predicate' occasionally means 'to apply a predicate to'..., the 'things 
predicated' may be the subjects of predication)." Ross's comment (ad 
loc. , p. 522) runs along the same lines: " katêgoroumenon , generally used 
of the predicate, is occasionally, as here, used of the subject 'accused', 
i.e. predicated about." There is no need, however, to resort to this 
type of solution. If we simply take katêgorein to mean 'to name' or 
'categorize' or 'designate by a certain name' the syntactic position - 
whether subject or predicate position - of the term is of no interest at 
all.11 

Aristotle's exposition concerning the use of quantifiers provides 
another nice example of misinterpretation. When rejecting statements 
of the form 'every man is every animal' he says: 

De interpr. 7 , 1 7bl 2-16: epi de tou katêgoroumenou katholou to katholou 
katégorein katholou ouk estin alêthes; oudemia gar kataphasis estai en hêi tou 
katêgoroumenou katholou to katholou < katholou > katêgorêthêsetai, hoion 
'esti pas anthrôpos pan zôion'. 

ripies, in: Ockham and Ockhamists , ed. by E. P. Bos and H. A. Krop (= Artistarium 
Supplem. IV), Nijmegen 1987 (25-39), 27, n.14. For the rest, I am afraid Moody 
rather unfortunately speaks (ibid. 70) of "Porphyry's failure to distinguish between 
meaning and attribution, or between things and facts". Moody was misled by the fact 
that 'praedicatur' was printed in the Migne edition of a passage from the Isag. (transi. 
Boethii: 'solum autem species de omnibus individuis [sc. dicitur], individuum autem 
praedicatur de uno solo particulari) where 'praedicatur' is missing in the critical edition 
and, if it is read, should be taken as entirely equivalent to 'dicitur' and as only con- 
cerning the use of an individual term ('Socrates') to stand for some particular thing, 
rather than statemental predication. See below, p. 9ff. 11 For other examples, see L. M. de Rijk, op. cit. (above, p.l, n.l) passim. Some 
more passages are De Interpr. 7, 17a40; for this passage, see below, p. 10; Anal. Post. 
I 19, 81b24-82a3; I 22, 82b37ff. ; 83a24ff.; II 13, 96ЫЗ (where katêgoria = 'appella- 
tion') and 96b30ff. , not to mention all those passages where translating 'name' and 
'naming' will do as well as 'predicate' and 'predicating'. See e.g. II 13, where Aristo- 
tle sets out to provide recipes for the discovery of useful definitions by describing the 
correct process of 'hunting essential attributes' - Jeroen van Rijen has given an 
explanation of Aristotle's view of necessity as set forth in Posterior Analytics I, 4-6 in 
which this semantic view of categorization plays a centrale role. The adequacy of the 
present categorization thesis was confirmed by the fact that a satisfactory interpreta- 
tion of Aristotle's apodeictic syllogistics, which had always been rejected as 
incoherent, could be based on it. See J. van Rijen, Aspects of Aristotle's Modal Logic (chs. 
8 and 9) forthcoming in Synthese Historical Library . Texts and Studies in the History 
of Logic and Philosophy, Dordrecht etc. 
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It is not correct to predicate a universal taken universally of a universal univer- 
sally applied, for an affirmation in which a universal taken universally is 
predicated universally of a universal that is universally applied, e.g. 'Every man 
is every animal', does not make sense. 

Ackrill twice translates katêgoroumenou with 'of a subject'. This transla- 
tion is materially correct, but rather difficult to explain grammatically. 

To my mind, the famous question concerning the so-called 'form- 
matter predication', which is supposedly involved in some intricate 
problems of matter and substance in Aristotle,12 is far less intriguing 
once we apply the golden semantic rule that every material thing, 
including 'matter itself, may be 'named' ('designated') after any of 
the forms inhering in it. If this rule is applied the six passages in the 
Metaphysics where 'form-matter predication' is allegedly involved (see 
Page, op. cit. , 58) need no longer puzzle us. There is no reason at all, 
therefore, to join Page (58, n.2) in reproaching Ross for the fact that 
"any remark on the locution is conspicuously absent" from his com- 
ments ad loc. 

2 The use of 
' 
praedicare 

' in Boethius 

The Greek phrase katêgorein ti kata tinos is usually rendered in Latin 
as praedicare aliquid de aliquo. The Latin formula primarily means 'to 
say something of something else' (more precisely 'of somebody'). Of 
course, the most common meaning of the Latin phrase is 'to predicate 
something of something else in making a statement of the form S = P'. 
However, the verb praedicare , just as its Greek counterpart katêgorein , 
is used more than once merely in the sense of 'naming' or 'designating 
by means of a certain name', regardless of the syntactic role that name 
performs in a statement. In such cases praedicare stands for the act of 
calling up something under a certain name (designation), a procedure 
that we have labelled 'categorization'. This use of praedicare as 'to des- 
cribe as', 'to designate as' etc . is already found in Latin authors of the 
preclassic period (Pļautus, Terentius) as well as later on in Cicero, 
Sallust, Petronius and Plinius.13 

Boethius' use of praedicare is quite in line with what is found in other 
authors. Along with the familiar use of the verb for statemental 

12 See especially Carl Page, Predicating Forms of Matter in Aristotle's Metaphysics, in: 
Review of Metaphysics, 39 (1985), 57-82 and the studies mentioned by Page on p. 
58, n.2 (R.J. Blackwell, Joseph Owens, Joan Kung, Russell Dancy, Michael Loux). 13 See the Oxford Latin Dictionary edited by P. W. G. Glare, Oxford 1982, s.v., sub 
3 (p. 1428). 
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predication, Boethius also frequently uses praedicare in the sense of 
'naming' or 'designating something under a certain name' whereby 
the use of the designating word in predicate position is, sometimes 
even explicitly, ruled out. 

In his Commentary on Porphyry's Isagoge Boethius sometimes uses 
praedicare in the (syntactically neutral) sense of dicere ('to call', 'to 
name' etc.). For instance at 102,5-6 ed. Brandt: ...id accidens merito 
praedicatur ("this rightly is called 'accidens' "). In Boethius' com- 
ments on the well-known lemma Eorum quae praedicantur ( = dicuntur) 
'praedicare' is often equivalent to 'dicere' (see 183,7-188,8). A nice 
example of this equivalence can be found at 208,16: quod corporeum 
est, substantia dicitur et item quod incorporeum est substantia 
praedicatur {Ci. 243,14 and 21). The use of 'item' makes it clear beyond 
any doubt that 'dicitur' and 'praedicatur' have the same meaning 
here. It should be remembered that the author is extremely fond of 
variatio. 14 

Several passages from Boethius' Peri Hermeneias commentary can 
also be adduced in support of this use of 'praedicare'. When 
commenting upon Aristotle's De Interpretationen cap. 7(17a38ff.) 
Boethius sets out to explain the different uses of the terms found in a 
proposition, especially the subject terms. These uses correspond to the 
different ways in which a speaker introduces a thing into the discourse. 
The meaning of a proposition precisely depends on the notion that 
introduces the subject matter {In Periherm. II, 136,1-12). One of the 
properties of a proposition is its quantity which depends on the exten- 
sion of the subject term. In this connection the phrase 'omnis homo' 
is called 'praedicatio', regardless of its use in subject or predicate posi- 
tion, and 'quidam homo' is called 'particulars praedicatio'. It is 
absolutely clear from the context that Boethius here deals with name- 
giving and not with statemental predication. In fact Boethius instances 
such phrases in sentences in which they evidently act as subject terms: 

137,16 - 138,28: Cum autem audit [sc. the hearer] 'hominem', ad plures quos- 
que intellectum [sc. fit ut] referát quoscumque humanitate contineri novit. 
Atque ideo quoniam humanitas et omnibus hominibus communis est et in 
singulis tota est (...) - , quoniam igitur haec ita sunt, idcirco homo quidem 
dicitur universale quiddam, ipsa vero Platonitas et Plato particulare. His ergo 
ita positis: quoniam universalis ilia qualitas et in omnibus potest et in singulis 
praedicari , cum dicimus 'homo', ambiguum est et dubitari potest utrum de 

14 See also L. M. de Rijk, On the Chronology of Boethius ' Works on Logic , in this 
Journal 2 (1964), llf. 
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speciali dictum sit an de aliquo particulari. (...) Nam cum dicimus 'homo', 
indefinitum est utrum omnes dicamus an unum; sin vero additum fuerit 
'omnis', ut sit praedicatio 'omnis homo' vel 'quidam', tunc fit distributio et deter- 
minano universalitatis (...). Quocirca si 'omnis', ...ad 'hominem' adiungatur, 
res universalis quae est homo, universaliter praedicatur secundum id quod 
definitio ei adicitur quantitatis. (...)• Sed quoniam particularis est praedicatio 
'quidam homo' particularis rursus praedicatio 'Platonis' (de uno enim dicitur 
'quidam homo' et de uno dicitur 'Plato'), non eodem modo utraeque particulares 
esse dicuntur. 

A similar non-statemental use of 'praedicatio' is also found else- 
where in this commentary, where Boethius discusses the quantifica- 
tion of propositions. Again, 'to be predicated' is said of terms in subject 
position: 

II 142,7-19: Unde fit ut singularitas simpliciter praedicetur , universalitas vero ali- 
quotiens universaliter, ut ' omnis homo animal est': homo res universalis univer- 
saliter praedicata est. (...). Rursus est ut universalitas particulariter praedicetur, 
ut cum dico ' quidam homo ambulai': 'quidam' particulare determinai, sed iunc- 
tum ad 'hominem' universalem substantiam particulariter praedicari fecit. Est 
quoque universale non-universaliter praedicare , quotiens sine adiectione univer- 
salitatis vel particularitatis simpliciter nomen universale ponitur, ut est: 'homo 
animai est'. 

Another piece of evidence is found at II, 32 1 ,8ff. , where the dif- 
ference between definite and indefinite propositions is said to consist 
solely in the fact that the former 'predicate' universal terms by 
indicating universality, the latter do so without any such indication. 
In this passage Boethius discusses sentences such as 'currit homo' and 
'currit omnis homo', and he uses the phrase 'praedicare hominem' to 
indicate the use of the name (designation, categorization) 'homo' in 
subject position. Remarkably enough, Boethius speaks of universal 
predication in terms of the universal extension of the universal occur- 
ring in subject position rather than qua universal application of the 
predicate term ('animal').15 In the following passage Boethius com- 
ments upon the well-known saying of Aristotle {De Interpr. 10,20a9- 
10): "<the quantifier> 'all' does not signify a universal, but <it 
indicates > that the universal term is used universally": 

321,8-15: Hoc solum enim definitae ab indefinitis differunt quod cum 
indefinitae universalia praedicant praeter universalitatis determinationem, deter- 
minatae et definitae idem illud praedicant universale cum adiectione et significa- 

15 Boethius' explanation in this as well as in the previous passage is actually quite 
in line with what Aristotle has at cap. 7, 17a38ff. , where kathêgoreisthai is used to stand 
for a common name's natural capability of universally applying to more than one 
object, regardless of the syntactic position of the term used to designate it in the 
sentence. 
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tione quoniam universaliter praedicatur. Nihil igitur aliud 'omnis' vel 'nullus' 
significat nisi quoniam id quod universale dicitur universaliter praedicatur . 16 

3 Some notes on the medieval use of <praedicare> 

Ernest Moody, who was quite right in taking {op. cit. , 67-71) Aristo- 
tle's Categories as providing an analysis of the different modes of 
signification, energetically rejects Porphyry's idea of using the five 
predicables (genus, species, differentia, proprium and accident) as an 
introduction to Aristotle's Categories as unsound. He insists 4 'that 
Aristotle's analysis of the ten possible modes of signification can only 
be understood in the light of an analysis of the way in which one term 
can be related to another in predication." (ibid., 67). Moody failed to 
see, however, that by thus dealing with 'predication'17 Porphyry cer- 
tainly did not confine himself to statemental predication, but used the 
term in a general sense for 'using as a designation', irrespective of a 
name's function as subject or predicate. Moody's also accused 
Porphyry of having led later logicians (Avicenna and Abelard) to 
distinguish the individual as a sixth predicable. This accusation is by no 
means warranted. Moody erroneously takes 'predicable' as well in 
terms of statemental predication. In fact, when asserting ( Isag . , 20-1, 
transi. Boethii) that "individuum < dicitur > de uno solo particulari" 
Porphyry apparently means that an individual term (instanced by 
'Socrates' or 'this white <thing>' or 'this <thing> coming this 
way' or 'the son of Sophroniscus' if Socrates is Sophroniscus' unique 
son) is used to designate one particular thing, whereas statemental 
predication as such is not under consideration. Rather one should 
think of propositions such as 'hoc album est Socrates' or 'hie veniens' 
(or 'Sophronisci filius') fuit magister Piatonis'. 

Thus there is no reason at all to charge Porphyry with failing to 
make a distinction between predication (statemental predication, that 

16 Cf. Boethius' comment upon Aristotle's assertion about the meaning of 'all' as 
found in his first (shorter) commentary on Aristotle's work (I 141 ,27 - 142,8): 'omnis' 
enim non universale significat sed quoniam universaliter: ipsum enim non est univer- 
salis terminus nec omnino terminus sed universali praedicato (!) additum facit illud 
universaliter enuntiari. Cum enim dicimus: 'currit homo', 'non currit 
homo'... universalia quidem subiecta sunt in his propositionibus, sed non univer- 
saliter praedicantur. . . etc . 

17 It should be noticed that Moody sometimes (op. cit. 113; 126) thinks that 
Ockham takes 'praedicatio' for 'statemental predication' where the latter seems to 
have only 'name-assignment' in mind. See L. M. de Rijk, op. cit. (above, p. 10, n.10), 
p. 27, n.14. See also below, p. 18, n.28. 
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is) and signification. Nor is there any reason to agree with Gordon 
Leff18 who takes up on Moody's point here and suggests that Porphyry 
helped to 'neoplatonise' Aristotle's categories. In point of fact, Por- 
phyry uses the phrase legesthai kata (the Latin 'dici de') in the purely 
semantic sense of 4 to be said of, say A', 'to be used to designate A' 
rather than in the syntactic sense of 'being predicated of A in a state- 
ment'. For this reason there is no point either in Leffs assertion {ibid.) 
to the effect that "it is Ockham who made predication depend upon 
signification." Ockham certainly did so, but he did not disagree with 
others on this account. 

To my mind, Porphyry is quite in line with Aristotle in that he uses 
katêgorein (along with legeiri) in such a way as to lead his translators 
(Marius Victorinus and Boethius) to indiscriminately render these 
terms with 'dicere', 'appellare' or 'praedicare' in the neutral sense of 
'to say of, 'to use as a designation of. See, for instance, 7,2-5 ed. 
Minio-Paluello: "Eorum enim quae praedicantur alia quidem de uno 
dicuntur solo, sicut individua (sicut 'Socrates' et 'hic' et 'hoc'), alia 
vero de pluribus, quemadmodum genera et species..." and compare 
this with Aristotle, De Interpr., cap. 7,17a38-bl: "Now, since of the 
pragmata some are universal, others singular, I call universal that 
which by its nature is said of a number of things and singular that 
which is not; 'man', for instance, belongs to the universal pragmata, 
'Callias' to the singular ones." 

Now, it is remarkable that especially Medieval authors standing 
in the neo-Platonic tradition sometimes use 'praedicare' and 
'praedicatio' in the sense of 'using as a name (designation etc.)'. A 
striking example can be found in Gilbert of Poitiers. When discussing 
the proper nature of 'prime matter' ( hyle or silva) and the hylemorphic 
structure of material being {De Trin. I 2,47ff., ed. Haering)19 Gilbert 
comments upon the lemma taken from his Boethius text of De sancta 
Trinitate II: TERRA QUOQUE IPSA NON SECUNDUM 
INFORMEM MATERIAM kata tonylen DICITUR...SED SECUN- 
DUM PROPRIAM FORMAM. Following Boethius Gilbert argues 
that earth is not called 'terra' after prime matter, but in accordance 
with its proper form. The use of the words (dicitur' ' predicate forme' 
and 'appellatio' deserves special attention: 

18 William of Ockham, The Metamorphosis of Scholastic Discourse , Manchester 1975, 
149. 

19 The Commentaries on Boethius by Gilbert of Poitiers edited by Nikolaus M. Haering, 
Toronto 1966 (Studies and Texts 13). 
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op. cit., I 51, p. 89, ed. Haering: De hac [se. prime matter] igitur ait quod non 
secundum earn terra dicitur terra sed secundum eas que sunt forme ipsius 
terre. . .Ex his igitur manifestum est quod nichil omnino secundum materiam que 
predicate forme subest - dictione qua illa forma exponitur - esse dicitur sed tantum 
secundum earn ex qua rei proposita est appellatio, rei ipsius propriam formam. 

Of course, what is at issue here is not the trivial observation that we 
may frame the statement 'terra est terra' (or 'lapis est lapis' etc.) 
because of their respective formae, but that something (x) is 'named' 
or 'designated as' 'earth' (or 'stone') because of its having the proper 
form assigned to it {predicata forma).20 

In the Ordinatio and the Lectura (the third and eighth distinctiones of 
Book I) and also in the Parisian Reportatio John Duns Scotus exten- 
sively discusses all the ins ands outs of the univocal concept of being 
(conceptus entis).21 Scotus' thesis of the univocity of being should be seen 
in the framework of his concept of the proper object of the human 
intellect. Scotus developed his thesis when criticizing Henry of Ghent. 

At first glance both Henry and Scotus seem to deal with the concept 
of 'being' in a statemental context, since they often instance proposi- 
tions in order to make themselves clear. On closer inspection, how- 
ever, it becomes apparent that what the two authors understand by 
'praedicatio' of the term 'ens' (e.g. in speaking of God and creatures 
or of substance and accident) is our use of the noun ( nomen ) 'ens', 
irrespective of its position (subject or predicate) in a statement. The 
passage in which Henry of Ghent defends his view of the analogy of 
being can serve as an example: 

Summa quaestionum ordinariarum f. 124rF: Et ideo absolute dicendum est quod esse 
non est aliquid commune reale in quo Deus communicet cum creaturis, et ita 
si ens aut esse praedicatur de Deo et creaturis, hoc est sola nominis communitate, 
nulla rei. Et ita non univoce per definitionem univocorum, nec tamen pure 

20 One may compare a passage of Abelard 's Perihermeneias commentary (Log. Ingred. 
464, 5-7) where the author (following Boethius' exposition of the matter) contrasts 
'homo' with 'omnis homo' - both subject expressions - and calls them per praedica- 
tionem opposita: "Et attende quod cum 'omnis homo' et 'homo' omnino sibi per 
praedicationem opposita sint, inde tamen sibi sociantur quod 'homo' singulos nominat 
et 'omnis' singillatim et dividue omnes colligit." 21 For this intricate problem, see Efrem Bettoni, Duns Scotus. The Basic Principles 
of his Philosophy, translated and edited by Bernadine Bonansea, Washington D.C. 
1946, 33-46; C. L. Shircel, The Univocity of the Concept of Being in the Philosophy of John 
Duns Scotus , Washington D.C. 1942 and the magistral study of Ludger Honnefelder, 
Ens inquantum ens. Der Begriff des Seienden als solchen als Gegenstand der 
Metaphysik nach der Lehre des Johannes Duns Scotus, (= Beiträge zur Geschichte 
der Philosophie und Theologie des Mittelalters. Neue Folge, Band 6), Münster 
Westfalen 1979, 268-343. Unfortunately the author often speaks of Prädikation where 
Scotus merely has the neutral dicere de. 
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aequivoce secundum definitionern aequivocorum casu, sed medio modo ut 
analogice. 

124rJ: ...'ens' communissime dictum primo significai Deum, secundario 
creaturam. 

For Scotus the univocity of the concept 'ens' amounts to the strict 
unity of its meaning (and use). Again, at first sight his definition of 
univocity may seem to be given in a statemental context as he speaks 
of affirming, denying and contradiction: 

Ord . I dist. 3, pars 1, q.1-2, n.26 (ed. Vat. Ill, 18): Et ne fiat contentio de 
nomine univocationis: univocum conceptum dico qui ita est unus quod eius 
unitas sufficit ad contradictionem, affirmando et negando ipsum de eodem; suf- 
ficit etiam pro medio syllogistico ut extrema unita in medio sic uno sine fallacia 
aequivocationis concludantur inter se uniri. 

However, Scotus' second remark about the middle term of a syllogism 
makes it quite clear that he thinks of the noun 'ens' as designating 
something, regardless of its syntactic position, since in most of the 
syllogistic arguments the middle term is once subject term and once 
predicate term (first figure). Similarly, in the eighth distinction {Ord. 
I d.8, pars 1, q 3, p. 178-79) the key notion is (grammatical and 
logical) meaning of terms in general, i.e. their diverse modi significandi 
and modi concipiendi as opposed to the univocity of being. Scotus' view 
of concepts (more precisely conceptual contents) as 'formal objects' 
points in the same direction; here, too, the author is interested in the 
terms' significate rather than in the predicative relations between 
them (Ibid., p. 182). The same thing may be gathered from Scotus' 
use of the 'apprehension' of conceptual contents (ibid., p. 184). 22 

Therefore, the phrase dici de should be taken to mean 'being said 
of, 'being used to designate'.23 This can also be inferred from the 
passage in which Scotus deals with the problem of the use of the con- 
cept 'ens' and its applicability to the ultimate differentiae and the pas- 
siones entis.24 In this discussion he goes into the distinction between 
the quidditative and the denominative use of the term 'ens'. 

'Ens' signifies a thing (whether or not subsistent) according to its 
quidditative ratio (i.e. precisely that which that thing is qua being) and, 
from the formal point of view, precisely that constitutive element in 

22 For the other works of Duns Scotus in which the univocado entis is discussed, see 
Honnefelder, op. cit. 270. 23 Despite his speaking of 'univoke Prädikation ' Honnefelder explains the relevant 
passages quite correctly (op. cit. 283ff.). 24 See Honnefelder, op. cit. 3 3 3 ff . 
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a thing which is undetermined by itself and still in need of determina- 
tion (< determinabile ).25 A thing's ultimate determination, however, comes 
from its differentia ultima (e.g. 'rationale' in the case of a human 
being): 

Ord. I dist. 3, pars 1, q.3 n.133 (ed. Vat. Ill 82-83): Sicut ens compositum com- 
ponitur ex actu et potentia in re, ita conceptus compositus per se unus com- 
ponitur ex conceptu potentiali et actuali, sive ex conceptu determinabili et 
determinante...; oportet in conceptibus omnem conceptum non-simpliciter 
simplicem et tarnen per se unum resolvi in conceptum determinabilem et deter- 
minantem, ita quod resolutio stet... ad conceptum determinabilem tantum (ita 
quod nihil determinane includat) et ad conceptum determinantem tantum, qui 
non includat aliquem conceptum determinabilem. Ille conceptus tantum deter- 
minabilis est conceptus entis et determinane tantum est conceptus ultimae dif- 
ferentiae. Ergo isti erunt primo diversi ita quod unum nihil includet alterius. 

Now, the question may arise in what way, in spite of the primordial 
diversity {primo diversí) between the 'tantum determinabile' (viz. 'ens') 
and the 'determinans tantum', the former can be said of the ultimate 
differences. This is where the notion of 'denominado' comes in. 
Scotus argues that the non-subsistent ultimate differences (and the 
passiones entis, 'verum', 'bonum', 'unum' etc. likewise) are entitled 
to the name (designation) 'being', since they inhere in the same sub- 
sistent thing that is itself 'per modum essentiae' and, accordingly, the 
proper bearer of the name 'ens'. The way of attribution ('predica- 
tion'), then, that is used in the case of the ultimate differences and the 
passiones entis is the denominative one (praedicatio denominativa) and 
the concept of 'ens' is then denominatively applied ( denominative 
dictum). 

In defending his thesis of the univocity of being Scotus was forced 
to prove that the praedicatio denominativa does not detract anything from 
the univocity of being. On the contrary, Scotus rejects the argument 
that a denominative concept is not univocal since in the case of its 
denominative use the ratio subiecti differs from the ratio praedicati as an 
objection typical of beginners ( instantia puerilis). He points out that it 
is irrelevant to (correctly) state that the two rationes are different, since 
what really matters is not their being the same but the intrinsic unity 
of the formal notion of 'what precisely is predicated', regardless of 
whether this formal notion is that of the subject involved or is merely 

25 See ibid. 333-335 and 342, where Honnefelder says: "In bezug auf alles 
washeitlich naher Bestimmende ist die ratio, von der her 'ens' das Subjekt bezeichnet, 
ein 'determinabile tantum' und deshalb auf das 'hoc ens' hin in seiner Bedeutung noch 
gleichsam leer'' (italics mine). 
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denominative of the subject. Given that there is such intrinsic unity, 
the univocity of the term remains: 

Ibid, dist.8, pars 1, q.3, n.89 (ed. Vat. IV, 195): Si etiam alio modo proterviat 
aliquis quod conceptus denominativus non est univocus quia ratio subiecti non 
est ratio praedicati - haec videtur instantia puerilis, quia uno modo praedicatum 
denominativum est medium inter praedicatum univocum et aequivocum, alio 
modo aequivocum et univocum sunt immediata apud logicům. Primům verum 
est accipiendo 'praedicatum univocum': 'quod univoce praedicatur', hoc est 
quod scilicet ratio eius sit ratio subiecti, et isto modo denominativum non est 
univocum. Secundum verum est intelligendo de unitate rationis eius quod 
praedicatur; sic univocum est: cuius ratio est in se una, sive ilia ratio sit subiecti 
sive denominet subiectum (sive per accidens dicatur de subiecto); aequivocum 
autem: cuius ratio est alia, quomodocumque ilia ratio se habeat ad subiectum. 

To my mind, the whole passage can best be understood by taking 
'praedicatum' as 'name', 'appellation', 'designation', 'attribute', etc. 
rather than 'statemental predicate'; 'subiectum' should be understood 
as 'thing qualified by that name' rather than 'subject of a statement'.26 
It may also be gathered from this passage that Scotus calls every con- 
cept a univocal concept as long as it is taken abstractively as a formal 
notion and, accordingly, is 'one' and without any relation with a con- 
cretum. Thus, when taken as an abstract noun 'ens' signifies only 
beingness qua beingness (or the ratio essendi), indifferent to finitude and 
infinity or any form of concreteness. In fact, in this sense 'ens' is 
merely the formal opposite of 'not-being' ('non-ens'). On the other 
hand, when taken as a concrete noun it signifies quite the same as the 
abstract noun (and for that reason it is a univocal concept), but on top 
of that it connotes its suppositum,27 and this may (but need not) imply 
(in the case, namely, of attribution in quale) a non-univocal use of the 
term: 

Ord. III dist. 7, q.l, n.5 (ed. Vivès XIV, 336): Aliud est 'univocum 
praedicatum', aliud est 'univoce praedicari', stricte loquendo. Univocum enim 
praedicatum dicitur cuius conceptus est in se unus; et hoc modo 'album' dictum 
de ligno et de lapide est praedicatum univocum. Univoce autem praedicatur 
illud cuius ratio est ita una ut {? pro cum) praedicatur quod ratio eius includitur 
in ratione subiecti; et hoc modo denominativum non praedicatur univoce, 
quomodo loquitur Philosophus in Praedicamentis ( Categ . 1, lai 2- 15). 

26 It may be remarked that when using the label 'praedicatio denominativa' in his 
discussion of the denominativa in the Antepraedicamenta (In librum Praedicamentorum 
Aristotelis , cap. 3; Opera philos. II, p. 146, 45ff. , ed. Gedeon Gài) and in Summa logicae 
I cap. 13 (ed. Boehner-Gál-Brown) Ockham discusses 'name-assignment' rather than 
'statemental predication'. 27 See also the thorough discussion of this matter in Honnefelder, op. cit. , 336-339 
(and 216-17). 
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What counts, therefore, is not the way in which the concept 
(whether quidditative or denominative) is attributed, but rather the 
univocity of its formal content. In other words, when Scotus speaks of 
'praedicatum univocum' any relationship between what is predicated 
(attributed) and the thing of which it is said (subject, substrate) is left 
out of consideration, whereas as soon as such relationships are involved 
the possibility of 'non-univoce praedicari' comes in. 

Hence it may be clear that what in such contexts is called 
'praedicare' (this verb is used only occasionally, to be sure, since the 
neutral 'dicere de' is found far more often) merely means, as far as 
the phrase 'praedicatum univocum' is concerned, 'to name', 'to use 
as a designation', etc. and that whenever the phrase 'univoce 
praedicari' occurs the syntactical position of the univocal term (i.e. its 
use as predicate term in a statement) is irrelevant.28 

It is not difficult to provide other examples from Medieval authors 
in support of my thesis. All of them use 'praedicatio denominativa' in 
the sense of 'denominative designation'. To be sure, they often take 
'praedicatio' and 'praedicare' in that sense in the wake of Aristotle 
when commenting upon him. However, their agreement with Aristo- 
tle in this respect points to doctrinal kinship rather than slavish imita- 
tion of traditional usage.29 

Papenweg 17 
6261 NE Mheer 
The Netherlands 

28 It is true, the notion of 'categorization' (as opposed to statemental predication) 
is misleading as far as the transcendent term 'ens' is concerned. In this connection 
categorization should be taken vaguely as covering every kind of designation 
(appellation). 29 For Ockham's use of 'praedicare' in the sense of 'to name', 'to designate' or 'to 
use as a designation', see L. M. de Rijk, Ockham's Theory of Demonstration: His Use of 
Aristotle's kath' holou and kath' hauto Requirements' in: Ockham's Presence. Acts of the 
International Conference on Ockham, Munich 20-25 March 1988 (forthcoming). The 
well-known controversy about the medium demonstrationis provides yet another example 
of a topic in which the categorization thesis seems to be involved. See L. M. de Rijk, 
Der Streit über das medium demonstrationis: die Frucht eines Missverständnisses? , in: Acts 
of the 8th European Symposium on Medieval Logic and Semantics (Freiburg in Br. 
21-27 May 1988), forthcoming. 
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Vivarium XXVI, 1 (1988) 

Another Interpretation of Aristotle's De Interpretatione IX 
A support for the so-called second oldest or 'mediaeval' interpretation 

JOB VAN ECK 

Controversies regarding propositions about the future, occasioned 
by Aristotle's De Interpretatione IX have occurred throughout the 
history of logic from Antiquity to the 20th century, especially in the 
Middle Ages. 

The question under discussion is: must some such propositions be 
denied a truth value in order to escape determinism? Or does the law 
of bivalence also hold for future contingency propositions? And what 
is Aristotle's position in De Interpretatione IX? Does he say that 
bivalence implies determinism and thus abandons universal bivalence 
(this is called the oldest, or traditional, interpretation), or does he 
reconcile bivalence with indeterminism (the so-called second oldest in- 
terpretation). 

Boethius, in his two commentaries on De Interpretatione , shows 
himself a representantive of the second oldest interpretation. His main 
thesis is that according to Aristotle it is necessary for a future con- 
tingency proposition and its negation that one is true and the other 
false, but not definitely true, nor definitely false. In a recent article Pro- 
fessor Norman Kretzmann stressed the influence this point of view of 
Boethius has had on the subsequent discussion1. 

The second oldest interpretation became so prominent among 
mediaeval philosophers that some call it the mediaeval interpretation. 
In modern times most authors reject this interpretation, partly 
because the phrase 

' 4 
definitely true", which is at the heart of it, is 

rather obscure and its Greek analogue alêthes aphorismenôs does not oc- 
cur in De Interpretatione IX at all. Therefore it is worthwhile to return 
here to the original Aristotelian text itself, not only because of its im- 
portance for the hot issue of future contingency propositions in 

1 Norman Kretzmann, Boethius and the truth about tomorrow's sea battle , in: Logos and 
Pragma. Essays on the philosophy of language in honour of professor Gabriel 
Nuchelmans, ed. by L. M. de Rijk and H. A. G. Braakhuis, Nijmegen 1987, 63-97. 
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mediaeval philosophy in general, but also, and more particularly, 
because of the question whether the second oldest interpretation can 
be warranted. I think it can be if we take the phrase "definitely true" 
as an equivalent of the "already true" of 19a36, thus connecting it 
with a temporal notion of necessity, or historical necessity. 

Most authors on De Interpretatione IX nowadays agree that a notion 
of historical necessity plays a certain part in the chapter. However this 
has not yet been exploited to the full, because either one does not ap- 
preciate the way this concept of necessity may be used (and in fact is 
used by Aristotle) in order to make a strong case for determinism, or, 
even if one sees the deterministic argument as "an argument from the 
past truth", one does not seem to realise the crucial rôle this necessity 
of the past plays in the chapter as a whole. The strong implications of 
its logic, that haunt the chapter from the very beginning, are easily 
overlooked; as a result the two current families of interpretation that 
have been advocated in the course of time have remained un- 
satisfactory. 

In the following I will offer an alternative interpretation, but first 
I shall give a translation of the most important parts of the chapter in 
three sections, each followed by a preliminary comment2. 

Translation of the crucial parts of De Interpretatione IX and preliminary 
comments 

The chapter opens as follows3 
I 18a28-34 With regard to what is and what has been it is necessary for the affirma- 

tion or the negation to be true or false. And with universais taken 
universally it is always necessary for one to be true and the other false, 
and with particulars too, as we have said; but with universais not spoken 
of universally it is not necessary, but with particulars that are going to 
be not in the same way4. 

2 For an extended bibliography on the subject of De Interpretatione IX see D. Frede, 
The Sea Battle Reconsidered: A Defence of the Traditional Interpretation , Oxford Studies in 
Ancient Philosophy, III (1985), 31-87. 3 For the most part I will use Ackrill's translation in Aristotle's Categories and De Inter- 
pretatione ' tranlated with notes by J. L. Ackrill, Oxford 1963. I will indicate in foot- 
notes where I deviate from it. Preferring variants that are closer to the Greek text may 
seem pedantic, the more so because the result is nearly always more distorted English, 
but I find we need them for a better understanding. The division in (sub)sections is 
mine. The Greek text I use is Aristotelis Categoriae et Liber de Interpretatione , ed. L. Minio- 
Paluello, Oxford 1949. 
4 ouch homoiôs ; Ackrill, "it is different". 
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Most commentators feel forced to choose between two interpretations 
of the principle denied to statements about future events 
1. the Principle of Bivalence (PB): for every affirmation or negation 

p, it is necessary that p is true or false, (the traditional interpreta- 
tion; it is the prevailing one) 

2. the Principle of modal determinacy: for every affirmation or nega- 
tion p, p is necessarily true or p is necessarily false5. 
However, both kinds of interpretation have serious shortcomings in 

view of the sequel of the chapter6. Later on I will argue that we do not 
need to make this choice. The point is that Aristotle does not flatly 
deny the principle at issue. This insight opens up the possibility of a 
different interpretation. 

II 18a34-19a22 
A 18a34-38 For if every affirmation or negation is true or false it is necessary for 

everything either to be the case or not to be the case. For if one person 
says that something will be and another denies this same thing, it is 
clearly necessary for one of them to be saying what is true - if every af- 
firmation is true or false;... 

After arguing against the suggestion that both might be true, Aristotle 
continues 

18b5-9 It follows that nothing either is or is happening, or will be or will not 
be, by chance or as chance has it, but everything of necessity and not 
as chance has it (since either he who says or he who denies is saying what 
is true). For otherwise it might equally well happen or not happen, since 
what is as chance has it is no more thus than not thus, nor will it be. 

В 1 8b9- 1 6 Again, if it is white now it was true to say earlier that it would be white; 
so that it was always true to say of anything that has happened that it 
would be so. But if it was always true to say that it was so, or would 
be so, it could not not be so, or not be going to be so. But if something 
cannot not happen it is impossible for it not to happen; and if it is impos- 
sible for something not to happen it is necessary for it to happen. 
Everything that will be, therefore, happens necessarily. So nothing wil 
come about as chance has it or by chance; for if by chance, not of 
necessity. 

5 The so called ' 'universais not spoken of universally", indefinite statements like "(a) 
man is white" are mentioned apart because their affirmation and negation ("man is 
white" and "man is not white") may both be true (cf. 17b29-33). Aristotle treats 
them as logically equivalent to I and О statements like "some man is white" and 
"some man is not white". See Ackrill op. cit. p. 129-130 and p. 134. 6 For a survey of the difficulties see Ackrill, op. cit. p. 139-142, and p. 111-112 of 
J. В. M. van Rijen, Aristotle's logic of necessity , dissertation, Leiden 1986, to appear in 
Synthese, Historical Library. See also R. Sorabji, Necessity , Cause and Blame, Perspec- 
tives on Aristotle's theory , New York 1980, 94-96. 
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In 18Ы7-25 he rejects the idea that perhaps both of two contradictory 
statements may be false, and in 18b26-33 he states that an absurd con- 
sequence of the foregoing is that deliberation and taking trouble would 
be pointless, for 

С 18b33-19a6 there is nothing to prevent someone's having said ten thousand years 
beforehand that this would be the case, and another's having denied 
it; so that whichever of the two was true to say then will be the case 
of necessity. Nor, of course, does it make any difference whether any 
people made the contradictory statements or not. For clearly this is 
how the actual things are even if someone did not affirm it and another 
deny it. For it is not because of the affirming or denying that it will 
be or will not be the case, nor is it a question of ten thousand years 
beforehand 

19a 1-6 rather than any other time. Hence, if in the whole of time it was such 
that one or the other could be truly said7, it was necessary for this to 
happen, and for everything that happens always to be such that it hap- 
pens of necessity8. For what anyone has truly said would be the case 
cannot not happen; and of what happens it was always true to say that 
it would be the case. 

In 19a7-22 Aristotle ends up this part rejecting the deterministic con- 
clusion, because sometimes "what will be has an origin both in 
deliberation and in action", so "not everything is or happens of 
necessity". 

Whatever disputes there may be about De int. IX, it is evident that in 
18a34-b9 and 18b9-16 a deterministic argument is presented. In 
18b33-19al, this argument is reinforced, and in 19al-6 (Hence...) 
briefly summarized. This part of the chapter is characterized by the 
transition from the truth of a statement that something will happen to 
the necessity that it will happen, semiformally (a) Tp- Пр (If it is true 
that p then it is necessary that p). Commentators worry about the 
reasoning that should justify this step from truth to necessity. Ackrill 
thought it a "highly dubious inference' ' "It is debatable whether 
Aristotle anywhere makes clear the flow in this argument..."9. Some 
suspect a silly fallacy here, due to a confusion of a necessitas consequential 
with a necessitas consequents , viz. □(Tp - p) and Tp-Dp10. 

7 houtôs eichen hoste to heteron alêtheuesthai' Ackrill, "the state of things was such that one 
or the other was true", see also below Ad II C. 
8 kai hekaston tôn genomenôn aei houtôs echein hôste ex anankês genesthai' Ackrill, "and for 
the state of things always to be such that everything that happens happens of 
necessity". 9 Ackrill, op. cit. p. 137. 10 E.g. S. Haack, Deviant Logic , Cambridge 1974. 
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Others think that (a) owes its seeming validity merely to the fact that 

"(it is true that) it will be..." is often an utterance loaded with some 
kind of implication, be it a causal, intentional, cognitive, fatalistic or 
yet different one. That is why, for instance, Strang11 argues that (a) 
seems a sound principle: it is because of "the apparent inconsistency 
of saying both 'It will be' and 'It is possible that it won't be';...". But 
he admits that he cannot see that Aristotle has exposed the fallacy of 
the deterministic argument. Frede12 makes a point that is akin but she 
reaches the opposite conclusion, that (a) is a sound principle. She 
remarks that it is senseless to say "There will be a seabattle, it is true, 
but there may not be a seabattle". The reason is that there is a 'bind' 
in case someone makes a prediction. The person assumes a definite 
truth value and thereby has made a 'semantic' commitment to a 
definite fact. A position similar to that of Strang has recently been 
taken by Van Rijen13. In fact he distinguishes two kinds of future 
tense in "it will be the case that...": a strong future tense in the sense 
of "whatever may be the course of future events, it will be the case 
that...", and a weak future tense in the sense of "in the course of 
future events as they will actually take place, it will be the case that. . . " . 
According to him the deterministic argument embodied by (a) hinges 
on this ambiguity of the future tense. 

In my opinion this does not do justice to the argument, there is 
more to it. I will point out that a really tricky reasoning is involved 
here that does not owe its cogency to a strong or loaded meaning or 
a "bind"; I will defend that it is the temporalizing of the truth value 
that implies a historical necessity14 and that it is this fallacy that Aristo- 
tle rejects in the end. But first let us go on to section III. 

Ill 19a23-19b4 
19a23-27 What is, necessarily is, when it is; and what is not, necessarily is not, 

when it is not. But not everything that is, necessarily is; and not 
everything that is not, necessarily is not. For to say that everything that 
is, is of necessity, when it is, is not the same as saying simply15 that it 
is of necessity. Similarly with what is not. 

11 C. Strane, Aristotle and the Sea Battle , in: Mind, LXIX (1960), 447-65. 12 D. Frede op. cit. p. 56-57 and p. 60-61. See also p. 9-10. 13 Van Rijen, op. cit., chapter 6. 14 Another author who stresses the importance of this kind of necessity is Sorabji, op. 
cit. Chapter 5, "Tomorrow's Sea Battle: an argument from the past truth." How- 
ever, he is slightly in favour of the traditional interpretation and he is of the opinion 
that what he sees as Aristotle's solution is not desirable. See also Chapter 6, "Other 
Arguments from the Necessity of the Past." 
15 haplôs' Ackrill, "unconditionally". To be sure this is the meaning of haplôs , but 
"simply" is a more littéral translation. 
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19a27-32 And the same account holds for contradictories: everything necessarily 
is or is not, and will be or not16; but one cannot divide and say that one 
or the other is necessary. I mean, for example: it is necessary for there 
to be or not to be a sea-battle tomorrow; but it is not necessary for a 
sea-battle to take place tomorrow, nor for one not to take place-though 
it is necessary for one to take place or not to take place. 

19a32-19b4 So, since statements are true in the same way the states of affairs are17, 
it is clear that wherever these are such as to allow of contraries as chance 
has it, the same necessarily holds for the contradictories also. This hap- 
pens with things that are not always so or are not always not so. With 
these it is necessary for one or the other of the contradictories to be true 
or false-not, however, this or that18, but as chance has it; or for one to 
be true rather than the other, yet not already true or false. 
Clearly, then, it is not necessary that of every affirmation and opposite 
negation one should be true and the other false. For the way it is with 
the things that are, so it is not also with the things that are not, but may 
possibly be or not be, but as is said19. 

In this section III Aristotle gives his answer to the deterministic 
claims. I agree with those commentators who think that in the first 
lines of III of a temporally relative, historical necessity is at issue. The 
logic of this notion of necessity differs in important respects from the 
logic of 'absolute' necessity20. I think that is why its rôle in De int. IX 
as a whole has not yet been clearly recognized, even by those who have 
pointed it out in 19a23-27, or in 18b9-19a6. 

Intuitively a state of affairs or event is historically necessary if it has 
been made irrevocable by the past. Trivially everything that has hap- 
pened in the past is now necessary, simply because we cannot alter the 
past; as soon as something is the case it has become necessary. We can 
represent this semiformally as follows. Let time t be earlier than time 
ť ; then, if p is the case at time t, it is necessary at time ť that p is 
the case at time t: (b) (pt- >Dt.pt); similarly in the negative case (not 

16 Aristotle's italics: kai esesthai ge ê mê' Ackrill, ''and will be or will not be" (The 
italics are meant to render the emphasis ge imparts to esesthai. 
17 epei homoiôs hoi logoi alêtheis hôsper ta pragmata' Ackrill, "since statements are true ac- 
cording to how the actual things are". I follow a suggestion of De Rijk here. See L. 
M. de Rijk, The Anatomy of the Proposition: Logos and Pragma in Plato and Aristotle , in: 
Logos and Pragma. Essays on the philosophy of language in honour of professor Gabriel 
Nuchelmans, ed. by L. M. de Rijk and H. A. G. Braakhuis, Nijmegen 1987, 27-61, 
especially p. 40 and note 32. 
18 tode ê tode' Ackrill, "this one or that one". I read the phrase as referring to "true 
or false", but the difference is of no account for the interpretation of the section. 
19 ou gar hôsper epi tôn ontôn houtôs echei kai epi tön mê ontôn, dunatôn de einai ê mê einai , all' 
hôsper eirêtai. Ackrill, "For what holds for things that are does not hold for things that 
are not but may possibly be or not be; with these it is as we have said". 
20 See J. A. van Eck, A system of temporally relative modal and deontic predicate logic and its 
philosophical applications. Dissertation, Groningen 1981. Published in: Logique et 
Analyse 99 and 100 (1982), 249-290 and 339-381. 
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p): (с) ( - Pt- Dť - Pt). This is what Aristotle states in 19a23-24 and he 
immediately warns us that not everything is necessary; that something 
is necessary when it is (Dt. pt) is different from simply being 
necessary (dpt) viz. without any time dépendance. So principles (b) 
and (c) do not hold simply, i.e. regardless of the relation of time be- 
tween the fact and its necessity: (pt- Dpt) and ( - pt- Dpt) are not 
valid. 

It is sometimes clearer to talk in terms of possible worlds, or in the 
case of historical modalities in terms of world-courses, ways in which 
the world may develop from a certain moment on. That it is now 
(already) necessary that I will die before 2100 AD means, Whatever 
may happen from now on, I will die before 2100 AD, i.e. whatever 
course the world may take from now on, I will die before 2100 AD. 
Thus we get the following interpretation of formules of the form Dtq>; 
□ tq> is true in (e.g. our) world w if ф is the case in all those possible 
worlds that at t are still accessible to w. Some worlds are accessible at 
time t to our world, viz those worlds whose courses - until t - are iden- 
tical with the course of our world - until - t. These are the worlds that 
at time t have the same past as our world. From time t on they may 
have different courses. 

Thus it is a trivial truth that if p lies in the past then it is now 
necessary that p, because p is the case in each world whose past is 
identical to the past of our world. But also events in the future may 
be historically necessary, those events for which there is a sufficient 
condition in the past. If at time t p lies in the past and at time t p is 
a sufficient condition for q (which lies in the future), then Dtp and 
□ t (p-*q), and therefore Dtq. An example: if someone has himself 
sterilized in 1978, it is already in 1980 impossible for him to beget a 
son in 1984 (if it is supposed that the measure is irreversible). We see 
that the necessity of the past may be transferred to future states of af- 
faires. 

Realizing the strange character of the logic of temporally relative 
modal concepts turns out to be of vital importance in analysing and 
evaluating arguments in which they occur21, to start with Aristotle's 
De Int . IX. 

21 It appears that classical modal distinctions such as necessitas consequentiae versus 
necessitas consequents, modality de dicto versus modality de те and others, are sometimes 
temporally relative and as a result are illusory in some contexts. For some case studies 
see van Eck, op. cit. Chapter TI. 
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Commentary 

First I will comment on section II В and C, then on III and finally 
on I and II A. I think this order of treatment is the most favourable 
one for rendering clear the details of the chapter's structure, as I see 
it. Particularly how Aristotle's analyses of section III bear upon the 
parts of I and II wil gradually appear in this way. 

Ad II B. Some commentators argue that it is the ambiguity of the 
future tense that generates the problem with which De int. IX deals. 
The principle of bivalence is valid also for sentences about future 
events, but if we substitute such a sentence in the weak future tense, 
in (a) Tp- ' Dp we get a falsity: "If it is true that in the course of future 
events as they will actually take place, it will be the case that..., it is 
necessary that. . . " . The only future tense sentences for which (a) holds 
are strong ones, but this is not enough to reach a deterministic conclu- 
sion, because for sentences in the strong future tense Fp- □ - p is not 
valid as is easily seen from the meaning of the strong future tense. I 
think the distinction weak - strong future tense is unimportant here, 
because the deterministic argument can be represented in a language 
in which one can talk about future contingencies without making use 
of sentences with a future tense. (A case in point is Dutch, in which 
I can say, "Volgende week woensdag om 3 uur vindt er een zeeslag 
plaats": 

* 
Wednesday next week at 3 p.m. a seabattle takes place*). 

And not only with this kind of sentence, but also with sentences of the 
type "X will happen" in the weak sense we get the deterministic conse- 
quence. An example. Suppose I say now, "On November 13, 1997, 
at 4 p.m. a seabattle will take place". According to the PB this 
sentence is true or false. If (1) it is true, then I am right, (2) I spoke 
the truth. But now my uttering this true assertion lies already in the 
past and thus (3) has become a historical necessity. It is now an ir- 
revocable fact, and thereby necessary, that I just now spoke the truth. 
But (4) it is also necessary that if I was right, then on November 13, 
1997 at 4 p.m. a seabattle will actually take place (it is not possible that 
the statement is true and nevertheless no seabattle will take place at 
that time). So (5) it is (now already) necessary that on November 13, 
1997 at 4 p.m. a seabattle will take place. If on the other hand the 
sentence is false (or negated) we similarly reach the conclusion that it 
is (now already) impossible that  Of course, substituting "takes 
place" for "will take place" in the above sentence we would get the 
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same argument. - For some readers the argument will perhaps 
become clearer if I restate it (semi-) formally. Here it is. Let t and ť 
be two moments of time, ť later than t; let S^p mean: at time t it is 
truly said that p, and if f is any proposition Dt. <p means: at ť it is 
necessary that 9. Now (1) Tp (2) S^p (3) Dt. S^p (4) □ (S^p^p)22 
(5) p. 

Thus we see that even with a sentence in a "weak" future tense or 
with a sentence with no future tense at all a deterministic consequence 
can be reached. So the defect of the argument is not due to a failure 
to distinguish two future tenses. But then the question arises what is 
wrong with the reasoning? In my opinion the argument is made possi- 
ble by temporalizing truth values, i.e. locating truth values in time. 
As soon as one does so the principle of historical necessity is ap- 
plicable, yielding, with temporally definite sentences, a deterministic 
consequence. If at a certain time t (say 10 October 1987) it is true that 
p (say, that on November 13, 1997 at 4 p.m. a seabattle will take 
place), then the truth at that time t of p lies from that time t on in the 
past and thus is from t on part of the world, whatever course it may 
take after that. Thus in all courses the world may take from t on p is 
already true (at t) and therefore (because in any world it obtains that 
p is the case if it is true that p) in all world courses that are still accessi- 
ble from t on p will be the case; in other words it is necessary from 
t on that p will be the case. The historical necessity of a truth in the 
past can, through the necessity of the truth principle "Tp if and only 
if p", be transferred to a future event. 

It appears that placing truth values in time is crucial in the deter- 
ministic argument from Tp to □ p. In this connection it is significant 
that wherever Aristotle renders the argument, in 18a34-18b9; 
18b9-16; 18b33-19al and the summary 19al-6, he introduces one or 
two speakers who respectively state and deny that something will hap- 
pen. Then he says about one of the two contradictory statements that 
"it was true to say earlier ..." (18Ы0), "it was always true to say..." 
(18Ы1), "which of the two was true to say then " (18b35-36), "it was 
true to say always" (19a6). The use of these phrases suggests a tem- 
poralizing of truth. Now, indeed, "truly saying" (cf. alêthôs eipe , 19a4) 
that p will happen seems to imply that it is now (already) true that p 

22 In (4) the necessity-operator does not have a time index. (4) means: in all posible 
worlds in which s^p is the case, p is the case too. But what holds for all possible 
worlds trivially also holds for all those possible worlds that are at still accessible. Thus 
(4) implies (4') (Ss^p- p) and (3), together with (4) implies (5). 
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wil happen. In the passages quoted above Aristotle makes use of the 
impression that if somebody is speaking the truth now if he says that 
a certain event will happen, it is in fact true now that that event will 
happen. But then, of course, the necessity of the event would be an 
immediate consequence. 

In order to preclude the deterministic consequence we must 
distinguish two principles, a sound one and an unsound one, that 
resemble each other: 
1. It is always possible to assign a truth value to propositions (in- 

cluding future contingency propositions). This is the Principle of 
Bivalence. 

2. Propositions (including future contingency propositions) always 
have (already) a truth value, in the historical sense of being at any 
moment of time (already) true or false. 

Thus in our example, although my uttering the true (resp. false) asser- 
tion: "On November 13, 1997, at 4 p.m. a seabattle will take place" 
already lies in the past and has become a historical necessity, never- 
theless it is not now necessary that I just now spoke the truth (respect- 
ively an untruth). What is necessary now is that I uttered the assertion 
some minutes ago. However that the statement is true has not become 
necessary, because its truth is not located in the time of the 
utterance23. The step in our formalization from (2) S^p to (3) Dt, S^p 
is not warranted, because S^p has the form of a conjunction (StpATp) 
and we cannot get □t,(StpATp), for the formula Tp does not have a 
time index. At the utmost we get (CĻ StpATp). 

Some commentators are against this solution of timeless truth. For 
instance D. Frede, who advocates the traditional interpretation, argu- 
ing that principle (a)Tp- > Dp is sound (because of the dépendance of 
the fact from the truth, that would be responsible for a "relative 
semantic necessity", see also above), and that Aristotle accordingly 
restricts the PB in order to avoid determinisme. "The attempt to 
avoid the problem of future contingency by changing to timeless pro- 
positions and timeless truth ... is all too easy because it eliminates 
meaningful predictions and promises alongside with a genuinely open 
future", op. cit. p. 56-57. After referring to such an approach of Von 
Wright in Determinismus, Wahrheit und Zeitlichkeit , Studia Leibnitiana, 
VI (1961), she continues: "Is this a solution Aristotle could have en- 
visaged? Von Wright thinks that it is possible that Aristotle may have 

23 That this is Aristotle's solution will be argued below Ad III. 
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been confused since he did not see the distinction between temporal 
and atemporal truth. My suspicion is that even though that may be 
true, Aristotle was quite aware of the petitio but thought the deter- 
ministic implications inevitable - for genuine singular prospositions 
about the future. For it is senseless to make such predictions and to call 
them true or false if one does not commit oneself to what one says. 
What sense does it make if I make a prediction about a contingent fact 
in the future such as 'There will be a sea-battle in the Persian Gulf 
tomorrow ajid this is true in the plain sense but it is quite open and 
there may not be a sea-battle? ' Without wanting to turn Aristotle into 
an ordinary-language philosopher, I assume that for him we have to 
choose between a commitment or 'idle talk'." (Frede, op. cit . p. 60). 

In my opinion this is bad ordinary-language philosophy, based 
upon muddling together considerations of semantics and pragmatics. 
To be sure, it is incorrect to claim in a conversation the truth of a 
proposition p and at the same time leave open the possibility that p 
will not be the case. You 'cannoť say "It is true that p, but possibly 
not p", just as you cannot say "p is the case, but I do not believe 
that". But this is no reason to claim the validity of 

4 4 if p then I believe 
that p" and thus of "if p then it is believed that p". Nor must the 
pragmatic incorrectness of saying "It is true that p, but possibly not 
p" seduce you into ascribing deterministic implications to truth or ac- 
cepting (a) Tp - Dp as valid. It seems that you are only allowed to say 
at a time t that p is true, i.e. can only correctly do so, if you have at 
time t sufficient reason to believe that p, that is if there is a sufficient 
condition for (the truth of) p, which would imply necessity indeed. But 
this does not mean that the truth itself of p implies necessity. The com- 
mitment Frede is talking about is not semantic at all, it does not hang 
on the meaning of Tp. It is a pragmatic commitment that is due to re- 
quirements of correctly contending that Tp, and this has nothing to do 
with the logical status of (a). I don't see any evidence in De Int. IX 
that Aristotle made this mistake, nor is there any reason to suppose 
that he was confused at any point in the subject of future con- 
tingencies. 

Ad IIC. In 18b33-19a6 Aristotle completes the deterministic argu- 
ment by getting rid of the speakers who were first introduced in order 
to place the statements in time "...it is not because of the affirming 
or denying that it will be or will not be the case, nor is it a question 
of ten thousand years beforehand rather than any other time". There- 
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fore "it does not make any difference whether any people made the 
contradictory statements or not". The fact that "of what happens it 
was always true to say that it would be the case" is enough for 
reaching the deterministic result, whether anyone did in fact utter the 
statement or not. Thus concluding this section Aristotle summarizes 
the argument in 19al-6. 

It is expedient to remind the reader here that my translation "such 
that one or the other could be truly said" of hoste to heteron alêtheuesthai 
in 19a2 is different from Ackrill's which reads "such that one or the 
other was true". Some commentators use his translation to give it an 
ontological interpretation: in the whole of time the situation was 
already such that the prediction was then already true, its truth 
already guaranteed by the present situation. Van Rijen needs this in- 
terpretation in order to get an extra premiss that is required to make 
the deterministic argument as he interprets it, valid. It would justify 
the replacement of the weak future tense by the strong future tense. 
There are some reasons to opt for our interpretation against the 
translation of alêtheuesthai as "was true" together with the loaded on- 
tological reading. 1 . Each time alêtheuein occurs in De Int . IX it is used 
in the sense of "speaking the truth", rather than "being true" cf. 
18a37 alêtheuein ton heteron autôn "one of them to be saying what is 
true", 18b7 ê gar ho phas alêtheuei ê ho apophas "since either he who says 
or he who denies is saying what is true". (For that matter, "being 
true" is usually expressed by the actice voice, alêtheuein whereas 
"being false" is expressed by the middle voice pseudesthai cf. De Int. 
16al0; 16b3; 17a2). 2. The reason Aristotle gives in 19a4-6 for the 
validity of the transition in the implication in 19al-4 suggests "be tru- 
ly said" as the meaning of alêtheuesthai. The protasis of the implication 
"if in the whole of time it was such that one or the other alêtheuesthai " 

is followed by a twofold apodosis, a "it was necessary for this to hap- 
pen" b "and everything that happens always to be such that it hap- 
pens of necessity". He then justifies this implication by two statements 
in which he speaks not of truth or "being true" simpliciter, but of 
"truly saying" ( alêthôs eipe , 19a4) and "being true to say always" 
(alêthes ên eipein aei, 19a5-6). What is justified here is the transition to 
necessity not from "was true" but from "could be truly asserted". 

Ad III. This section too may be divided intro three parts. We 
already commented on the first one, 19a23-27, in which Aristotle 
distinguishes between "being of necessity when it is" and "simply 
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being of necessity". The second part, 19a27-33 starts with a distinc- 
tion between, It is necessary for everything to be or not to be, formally 
□ (p v - p), and, It is necessary to be or it is necessary not to be, 
(□p v □- p). 

Now, this discriminination is introduced by the sentence "And the 
same account {ho autos logos) holds for contradictories; . ..", indicating 
a logical relationship with the former distinction of historical versus 
simple necessity. Ackrill notes a difficulty here24: the fallacy in an in- 
ference from D(p v - p) to (Dp v □ - p) is not the same as that from 
a historical necessity to a simple one. Hence he suggests that Aristotle 
may have been confused and made a mistake. I disagree with him and 
I think that a consideration of the logic of historical necessity will make 
clear what Aristotle had in mind and why he so expressly connected 
the two distinctions. 

First he pointed out that the historical necessity of everything that 
is should not lead one to accept the necessity tout court of everything; 
we have (where t is not later than ť )25 d (pt - Dt. pt) and ( - pt- Ot, 
- pt), but not e (pt- Dpt) and ( - pt- □ - pt). But from d immediately 
follows (Dt. pt v □(. - pt), and for that matter (pt v - pt) is 
equivalent to (Dt'Pt v Dť - pt): with reference to the past one is al- 
lowed to take the necessity of a disjunction distributively ( dielonta ). 
But, keeping the distinction between d and e in mind, we are not al- 
lowed to conclude, from f □ (p( v - pt), g: (Gpt v □ - p(), i.e. we can- 
not read the simple necessity of a disjunction distributively. That is 
why the second distinction, between f and g, is based upon the same 
logos as the first one, between d and e: we may take the necessity to 
be distributed if it regards the past, if it is a historical necessity, that 
is, if the "when it is" condition is fulfilled, not if it is a simple, uncon- 
ditional necessity26. In this connection, it is significant that the warn- 

24 Ackrill, op. cit., p. 138. 25 It is a matter of choice in what part of the division past/future the present belongs. 
I think there is some reason not to view the present as historically necessary, just like 
the past (see van Eck op. cit. p. 283), but I don't think the point is very important. 
Aristotle treats the present in the same way as the past here and I will follow him from 
now on. 
26 I do not agree with D. Frede who claims that Aristotle is not really concerned with 
a distribution mistake (although she does "not deny that Aristotle warns us not to 
make that kind of mistake. .. "). "We, rather, have to make the application of the dif- 
ferentiation in step (1) (i.e. between absolute and conditional necessity, v.E.) in the 
cause of an antithesis ourselves! That is to say, we must not regard one of the 
members (the one we take to be or become real) as absolutely necessary (and its op- 
posite as impossible) when it is only conditionally necessary" (op. cit. p. 74). but as 
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ing not to divide, 19a29, occurs after the phrase about the future, "... 
and will be or not", and is further explained in an example concerning 
a future event, the famous seabattle tomorrow. 

In 19a32-39 Aristotle draws his conclusions concerning statements 
about things "that are not always so or are not always not so", which 
are "such as to allow of contraries as chance has it", that is contingen- 
cies: "the same necessarily holds for the contradictories also", because 
"statements are true in the same way ( homoiôs ) the states of affairs are 
( hôsper ta pragmatd )". Thus "with these (i.e. the above mentioned con- 
tingencies) it is necessary for one or the other of the contradictories to 
be true or false, not however this or that27, but as chance has it." That 
is to say, of two contradictories it is necessary that the one is true or 
false (as well as the other). However it is not necessarily this (truth 
value) nor necessarily that (truth value), but as chance has it. Again 
we are warned not to divide and say, because a sentence (and its nega- 
tion) is necessarily true or false, it is necessarily true or necessarily 
false28. However, we must bear in mind, and this is of the utmost im- 
portance, that Aristotle is only speaking about contingency proposi- 
tions ( toutôn gar , 19a36). For propositions about the present and the 

appears from the above, there is a much stronger logical connection between the two 
sections linked by the words ho autos logos than only an application of the difference 
between an absolute and conditional necessity to the two members of an antithesis 
seperately! It concerns the distinction between (d) and (e) on the one hand and (f) and 
(g) on the other having the same root. And I do think that Aristotle is really concerned 
with a distribution mistake with a simple necessity, just because dividing a historical 
necessity (that is: of past events) is justified, which makes such a mistake all the more 
credible to be made and a caution not undue. 
27 See note 18. 
28 D. Frede is of the opinion that "statements are true according to how things are", 
19a33 (this is Ackrill's translation, see note 17), can be understood in two ways. It 
may express a strong correspondence, the truth itself is modified in accordance with 
the mode of the event, or a weaker correspondence in the sense that if the facts are 
definite, the truth values are definite too. She argues that the weaker version is much 
more probable, because the stronger one would lack "the final confirmation to be ex- 
pected in line 19a38-39, (regardless whether the 'already' is to be understood tem- 
porally or not) the 'necessary' in line 36 simply cannot be extended in such a way that 
in line 38-39 we could read 'or for one to be true rather than the other, yet not already 
necessarily true or necessarily false" . I disagree with this argumentation and opt for the 
stronger version, that does get its confirmation at 19a37-38: "not this or that but as 
chance has it", which sentence is governed by the 'necessary' in 19a36. The opposi- 
tion suggested in this sentence requires that we read it as: "not necessarily this or 
that", in other words: "not necessarily this and not necessarily that, but as chance 
has it". That the 'necessary' of 19a36 cannot be extended so that we could read in 
19a38-39 'yet not already necessarily true or false' is irrelevant: "already true or 
false" implies a (historical) necessity as appears from the deterministic argument. 
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past distribution is allowed. The statement "It is necessarily true or 
false that yesterday a seabattle took place" is equivalent to the state- 
ment "It is necessarily true that a seabattle took place or it is 
necessarily false that a seabattle took place". A scope distinction of the 
modal phrase is pointless in these cases. For this reason it is all the 
more important to stress its relevance for future contingency pro- 
positions! 

At 19a38 Aristotle continues, "and for one to be true rather than 
the other, yet not already true or false"29. Here we have Aristotle's 
preclusion of the deterministic argument of section II: although it is 

necessary that a statement is true or false (19a36-37) and accordingly 
we can now say that it is true (resp. false) - or, to use Aristotle's words, 
it is true to say now - that a seabattle will occur tomorrow, we cannot 
say that it is already true now, for that would indeed yield the fatalistic 
conclusions of II: as soon as something is true it is necessarily true. 
This is not a limitation or modification of the PB to the effect that a 
future contingency proposition lacks a truth value but acquires one in 
the course of time, i.e. when the event about which it is has become 
a fact and the proposition has ceased to be so to speak a future con- 

tingency one. The PB is stated for future contingencies in 19a36-37. 
Now, in a metaphorical sense one can say that propositions about 

the past and present are already true (or false), because the facts they 
represent are already (part of) reality. In that sense one can say 
analogously that future contingency propositions are not already true 
or false because they are not yet realized either positively or negative- 
ly. But this should not be taken to mean that they lack "at any time 
or other" a truth value, that they are not yet true or false. They have 
a (timeless) truth value but they differ from propositions about the 
past and present in that the latter in addition are realized already and 
thus may be said to be already true (or already fais respectively). What 
is limitated in 19a39 is a strengthened version of the PB that does hold 
for propositions about the past and present: every statement necessari- 
ly is already true or (already) false, which implies and is implied by: 
every statement is historically necessarily true or historically necessari- 
ly false, which in its turn is equivalent to: every statement is historical- 

ly necessarily true or false. And it is in this sense that we must 

29 The Greek word for "already" (¿dé) does not always have a temporal force. Some 
prefer here the translation 4 'but that does not yet mean true or false", instead of "yet 
not already true or false", see Ackrill op. cit. , p. 141. For a similar use of Latin iam, 
see L. M. De Rijk, in this Journal, 23 (1985), 92 f. 
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interpret the conclusion that now immediately follows 19a39-19b2. 
"Clearly then, it is not necessary that of every affirmation and op- 
posite negation one should be true and the other false;' 

' It is the denial 
of the necessity that of every pair of contradictories one is definitely 
true and the other definitely false in the sense of already true and false 
respectively. That is to say, the historical necessity of "this one true 
and that one false' ' is denied, i.e. it is not necessary that this one is 
true and that one false in the way it is necessary for accomplished facts ; "for 
the way it is ( hôsper ) with the things that are, so {houtôs) it is not also 
with the things that are not, but may possibly be or not be, but as is 
said." (19b2-4). Thus we see what is the principle that has to be 
denied in order to avoid determinism. 

Ad I. Returning to the beginning of the chapter we read that with 
regard to the present and past it is necessary (a) that the affirmation 
or the negation is true or false; and that with universal and particular 
sentences it is necessary that (b) always one is true and the other false. 
Now it is most significant how the denial of this is phrased in the next 
sentence. Aristotle does not say, for example, For future contingencies 
this does not hold, or, this is not necessary (as he in fact does with 
"universais not spoken of universally" )30; no, he says, "but with par- 
ticulars that are going to be not in the same way ". From our discussion 
of section III it appears that we have to read this as: it is not in the 
same way necessary that (a), nor that (b). It is a denial not of the PB 
tout court but of the PB in the way it holds for the past and the present. 

It is important to notice that the subsequent deterministic argument 
would indeed be valid under the supposition that the strengthened ver- 
sion of the PB would hold indeed for all propositions, including those 
about the future. In fact the argument illustrates the mistake we can 
make with the PB if we do not distinguish between statements about 
the past and present on the one hand, and those about the future on 
the other hand. Let us turn to its first part. 

Ad II A. It starts with a conditional in 18a34-35. Here "it is 
necessary" ( ananke) is placed in front of the phrase "either to be the 
case or not to be the case", and at first sight there is no reason to read 
it distributively. The next sentence, which adduces the argument in 
support of this statement, contains an ambiguity, viz. "it is clearly 

30 For the meaning of this phrase see note 5. 
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necessary for one of them to be saying what is true", which may be 
read distributively, and is indeed followed by a deterministic conclu- 
sion in 18b5. 

Now, a reader who would not accept the conclusion, only because 
he reads the two occurrences of 4 'necessary" here non-distributively 
does not realize the impact of the rôle of the speakers in the argument. 
By putting them on the stage Aristotle gets contradictory statements 
about the future that are expressed in the course of time. But at the 
moment of the utterance one of them is speaking the truth and his 
statement about the future is ' 4 true to say then", at that very moment. 
The two speakers are introduced in 18a35-36, and in the conclusion 
Aristotle explicitly reminds us of them when he gives once again as the 
ultimate reason for the deterministic outcome that "since either he 
who says or he who denies is saying what is true." (18b7-8). But then 
in the second part of the argument (B) he presses this point to the full, 
saying that if something is the case now "it was true to say earlier that 
it would be...; so it was always true to say of anything that has hap- 
pened that it would be so." (18b 10- 12). And this suggests temporaliz- 
ing of the truth value. But, as we have seen, such a placing in time 
of truth values has immediate deterministic consequences: as soon as a 
statement (p) is true, it is (i.e. has become) necessary that it (p) is true, 
and as soon as its negation ( - p) is true it is necessary that this negation 
( - p) is true. So as soon as p is true or - p is true it is necessary that 
p is true or necessary that - p is true. Thus a distributive reading of 
"necessary" in II A is justified because the necessity at issue here is 
a historical necessity31. And that is why a difference in fact does not 
matter here; the non distributive - and distributive uses are 
equivalent. So the vexed questions which reading is the right one turns 
out to be beside the point after all: either possibility has a deterministic 
consequence. 

Now a notorious difficulty of any interpretation to the effect that it 
is not the PB that is at stake in De Int. IX is that the deterministic argu- 
ment starts with the PB. According to this kind of interpretation, 
Aristotle does not dispute this starting point at the end. But then it 

31 Remember also that, when Aristotle comments on the question of distribution in 
19a29 his warning that we should not distribute is based upon the same logos as is his 
warning not to confuse necessity when it is with necessity tout court (see p. 11-12); the 
reasoning in II A, thus owing its seaming validity to the suggestion of a historical 
necessity loses its plausibility as soon as it is established that this notion is out of place 
here. 
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seems that in III he neither attacks the determinista inference from 
truth to necessity, he only makes some distinctions and the question 
is how "the confusions Aristotle is here exposing... motivate that in- 
ference"32. From the foregoing it will be clear what my answer is. The 
two kinds of fallacy Aristotle points out in section III, viz. (p- -Dp) 
and □ (pv - p) - (Dpv □ - p)resp. D(Tp vT - p) - (DTpv DT - p) 
are no fallacies at all if we read □ as a historical necessity ("when it 
is") instead of a simple one: (pt- • Dt. pt) and (pt v - p,)- • (Dt. pt v 
□ t. - pt), resp. üt.(TPt v T- pt) - (Dj.Tp, v nt.T- pt) are valid if 
t<ť i.e. if at ť p is a statement about the past or present. Thus we 
must distinguish statements about the past or present from those about 
the future. A third error is akin: "every proposition is true or false" 
does not imply determinism, where as "every proposition is already 
true or false" does; (T(p v Ftp) implies (Dt. Ttp v Dt, Ftp). In the 
same way (Ttp v T, - p) implies (□,. Ttp v - p). And it is at this 
point in section III that Aristotle meets the deterministic argument: 
every statement is true or false, but not already true or false. Here 
Aristotle hits the core of the whole deterministic argument. It showed 
how the PB may lead us to say about statements concerning the future 
that they are already true or false at the moment of utterance. Now 
metaphorically we can say about statements concerning the present 
and past that they are already true or false, but if we talk in the same 
way about propositions concerning the future, neglecting the distinc- 
tion between the two kinds of proposition, we treat them in a similar 
manner, i.e. as propositions about the past and we have in fact chang- 
ed over to a strengthened PB which in fact implies determinism. 

We come to our conclusion. 

Conclusion 

Summarizing our interpretation we may say that the message of De 
Int. IX is that we must distinguish between the past and present on the 
one hand, and the future on the other hand, so that the way the Princi- 
ple of Bivalence holds for statements about the past and present is dif- 
ferent from the way it holds for future contingency statements. Not 
observing this distinction leads to determinism. Mind you, Aristotle 
does not qualify the PB in the sense of restricting its validity. The PB 
does hold indiscriminately for all propositions, including future con- 

32 See Sorabji, op. cit., p. 96. See also Ackrill, op. cit., p. 139-140. 
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tingency propositions if we understand the necessity that governs it as 
a simple necessity ( haplôs ), but it is not applicable to future contingen- 
cy propositions if we read its necessity as a historical one, as a necessity 
of the past, which only obtains if the "when it is" condition is fulfilled. 
In fact this reading results in a strengthened version of the PB. 

But how on earth could we be tempted into treating statements 
about the future similarly as those about the present and past, apply- 
ing the strenghtened PB? The deterministic argument shows how 
making this mistake is rendered easy by the occurrence of an affirma- 
tion or negation by a speaker about a future event. As we have seen, 
the enriched PB is applicable to future contingency propositions 
through faulty placement in time of truth values of the positive and 
negative statements that are uttered in time. 

The structure of the chapter is as follows. 
In 18a28-34 Aristotle states that the PB holds for statements about 

"what is and has been", but that it does not hold in the same way 
{ouch homoiôs ) for statements about "what is goint to be". The next 
section, 18a34-19a23 contains the so called deterministic argument. It 
contains the reason why we must make this difference, showing how 
the PB may induce us to treat statements about the future in the same 
way as those about the past and present, with a deterministic outcome. 
With this purpose two speakers are introduced who respectively affirm 
and deny at a certain moment of time that something will be the case. 
Now, according to the PB, one of them is right, uttering a true state- 
ment at that moment, and what he says is true to say then. But as soon 
as a statement is true, it is necessarily true and what it states will 
necessarily be the case. However Aristotle rejects the deterministic 
consequence. It is important to notice that Aristotle suggests, through 
phrases like "was true to say then", a placing in time of truth values 
and it is through this temporalization of truth values that he reaches 
the deterministic result. In the last section, 19a23-19b4, Aristotle 
makes some distinctions in the use of the term "necessary", and on 
the basis of these makes clear how it is that the PB holds for the future 
"not in the same way" as for the past and present; finally he indicates 
how, as a consequence, one must preclude the deterministic argu- 
ment. First, in 19a23-27, he says that everything that is necessarily is 
when it is, but that this does not mean that it is simply, unconditional- 
ly necessary. Thus something is necessary under the condition that it 
is already the case, i.e. past or present. If so, it is historically 
necessary. So "if p then necessarily p" holds when p satisfies the con- 
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dition, but not if it does not, if p is about the future. Then, 19a27-32, 
he says that according to the same logos , it is necessary that p or not-p 
is the case, but one cannot distribute ( dielonta ) the necessity and say 
that it is necessary that p or necessary that not-p. (It is the same logos 
because ' 

'necessarily (p or not-p)" may be read distributively ' 
'necessarily p or necessarily not-p" if p satisfies the above condition, 

i.e. is about the present or past - in that case the distributive and the 
non-distributive readings are equivalent - , but not if it is about the 
future. In other words, if the necessity is a historical necessity we are 
allowed to distribute, not if it is a simple necessity). Aristotle concludes 
that ' 'since statements are true in the same way the actual things are", 
every future contingency statement is necessarily true or false, but not 
necessarily true nor necessarily false, and not already true or false. 

Here we see in what sense we must take the words "not in the same 
way" ( ouch homoiôs) in the introduction of the chapter. The difference 
is that for statements about the past and present the PB "Every state- 
ment is necessarily true or false" holds with a historical necessity: the 
"when it is" condition is fulfilled. In fact this is a strengthened version 
of the PB that is so forceful as to admit of a distribution and is in fact 
equivalent to "every statement is necessarily true or necessarily 
false". However with a statement about the future the condition is not 
fulfilled; for such a statement, then, the PB does not imply that it is 
necessarily true or necessarily false. But then we cannot say either that 
propositions about the future are already true or (already) false, for 
then a "when it is" condition is fulfilled and we have an enriched PB 
after all, "p is already true or already false" implies "p is necessarily 
true or necessarily false" with a historical necessity again. In this way 
the deterministic argument is met. The PB holds unrestrictedly for 
future contingency propositions but we are not allowed to speak of 
these as if they were already true of false, because then we would treat 
the future in the same way as the past, the very thing Aristotle warned 
against just before (19a23-27 and 19a27-32). In the deterministic 
argument we are seduced into this way of speaking, by an application 
of the PB to statements about the future that leads to a transition to 
the strengthened version of it, thereby blurring the distinction be- 
tween the way it holds for future contingency statements and the way 
it holds for statements about the present and past. 

University of Groningen 
Department of Philosophy 
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The Sentences of Thomas Ringstead , o.p. 

L.A. KENNEDY, C.S.B. 

Little is known of Thomas Ringstead (or Ryngston, etc.). Accord- 

ing to Emden,1 Quetif-Echard,2 Smalley,3 and the Dictionary of 
National Biography,4 he was a Dominican by 1348, and by then had 
read the Sentences at Cambridge University and obtained his doctorate 
in theology there. He was professor of theology ( Magister Regens) at 

Cambridge between 1347 and 1353. He was named bishop of Bangor 
in 1357 and died in 1366. 

Two works of Thomas are extant in manuscript, Postilla super Prover- 
bia Salomonis and Commentary on the Sentences. This latter work exists in 

only one manuscript: Erfurt, Wissenschaftliche Allgemeinbibliothek, 
ms. Amplon. 4o 110, ff. 1-20. It deals only with questions from the 
first two books of Peter Lombard's Sentences. Thomas wrote his 
Sentences probably well before 1347. The Erfurt copy was made 
between 1357 and 1366 since, at the end of the manuscript, Thomas 
is referred to by the scribe as being a bishop at the time. This note is 
also evidence that the Erfurt manuscript is a copy, not the original. 

Very few fourteenth-century English Dominicans have been 
studied. And hardly any fourteenth-century Cambridge professors 
have been studied. An account, then, of Ringstead' s thought should 
break fresh ground in both these areas. 

Thomas deals with only five questions in his Commentary. 

1. Utrum ordo bonitatis naturalis in creaturis penes eorum accessum ad summum 
attendi debeat seu cognosci (ff. Ira ff.). 
2. Utrum Deus sit unus (4ra ff.). 
3. Utrum Deus sit infìnitus (6rb ff.). 
4. Utrum generacio Filii a Patre sit eterna (llvb ff.). 
5. Utrum cuiuslibet entis possibilis ab eterno Deus fuerit causa (14rb ff.). 

1 A. B. Emden, A Biographical Register of the University of Cambridge to 1500 , Cam- 
bridge 1963, under Ryngstede. 2 Scriptores Ordinis Praedicatorum I, Paris, 1719, 652-653. 3 B. Smalley, English Friars and Antiquity in the early Fourteenth Century , Oxford 1960, 
211-220. 

4 XVI, 1196-97. 
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It is proposed here to analyze the fifth question. It is extremely long 
(23 1/2 columns of 72 lines each, in tiny script) and also complicated. 
It would be difficult to get the whole question published. The manu- 
script is quite legible and contains relatively few mistakes or puzzling 
words. To facilitate reference to it, it has been subdivided into its nine- 
teen sections as follows: 
A Statement of the question, f. 14rb 
В Five arguments for an affirmative answer, 14rb-va 
С One argument for a negative answer, 14va 
D The plan of attack, 14va 
E Four suppositions, 14va 
F Nine conclusions from them, 14va-15va 
G Nineteen arguments for the ninth conclusion, 15va-16rb 
H Four arguments against the first conclusion, 16rb 
I Fourteen arguments against the second conclusion, 16rb-va 
J Twenty arguments against the fifth conclusion, 16va-17ra 
К Answers to arguments against the first conclusion, 17ra-rb 
L Answers to arguments against the second conclusion, 17rb-18ra 
M Answers to arguments against the fifth conclusion, 18ra-vb 
N Arguments against and for the fifth conclusion, 18vb-19rb 
О Eighteen arguments concerning God's creative activity, 19rb-20ra 
P Answer to the original question, 20ra 
Q Answer to the first two original arguments for the affirmative, 20ra-rb 
R Answer to the original argument for the negative, 20rb 
S Ending, 20rb 

The subdivisions of these sections are marked in the manuscript. As 
an example, let us take the reference M 6. This is a reference to the 
sixth argument against the fifth conclusion. It is found in column 
18ra-vb. If one turns to this section of the manuscript he will note that 
this sixth argument is indicated just above the middle of column 18va. 

Thomas contends that God has produced two worlds, an eternal, 
necessary world and a non-eternal, contingent one. Let us call these 
worlds, throughout this paper, the eternal world and the temporal 
world. 

...quamvis ab eterno et necessario Deus produxit esse cuiuslibet creature, 
quamlibet tamen creaturam esse productam est contingens et tantum temporale 
(F 4). 

These worlds contain the same beings, which possess in them dif- 
ferent kinds of existence. 

Nec répugnât eandem rem simul et semel secundum diversa habere esse 
necessarium et contingens (M 5). 

This fifth question of Thomas maintains two paradoxes. The first is 
involved in the doctrine that God produced every possible being from 
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eternity. Let us see the characteristics of this eternal world before 

examining Thomas's reasons for positing it: 
1. It is produced by God's intellect, not by His will, and therefore is 

produced necessarily, not freely: 

...solus intellectus Dei incomplexus est causa rerum ut sic. Sed constat quod illa 
est naturalis operatio, et non impeditur a sua causalitate propter velie (G 18). 
...posito per ymaginationem quod a causa prima separaretur velie ita quod tan- 
tum maneat intelligere, tunc necessario causaret. Sed nunc non est minus quam 
tunc. Ergo nunc necessario et ab eterno (G 15). 
Ergo prima causa est tale agens quod necessario agit, deducta voluntaria 
accione, et non minus cum illa naturaliter agit quam sine (G 16). 
...si creare esset actus Dei alterius potentie, deducta volúntate, igitur voluntas 
Dei superaddita ipsam superare non potest sive impedire (G 16). 

2. The eternal world is known by God by simple apprehension, not 

by a judgement 
4 4 this exists (in the temporal world)." It is therefore 

called esse incomplexum. 

Si dicatur quod intellectus [divinus] sit causa efficiens, et quod possit causare A, 
quero ergo aut ut est complexus aut ut est pura apprehensio. . . .pura apprehensio 
ipsius A est creare vel producere ipsum A. Sed hoc facit Deus respectu A et 
cuiuscumque creature possibilis, et ab eterno fuit necessario (F 2, 3o). 
Quamvis Deus necessario per puram apprehensionem cuiuslibet creature creet 
esse suum incomplexum... (F 2, secunda pars). 
...creatio autem activa non est velie Sor esse vel fore sed pura apprehensio Sortis 
secundum esse suum incomplexum (L 6). 

3. The eternal world is a world of ideas, ideas representing every 
possible being. 

...cum queritur numquid huiusmodi incomplexum sit idea, dico quod sic - Et 
vocantur note quedam proprie cuilibet rei in mente divina... (M 15). 

The ideas are distinct both from God and from what they represent. 

Creare enim Antichristi ut sic nec est Deus nee Antichristus, sed medio modo 
se habens. Unde esse incomplexum cuiuslibet esse est esse ydeale... eius5 cuius 
est ydea singularis (M 1). 

4. By these ideas God knows all things, not just the ideas themselves. 
And the ideas represent all singular beings, not just universal entities. 

Plus videt Deus de Sorte quam esse cognitum (M 1). 

5. The ideas are midway between God and the temporal world. What 

they represent eternally is created in time, but they themselves are not 
created, though Thomas often uses that word in regard to them. They 

5 От. Ms. 
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are from God , they flow from Him, but He is not their efficient cause, 
nor, indeed, their cause in any way. 

Illud enim cuius est ydea creatur, non ydea... (M 15). 
...quamvis Deus ab eterno et necessario, creando, produxit infinita, nullius 
tarnen illorum fuit causa. Probatur: sic stant simul Deum ab eterno quamlibet 
creaturam produxisse et nullam creaturam ab eo fuisse productam (F 9). 
...esse incomplexum est a Deo, et tamen nec sicud ab efficiente, nec sicud a 
causa formali aut materiali, neque finali (J 16). 
...hec est creatio cuiuslibet rei activa et eterna: facere quod suum esse 
incomplexum a Deo fluat. Non enim dicitur proprie Deus creare incomplexum 
sed illud cuius est esse incomplexum... (M 3). 
...esse incomplexum est a Deo ut sic, quamvis non per modum effectus, quia 
nullo modo se habet ut effectus (M 2). 

Thomas represents God, the eternal world, and the temporal world, 
as three stages in the procession of creatures: the principle, creatures 
as proceeding forth, and creatures in themselves. 

Processio, inquit [Albertus], rerum tripliciter consideratur: vel prout est com- 
parata ad unum principium, aut prout est in via egrediendi, aut prout est suscep- 
tum in ipsis rebus participantibus (M l).6 

The eternal world is thus the generating of the temporal world. It is 
the ' 'being generated' 

' of the temporal world, half-way between an 
action and a result (the temporal world, now related to its Creator). 

Conceditur conclusio quod aliquid est ab alio et tamen non est secundum ali- 
quod genus cause. Exemplum: sicut generari est a generare et tamen nullo modo 
est ipsius effectus ut sic quia medio modo se habet inter actionem et relationem 
(M 16). 

Thomas makes much of the subtle point (so subtle as to be but a 
linguistic fallacy) that correlatives can not have a cause-effect relation- 
ship because a relationship requires two terms; an effect has to exist 
before it can be related to a cause and thus cannot be caused by its 
cause. 

...omnis terminus relativus ut sic7 est eque primo predicabilis de aliquo, et non 
prius neque posterius quam suum correlativum de alico (E 1). 
Et ideo, dato quod, quamvis omne causatum sit a Deo, non tamen est ab eo 
causatum, id est, non est ab eo ut causatum est (K 1). 

Thus God cannot create the eternal world and also be its cause. 

Quia omnis causa ut causa est equeprimo cum suo effectu; igitur non stant simul 
creare aliquid et esse8 causa eiusdem (Fl). 

6 See St. Albert the Great, Commentarium in de Divinis Nominibus , cap. 5, sect. 3 (ed. 
P. Simon, Cologne 1972), 322. 7 S. Ms. 

8 От. Ms. 
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Another way of putting this is saying that, if a father generates a child, 
he does not generate the generating ( generan ) of the child, and hence, 
though the eternal world is from God, it cannot be said that God 
creates the eternal world's ' 'being created"; hence it is not an effect 
of God. 

...quamvis esse ydea vel ydee sit a Deo, non tarnen causatur a Deo, non plus 
quam generari generatur (M 15). 
. . .quamvis creari mei ab eterno fuit a Deo, non plus sequitur quod Deus causavit 
creari, vel quod creari sit effectus Dei, quam sequitur "Pater meus generavit me 
secundum quod generari mei est ab ipso; igitur pater meus generavit generari 
mei" (M 1). 
...eternum esse cuiuslibet creature quod est incomplexum esse et necesse esse est 
illud quod est a Deo, et ab eterno fuit a Deo, quamvis Deus numquam fuerit 
sua causa eo quod non est illud esse ab alio et esse creatum ab ¿ilio. Exemplum 
de generare9 et generari (Q 2). 

Thomas blames our misunderstanding of these points on the inade- 

quacy of our language, which misrepresents the way things are. 

Igitur causa ut causa non causat aliquem effectum sed tantum ut causat ante- 
quam sit causa. Et iste modus, quamvis appareat involutus modus loquendi, 
tamen necessarius est. Sed penuria terminorum facit nos uti activis et passivis 
pro effectu et causa sine relatione, et participiis eorundem pro ipsis relationibus 
superadditis (F 1). 

6. The eternal world is not God. Thomas says that some might think 
that it is God, but that he disagrees. 

Et, si queratur quid sit illud esse medium essentialiter, sic protest dici,10 si quis 
veliet tenere unitatem essentie in rebus, quod est essentialiter ipse Deus, 
quamvis illud non teneam (M 1). 

This world, however, is also not a creature. 

Cum queritur utrum huiusmodi11 esse Antichristi sit creatum esse vel increatum, 
dicitur quod increatum. Et, cum arguitur "Igitur esse Antichristi incomplexum 
est Deus," potest negari consequentia, quia non omne increatum ut sic est Deus 
(M 1). 

Thomas tries to 4 'distance" the eternal world from God by saying that 
God produced it "before" it existed, and that God knows it " before" 
it is known by Him, even though its being produced and its being 
known are both eternal. 

... dico quod Deus naturaliter prius produxit omnem rem quam res sit in esse 
cognito (M 18). 
Et ideo prius naturaliter cognoscit quam aliquid est ab eo cognitum (M 18). 

9 Generari Ms. 
10 Sic potest dici] si potest Ms. 
11 Huius Ms. 
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It is so closely connected with God, however, that Thomas elsewhere 
says that it is God. 

- illud est absolutum esse quod neque potest non esse in instanti temporis vel 
nature quia hoc tantum est Deus, et nullum aliud necesse esse (M 6). 

7. The eternal world is much higher than the temporal world. A being 
in the eternal world which never exists in the temporal world is higher 
than any being in the temporal world. 

Sexta conclusio: quod infinite possent esse creature12 que numquam erunt que 
tarnen perfectius haberent esse quam sit aliquod esse creatum cuiuscumque 
existentis creature ut sic (F 6). 
Sed quodlibet necessario esse est melius esse quam contingenter esse ut sic. Igi- 
tur quodlibet potens esse, et non in esse creato пес umquam futurum, melius 
habet esse quam sit esse creatum mei vel cuiuscumque creature13 ut sic (F 6). 

This is true even if it is the being of something that is the archetype 
of all evil: Antichrist. 

...secundum rectam rationem eligibilius esset habere esse Antichristi quod14 
numquam erit... quam esse creatum cuiuscumque esse ut sic (F 7). 

An ass in the eternal world is preferable to a human being in the tem- 
poral world, no matter how good that human being might be. 

...eligibilius esset habere esse asini quod15 habuit antequam esset creatus... 
quam habere esse creatum alicuius hominis quantumcumque compositi, ut sic 
(F 8). 

Having seen the characteristics of the eternal world, let us examine 
Thomas's reasons for positing it. 
1 . Being the most perfect being, and therefore having the most perfect 
action, God produced from eternity as much as He could. 

Si ab eterno fuisset aliquod quod habuisset perfectissimum actum, vel cuius esse 
fuisset perfectum, eius esse fuisset perfectum agere. Prima causa... igitur tantum 
produxit quantum producere potuit.... Et istud argumentum movet me (N). 

2. The first cause can have only one act and, since it has it eternally, 
it produced all its effects in eternity. 

Sed sic est de primo agente quod unum habet actum tantum, et habere potest, 
ut actus est. Igitur, si istum actum habuit ab eterno ut actus est, illud agere 
habuit ab eterno ut agere est, et sic semper unum agere (N). 

12 In esse creato add. Ms. 
13 Cause Ms. 
14 Quam Ms. 
15 Quam Ms. 
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Thomas attributes this doctrine to St. Albert the Great. In his com- 
mentary on On the Divine Names , Albert had written that God does not 
have accidents; hence His very essence is activity. Thomas interprets 
this to mean that God's action is eternal. It may be free, but it is not 
free from the necessity of being eternal. 

Confirmatur totum illud quoad omnes eius particulares per Albertům, Super 
quartum De Divinis Nominibus, ubi, pertractans quod prima causa est agens 
per essentiam suam, arguii sic: "Si," inquit, "prima causa esset agens per ali- 
quod superveniens in eius essentiam, illud perficeret eius16 actum, et per conse- 
quens educeret eum ad actum, et ex consequentia esset eo divinius. Ergo oportet 
ymaginari omnibus modis, sicut dicit Aristoteles, quod ipse est agens secundum 
essentiam quemadmodum esset lux separata ab omni substantia." Et in fine sic 
concluditi "Concedimus," inquit, "ex ordine sue bonitatis per libertatem 
voluntatis, tarnen17 per suam essentiam, quamvis non secundum necessitatem 
essentie, secundum quod necessitas imperat coactionem ad actum, sed 
necessitate finis propter immobilitatem in ipso actu." Et vero noto quia hic 
excludit a Deo tantum necessitatem coactionis sed non necessitatem finis, eo 
quod necesse est18 eum semper agere sicut lux semper ageret si semper esset 
separata etc. (N).19 

3. The eternal world must precede the temporal world because being 
must precede non-being. Eternal, necessary being must precede non- 
eternal, contingent being. 

...si non-esse potuit prius esse quam esse, aut ergo prioritāte temporis aut 
nature. Prius potuit non-esse fuisse quam esse temporis prioritāte non, quia hoc 
est aliquod esse. Nec prioritāte nature quia hoc primum simpliciter quo men- 
suratur tam esse quodlibet quam non-esse (В 3). 

4. The possibility of being (which possibility is necessary) must 
precede the actuality of the temporal world (which is contingent). 
Thus the eternal world must necessarily exist first. 

Quelibet res que est creata prius necessario habuit posse esse creatum. Sed posse 
esse creatum cuiuslibet creature ab eterno fuit necesse esse, et esse creatum est 
contingens et temporale esse. Igitur prius necesse esse cuiuslibet creature quam 
contingens esse (F 5). 

We thus see that, for Thomas, God, in eternity, created a necessary, 
"incomplex," world of ideas by which He knows all things, and that 
this world is distinct from both God and what it represents. It is not 
God, but is vastly superior to the temporal world. The paradox is that 

16 Eum Ms. 
17 Fr. add . Ms. 
18 От. Ms. 
19 St. Albert, Commentarium in De Divinis Nominibus , cap. 4, sect. 9 (P. Simon, 

Cologne 1972), 116. 
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God is not its efficient cause, or its cause in any way. The reason that 
God produced this world in eternity is that He is perfect and simple 
and thus can have only one, eternal, action, which fulfills all His 
causality, and that in creation the necessary must precede the con- 
tingent, and the possible the actual. 

We shall now see the other half of Thomas's thesis, another 
paradox: that God is not the cause of what happens in the temporal 
world . 

Nullum esse complexum potest a Deo esse creatum (F 3). 
Quia omnis causa ut causa est equeprimo cum suo effectu; igitur non stant simul 
creare aliquid et esse20 causa eiusdem (F 1). 
Igitur, respectu contingentis, Deus nullam efficienciam habere potest (J 2). 

The reasons for this teaching are as follows: 
1. As we have already seen, God's causality is eternal and unchang- 
ing. It is in no way tied up with the temporal. 

Ergo, a simili, cum Deus ipse sit actus purus,... non potest... ex aliqua deter- 
minatione sui facere de non agente agentem, пес umquam potuit (О 5). 
...ubi actio et passio (vel passum esse) mensuratur eadem mensura, impossibile 
est actionem passionem (sive passum esse) precedere nisi tarnen natura.... Sed 
quia actio Dei in eternitate sit, et passio in tempore, necessario ideo, sicut men- 
sure iste possunt seiungi, sic et illa separari possunt (L 1). 
...quia tune non esset tota actio Dei eterna, sed partim eterna et partim tem- 
poralis (G 7). 

Igitur, respectu contingentis, Deus nullam efficientiam habere potest (J 2). 
2 . This rules out for Thomas the possibility of God decreeing in eter- 
nity what will happen in time. If God were to defer something He 
wanted done, there would have to be a change in Him when it was 
done. Besides, God could not have a reason for deferring His plans. 

Sic responsio ilia erronea est que dicit Deum aliquid velie et tarnen illud differì 
in futurum, quia sic esset mutatio in Deo. Nec enim sapiens differì quod vult 
nisi ex causa, sed ista non potest esse in Deo (G 14). 

God is always ready to act on His part, but the temporal world is not 
always properly disposed, as the sun always sheds its lifegiving rays 
but not all things are able to be vivified by it, as, for example, stones. 

...sol vivificai illuminata et tarnen non omnia illuminata ab eo vivificantur, sicud 
lapides quia nullam proportionem habent ad suscipiendum necessaria [ad vitam] 
que per actum solis inferuntur (G 10). 

3. Thomas thinks that, if God delayed His plans for His creatures, He 
would be dependent on them, which is unthinkable. 

20 От. Ms. 
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...hec futuritio non potest a Deo determinan antequam sit, nee postquam est, 
quia tunc potius diceretur futuritio causa voluntatis divine quam e contra. Ex 
istis patet quod nullius rei futuritio determinatur a Deo ut sit effectus divine 
voluntatis aut intellectus (F 2). 
Voluntas Dei est huiusmodi21 quod mensura ipsius simpliciter est22 absoluta, 
tota presens. Ergo ilia non potest ab aliquo extrinseco fieri de non agente agens. 
Ergo determinatio voluntatis nichil facit ad hoc (O 11). 

4. There is no reason for God not to do at once all that He wills. He 
is omnipotent, and all the instruments of His action are as pliable in 
His hands as the works He wishes to accomplish. Thus there is no 
chance that what happens in time is caused by God. 

Sic responsio ilia erronea est que dicit Deum aliquid velie et tarnen illud differt 
in futurum, quia sic esset mutatio in Deo. Nec enim sapiens differt quod vult 
nisi ex causa, sed ista non potest esse in Deo (G 14). 
...ubi non requiritur instrumentum, voluntas se habet uniformiter re et ratione, 
quod est in Deo. Igitur nullo modo potest facere de non agente agens (O 16). 
Ergo, eo ipso quod voluntas aliquid potest per se et sine instrumento, statim 
operatur illud. Et hoc in nobis est maxime verum; ergo a multo fortiori est hoc 
verum in Deo (O 17). 
Ergo, cum esse Dei sit perfectissimum esse in actu, impossibile est quin ipsum 
semper agat (O 17). 

5. No being is added absolutely when things happen in the temporal 
world; only relations are caused. Thus there is no need for divine 
causality. 

...actus Dei per omnia, tam re quam ratione, sic se habet nunc precise sicud ab 
eterno, hoc solo excepto quod nunc est una relatio predicabilis que prius non fuit 
(N)- 
Et hoc solum relatio est. Et, si causam habeat, necesse est quod causetur a causis 
secundis et nullo modo a causa prima. Hanc relationem vocavi ego contingens 
esse (L 1). 
...dato quod nunc sit Antichristus in esse productus, quero causam23 quare Deus 
dicitur nunc magis creare Antichristum quando est quam prius quando non fuit. 
Secundum oppositam responsionem, nullam. Similiter ex parte agentis, quia 
nichil est ibi aliud re vel ratione quam24 ante fuit nisi forte relatio. Sed illa relatio 
non est nisi quia Antichristus est (G 19). 

6. Thomas thinks that every free act of the divine will to have an event 
happen in time requires a prior act of the will decreeing that the will 
will let the event happen at the right moment. Thus there would be 
an infinite regress in will-acts. This can be prevented by limiting 
God's causality to an eternal action. 

21 Huius Ms. 
22 Et Ms. 
23 Causam] que causa Ms. 
24 Quod Ms. 
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Impossibile est quod tota activitas voluntatis in Deo six ex determinatone volun- 
tatis sue quia, si sic, aut ergo est processus in infinitum in huius determina- 
tionibus voluntatis ita quod ultra omnem activitatem est alia activitas, aut est 
standum ad determinationem que est voluntas activa, et tamen illa non est activa 
ex determinatione voluntatis sed naturaliter (О 3). 

7. As the eternal world is said to have esse incomplexum , the temporal 
world is said to have esse complexum. God cannot be the cause of esse 
complexum for the same reason that He cannot be the cause of esse 
incomplexum : the ' "cause" in a cause-effect relationship cannot cause 
the effect, as we have seen. 

Si Deus posset creare unam futuritionem, crearet infinitas futuritiones 
distinctas. Sed impossibile est quod esse filium sit a patre secundum quod filius 
est. Ergo impossibile est quod esse Antichristi productum vel effectum sit a 
prima causa tamquam ab efficiente. Et semper loquor de esse effectum vel esse 
productum Antichristi ut equivalet huic, "Antichristus est" vel "est creatus," 
ut sit hec intentio conclusionis: quamvis Deus necessario per puram apprehen- 
sionem cuiuslibet creature creet esse suum incomplexum, impossibile est tamen 
quod aliquam habeat efficientiam ad esse alicuius creature complexum (F 2). 

God has causality in regard to the temporal world, of course, to the 
extent that its esse incomplexum is from God. Everything has to come 
from the first efficient cause in some way. 

...si alicubi videbar dicere quod Deus potest efficere esse incomplexum, semper 
sic25 intelligatur quod unum possit esse ab alio, vel sic quod quamlibet crea- 
tionem fecit secundum quod esse suum incomplexum est a Deo. Omne enim 
quod efficitur, oportet quod secundum aliquam rationem sit ab efficiente 
primo26 (N). 

God also keeps the temporal world in existence by conservation. 
Thomas calls this re-creation, and says that it is no more unfitting for 
God to re-create things already created than for Him to create (in the 
eternal world) things which He will never create (in the temporal 
world). 

Nec magis est inconveniens ipsum ab eterno creasse res que non fuerunt ab eo 
create quam semper creare res prius creatas... (О 18). 
Preterea, non minus agit Deus antequam res sint acte quam agit eorum esse 
postquam huiusmodi27 esse est actum. Sed secundum facit. Ergo primům. Nec 
magis est unum inconveniens quam aliud (О 18). 
Sed plus répugnât facere quod non est factum quam facere quod ab olim factum 
est. Et secundum facit. Ergo et primum potest, et ab eterno potuit, quod fuit 
probandum (O 18). 

25 Bis pos. Ms. 
26 Primum Ms. 
27 Huius Ms. 
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A first corollary of Thomas's doctrine is that, if God is not the first 
cause of what goes on in the temporal world, there is an infinite regress 
in secondary causes or that there is a first cause other than God. 

Ad secundum, cum dicitur quod tunc esset processus in infinitum in causis 
secundis vel standum est ad aliquam cuius causatum esse non est a Deo nec ab 
aliqua causa secunda ut sic, conceditur conclusio (L 1). 

Thomas does not want either of these, and opts for things happening 
without causes. This, he says, is not more unfitting than possibility 
existing without a cause of it. 

Igitur quodlibet causatum ut sic est sine causa. Nec magis inconveniens mihi 
videtur posse esse aliquid in esse creato ut sic sine causa talis relationis causante 
et efficiente quam posse futurum vel possibilitatem aliquam esse que a nulla 
causa esse possit. Nec magis est unum inconveniens quam aliud (L 1). 

A second corollary is that "God does not save human beings. 
Predestination has no cause. 

Potest tamen concedi quod pro predestinato esse ut sic nullo modo teneor Deo 
quia hoc nichil aliud est secundum veritatem nisi me fore aliquando salvatum, 
et huiusmodi futuritio nullam potest habere causam (L 9). 
Sed contra: adhuc saltem sequitur quod Deus non sit causa predestinationis 
alicuius predestinati nec esse predestinati. Conclusionem concedo, accipiendo 
predestinationem sive predestinatum esse ut complexiones sunt, quod nullo 
modo possunt a Deo esse per se (L 6). 

God is not providential, though He does provide for the eternal world, 
with which the temporal world has some relations. 

...ita quod passio semper sit cum actione quoad esse suum essentiale vel 
incomplexum, quamvis non ad terminům passionis quod est passum vel esse 
causatum. Et hoc solum relatio est. Et, si causam habeat, necesse est quod 
causetur a causis secundis et nullo modo a causa prima. Hanc relationem vocavi 
ego contingens esse (L 1). 

God does, however, create grace and also eternal beatitude. 

...nisi Deus crearet gratiam in me numquam possem earn finaliter conservare, 
ex cuius conservatione sequitur formaliter me fore aliquando in esse predestinato 
quoad beatitudinem. . . (L 9). 
...quia enim Deus creavit illam beatitudinem, secundum hoc est predestinatio 
passiva a Deo (L 6). 

Thomas's teaching, then, regarding the temporal world, is that God 
is not its cause except in so far as He is the cause of the eternal world 
with which the temporal world has an important relationship, and of 
course God's causality of that world is problematic. God's providence 
thus is greatly lessened, including His role in man's salvation, though 
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He does create both grace and glory. The paradox is that the temporal 
world becomes a-causal. 

Though Thomas often mentions Aristotle, St. Augustine, Boethius, 
and St. Thomas Aquinas, it is clear that the most significant influence 
on him was St. Albert the Great's commentaries on Dionysius' s On the 
Divine Names and On the Celestial Hierarchy , which Thomas also men- 
tions. Thomas's desire to safeguard the divine simplicity and 
immutability led him to doctrines which separated God significantly 
from His knowledge and lessened His causality in the temporal world. 
Thomas's views seem quite similar to Plato's, with a world of ideas 
between ultimate reality and the temporal world, and with something 
in the temporal world which should not be there, producing con- 
tingency and escaping the control of the ultimate reality. But 
Thomas's system is insufficiently articulated and insufficiently 
defended, with the problems left simply as problems. 

Houston, Texas 
Center for Thomistic Studies 
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Vivarium XXVI, 1 (1988) 

Suarez on Beings of Reason and Truth (2)* 

JOHN P. DOYLE 

Section IV - True judgments and statements regarding beings of reason 

First what is obvious: negative judgments, or the propositions 
which express them, may be true.158 Such judgments may be either 
necessary or contingent. Thus it is necessarily true, and expressive of 
what is in reality independent of the mind, to say "a man is not a 
horše'', 159 "a man is not a lion",160 or "a horse is not a lion".161 Or it 
is contingently true to say "the man is not white" (if, e.g., he is 
black).162 With respect to privations, one can be judged really and 

* Part (1) is found in this Journal, xxv (1987), 47-75. 158 Cf. "... propositio vocalis negativa tam simpliciter ас proprie vera est, sicut af- 
firmativa; ergo divisio, quae in mente respondet, tarn vera est sicut compositio." DM 
8, 6, n. 2 (XXV, p. 294); also see DM 8, 7, n. 37 (p. 307). 159 Cf. "Unde haec denominatio veri etiam non entibus conventi; sic enim verum 
esse dicimus, et chymaeram esse ens fictum, et hominem non esse equum." DM 8, 8, 
n. 10 (XXV, pp. 310-311); "... dum intellectus concipit praecise hominem non esse 
equum, illud vere concipit quod in re est, ..." DM 54, 5, n. 2 (XXVI, p. 1031). On 
the necessity involved in such negations, cf. notes 84 and 85, above. 
i6° Qf "Quando enim mens concipit hominem non esse leonem, implicite etiam 
cognoscit conceptum, quam de homine habet, non convenire leoni, ... ." DM 8, 6, 2 
(XXV, p. 295). While this text does not explicitly mention a proposition, from the 
immediately preceding paragraph (n. 2, text in note 158, above) the inference to such 
is easy to draw. 
161 Cf. DM 54, 4, n. 10, text in note 142 above. 
162 Cf. DM 54, 3, n. 2, text in note 64 above. Also cf.: "... dicimus, Homo est caecus , 
vel, est non albus , ..." DM 54, 5, n. 6 (XXVI, p. 1032). This last text, which illustrates 
the way in which a negation can be known "per modum compositionis et affirma- 
tionis", actually reads: "man is not-white" (i.e. homo est non albus). On the difference 
between this and "man is not white" (i.e. homo non est albus), see Aristotle on infinite 
terms, Anal. Pňor. I, c. 46, 51b 2ff. For the Scholastic distinction here of a " negatio 
negans " and a " negatio infinitans ," cf. P. Fonseca, Instit. dialect. VIII, c. 32 D (II, p. 
712). For Suarez' recognition (within a context regarding statements about a 
chimaera) of the difference between a " negatio negans " and a " negatio infinitans" , cf. 
DM 54, 5, n. 14 (XXVI, p. 1035). Also cf. DM 54, 5, n. 16 (p. 1036), some text in 
note 90, above. It may be further noted that, rather than being in the adverb "non", 
placed either before the copula or before another attributed term, some negations (as 
well as privations) can be in the attributed term itself; cf. "... sic enim dicimus rem 
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truly distinct from another; e.g. it is true to say 
' 'darkness is not 

blindness,"163 or 
4 'blindness is not deafness". 164 As I see it, for Suarez 

such predications would be necessary and, in a first instance, rooted 
in the reality of the privations involved.165 If we were further to fic- 
tionalize such privations, making them strict beings of reason,166 it 
would still seem that these propositions would be necessarily true.167 
They would be of the same kind, for example, as this: "a chimaera is 
not a goat-stag", which Suarez regards as true168 and which involves 
two impossible beings of reason. Or they would not be too different 
from this: " imaginary space is not something successive",169 which 
(allowing for what we have seen above170) seems to involve an im- 
possible subject and a possible predicate; or from this: "a golden 
mountain is not a chimaera",171 which involves for Suarez a possible 
subject172 and an impossible predicate.173 In all of these cases, whether 

esse indivisibilem, actum moralem esse malum, hominem esse caecum et similia ..." 
DM 3, 1, n. 7 (XXV, p. 105). 163 Qf <« vej sļ utrumque sit ens privativum, ut tenebrae et caecitas, quia ita 
separantur ac distinguuntur inter se, ..." DM 7, 1, n. 2 (XXV, p. 250); ibid. n. 7 (p. 
252). The distinction here can easily be expressed in the negative proposition 
"Darkness is not blindness". 
164 Cf. "... caecitas enim et surditas, etiam quatenus apprehenduntur per modum 
entium, ut diversa apprehenduntur, ..." DM 54, 5, n. 25 (XXVI, p. 1038). Once 
more, while Suarez has not expressed a proposition here, to do so is easy enough. 165 Cf. DM 54, 3, n. 2, text in note 64 above; also cf. note 84 and 85, above, for the 
necessity of the negation itself, which here falls between two privations. The point I am 
making is that one privation "by its very nature" is not another. 
166 Cf. notes 75 and 76 above. 
167 Once again, the point is that the negation here would fall between two beings of 
reason in such a way that one "by its very nature" would not be the other; cf. notes 
84 and 85 above; for a better understanding of this, see below, Section V, Number 3, 
last two paragraphs. Also, on the reality of a distinction between two beings of 
reason, cf. note 110, above. 
168 Qf << sic enim concipitur chymaeram non esse hyrcocervus, et spatium im- 
aginarium non esse quid successivum." DM 54, 5, n. 16 (XXVI, p. 1036). 169 Ibid . 
170 Cf. notes 139-144. 
171 Cf. "... imaginatio humana, quae interdum fingit quaedam entia, quae revera 
nusquam sunt, vel etiam esse non possunt, componendo illa ex his entibus quae sub 
sensum cadunt, ut cum fingit montem aureum, qui non est, licet sit possibilis; eodem 
tamen modo fingere potest rem impossibilem, ut chymaeram." DM 54, 2, n. 18 
(XXVI, p 1023). Again, there is no explicit proposition here, but its formulation is 
obvious. 
172 Cf. text in note 171, just preceding; also cf. DM 8, 4, n. 7 (XXV, p. 291). There 
is in this a question about the ultimate status of a golden mountain. Strictly speaking, 
for Suarez, it is not a pure being of reason. Rather, it should be real and mind- 
independent (to the degree that any possible is such). Perhaps here is a place where 
Suarez without stating it is coming close to a distinction among beings of reason as 
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we are speaking of real beings (actual or possible174) or strict beings of 
reason, there is truth inasmuch as what we judge or say is not, in fact 
is not. Thus, our true negative judgments correspond to the way 
things are. As opposed to this, false negative judgments, even about 
real beings, e.g., "a man is not an animal", are pure fictions, 
themselves beings of reason, or at an even more recessed level, 
"negations of reason".175 

Coming now to the crux case - on the affirmative side (per modum 
compositionis vel affirmationis ), it is contingently true to say "the man is 
blind" or "there is blindness in the man",176 or "there is blindness in 
an eye"177 or, simply, "blindness exists".178 Again, we can con- 
tingently say "darkness is in the air"179 or "the air is dark".180 
Again, we can contingently say, "there is evil in human actions".181 
In similar ways, we can speak with truth about such privations as 
silence,182 death, and limping.183 Indeed, some such truths, which ac- 

with or without foundation in reality independent of the mind? For a view in some 
ways similar to that of Suarez, cf. A. Meinong, On the Theory of Objects , tr. Levi, Ter- 
rell, and Chisholm (N.Y., 1960), p. 82, where the possible golden mountain is con- 
trasted with the impossible round square. 173 Cf. again the text in note 171. 
174 For Suarez on possibility as real, cf. J. P. Doyle, Suarez on the Reality of the Possibles , 
in: The Modern Schoolman, XLV (1967), pp. 29-48. 175 "... si negatio sit falsa, ut si quis concipiat hominem, qui non sit animal, tunc ilia 
negatio etiam sub ratione negationis est mere conficta per intellectum, solumque 
habet esse objective in ilio, et ideo est ens rationis, vel potius negatio rationis, ..." 
/Ж 54, 5, n. 2 (XXVI, p. 1031). On "negatio rationis", cf. DM 45, 1, n. 2 (p. 738); 
ibid. 9, 1, n. 17 (XXV, pp. 318-319). 176 "... ens interdum dicitur ... quod per modum entis vere praedicari potest, 
quomodo dicitur homo esse caecus, vel caecitas esse in homine." DM 10, 3, n. 3 
(XXV, p. 347); ibid. 31, 1, n. 2 text in note 201, below; ibid. 54, 5, 6, text in note 
162, above. Also cf. DM 3, 1, n. 7, text in note 162. On the contingency involved in 
such predications, cf. notes 86, 87, and 95, above. 
177 "... dicimus caecitatem esse in oculo, ..." DM 1 1, 3, n. 8 (XXV, p. 366); DM 54, 
3, n. 3, text in note 64 above; DM 31, 1, n. 2, text in note 201 below. 
178 DM 31, 1, n. 2, text in note 201 below. 
179 "... dicimus, verbi gratia, Tenebrae sunt in aere, ..." DM 54, 5, n. 6 (XXVI, p. 
1033); cf. also DM 54, 3, n. 3, text in note 64 above. 
180 "... aer est tenebrosus ..." DM 54, 3, n. 2 (XXVI, p. 1016); ibid. 5, n. 6 (p. 
1033). 181 Cf. DM 54, 3, n. 3, text m note 64 above. 
182 Cf. De Anima III, с. 2, п. 28 (III, p. 623). 183 On death, cf. DM 11, 3, n. 11 (XXV, p. 367); on limping, ibid. п. 14; п. 23 (p. 
371). Note that different treatment is accorded to items such as cold and rest, which, 
within the context of Aristotelian physics, are positive realities; cf. e.g. DM 54, 5, n. 
22 (XXVI, p. 1037). There are other questions about scientific constructs, which 
some in the tradition dependent upon Suarez would regard as entia rationis ; cf. e.g. the 
Calviniste, R. Goclenius: "Epicyclus in Astronomia est ens rationis, id est in coelo 
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tually involve a negation or a removal of something (and which to that 
extent correspond with mind-independent reality) but which, as they 
are expressed affirmatively, involve conceiving purely negative or 

privative things in a positive way,184 are guaranteed by Scripture: 
e.g., "There was Darkness on the face of the deep" and "the man 
was blind from birth".185 

Still other affirmative truths regarding privations occur when, for 
example, (in necessary propositions) we say "blindness is a 

privation", 186 that shadow is a lack of light187 or, as Aristotle teaches, 
that privation is a principle of natural generation.188 Similarly, we can 
enunciate necessary affirmative truths about strictly impossible beings 
of reason. Thus, (as it were, defining) we can say "a chimaera is a 
fictitious monster",189 or (in a tautologous sentence) "a chimaera is a 
chimaera".190 Again, imaginary privations, at a level with non- 

locatus est non naturae Consilio, sed hominum arbitrio, ut fictitia hypothesis, ..." 
Isagoge in ... Primam Philosophiam, с. 1, п. 1 (p. 15), and С. Timpler: ' 'Deinde aliud 
[ens rationis] fundamentum habere in ipsis rebus, ut sunt orbes et circuii imaginarii 
in doctrina sphaerica: aliud vero non, ut sunt cerberus, chimera, etc." Metaphys. I, с. 
3, prob. И (p. 36). In this connection, let us note that for Timpler a mathematical 
point is a being of reason; cf. ibid. V, c. 2, prob. 7 (p. 505). Suarez, in contrast, 
regards the points of the mathematicians as having real physical existence; cf. DM 50, 
4, nn. 1-68 (XXVI, 551-571), esp. see nn. 29-32 (pp. 559-560). For Suarez on the 
real character of the objects of mathematical abstraction, cf. e.g. DM 10, 3, nn. 19-21 
(XXV, pp. 352-353). I have not found any place where Suarez discusses the 
character of mathematical constructs such as epicycles. But what he has said about 
the subjective character of measurement itself (cf. notes 109 and 112 above) does 
seem relevant. 
184 Cf. "... haec non solum concipiantur a nobis pure negative, sed etiam per 
modum entis positivi; sub qua consideratione habent rationem entis, non rei, sed ra- 
tionis, ..." DM 54, 3, п. 4 (XXVI, p. 1027); "... id quod in re est sola carentia, con- 
cipitur et attribuitur subjecto, ut aliquid in ilio existens; ..." ibid.; and ibid. 2, n. 17 
(p. 1023). 185 "... hujusmodi locutiones omnino verae sunt; unde et in Scriptura sacra 
reperiuntur, Genes. 1: Et tenebrae erant super Jaciem abyssi, et Joan. 9: Erat caecus a 
nativitate . " DM 54, 3, n. 4 (XXVI, p. 1027). Suarez's first example is also found in 
the text of the Conimbricenses, where it is used to support an objection to the effect 
that even before there were (created) intellects to fashion them some beings of reason 
existed; cf. Conimb., In univ. Dialect . Prima Pars In praej. Porphy. q. 6, a. 1 (p. 143). 186 Cf. "... sic enim est verum caecitatem esse pnvationem, et chymaeram esse con- 
fictum monstrum ..." DM3', 2, n. 11 (XXVI, p. 232). 187 Cf. "... umbra nihil aliud est quam carentia vel diminutio luminis, ..." DM 5,8, 
n. 12 (XXV, p. 193). 188 Cf. DM 54, 3, n. 3, text in note 64 above. 
189 Cf. DM 31, 2, n. 11, text in note 186, above; cf. also: "... sic enim verum esse 
dicimus et chymaeram esse ens fictum, et hominem non esse equum." DM 8, 8, n. 10 
(XXV, p. 311). 190 "... haec est vera, Chymaera est chymaera, vel similis." DM 31, 12, п. 45 
(XXVI, p. 297). 
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existing impossible ficta , can be affirmed (contingently) with truth of 
such ficta : e.g., if someone imagines a blind chimaera or conceives an 

imaginary space as dark.191 Or we can have a conditional affirmative 
truth regarding an impossible being: e.g., "If a stone is an animal, it 
is sensible' ' 192 Again, there are various truths on different levels with 

respect to different beings of reason and the different foundations 
which they have. Thus, we can have various levels of universality 
(with attendant levels of true affirmative predication) among beings of 
reason, even among pure fictions.193 And lastly here, we can have true 
affirmative predications of privative terms which are based on a level 
more universal than the subject receiving them. Thus a mole (on a 

191 "... possunt esse etiam aliquae privationes imaginariae et confìctae in fictis en- 
tibus, ut si quis chymaeram caecam fìngit, aut imaginarium spatium concipit 
tenebrosum, vel simile; hujusmodi enim privatio attribuì poterit enti ficto in ordine 
ad copulam abstrahentem seu ampliantem tale esse ficturn." DM 54, 5, n. 16 
(XXVI, p. 1036). In this last sentence, Suarez is evidently extending "ampliation" 
to imaginary time. This will be involved in his understanding of how such terms as 
"chimaera" will stand for {supponete) "things". In connection with this, also cf.: 
"Unde etiam dialectici dicunt ens imaginabile latius ampliare quam ens possibile." 
DM 54, 2, n. 18 (XXVI, p. 1023). On the doctrine of "ampliation" in the time of 
Suarez, cf. P. Fonseca, Institut, dialect. VIII, с. 37 (И, pp. 726-728), who rejects 
ampliation ad imaginabilia. For some treatment of what is involved here, cf. V. Muñoz 
Delgado, La Lógica nominalista en la universidad de Salamanca ( 1510-1530 ), Madrid 1964, 
esp. 238-243; and E. Ashworth, Chimeras and Imaginary Objects . .., esp. pp. 72-7. 192 E.g. "... vera est haec conditionalis, Si lapis est animal, est sensibilis , ... DM 31, 
12, n. 45 (XXVI, p. 297). 193 Cf. "... in ipsis entibus rationis, ... potest intellectus eo progredi, ut ab his etiam 
abstrahat rationes universales et communes, et universale conficiat etiam in rebus 
fictis, quae vera entia non sunt, ..." DM 6, 7, n. 2 (XXV, p. 229); cf. DM 54, 6, n. 
11 (p. 1041); also: "... hi respectus possunt etiam entibus rationis attribuì; et in eis 
cogitari potest compositio ex genere et differentia, ut ex dialéctica suppono. Et in 
praesenti etiam potest ille conceptus entis rationis ita abstrahi, ut in suo ordine con- 
cipiatur tanquam quid completum, et habens differentias extra sui rationem." DM 
54, 3, n. 9 (XXVI, p. 1028). Note that in this last text Suarez allows more unity to ens 
rationis than he does to ens reale (which he refuses to regard as a genus [cf. DM 2, 5, n. 
10 (XXV, p. 96); DM 28, 3, n. 20 (XXVI, p. 20); DM 30, 4, n. 32 (p. 85); DM 32, 2, 
n. 15 (p. 322)]). This raises question about the " differentiae extra sui rationem" . Just 
what are they? Beings of reason? Hardly. Real beings? Not likely. Extrinsic 
denominations? Perhaps. But then, in view of what we have seen regarding the reali- 
ty of such, the question is reinstated. Although it is not directly on the point of a 
common generic unity, cf.: "Quamvis enim ens rationis possit dici unum numero, et 
sic distinguantur a dialecticis genera, species et individua in ipsis entibus rationis, 
tamen illud est quasi aequivoce per solam extrinsecam denominationem; proprie 
tamen et in rigore loquendo, quicquid simpliciter unum numero est, ens reale est; 
..." DM 4, 9, n. 12 (XXV, p. 144). This last occurs in confirmation of an opinion 
(equating transcendental and numerical unity) which Suarez rejects. But on the point 
of confirmation he remains silent. 
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specific level) can be called blind because as an animal (generic level) 
it seemingly should be capable of vision.194 

Section V - Suarez on the truth of statements regarding beings of reason 

1 . General Explanation of such Truth 

As we have seen, despite their being objects of true statements, 
Suarez has denied any transcendental truth to beings of reason. To be 
sure, he can on occasion refer to the "true" concept of a chimaera or a 
hippocentaur.195 Caution, however, is in order here. For he seems to 
be thinking of the transcendental truth of the concept as such - that is, 
the formal concept rather than the objective concept.196 In this con- 
nection, it is noteworthy that even a simple vocal sign has tran- 
scendental truth. But, for truth in signifying as such, as in the case of 
cognitional truth, a complex sign is required.197 Here also, however, a 
proposition has two truths, i.e. in being and in signifying.198 Again, 

194 E.g. cf. "... et hoc modo dici potest privatio, ratione capacitatis saltern in con- 
cepto communi, ad eum modum quo talpa caecus dicitur, quia ut animai est capax 
visus, quamvis non ut tale animai." DM 4, 1, n. 19 (XXV, p. 120); and DM 54, 5, n. 
8 (XXVI, p. 1033). 195 Qf << conceptos chymerae vel hippocentauri, etiamsi dici possit falsus concep- 
tos veri aut possibilis animalis, tamen respectu chymerae aut hippocentauri est verus 
conceptos ejus." DM 8, 3, n. 3 (XXV, p. 284). This occurs within an argument 
which is ultimately in support of the common opinion that truth of cognition is not 
found in simple apprehension. While in the last words of this text there may be a hint 
of some semantic reference and even of some inchoative "correspondence" truth, for 
Suarez' view that the truth which is found in such simple apprehension is in fact 
transcendental truth, cf. DM 8, 3, n. 7, text in note 196 immediately following; also 
cf. ibid. n. 19, text in note 197, following. 196 "... hi conceptos mentis sunt res quaedam, seu qualitates; si ergo in aliis rebus est 
Veritas, ... etiam in his conceptibus veritatem esse necesse est; unde, sicut dicitur 
verum aurum, quod propriam habet auri naturam, ita dicetur verus auri conceptos, 
qui habet entitatem commensuratam vero auro in repraesentando intentionaliter, ... 
Atque hinc etiam constat quae vel qualis sit haec Veritas, quae in simplici mentis 
notitia reperitur; nihil enim aliud est quam Veritas ipsa transcendentalis, his entibus 
accomodata." DM 8, 3, n. 7 (XXV, p. 285). 197 Cf. "... eadem proportione esse de vocibus loquendum qua de conceptibus; nam 
in simplici et incomplexa voce est Veritas signi tanquam in habente illam ad modum 
veritatis transcendentalis, seu in essendo; nam haec vox, homo , et significai verum 
hominem, et potest dici verum signum hominis; tamen in voce simplici non est 
veritas tanquam in significante veritatem, quomodo est in enunciatione composita, 
quae dum significai hoc esse illud, significai consequenter, et quasi in actu exercito, 
conformitatem et veritatem, ..." DM 8, 3, n. 19 (XXV, p. 289); ibid. n. 2 (p. 283). 198 Cf. "... haec enim enunciatio, Omnis homo est albus, vel alia similis, si in ea 
consideres conformitatem ad rem quam significat, non habet veritatem, sed 
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although truth in its principal meaning, as the truth of cognition, can 
extrinsically denominate real beings and beings of reason - Cajetan 
notwithstanding,199 this is not enough, says Suarez, for transcenden- 
tal truth.200 

But even if their objects have no transcendental truth, the 
statements themselves, as we saw in the just preceding section, have 
truth in signifying and the judgments they express have cognitional 
truth.201 Indeed, with Aristotle, Suarez maintains that both the true 
and the false are properly in cognition, and specifically in judg- 
ment.202 Judgment, which in various contexts he can equate with 
proposition, enunciation, composition, complexion, or even sen- 
tence,203 is that act by which the intellect knows that one extreme, or 
term, belongs to another. It is not distinct, he says, from "the com- 
position of the intellect which is cognoscitive of the connection of ex- 
tremes,'204 Indeed, its object is that very connection of the 

falsitatem, ... si vero in ea consideres definitionem seu essentiam propositionis, et 
conformitatem quam habet cum regulis artis dialecticae, seu cum idea propositionis, 
intelligitur habere suam veritatem quasi transcendentalem, secundum quam dici 
potest esse vera propositio, ..." DM 8, 8, n. 8 (p. 310). 199 E.g. "... verae autem dicuntur extrínseca tantum denominatone. " Cajetan In 
ST I, q. 16, a 6, n. 7 (ed. Leonina IV, p. 214). 200 "Secundo censeo, res cognitas posse ab hac ventate cognitionis per extrinsecam 
analogiam ac denominationem dici veras, non tarnen secundum hanc rationem aut 
denominationem sumi verum, cum dicitur esse passio ends." DM 8, 8, п. 10 (XXV, 
p. 310). For Suarez rejecting Cajetan's opinion, cf. ibid. 7, nn. 19-23, 34-36 (pp. 
301-303, 306-307). 201 Cf. "Esse autem veritatis propositionis, ex se non est esse reale et intrinsecum, 
sed est esse quoddam objectivum in intellectu componente, unde convenit etiam 
privationibus. Sic enim dicimus, caecitatem esse, vel hominem esse caecum, ut latius 
Arist., 5 Metaph., capite septimo." DM 31, 1, п. 2 (XXVI, p. 225); ibid. 12, n. 45 
(p. 297); DM 8, 2, n. 16 (XXV, p. 282). For Aristotle, cf. Metaphysics V, c. 7, 1017a 
31-34. 
202 Cf. "... [Aristoteles] affirmai veritatem esse in compositione, et negat esse in 
rebus, sed in mente, et declarat non esse in qualibet mentis operatione, quia non in 
simplici qua cognoscitur quid est, sed tantum in compositione." DM Index locup. VI, 
c. 2, q. 2 (XXV, xxviiiV Cf. Aristotle, Metaòhvsics VI, с. 4, 1027b 18-33. 
203 Thus referring to Aristotle he can say: "Et haec est sententia Aristotelis I Perih., 
cap. 1, dum ait veritatem in compositione consistere, consistit autem in judicio: ergo 
etc. ... Sententiam vocat enuntiationem, sententia autem et judicium idem sunt ... 
ergo judicium est ipsa enuntiatio et compositio ..." De Anima III, с. 6, п. 5 (III, p. 
638); for Aristotle, cf. Perihermeneias , с. 1, 16a, lOff, text in note 11 above. 
204 "Judicium ergo ille actus est, quo intellectus cognoscit unum convenire alteri, 
quapropter judicium non est actus realiter distinctus a compositione intellectus 
cognoscitiva connexionis extremorum. Unde judicare est componere cognoscendo 
connexionem, ..." De Anima III, с. 6, п. 4 (III, p. 638); cf. "... judicare nihil aliud 
est quam cognoscere hoc esse vel non esse tale." De Angelis II, с. 32, п. 16 (II, р. 320). 
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extremes.205 Hence to know this connection is to judge,206 or to judge 
is "to compose by knowing this connection/'207 

More in detail, he tells us that the affirmative judgment or enun- 
ciation is both a composing of simple "objective concepts' 

' and a 
knowing of their conjunction, union, conformity, or (let us note it) 
identity.208 It involves a comparing or a "bringing together" ( collatio ) 
of such concepts.209 As in the case of impossible fictions, Suarez does 
allow for a simple apprehension of the composition without assent.210 
Also as in the case of fictions, he says such compositions without as- 
sent are normally ( regulariter ) fashioned by putting words rather than 
things together.211 Again, this kind of composition is "not ulti- 
mate' '212 It is in this a sort of simple apprehension of a possible object 
of enunciation,213 but the judgment as such is definitely complex.214 

Truth is equally found in both affirmative and negative 
judgments.215 In each it involves a conformity of the judgment to the 

205 "... per ilium aliquid intelligi: at non nisi qualis connexio sit extremorum: ..." De 
Anima III, с. 6, п. 4 (III, p. 638); cf. De Scientia Dei I, с. 4, п. 6 CXI, p. 307). 206 "... ergo cognoscere connexionem illam ipsum est judicare." De Anima III, c. 6, 
n. 4 (III, p. 638). 207 Ibid. cf. note 204, above. 
208 Cf. "... ita ut compositio sit quasi collatio simplicium conceptuum objectivorum, 
et cognitio conjunctionis quam in se habent; ergo ... non cognoscitur conformitas rei 
in esse objectivo, ad seipsam in re, sed conformitas, vel identitas, vel unio inter unam 
et alteram rem, prout utraque est in ente objectivo." DM 8, 3, n. 17 (XXV, p. 288); 
"... quando intellectus componendo dicit hominem esse album, formaliter et directe 
cognoscit identitatem, vel conjunctionem quam album habet cum homine; simul 
tamen in actu exercito ipso cognoscit conceptum albi aliquo modo continere sub se 
hominem, et repraesentare illum, et consequenter esse illi aliquo modo conformem." 
ibid. 3, n. 18. Although the concept mentioned in this last text is the formal concept, 
the inference is easy enough to its objective counterpart, which may be either a real 
thing or a being of reason; cf. DM 2, 1, n. 1 (p. 65). 209 Cf. DM 8, 3, n. 17, text in note 208, just above. For " collatio " as equivalent to " comparatio '; cf. DM 23, 7, п. 10 (XXV, p. 877). 210 Cf. DM 8, 4, п. 5, text in note 131, above. With this compare De Angelis II, с. 32, 
пп. 5-19 (И, 317-321) where Suarez distinguishes between (1) a simple apprehension 
of subject and predicate, and (2) the judgment of assent. 
211 DM 8, 4, n. 8, text in note 138, above. 
212 Ibid. Here let us note that the truth involved in statements about beings of reason 
is truth of signification. For recognition of this, cf. T. Compton Carleton, S.J., Phil, 
univ. Log. d. 13, 6, n. 3 (p. 70). 213 Cf. "Imo ñeque est apprehensiva per modum compositionis ... sed per modum 
cujusdam simplicis apprehensionis illius possibilis enunciad, ..." DM 8, 4, n. 8 
(XXV, p. 292). 214 "... non possumus apprehendere simplici actu propositionem, ... ergo пес de illa 
judicare, ñeque videre conformitatem, vel difformitatem praedicati ad subjectum nisi 
actu complexo." De Anima III, с. 6, п. 5 (III, p. 638). 215 DM 8, 7, п. 37, text in note 218, below. 
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thing known "as it is in itself'.216 More exactly, in a true negative 
judgment, (reading backwards, as it were) first there is known a "dif- 
formity" of objective concepts and then a difformity between the 
formal concepts of those objects, while at the same time there is vir- 
tually ( virtute ) known the conformity of each formal concept with its 
own object.217 In a true negative judgment there is no fiction; what is 
separated in it is separated in reality. In one which is false, e.g. "man 
is not an animar', as indicated above,218 we are dealing with a pure 
being of reason. In such a false negative judgment (or in any false 
judgment) there is a difformity between the judgment and the thing 
supposedly known or represented by it.219 

The being which is required for truth is that which is signified by 
the judgment (< complexio ).220 More in line with Suarez' s normal ter- 
minology, as remarked above,221 it is that which is represented by the 
judgment and signified by the proposition. This "being true", as it 
were, is itself "objective being".222 It is in the composing intellect 
(although not as in a subject of inhesion223), whence it can belong to 
beings of reason (whose whole being is objective being).224 Again, the 
being which is in the truth of the judgment as signified by the pro- 

2,6 "... existimoque veritatem complexae cognitionis, seu compositionis et divi- 
sionis, seu judicii, quo judicamus aliquid esse hoc aut illud, vel non esse esse con- 
formitatem judicii ad rem cognitam prout in se est, ..." DM 8, 1, n. 3 (XXV, 276). 217 Cf. "... in divisione cognoscitur difformitas seu disconvenientia eorum objec- 
tivorum conceptuum, quorum unus de altero negatur et consequenter in actu exer- 
cito cognoscitur difformitas inter formales conceptus illorum objectorum, et virtute 
etiam cognoscitur conformitas, quam unusquisque eorum conceptuum habet cum 
suo objecto. DM , 8, 6, n. 2 (p. 294). 218 cf. note 175 above. 
219 "... cognoscitur id quod est difforme et falsum, scilicet, hoc esse illud, quod in re 
non est, aut non esse quod est." DM 9, 1, n. 17 (XXV, p. 319). 220 "... [veritas] per se non requirit reale esse, sed quale per complexionem 
significatu r." DM 8, 7, n. 37 (XXV, p. 307); cf. ibid. Index locup. IX, c. 4, q. 2 (p. 
xlix). 221 Cf. note 28, above. 
222 DM 31, 1, n. 2, text in note 201, above; also: "Hoc enim esse verum, ... solum 
est esse objectivum in compositione mentis vera vel falsa, quod solum est esse ra- 
tionis, seu per denominationem extrinsecam ab opere rationis." ibid. Index locup. V, 
c. 7, q. 3 (XXV, xxi) . 223 Cf. note 33, above. 
224 Cf. "Potest enim vocari esse cognitum, illud esse quod cognoscitur, quodque 
proprie est objective in intellectu; ..." DM 54, 2, n. 13 (XXVI, 1021); also: "... esse 
in veritate propositions non solum habet locum in essentiis realibus, sed etiam in en- 
tibus rationis et fictitiis; ..." DM 31, 2, n. 11 (p. 232); ibid. 1, n. 2, text in note 201 
preceding. 
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position, inasmuch as it is mind-dependent, exists only when it is be- 
ing known.225 

2 . Different Types of Propositions in Suarez 's Works 

Suarez has not left us a treatise on logic. There are in his works 
numerous places in which he has mentioned logic as such and has 
contrasted it with metaphysics and with psychology.226 There are also 
places in which he has explicitly referred to his own logical writings.227 
Most probably these were lectures which were given early in his 
teaching career and which were extant among his students.228 Unfor- 
tunately, these lectures were never published and if we are now to 
understand Suarez' s logical doctrine we have to piece it together from 
fragments scattered about his other writings. To this general rule, his 
teaching on propositions is no exception. Their different types have to 
be gleaned from a few widely dispersed places in which he either 
mentions or uses them. 

Suarez would, first of all, divide propositions into those which are 
categorical and those which are hypothetical.229 Categorical proposi- 
tions are those in which one thing is simply affirmed (or denied) of 
another.230 Hypothetical propositions would, beyond this, include 

225 Cf. "... et eo modo quo in illis propositionibus intelligi potest actualis Veritas, il- 
lam non habent, nisi prout sunt actu in aliquo intellectu, ..." DM 47, 16, n. 11 
(XXVI, p. 850). 226 Cf. e.g. DM 1, 4, n. 13 (XXV, p. 29); ibid. nn. 29-32 (pp. 35-36); DM 39, prol., 
n. 1 (XXVI, pp. 504-505); DM 44, 12, n. 54 (p. 737); De Anima IV, с. 3, п. 22 (III, 
p. 729); ibid. с. 9, п. 14 (р. 749). 227 Cf. e.g. De Anima IV, с. 3, п. 23 (III, p. 729), where he refers in general to his 
logic; ibid. И, c. 2, n. 7 (p. 576), where reference is made to a chapter in logic "on 
relation"; ibid. n. 10 (p. 576), where he refers to his commentary on the Posterior 
Analytics ; and ibid. Ill, c. 10, п. 1 (p. 651), where he refers to his commentary on the 
first book of the Perihermeneias . 
228 On these lectures, cf. R. De Scorraille, S.J., François Suarez de la Compagnie de Jésus , 
II, Paris 1913, pp. 412-416. 229 Cf. " An categoricae sint an hypotheticae hae propositiones. ... constat praedictum sen- 
sum posse affirmativa locutione significan, sive eam quis vocet categoricam, sive 
hypotheticam." De Scientia Dei II, с. 5, п. 10 (XI, p. 358). Although the question in 
this text precisely concerns future conditionals, the overall division of propositions 
into categorical and hypothetical was common among the Scholastics; cf. e.g. D. 
Soto, Summulae , II, c. 6, п. 1 (p. 27); and P. Fonseca, Instit. dialect. Ill, c. 3 (I, p. 
136), who prefers to call them "simple" and "conjunct", respectively). Also see 
Suarez, De Gratia: Prolegom. II, c. 7, n. 21 (VII, p. 94). 230 Cf. "... propositionibus categoricis, in quibus unum simpliciter de alio affir- 
matur; ..." De Scientia Dei , И, c. 5, n. 10 (XI, p. 358). 
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some further supposition or 
" 
hypothesis". 231 While hypothetical 

propositions might be of different kinds (e.g. conditional, copulative, 
or disjunctive), the most obvious type would be made up of condi- 
tional propositions.232 

Categorical propositions would in their turn be divided into pro- 
positions of inherence (de inesse) and modal propositions.233 Proposi- 
tions of inherence (in which a predicate is attributed without any fur- 
ther mode to a subject234) would be either necessary or contingent. 
Absolutely necessary propositions of inherence would be those in 
which the predicate would have an intrinsic connection with the sub- 
ject.235 But, besides such, there are propositions which are necessary 
only to a certain extent.236 Examples of these would be propositions 
expressing contingent events. These propositions would be themselves 
contingent, but, inasmuch as when they would be true they necessari- 
ly would be true, they would to some extent be necessary.237 

231 Cf. "... non absolute significant aliquid fore, sed ex hypothesi, ..." ibid; 4 'Addo 
... illam esse hypotheticam, quia ex hypothesi tantum affirmai, ..." ibid. 
232 Consider, the distinction which Suarez implies between hypotheses which are to 
be posited in reality and hypotheses which are not to be so posited, which latter 
especially are conditional: "... et quia ilia hypothesis non significatur ut ponenda in 
re, ideo habet formam et modum conditionalis, et ita nos de illa loquimur; ..." De 
Scientia Dei II, c. 5, n. 10 (XI, p. 358). The burden of this, as I see it, would be to 
make "hypothetical" wider than "conditional". On the Scholastic use of 
"hypothetical" to embrace "conditional", but also "copulative" and "disjunctive", 
cf. P. Fonseca, Instit. dialect. Ill, c. 14 (I, pp. 194-196); also cf. D. Soto ( Summulae III, 
с. 7, п. 3 [р. 81г.]), who traces this to Peter of Spain. 233 Cf. DM 3, 3, n. 11, text in note 241; DM 54, 5, n. 15, texts in notes 93 and 92, 
above; De Scientia Dei I, c. 2, n. 12 (XI, p. 300); ibid. II, c. 5, n. 6 (p. 357); De Angelis 
II, с. 23, п. 22 (II, р. 329). 234 Cf. text in note 230, above, which, while it immediately relates to categorical 
propositions in general, seems especially applicable to those which are de inesse. On 
this, cf.: "Et propositio de inesse est propositio de simplici inhaerentia verbi, quae 
nullo determinatur modo: ..." D. Soto, Summulae III, с. 6, п. 2 (p. 72v); "Enunciado 
absoluta est ea, quae absolute significai aliquid inesse, aut non inesse alicui: ..." P. 
Fonseca, Instit. dialect. III, с. 3, D (I, p. 138). 235 Cf. "illa sola propositio est simpliciter necessaria, quae ex terminorum con- 
nexione intrinseca habet necessitatem; ..." De Scientia Dei c. 9, n. 11 (XI, p. 335); 
ibid. n. 12 (p. 336). 236 Cf. De Scientia Dei I, c. 9, nn. 11 and 12 (XI, pp. 335-336); see some text in note 
237 immediately following. 237 Cf. e.g. "... ilia autem de praesenti non est simpliciter necessaria, quia res con- 
tingens et libera, etiam quando est, contingenter est simpliciter, licet necessario 
secundum quid." ibid. n. 11 (p. 336); "Nam pro eo tempore pro quo res futura esse 
supponitur, impossibile est, semel facta suppositione veritatis, ut pro eodem tempore 
falsa fiat, propter illam compositionem quae in propositionibus de praesenti 
reperitur, quia quando est, necesse est esse. Nihilominus tamen, postquam ilia 
Veritas de futuro impleta est, quando, scilicet, jam res facta est, jam ex tunc incipit 
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Modal propositions (in which besides the attribution of a predicate 
to a subject, a modification of the copula would be expressed) would 
be either "possible" (de possibili)238 or "impossible" ( de impossibili).239 
Possible propositions would then be either necessary, if the subject 
must receive the predicate (in which case we can truthfully say that the 
subject is able to receive it) or contingent, if the subject is capable of 
either receiving or not receiving the predicate.240 

While all necessary propositions of inherence (as well as all modal 
propositions, which presuppose propositions of inherence241) would 
be free from any particular time, contingent propositions of inherence 
would be bound to some present (or future) time.242 Such propositions 
would be existential rather than essential.243 Frequently they would be 
two term propositions (de secundo adjacente ).244 Quasi-convertibly, with 
the exception of "Deus est", all existential two term propositions 
would be contingent propositions of inherence.245 However, con- 

propositio de futuro esse falsa, sicut et propositio de praesenti incipit esse falsa, 
mutata existentia rei: at vero propositio de praeterito, semel vera, nunquam potest 
iterum falsa esse, et ideo dicitur magis absolute necessaria quam propositio de futuro, 
licet in utraque sit aliqua necessitas compositions. " ibid. n. 14 (p. 337). 238 Cf. DM 54, 5, n. 15, text in note 92, above; also cf. DM Index locup. , IX, c. 4, q. 2 
(XXV, p. xlix). 239 Cf. "... illud de impossibili ..." DM 3, 3, n. 5 (XXV, p. 113). 240 Cf. "Recte autem advertit D. Thomas hie esse sermonem de possibili in com- 
muni, ut abstrahit a necessario vel contingenti, ..." DM Index locup. IX, c. 4, q. 2 
(XXV, p. xlix); "Proprie enim et dialéctico more loquendo necessarium opponitur 
tam impossibili quam possibili non esse [i.e. contingenti], ..." DM 19, 2, n. 8 (p. 
694). For the extension of this to propositions, cf. P. Fonseca: "Possibile (quod 
necessario, et contingenti commune habetur) est, quod potest esse, sive non possit 
non esse, sive possit." Instit. dialect. Ill, c. 9, В (I, pp. 156-158). 241 Cf. "... propositio modalis, quae supponit priorem de inesse." DM 3, 3, п. 11 
(XXV, p. 114); cf. DM Index locup., IX, c. 4, q. 2 (XXV, p. xlix). For a proposition 
with a mode of probability presupposing a proposition de inesse , cf. De Scientia Dei II, 
с. 5, п. 9 (XI, р. 358); also see De Angelis II, с. 23, п. 22 (II, p. 327У 
242 Cf. De Scientia Dei I, с. 9, п. 12, text in note 237, above, where he distinguishes 
present and future propositions as more contingent than past propositions for the 
reason that what is past cannot be undone. Also cf. ibid. nn. 18-19 (pp. 339-340). 243 Cf. DM 54, 5, n. 15, text in note 91. above. 
244 For this terminology, cf. DM 31, 4, n. 4 (XXVI, p. 236); DM 2, 4, n. 3, text in 
note 263, below; De Div. Subst. I, с. 1, п. 9, text in note 259. For another example of a 
two term proposition of inherence; cf. "... hanc de inesse, Adam est , ..." De Scientia 
Dei II, с. 9, п. 11 (XI, p. 336). 
245 Cf. "... quamvis ens, ut actualem dicit existentiam, et significatur per participium 
essendi, absolute non sit praedicatum essentiale, nisi in solo Deo. ... Quantum vero 
spectat ad creaturas, ... nunc supponamus, ... existere non esse de essentia creaturae, 
... hac ergo ratione ens participialiter sumptum, dicitur non praedicari quidditative 
seu essentialiter de creaturis, ..." DM 2, 4, n. 13 (XXV, p. 91); on the connection 
here between ens ut participium and a proposition de secundo adjacente , cf. ibid. п. 3 (p. 
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tingent propositions of inherence, i.e. existential propositions, do not 
all have to be de secundo adjacente. Some might be three term {de tertio 
adjacente ).246 At the same time, some three term attributive proposi- 
tions can abstract from existence, in which case they might be both 
true and necessary.247 To complicate things (or perhaps, better, to 
simplify them), Suarez seems inclined to reduce existential proposi- 
tions de secundo adjacente to equally existential propositions de tertio ad- 
jacente. Thus the two term proposition relating to present existence, 
"Homo est", would be equal to the three term, "Homo est 
existens."248 

3. Conditions for the Truth of Different Propositions as Relating to Beings of 
Reason 

Turning first to conditional propositions, let us say that in them 
nothing is affirmed except that one thing follows from another. Ac- 
cordingly, for their truth in signifying nothing is required save a good 
consequence.249 Thus, for the truth of the proposition mentioned 
above,250 "If a stone is an animal, it is sensible", there is no need to 
posit in any way an impossible animated stone. Similarly, any com- 
parable conditional propositions, relating to chimaerae, etc., would 
also not require any positing of impossible things. As for other 
hypothetical propositions, in the absence of any explicit text, let us 
just say that, since copulative propositions for truth require the truth 

88). Also cf. DM 31, 12, n. 47 (XXVI, p. 298), where Suarez rejects a necessity at- 
taching to the proposition " Homo existit" . 
246 Gf. e.g. DM 31, 12, n. 44, text in note 265, below. Although I can recall no place 
where Suarez has explicitly used the expression "de tertio adjacente ", it does go back to 
Aristotle and Suarez would have been most familiar with it; cf. Aristotle, 
Perihermeneias , c. 10, 19b 20ff. 
247 Cf. DM 31, 12, n. 45, text below in note 267. 
248 Cf. "... sequitur hanc etiam connexionem esse necessariam, homo est , seu existit , 
aut est existens , ..." DM 31, 12, n. 47 (XXVI, p. 298). While this occurs in an objec- 
tion to Suarez' doctrine, from his answer it seems clear that he would not reject the 
equivalence which it expresses. 249 Cf. "... in conditionali nihil affirmatur, nisi unum ex alio sequi; ergo si non bene 
sequitur, conditionalis est falsa; et ideo est vulgare apud Dialécticos, veritatem con- 
ditional consistere in bonitate illationis, et quia consequentia, quae semel est bona, 
ut ipsi etiam dicunt, semper est bona, ideo asserunt conditionalem veram, esse 
necessariam; ..." De Scientia Dei II, c. 5, n. 5 (XI, pp. 356-357); also: De Gratia: Pro- 
legom. II, c. 6, n. 4 (VII, p. 80) and ibid. n. 13 (p. 83). Among the "dialecticians", cf. 
D. Soto Summulae III, с. 8, lect. 1 (82r.); also see P. Fonseca, Instit. dialect. III, с. 15, 
В (I, р. 198). 250 Cf. note 192. 
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of all of their simple conjuncts and disjunctive propositions require 
the truth of at least one of their simple disjuncts,251 any questions 
about what they posit will ultimately be the same as those raised about 

simple categorical propositions. 
Moving then to categorical propositions and under them to modal 

propositions, let us remark that precisely as such these merely add an 

expression of modality to propositions of inherence.252 In the case of a 

proposition de impossibili , the modality is negative,253 and the resulting 
modal proposition is a negative statement, to which the comments 
made above254 would seem applicable. In the case of a proposition de 

possibili (with its subdivisions of necessary and contingent), the result 
would be an affirmative statement, which could be true even if the 

presupposed proposition of inherence were false. Thus, as we have 
seen,255 even though no actual man would be blind, and even though 
no non-actual man would be blind, it would be truly possible that 
some man might be blind. But as we also saw,256 such a truth would 
not require any fictitious reality of blindness, but only a positive and 
intrinsic capacity which could mutatis mutandis be attributed to either 
an actual or a possible man. 

If we extend the question here to strict beings of reason, such as 
chimaerae and goat-stags, it is evident that they can be spoken of in 
true modal propositions de impossibili. For example, it is true to say 
that it is impossible for a chimaera to exist.257 With respect to modal 
statements de possibili , the question becomes more abstruse. I cannot 
think of any text in which Suarez has explicitly addressed it. But I do 

251 For this cf. Fonseca: (1) on copulative propositions: "Huius generis enunciatio 
vera esse non potest, nisi omnes simplices, ex quibus constat, sint verae." Institut, 
dialect. Ill, c. 16 (I, p. 202), (2) on disjunctives: 4 'Ut autem disiunctiva sit vera, juxta 
veterum sententiam una tantum eius pars vera esse debet: ... . Recentiores tamen 
dicunt disiunctivam esse veram, si vel una, vel plures una, aut etiam omnes partes, 
sint verae: ..." ibid. c. 17 (p. 204). 
252 See De Scientia Dei II, c. 5, n. 9 (XI, p. 358); although this text concerns the addi- 
tion of a mode of probability, its point would seem valid also regarding modes of 
possibility, impossibility, etc. 
253 Cf. the remarks on the propositio de impossibili which is: Impossibile est idem simul esse 
et non esse : "... non videtur illud esse primum quia est negativum; ..." DM 3, 3, n. 1 
(XXV, p. Ill), and "... per illud principium, quamvis negativum, ..." ibid. n. 10 
(p. 114). 
254 Cf. Section IV, Paragraph One, above. 
255 Cf. notes 91 and 92, above. 
256 Ibid. 
257 See any of the places above in note 124, where Suarez has referred to "impossi- 
ble" things. The formation of related propositions de impossibili seems easy enough. 
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believe he would allow that true propositions de possibili can be for- 
mulated about chimaerae, at least to the extent that they can first be 
spoken of in true propositions of inherence. In line with that, let us 
now take up the case of such propositions. 

For the truth in signifying of an affirmative two term existential 
proposition (and for the cognitional truth of the judgment it 
expresses), there is required an actually existing union of what is 
signified by the subject and by the predicate.258 To know the truth of 
such a proposition means to know that the predicate "is", which 
signifies actual existence, does in fact belong to the subject259 and that 
this belonging does correspond to the way things actually are in 
themselves.260 If the subject then does not "stand for" something ac- 
tually existing, the proposition would appear to be false.261 

There are two addenda to this. First, the propositions in question 
need not always be expressive of intuitive judgments; instead these 
may be abstractive or mediated.262 Second , although Suarez does not 

258 "... est , de secundo adjacente, non absolvitur a tempore, sed significai actu esse in 
rerum natura, quod omnes intelligimus nomine existentiae, seu per esse existentiae." 
DM 31, 4, n. 4 (XXVI, p. 236); cf. ibid. 12, п. 44 (p. 296); DM 2, 4, п. 3, text in note 
263, below; and De Div . Subst. I, с. 1, п. 9, text in note 259, immediately following. 259 Cf. Suarez's remarks on the proposition, "Deus est": De Div . Subst. I, с. 1, nn. 
7-9 (I, pp. 2-3), esp.: "Ut ergo absolute et in actu exercito significetur illud subjec- 
tum existere, de secundo adjacente (ut aiunt) oportet, ut aliunde supponatur id de 
quo est sermo, necessario habere existentiam actualem." ibid. п. 9 (3). The " aliunde " 
referred to in this text is especially an a posteriori demonstration of God's existence, or, 
perhaps better, a demonstration of the truth of the proposition, "God exists." 
260 Cf. "Dum autem intellectus componit, comparai rem ut simpliciter conceptam 
uno modo, ad esse ipsius rei, et cognoscit conformitatem quam inter se habent, et 
ideo non solam rem, sed etiam veritatem cognoscit." DM 8, 3, n. 12 (XXV, p. 286). 261 In this sense, Suarez would accept the axiom of the Scholastic dialecticians to the 
effect that an affirmative proposition whose subject stands for nothing that exists is 
false; cf. "Nam hoc modo esset impropria, et in rigore falsa locutio in termino prola- 
tionis; esset enim affirmativa propositio de subjecto non supponente; ..." De 
Eucharistia d. 50, 2, n. 2 (XXII, p. 325). For other places in which Suarez has men- 
tioned this axiom, cf.: De Scientia Dei II, c. 5, n. 12 (XI, p. 359): DM 31, 12, n. 44 
(XXVI, p. 296); and DM 54, 5, n. 14 (p. 1035), in which last place he has connected 
it obliquely to statements about chimaerae. 
262 Cf. "Responden autem potest, non satis esse ad cognitionem intuitivam, quod 
cognoscitur res ut existens, nam de re absente possumus cognoscere evidenter earn 
existere, ..." De Div. Subst. II, с. 18, п. 5 (I, p. 114). Two points: (1) although this 
occurs as part of a view which Suarez rejects, his rejection is not based on a denial of 
our ability to know the existence of an absent thing, but rather upon a denial that we 
would know it "evidently"; and (2) for evident intuitive cognition, there is required 
the actual presence of the object as well as its existence - hence, knowledge of its ex- 
istence may well be non-intuitive (i.e. abstractive). As an example of a mediated and 
abstractive judgment de secundo adjacente , cf. "God exists", in text cited at note 259, 
above. 
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anywhere that I have seen say it explicitly, there may be a sense of de 
secundo adjacente which is applicable to beings of reason. For, rather 
obviously, we can speak of their mere existence in objective being and 
Suarez himself has done so.263 But we must be careful here to 
distinguish between their esse which is cogitari and the esse which is to 
the point here, i.e. the imagined esse which would belong to them 
precisely as they are being known.264 

With respect to affirmative attributive propositions, {de tertio ad- 
jacente ), it may be the actual existence of what is signified by the com- 
position of subject and predicate which is required for truth.265 In this 
case, once more, propositions relating to pure beings of reason (e.g. 4 'The chimaera is blind,,2e6) would appear to be contingently true 
only with respect to objective being. But then again, it may be that the 
predicate of a three term proposition necessarily belongs to the sub- 
ject, irrespective of whether these exist or not.267 This last case may 
itself admit of two instances. 

First, it may be that both subject and predicate together are really 
possible, and, second, it may be that they are pure beings of reason. 
In the first instance, the truth of statements will depend upon the total 
adequate possibility of what is involved. This will include intrinsic 
non-repugnance on the part of what is signified by the terms 
themselves, which non- repugnance is the aptitude for existence men- 

263 For Suarez speaking of the existence as such of beings of reason, cf. texts referred 
to in note 48, above. These texts, which highlight the existence of such beings only 
when they are actually being thought, fit in well with the contingent character of a 
proposition de secundo adjacente as never being free from time; cf. "... unde etiam 
dialectici dicunt in propositione de secundo adjacente, verbum est nunquam absolvi a 
tempore." DM 2, 4, n. 3 (XXV, p. 88); cf. DM 31, 4, n. 4, text in note 258, above. 
264 Cf. DM 50, 1, n. 1, text in note 50, above. 
265 Cf. "Haec vero controversia ... tota consistit in varia signification illius copulae, 
est , per quam conjunguntur extrema in his enuntiationibus. Duobus enim modis ac- 
cipi potest. Primo, ut significet actualem et realem conjunctionem extremorum in re 
ipsa existentem, ita ut, cum dicitur, homo est animal , significetur reipsa ita esse. ... In 
priori sensu Veritas propositionum pendei sine dubio ab existentia extremorum, quia 
juxta illam significationem verbum est , non absolvitur a tempore, seu (quod idem 
est), significat realem et actualem durationem, quae nulla est, ablata existentia ex- 
tremorum, ..." DM 31, 12, n. 44 (XXVI, p. 296). 266 Cf. DM 54, 5, n. 16, text in note 191, above. 
267 "Secundo, solum significet, praedicatum esse de ratione subjecti, sive extrema 
existant, sive non." DM 31, 12, n. 44 (XXVI, p. 296); "At vero in alio sensu pro- 
positions sunt verae, etiamsi extrema non existant; et in eodem sunt necessariae ас 
perpetuae veritatis, quia cum copula est , in dicto sensu non significet existentiam, 
non attribuii extremis actualem realitatem in seipsis, et ideo ad suam veritatem non 
requirit existentiam, seu realitatem actualem." ibid. n. 45 (p. 297). 
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tioned above.268 But it will also include the existence of a cause 

capable of producing what is signified.269 In the second instance, the 

beings of reason involved cannot be intrinsically non-repugnant (i.e. 
they will be intrinsically repugnant) and they cannot have any pro- 
ductive cause.270 In this case, then, an affirmative attributive pro- 
position will be true simply from the fact that the predicate is 

necessarily connected with the subject. This connection is completely 
without regard to any possibility of existing (and a fortiori to any pro- 
ductive cause); it is simply in relation to the imagination or to the fic- 
tionalizing activity of the mind.271 

There are at least two remarks still to be made. First, as we noted 
above,272 the connection of the extremes (in every instance) involves 
some identity of wht is signified by the subject and the predicate. This 
identity is what is signified by the copula.273 More specifically, he tells 
us, in every true affirmative proposition the subject and the predicate 
terms must both stand for ( supportant ) the same thing and they must 
both either explicitly or implicitly have the same signification.274 Here 

268 Cf. note 152 above. 
269 "Et in hoc eodem sensu ... veritatem harum enuntiationum pendere ex causa ef- 
ficiente, a qua pendet existentia extremorum." DM 31, 12, n. 44 (XXVI, p. 296). 270 Cf. Suarez' exclusion of what is impossible from the very ambit of being and (in 
the same context) from the scope of the omnipotent causality of God: DM 30, n. 17, 
n. 10, partial text in note 157, above; also see De Div. Subst. III, с. 9, п. 1 (I, p. 224). 271 "At vero in entibus fictitiis, solum fiunt connexiones necessariae sine habitudine 
etiam de possibili ad existendum, sed solum per ordinem ad imaginationem seu fic- 
tionem mentis." DM 31, 12, n. 45 (XXVI, p. 297). 272 Cf. note 209, above. 
273 Cf. "... tunc enim necesse est ut talis modus identitatis correspondeat in re ipsa 
inter extrema, qualis per copulam significatur. " DM Index locup . , IX, c. 12, q. 2 
(XXV, liii); and "Omnis enim Veritas propositionis affirmativae fundatur in aliqua 
extremorum identitāte vel unitate, ..." DM 31, 12, nn. 46 (XXVI, p. 297); Cf. DM 
6, 4, n. 4, in note 274 following. 274 "... propositio affirmans hoc esse illud, ut vera sit, requirit identitatem aliquam 
inter praedicatum et subjectum, quia necesse est ut pro eodem supponant, et quod 
vel explicite vel implicite idem significent. " DM 6, 4, п. 4 (XXV, p. 217). On "ex- 
plicitly" vs. "implicitly" here, let us say that in a simple tautology or judgment of 
identity the subject and predicate would have the same explicit signification (e.g. "A 
is A"). In other true affirmative judgments, the signification would be implicitly the 
same inasmuch as the subject or the predicate would be "confused" or less deter- 
minate than, respectively, the predicate or the subject; cf. e.g. "... ut propositio non 
sit identica, satis est, rem eamdem magis confuse demonstran per subjectum, quam 
per praedicatum." De Eucharistia , d. 58, 7, n. 5 (XXII, p. 333). The possibility of 
such a distinction is founded upon the Suarezian doctrine of objective concepts; cf. 
"... haec praedicatio: Substantia est substantia, est identica; haec autem minime: 
Substantia est ens; non ergo differunt tantum in nominibus, sed etiam in rationibus 
objectivis, quae praedicantur. " DM 2, 2, n. 13 (XXV, p. 74); cf. ibid. 6, nn. 7-10 
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let us say that in the case of God (which is perhaps a "pure case" of 
what is generally true), the terms can stand for the same thing and yet 
not signify the same. Accordingly, we can say with truth that God's 
Wisdom is not the same as God's Justice, although in the simple 
reality of God they are the same.275 The point is that even when the 
subject and predicate terms stand for real things, and even when they 
stand for the same real thing, an affirmative proposition is not true 
unless they also signify, either explicitly or implicitly, the same objec- 
tive concept. Or better, it is not true unless there is an identity (ex- 
plicit or implicit) between what is represented by the formal concept 
which gives rise to the subject and what is represented by the formal 
concept which gives rise to the predicate, or an identity between what 
is signified by the subject term and what is signified by the predicate 
term. 

If the terms stand for actually existing things the identities ( supposed 
and either explicitly or implicitly signified) must be in actual existence out- 
side the mind; if the terms stand for potentially existing things the 
identities must be in possible existence; if the terms stand for fictions 
the identities must also be fictive, or consequent upon the fiction. So 
he tells us a universal can be predicated of many things, for it is in 
them by some identity.276 (It is in real things by real identity;277 it is in 
fictitious things by a purely fictitious identity.) For truth in either 
knowing or in signifying then, the real existence of the object is not 
required but only that the object "be" as it is represented or judged to 
be.278 (Thus, the proposition, "a goat-stag is a fiction", is true - but 

(pp. 100-102), where he deals with the more or less determinate conceptions of being 
as it descends to its inferiors. 
275 Cf. "... sicut sapientia divina eadem est in re, quae mente concipitur, quamvis ut 
mente concepta, non intelligatur includere justitiam, quam in re ipsa essentialiter 
includit, ..." DM 2, 3, n. 13 (XXV, p. 86). 276 "... ideo enim de multis praedicari potest, quia in eis est per identitatem aliquam, 
..." DM 6, 8, n. 2 (XXV, p. 232). On this identity, cf. DM 6, 2, n. 13, text in note 
118, above. Note that Suarez at times makes an explicit distinction between things as 
they are in themselves and things precisely as they "stand under" concepts, e.g. "... 
ilia non potest esse indivisio quae conveniat rebus ut in se sunt, sed solum ut substant 
conceptibus mentis; ..." DM6 , 2, n. 15 (p. 211); cf. ibid. 3, n. 12 (p. 216). 277 Such "real" identity reduces to real similarity; see DM 6, 2, n. 13, text in note 
118, above, and De Anima III, с. 2, п. 24 (III, pp. 621-622). 278 "... quia non dicimus realem existentiam objecti includi in conceptu veritatis, sed 
solum quod ita se habeat, sicut per cognitionem repraesentatur seu judicatur; seu 
quod habeat tale esse, quale cognoscitur. Quod esse non semper est existentiae, sed 
quale sufficit ad veritatem enunciationis, ..." DM 8, 2, n. 16 (XXV, p. 282); cf. ibid . 
7, п. 37, text in note 220, above. 
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"a goat-stag actually exists' ' is not true, except in the limited sense of 
a goat-stag's having objective being. In the first case, the fact is that 
the goat-stag is such as the proposition affirms - in the second it is not 
such.) The "is" in the proposition does not (necessarily) signify actual 
existence but rather only the intrinsic connection of the extremes 
which may be (but need not be - at least immediately) founded upon 
actual or potential being.279 

Looked at again, identity itself is a relation.280 More accurately, 
Suarez tells us it is a relation of reason.281 As such, it should be 
founded upon a "reál" unity.282 (Here it is well to note that unity 
itself is something negative, namely, the lack of division.283) But the 
objective identity which is represented by the judgment and signified 
by the proposition is founded upon an actual unity, a potential unity, 
or a mere conceptual (or verbal) unity.284 In every case, we know ob- 

279 "... illud esse non significai actúale esse et reale, sed solam connexionem in- 
trinsecam talium extremorum; ..." DM 31, 2, n. 8 (XXVI, p. 231); although Suarez 
is here talking about so-called veritates aetemae as regards real possible things, the sen- 
timent expressed is applicable also to purely mind-dependent beings (cf. DM 31, 12, 
n. 45 [p. 297]); also cf. DM 54, 1, nn. 4 and 7 (pp. 1016-1017). Even the word "in- 
trinsecam " seems applicable, if we focus upon the significative character of the non- 
ultimate concepts which are used in forming beings of reason; cf. notes 22 and 130 
above. 
280 "... identitas est relatio ..." DM 3, 2, n. 8 (XXV, p. 109). 281 "... constat non oportere addere inter passiones entis identitatem vel diver- 
sitatem, quia ut haec possunt formaliter dicere relationes rationis, non pertinent ad 
passiones entis, ..." DM 3, 2, n. 14 (p. Ill); "... relatio identitatis, si intelligitur de 
identitāte numerica seu reali, cum sit relatio rationis, ..." DM 4, 1, n. 27 (p. 122); 
also cf. DM 54, 6, n. 5, text in note 110 above. 
282 "... esse unum et esse idem, sunt praedicata valde diversa; et primum est suo 
modo reale praedicatum conveniens enti sine fictione intellectus; secundum vero est 
praedicatum rationis conveniens per operationem intellectus; unde primum est fun- 
damentům secundi, eo modo quo relatio rationis potest in re habere fundamentum." 
DM 4, 1, n. 7 (XXV, p. 117). 283 Cf. e.g. DM 4, 1, n. 12 (XXV, p. 118). 284 Cf. "Omnis enim Veritas propositionis affirmativae fundatur in aliqua ex- 
tremorum identitāte vel unitate, et per modum conjunctionis praedicati cum subjec- 
to, tamen in re nihil est praeter ipsammet rei entitatem. Identitas autem cum sit 
proprietas entis (nam idem et diversum ad unitatem reducuntur, ut supra diximus), 
in omni ente cum proportione reperitur. Unde sicut homo existens et animai in re 
idem sunt, ita homo possibilis, seu qui potest objici potest scientiae aut exempláři 
hominis, identitatem habet cum animali proportionaliter sumpto; ..." DM 31, 12, n. 
46 (XVI, p. 298). It does not take too much of an inference to extend the proportion 
here to cover pure beings of reason. In every true affirmative proposition regarding 
either a real possible or a pure being of reason there is proportionately an identity, 
even an "intrinsically necessary" identity between subject and predicate. The dif- 
ference is that in the case of a real possible there is a further relation to actual ex- 
istence. Accordingly, the truth of propositions respecting such possibles is in the last 
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jective identity in our composing which is expressed by our word 
"is".285 This is to say, we know the objective identity of the extremes 
of our proposition through the composing of the mind, which com- 
posing itself we signify by "is".286 Identity is in all cases the (objec- 
tive) counterpart to our (formal) composing - and such identity is 
founded proportionately in different ways in actual things, possible 
things, and mere beings of reason.287 

Second , and last: for the identity of subject and predicate in true af- 
firmative propositions about pure beings of reason, absent any 
essence and any productive cause apart from the imagination or the 
fictionalizing mind, the connection is obviously dictated by the in- 
trinsic character of the terms themselves. That is to say, the terms 
dictate it precisely inasmuch as of themselves they are significative. 
Nonsense terms would have no such connection. Taken with material 
supposition, "Blytiri" is not the same as "scyndapsus" and this could 
easily be formulated in a negative proposition.288 But such a formula- 
tion would not be comparable to the negative proposition which says, 
"A chimaera is not a goat-stag".289 Likewise, taken with material 
supposition, "Blytiri" is the same as "Blytiri". This too can be stated 
in a proposition, but its statement would not be comparable to the 
true affirmative proposition, "A chimaera is a chimaera."290 Again, 
even though both involve an identity of the same thing with itself, the 
tautologous proposition, "A chimaera is a chimaera" is not exactly 
the same as the non-tautologous one, "A chimaera is a fictitious 
monster."291 

analysis dependent not just on their intrinsically necessary identity, but also upon "a 
cause which is able to effect the existence of the extremes" (cf. note 269, above). In 
the case of a true affirmative proposition regarding a pure being of reason, the 
necessary connection or identity of subject and predicate does not entail a relation to 
actual existence and does not therefore require a cause capable of effecting such ex- 
istence. Instead, all that is required is a relation to the imagination or to the fictive 
power of the mind (see note 271, above). 285 Cf. "... quam identitatem Deus simplicissime cognoscit, nos autem per composi- 
tionem, quam significai verbum est , ... DM 31, 2, n. 8 (XXVI, p. 231). 286 Cf. ibid.; also cf. notes 201, 202, 203, 204 and 208, above. 
287 Cf. "Identitas autem, cum sit proprietas entis ... in omne ente, seu in omni statu 
entis cum proportione reperitur." DM 31, 12, n. 46 (XXVI, p. 297). Although this 
text immediately concerns only actual and possible real beings, mutatis mutandis it is 
applicable also to beings of reason. 
288 Here we are borrowing a bit from Gaspar Cardillo Villalpando, as cited above in 
note 130. 
289 Cf. note 168, above. 
290 Cf. note 190, above. 
291 Cf. note 186, above. 
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This second remark links up with what was said above about the 
non-ultimate conception of impossible beings of reason.292 As was 
noted a number of times,293 according to Suarez the non-ultimate 

concept is at least minimally semantic. Not just the concept of a bare 
word,294 it somehow partakes of the deliberate signification of the 
word. For this reason, in place of an essence with properties dictating 
the truth of a necessary statement, what we have in the case of a pure 
being of reason is this significative cast of the word dictating the truth 
of some statements and the falsity of others. Such of course is a very 
thin basis for truth or falsity, but then who would ever be tempted to 

say that beings of reason themselves were robust? 

Conclusion 

Against a background of the traditional view of truth as a function 
of being, in this essay I have considered Suarez's response to the 

question of truth where there is no real being independent of the 
mind. Essentially, that response turns upon the significative cast of 
the words involved in the expression of beings of reason, especially 
so-called impossible beings. Because such words, unlike mere 
nonsense syllables, have signification, there is in their regard, and in 

regard to the beings of reason they express, the possibility of some 
statements being true even as others are false. 

Further ramifications are manifold, if not always manifest. Within 
the text of Suarez, there are other questions which might be asked 
about relations of reason and specifically the relation of identity. We 

might ask also about the precise connections among different kinds of 
relations, extrinsic denominations, and beings of reason. Outside 
Suarez's text, there are issues coming from the circumambient 
Scholasticism of his time. I can think immediately of non-ultimate 

concepts, a total understanding of which would be useful for resolving 
some of the problems besetting modern semioticians. There are other 

interesting items to be found in Suarez's Jesuit successors and 

disciples, as well as in 17th century Protestant thinkers influenced by 
him. Thus, an intriguing topic would be the controversy among them 
over God's Knowledge of beings of reason. Another would be their 

292 Cf. note 131, above. 
293 Cf. notes 22, 26, 130, 137, etc., above. 
294 Cf. note 138, above. 
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treatments of space and time and the scientific constructs of the 
astronomers.295 A third would be the concept of a "super- 
transcendentar ' , as setting a stage for Kantian developments.296 
There are, in fact, anent the history of this subject myriads of logical, 
epistemological, psychological, physical, and metaphysical questions 
which can be raised. These range not just back to ancient figures like 
Parmenides, Plato, and Aristotle but forward through modern 
philosophy after Suarez, all the way to persons like Meinong and 
Russell, as well as Kripke and Putnam. 

St. Louis, Missouri 
St. Louis University 

295 Cf. notes 109, 112, 139-144, and 183, above. 
296 Cf. note 51, above. 
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Vivarium XXVI, 2 (1988) 

Semantics and Metaphysics in Gilbert of Poitiers * 

A Chapter of Twelfth Century Platonism (1) 

L.M. DE RIJK 

Introduction 

In his elaborate study on Gilbert Porreta' s thought and the 
theological expositions of the doctrine of Incarnation featuring in the 
twelfth century1 the Danish scholar Lauge Olof Nielsen has quite 
rightly drawn (p. 15) our attention to two of the obstacles that have to 
be surmounted in any reading of Gilbert's work. First, his language 
has an extremely technical character and, second, he frequently 
exploits the Latin constructions to their very limit. In fact, it is often 
almost impossible to satisfactorily convey in modern languages what 
Gilbert apparently tries to say. Moreover, although they knew their 
Latin well enough, even Gilbert's contemporaries were vexed by his 
writings and more than once blamed him for his alleged 'obscurity'. 
In fact, Gilbert was often misunderstood and even charged with 
heresy by some of his confused opponents. 

The situation is bound to dishearten Gilbert's modern interpreter. 
However, there is a ray of hope. We are told by John of Salisbury that 
freshmen took Gilbert for an obscure teacher but that among the 
advanced students he was famous for his profoundness. We may safely 

* I have tried to translate Gilbert's Latin as litterally as possible and this is why the 
obscurity of his language as well as his sometimes awkward constructions remain in 
my rendering. Incidentally, in some cases the clumsiness is also due to the 
Mediaevals' habit of incorporating into their glosses quotations from the author they 
gloss upon. No doubt, the native speaker will be more affronted by my renderings 
than the present author. - Häring whose excellent edition is used for this study prints 
the quotations from Boethius in capital letters ( The Commentaries on Boethius by Gilbert 
of Poitiers , edited by Nikolaus M. Häring. Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, 
Toronto-Canada. Studies and Texts 13, 1966). - Unfortunately, I have not had the 
opportunity to consult John Marenbon's important chapter on Gilbert of Poitiers in 
A History of Twelfth-Century Western Philosophy , ed. by Peter Dronke, Cambridge 
University Press, Cambridge etc. 1987 (Ch. 12, pp. 328-57). 1 Lauge Olaf Nielsen, Theology and Philosophy in the Twelfth Century. A Study of Gilbert 
Porreta's Thinking and the Theological Expositions of the Doctrine of the Incarnation 
during the Period 1130-1180, Leiden 1982. 
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assume, therefore, that our author was far from being a muddle-head 
or an inaccessible mysticist. On the contrary, in tackling some 
extremely difficult matters which were eagerly debated in his days he 
appears to have exploited all possibilities of the Latin language and, 
accordingly, made great demands upon the interpreter's ability and 
readiness to follow him in his train of thought.2 

The first thing to be done, then, is to scrutinize some of the key 
notions of Gilbert's ontology. 

1 The Ontic Constituents of Natural Bodies 

There is one distinction that is of paramount importance in order 
for us to understand Gilbert's ontology, viz. the Boethian contra- 
distinction of id quod and id quo. We have to start with this pair of key 
notions. 

1.1 Preliminary: 'id quod' and 'id quo' 

According to Gilbert, our world consists of a number of individual 
'things'. This world and its inhabitants appear to have the following 
characteristics: 
(a) each and every 'thing' is in fact to be considered as one self- 
contained entity, (a 'subsistens') whose identity and ontological unity 
are due to the singularity of what is proper to it {sue proprietatis 
singularitas ; Eut . 30, 88; Trin. 144, 58-62), 

(b) however, every 'subsistent' (henceforth my rendering of Latin 
'subsistens') itself consists of a plurality of forms; in addition, there 
are 'circumstantial features' (rather than 'forms' properly speaking) 
that determine its actual state or condition ('status'); Trin. 137, 55; cf. 
Nielsen, 56-8 and below, our nrs 1.2 and 1.72. 

In fact, Gilbert's ontology is one continuous attempt to establish 
two basic relationships, one between a natural thing and its Creator 
and the other between the thing's diverse actual constituents, which 
while being totally different from each other3 grant it its intrinsic unity 
at the same time. 

2 I am afraid Nielsen (p. 15) is somewhat too pessimistic on this score in assuming 
that modern forms of expression could not even remotely convey the Latin original, 
and in isolating Gilbert's usage too strictly from contemporary or later use of similar 
terms. 
3 See Heb ., 143,48 ff.; cf. Trin. 94,37. 
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It is within the framework of these considerations that the id quod 
and id quo notions come on the scene. The id quod est formula stands 
for the object itself, taken as the self-contained whole I have men- 
tioned before, whereas id quo est refers to that which causes the object 
to be and is, in fact, its esse. Of course, Gilbert's main expositions on 
the subject are found in his commentary on De hebdomadibus , where he 
turns out to be a faithful adherent to Boethius' Metaphysics of 
being'.4 

Nielsen (47) seems to be wrong in opposing id quod est to id quo est 
as ' what the object is 

' 
(italics mine) to 'that whereby it is what it is'. His 

erroneous translation of the former expression is quite understandable 
really, since one might be inclined to start off with the id quo formula, 
meaning 'that by which' something is and subsequently take id quod 
for 'that which (or 'what') something is'. However, the phrase id quod 
is the subject of est , rather than the predicate. This can be evidenced 
as follows. First, the context in which the two expressions occur (both 
in Boethius' and Gilbert's work as well as that of others) suggests that 
one has to start off with the id quod formula, not the other way round. 
Obviously the id quod est is always taken as the subject of the verb est 
occurring in the counterpart formula id quo est , such that id quo est 
would mean: 'that in virtue of which the thing (id quod est ) is* . Second, 
the two expressions id quod est and it quo est have a Greek, that is 
Neoplatonic origin. In point of fact, the phrase id quod est is meant to 
render the Greek to on and actually paraphrases the Latin participle 
ens. Well, just as currens, the Latin translation of to trechon , equals id 
quod currit ('that which runs'), where id quod cannot possibly be taken 
otherwise than as the subject of currit , in the same way id quod in id quod 
est is definitely not to be taken as a predicate term. 

Let us now turn to Gilbert's view of the on tic structure of the 
natural bodies of our world. 

1.2 The Basic Constituents of Natural Bodies 

The world of natural bodies presented itself to Gilbert (as to 
Boethius and other adherents of Platonism) as an aggregate of certain 

4 There may be one possible exception in Gilbert's gloss of Boethius' sixth Theorem 
(see below, our nr. 3.1, ad Heb. 199, 7-16). - For an exposition on Boethius' treatise 
De hebdomadibus , see L. M. de Rijk, On Boethius ' Notion of Being: A Chapter of Boethian 
Semantics , in: Norman Kretzmann (ed.), Meaning and Reference in Medieval Philosophy. 
Synthese Historical Library, vol. 32 Dordrecht etc. 1988, 1-29. 
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sets of participata of the divine Forms. In this world each inhabitant 
is a set of participata, which, unlike the world itself, makes up a 
natural compound rather than a mere aggregate. The unit is called an 
id quod , of which each of the constituents, as an id quo , is a par- 
ticipatum of some Form and, accordingly, an immanent form inher- 
ing in the id quod. 

It should be noticed, now, that for Gilbert, id quo or esse may stand 
for any of its constitutive elements ( ea quibus )5 as well as for its com- 
plete nature {id quo): 
Trin. 92,94-5: Quidquid est alicuius esse, aut est tota substantia illius cuius dicitur 
esse, aut pars eius quod est tota substantia. 

'All that which is something's being is either the complete substance of that of which 
it is said or part of that which is its complete substance. 

The complete esse ( id quo) is a thing's species or tota forma' its partial 
constituents are its genera and differentiae (ibid. 92,96-8). Well, the 
complete collection of the constituents as well as each of them 
separately bear the name of subsistentia. The id quod is called 'sub- 
sistens' In his commentary on De hebdomadibus Gilbert defines 
(194,90-2) a thing's esse (or id quo ) as subsistentia que est in subsistente and 
the id quod est as subsistens in quo est subsistentia. The subsistentia is 
exemplified by corporalitas and humanitas and the subsistent by corpus 
and homo , respectively. Elsewhere (Trin. 88,77) Gilbert says that in 
natural bodies every esse of a subsistent is due to some form (omne sub- 
sistentium esse ex forma est ; cf. 89,5-6: š . .naturalibus quorum omnium esse ex 
forma est). 

I think, we should refrain from rendering the Latin 'subsistentia' 
by the English 'subsistency'; 'subsistentia' refers to the cause of some 
thing's being subsistent, rather than just its condition of being sub- 
sistent. 

The most prominent characteristic of Gilbert's metaphysics (more 
precisely his ontology of the individual entities of this world) is the 
predominant diversity of esse (= subsistentia = id quo) and id quod est 

(= subsistens). His main concern is to clearly establish the proper rela- 
tionships between these two, which for the greater part amounts to 
elucidating the true nature of participation and composition. In this 
study we shall try to follow him on his arduous road. 

5 Gilson (. History of Christian Philosophy in the Middle Ages , 142-4) does not seem to be 
aware that the id quo formula is used to stand for each of the forms constitutive of a 
thing's being as well as its total form. 
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1.3 Some Remarks Concerning Individuality 

Unlike the divine Form or Divine Substance (see Trin . 89,5-15) the 
unity of a natural thing is not caused by the simplicity of its own 
nature: naturalium ... nullum sue nature simplicitate est unum. To be sure, 
natural things too enjoy some kind of unity, but they do not owe this 
to any natural simplicity, (which they in fact do not even possess). 
This raises the question of what is the proper cause of a thing's 
individuality. The answer should be: a thing's individuality (or 
numerical diversity) is due to its total form, since no total form is 
similar to any other total form. Each and every total form properly 
belongs to just one concrete being. A total form is also called collecta 
proprietas: 

Eut. 274,75-92: Unde Piatonis ex omnibus que illi conveniunt collecta proprietas nulli 
ñeque actu ñeque natura conformis est; nec Plato per illam. Albedo vero ipsius et 
quecumque pars proprietatis eius aut natura et actu aut saltern natura intelligitur esse 
conformis. Ideoque nulla pars proprietatis cuiuslibet creature naturaliter est 
individua, quamvis ratione singularitatis 'individua' sepe vocetur. Illa vero cuiuslibet 
proprietas que naturali dissimilitudine ab omnibus que actu vel potestate fuerunt vel 
sunt vel futura sunt differt, non modo 'singularis' aut 'particularis' sed etiam 
'individua' vere et vocatur et est. Nam 'individua' dicuntur huiusmodi, quoniam 
unumquodque eorum ex talibus consistit proprietatibus quarum omnium cogitatione 
facta collectio numquam in alio quolibet alterutrius numero particularium naturali 
conformitate eadem erit. Нас igitur ratione Platonis tota forma, nulli neque actu 
neque natura conformis, vere est individua. Omnis vero pars eius singularis quidem 
est, non autem vere individua, quoniam multis est saltem natura conformis. Itaque 
anima eius, cuius tota forma pars est forme Platonis, non vero nomine dicitur 
'individua'. 

Hence the sum of Plato's proper nature consisting of whatever befits him, does not 
conform to any other one, neither actually nor by nature, just as Plato does not con- 
form to another by it. However, his whiteness and whatever part of his proper charac- 
ter are recognized as conforming either both by nature and actually or at least by 
nature. Therefore no part of the proper character of any creature whatsoever is 
individual by nature, although it is often called 'individual' on account of its 
singularity. But that proper character of whomsoever which, by its dissimilarity, dif- 
fers from all those who, either actually or potentially, have been or are or will be, truly 
is and is called not only 'singular' or 'particular' but also 'individual'. For things of 
that sort are called 'individuals' because each of them consists of properties such that 
the collection of all of them made by thought are never the same by natural conformity 
in whichever other particular which is altogether different6 < from that individual > . 
From this viewpoint, therefore, Plato's total form, neither actually nor by nature in 
conformity with any < other form> as it is, is truly individual. However, each of its 
parts is surely singular, but not truly individual, since, by nature at least, it conforms 
to many. And so Plato's soul, the total form of which is part of his form, is not truly 
called 'individual'. 

6 'alius alterius numero' = 'numerically different'; 'alius alterutrius numero' = 
'altogether different'. See Trin. 145,89-94. 
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So the collection of properties (< collecta proprietas) makes a thing 
numerically different from any other thing since it always contains one 
or more partial properties by which the thing differs from each and 
every other one. 

The notion of 'individuality' is in fact closely related to those of 
'singularity' and 'unity'. For Gilbert, everything which is is singular 
but not every singular is an individual. There are two types of 
'singulars' (singularia). Some of them may be said to be similar to other 
singulars through 

' <the conformity or singularity of> their complete 
proper nature' ( tota proprietate sua). It is in virtue of their conformity 
that when taken jointly {simul omnia) they may be called a divisible 
unity ( unum dividuum). Gilbert makes clear what he tries to convey by 
the following example: however different the diverse qualities of 
diverse bodies are, from the viewpoint of their complete species they 
are said to be equal ( equates ; Haering's quales must be a misprint): 
Eut. 270,73-7: Quicquid enim est, singulare est. Sed non: quidquid est, individuum 
est. Singularium namque alia aliis sunt tota proprietate sua inter se similia. Que simul 
omnia conformitatis huius ratione dicuntur 'unum dividuum', ut diversorum cor- 
porum diverse qualitates tota sui specie equales. 

Everything which is is singular, but not everything which is is an individual. Indeed, 
some of the singulars are mutually similar to others in virtue of the whole of their 
respective proper natures. Now, when taken all together they are called a 'divisible 
one' on the account of this conformity. E.g. the diverse qualities of diverse bodies are 
equal, due to the whole of their specific nature. 

I think Nielsen is right to assume (61, n. 104) than Gilbert, when 
asserting that not everything singular is individual, presumably has 
forms in mind. More precisely, Gilbert must be referring to the imma- 
nent forms inhering in individuals. 

So much for the first type of singulars. To the second group all those 
singulars belong, which, 'through some part of their proper nature', 
are dissimilar from all other singulars. In virtue of this dissimilarity, 
these singulars should be identified {que sola et omnia) with 'indi- 
viduals': 

Ibid., 270,78-80: Alia vero ab aliis omnibus aliqua sue proprietatis parte dissimilia. 
Que sola et omnia sunt huius dissimilitudinis ratione individua, ut hic lapis, hoc 
lignum, hic equus, hie homo. 
Other singulars however, are dissimilar from all others through some part of their 
proper nature. They alone are all individuals on account of this dissimilarity. E.g. 
'this stone', 'this piece of wood', 'this horse', 'this man'. 

In another passage, Gilbert is more explicit about the notion of 
'individuality'. In this context he determines the numerical diversity 
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of Plato and Cicero as resulting from the fact that none of the consti- 
tuents by which one of them is is constitutive of the other's being. 
Similarly there is nothing at all whose being is due to the same collec- 
tion of constituents by which Plato, or Cicero, is: 

Trin. 146,14-6: Plato vero a Cicerone ita est alius quod et nullo illorum alter quibus 
alter est. Et omnino nichil est quod sit omnibus his quibus uterque est. 
Plato differs from Cicero in such a way that (1) neither of them is by any of the consti- 
tuents by which the other is and (2) there is nothing at all which owes its being to the 
respective collections of constituents of these two. 

As had been said before, 'unity' is another key notion closely related 
to individuality. Recalling the expression unum dividuum , ('a divisible 
unity'), one may state that any individual ( individuum ) is characterized 
by its indivisible or incommunicable unity. After identifying indivi- 
duum with persona (in the large sense of the word also covering trees and 
stones etc.), Gilbert correlates this kind of unity to individuality as 
follows: 
Ibid. , 146,24-28: Et in naturalibus quidem sic est per se una quecumque res 'persona' 
vocatur, ut scilicet et cuiuslibet illorum quibus est singularitate una sit et 
dissimilitudine illius quo nulli a se alii potest uniri, individua, et nullo illorum quibus 
ipsa est aliquid simul et singulariter, ilia sit que in naturalium genere ab eadem est 
alia. 
In the domain of natural things everything which is called 'persona' is one by itself m 
such a way that <one may find the following three characteristics > : (1) it is 'one' 
due to the singularity of each of its constituents; (2) it is 'individual' through the 
dissimilarity of that constituent which makes it incommunicable with any other thing, 
and (3) that < other thing > which, in the domain of natural things, differs from the 
thing in question, does not owe its being to any of the constituents due to which, taken 
together as well as one by one, the latter is a 'something'. 

The unity under discussion is the unity of the total form ( tota forma 
totius); in the case of one single animad it is defined as the form which 
consists of all the subsistentiae of its soul and body (Trin. 167,15-7). 
God the Creator, who is himself a Simple Being, is the Cause that 
unites all immanent forms constituting an individual entity into one 
total form: 
Heb. 219,49-52: Ñeque vero in uno tanta multitudo et illorum quibus sit , et illorum 
quibus aliquid sit , esse posset nisi Unum Principium hec in ilio iunxisset. Sicut enim 
a genuino nativum, ab eterno temporale, ab uno alterum, sic a simplici auctore 
quodlibet compositum esse oportet. 
However, there could not in one single thing be such a multitude of elements con- 
stitutive of its being or being-a- something if there were not one Principle to unite them 
all within this thing. Indeed, just as a natural thing proceeds from an original entity, 
and from an eternal thing a temporal one, and from oneness otherness, in the same 
way every compound thing necessarily takes its origin from an agens who is simple. 
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That Gilbert here alludes to the generation (creation) of each 
individual entity appears from Eut. 305,12-24 as well as Trin. 84,68-9 
where he speaks of a thing's immanent form {forma coniuncta ) which is 
united with prime matter through concretion See below, our nrs 1.6 
and 2.1. 

The unity each and every thing possesses is opposed to the 

multiplicity of its forms, that is, its 'subsistential' and accidental 
forms. 

In the second part of this study (below, sub. 3.2) 'unity' and 

'individuality' will be discussed in more detail. First, some remarks 
about Gilbert's use of terms 'subsistentia', 'subsistens' and 'sub- 
stantia'. 

1.4 ' Substantia* , 
' subsistentia' , 

( subsistens ' 

'Substantia' is an equivocal term in Gilbert's usage. Of course he 
is aware of its usual meaning 'substance', in which case substantia is 

equivalent to id quod est. However, since Boethius it had been also used 
to stand for id quo est. At Trin. Ill, 83ff. Gilbert deals with people who 

apparently were not acquainted with the multiple use of 'substantia* , 
at least in connection with natural things, and who were not aware of 
its signifying not only that which is but also that by which it is. Again, 
some pages further on our author attacks and rectifies other opponents 
who evidently assumed that the term 'substance' should only refer to 
a thing's ontic constituents (i.e. the subsistentiae ): 
Trin . 116,36-41: Hoc nomen quod est 'substantia', non a genere naturalium sed a 
communi ratione omnium que sunt esse subsistentium, inditum est non solum illis que 
sunt esse , idest subsistentiis, sed etiam illis quorum ipse sunt esse, idest omnibus sub- 
sistentibus. Quoniam tamen omnium, idest et corporalium et incorporalium, sub- 
sistentium  

The name 'substance' is assigned not only to those elements which make up the esse 
of subsistents, the subsistentiae that is, but also to those things of which the latter are 
the esse , viz. all subsistents; and that assignment is not based on the general character 
of natural things but the common structure of all those things which make up the esse 
of subsistents. Since, however, of all those subsistents, i.e. both the corporeal and the 
incorporeal ones - 

So 'substantia' is not only used to stand for the subsistent thing itself 

('subsistens' or 'id quod') but it also refers to the subsistent mode of 

being by which that thing is a subsistent {subsistentia or id quo or esse) 
and, thus, ranges over immaterial as well as material things. Cf. also 
Trin. 111,98-101 quoted above. 
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This substantia = subsistentia turns out to be what is also called a 
thing' sforma substantialis in virtue of which the thing is what it is. The 
same use of 'substantia' also occurs in De Trinitate , where Gilbert 

opposes the three Divine Persons against three human individuals: 

Trin. 135,92-4: Quod dicitur illorum quilibet [viz. Plato, Cicero, Trypho] esse homo , 
et istorum quilibet [viz. Pater, Filius, Spiritus Sanctus] esse deus , REFERTUR AD 
SUBSTANTIAM, non que est sed QUA EST, idest non ad subsistentem sed ad sub- 
sistentiam. 

The fact that each of the former three is said to be man and each of the latter three 
is said to be God , applies to < their > substance < s > , not < the one > that is but the 
one by which <each of them> is; in other words: not to the subsistent person but 
to the subsistential form. 

Cf. Trin. 112,10 and: 

Heb . 194,90-2: DIVERSUM EST ESSE, idest subsistentia que est in subsistente, ET 
ID QUOD EST, idest subsistens in quo est subsistentia; ut corporalitas et corpus, 
humanitas et homo. 

'Being', i.e. the subsistential form which is present in a subsistent, differs from 'that 
which is', i.e. the subsistent in which the subsistential form is present; e.g. corporality 
from body and manhood from man. 

Thus both the subsistens and the subsistentia may be designated by the 
word 'substantia', since both of them underly accidents7 ( substat 
accidentibus), although each in diverse respects. Therefore the subsistens 
is that substance that 'is-a-something' or 'is-such-and-such-a-being' 
(est aliquid ), rather than the 'substance' by which some object (aliqua 
rerum) 

' 
is-a-something'. On the other hand, subsistentia is a substance, 

but not the substance on which some entity (quid) rests as on its 
substrate, but rather the substance by which the subsistent 'is-a- 
something', e.g. 'is-man' or 'is-God': 

Ibid. 135,95-101: Non enim subsistens tantum sed etiam subsistentia appellatur 
'substantia' eoquod utraque accidentibus, diversis tamen rationibus, substant. Sub- 
sistens igitur est substantia, non qua aliqua rerum est aliquid - nichil enim subsistente 
est aliquid - , sed est ilia substantia que est aliquid. Subsistentia vero est substantia, 
non cui quid nitatur quo ipsa aliquid sit , sed quo solum subsistens est ALIQUID, 
IDEST est HOMO VEL est DEUS. .. 

Not only a subsistent but also a subsistentia is called 'substance' since both of them 
underly accidents, although each in diverse respects. So a subsistent is a substantia, 
but not the one through which some thing is a 'such-and-such-a-being' (of course, 
nothing 'is a so-and-so' due to a subsistent8), but <1 mean> that <kind of> 

7 For the special meaning of 'accidens' (which only stands for the categories of quan- 
tity or quality) see below, p. 101. 8 Cf. Eut. 262,44: "subsistens nichil informat". For the important notions of aliquid 
and esse aliquid , see below, p. 88 ff. 
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substantia which is something. On the other hand, a subsistentia is a substantia, but 
not the kind of substantia upon which something rests in order to be a something, 
nay <1 mean that kind of substantia > due to which only a subsistent is-a-something, 
i.e. is-a-man or is-God.... 

So the term 'subsistentia' has a twofold connotation: first a rela- 
tional sense, viz. that of underlying {substare) accidental modes of 
being, and second an absolute sense which concerns the nature of its 
own being. 

Gilbert discusses the notion of substare when dealing with what is 
called the ratio subiectionis' see below, p. 85. As to the absolute 
sense, subsistentia may be described as any mode of being in virtue 
of which an object is an aliquid ('a something'). Thus subsistentia is 
often called a thing's esse or id quo or the cause of its esse aliquid ('being- 
a-something'): 
Trin. 99,92-5: Quoniam vero ... subsistentia causa est ut id quod per earn est aliquid , 
suis propriis sit subiectum, ipsa quoque per denominationem eisdem 'subiecta' 
dicitur et eorundem 'materia'. 

Since, then, the subsistentia is the cause such that that which through it is a something 
subject to its [i.e. of the subsistential] properties, the latter, by denomination, is also 
called the 'subject' and the 'matter' of those < accidents, [see ibid. 99,90] >. 

The subsistentia is also called the natura subsistentis which makes the 
latter an aliquid. In fact, the term 4 natura' covers both the subsistential 
as well as the accidental forms, quality and quantity: 
Eut. 319,59-62: Natura enim subsistentis est qua ipsum subsistens aliquid est. He vero 
sunt substantiales forme et que illis in ipso subsistente adsunt qualitates et inter- 
vallares mensure. 

A subsistent's nature is that by which the subsistent itself 'is-a-something'. Well, such 
are the substantial forms and the qualities and spatial dimensions which are present 
in the subsistent as their companions [i.e. of the substantial forms]. 

A passage of the De Trinitate commentary may be parallelled: 
Trin. 118,1-7: Et dicimus quod subsistentie et eorum quorum sunt esse , dicuntur 
substantie: (ut corporalitas omnium corporum est substantia, scilicet est illorum illud 
esse quo unumquodque ipsorum est aliquid) et eorum que, cum non sint aliquorum 
esse, tamen id quod est esse secuntur, ut eadem corporalitas colorum substantia est, 
non scilicet eoquod ipsa sit illud esse colorum quo quilibet illorum sit aliquid , sed quod 
nisi per earn nullus color dici de corpore possit. 
We assert that the subsistentiae are called the 'substances' (1) of those entities of 
which they are the esse (e.g. corporality is the 'substance' of all bodies, that is to say, 
it is that esse in them by which each of them 'is-a-something'), and (2) of those entities 
which, although they do not make up the esse of things, nevertheless follow the esse. 
So the corporality is also the 'substance' of <a thing's > colours, which does, how- 
ever, not mean that it would make up that esse of the colours by which each of them 
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would be-a-something, but in the sense that no colour can possibly be said of a body 
unless via corporality. 

When commenting upon the famous axiom in De hebdomadibus 
(Diversum est esse et id quod est) Gilbert discusses a group of philosophers 
who make a distinction between the cause of an object's esse and that 
of its esse aliquid : 

Heb. 194,71-73: Alii vero dividunt et ea que subsistunt dicunt esse subsistentiis et esse 
aliquid his que subsistentias comitantur, intervallaribus scilicet mensuris et 
qualitatibus. 
There are others, however, who make a distinction in saying that those entities which 
subsist are due to < their > subsistentiae and 'are-a-something' due to that which 
accompanies the latter, namely the spatial dimensions and the qualities. 

Apparently, Gilbert accepts such a distinction: 

Eut. 292,24-8: Ut homini, qui ex corpore et spiritu sibi coniunctis unus est, sunt esse 
omnes corporis atque spiritus subsistentie et alie quedam que in ipso ex eorum fiunt 
concursu: idem vero homo ex his que subsistentiis adsunt qualitatibus et mensuris 
intervallaribus aliquid est. 

E.g. in the case of a man, who is 'one' due to the conjunction of body and mind, his 
esse is made up of all the subsistentiae of his body and mind as well as other ones which 
arise in him through the concurrence of body and soul; whereas the same man 'is-a- 
something' due to the qualities and spatial dimensions which accompany the sub- 
sistentiae. 

Several subsistentiae are to be found in any object, which are as many 
formae essendi. They are called generales , speciales , or differentiales (or just 
genus , species and differentia specifica , respectively) and are accompanied 
by the accidental forms quality and quantity: 
Trin. 61,7-9: ... unius subsistentis diversis subsistentiis diversa addicta sunt, ut unius 
hominis corporalitati color, sensibilitati passio, rationalitati discretio. 
Diverse < accidents > are attached to the diverse subsistentiae of one single subsis- 
tent. E.g. of one single man, a colour to his corporality, an affection to his sensibility 
and discernement to his rationality. 

Gilbert elucidates this diversity by contrasting it with the nature of 
God's Being: 
Eut. 261,36-262,42: Auctor quoque omnium Deus etsi a theologicis secundum aliam 
rationem universorum a se creatorum 'natura' et recte degentis creature rationalis 
'forma' dicatur, nequaquam tamen secundum illam rationem qua subsistentium 
'formas' logici vocant ipsas eorum quibus aliquid sunt generales aut speciales aut dif- 
ferentiales subsistentias, aut, secundum quartum genus qualitatis, etiam quasdam 
accidentales, Ipse est forma. 

Although, from another point of view, the theologians call the Maker of everything, 
God, 'the nature' of all that which has been created by Him and the 'form' of a 
rational creature living rightfully, nevertheless Ke is by no means a 'form' in the way 
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in which the logicians call the generic, specific or differential subsistentiae of the sub- 
sistente by which the latter 'are-a-something', their 'forms', or, according to the 
fourth kind of quality [cf. Arist., Categ. 8, 1 Oal 1 ] , certain accidental ones. 

Thus all kinds of subsistentia are as many modes of being that make up 
a subsistens: 

Trin. 1 17,78-83: Quicquid enim est subsistentium esse, eorundem 'substantia' dicitur. 
Quod utique sunt9 omnium subsistentium speciales subsistentie et omnes ex quibus he 
composite sunt, scilicet eorundem subsistentium per quas ipsa sibi conformia sunt 
generales , et omnes per quas ipsa dissimilia sunt differeniiales . 

For whatever makes up the esse of the subsistente is called their 'substance'. Such are 
definitely the specific subsistentiae of all subsistents, and all those of which they are 
composed, namely the generic ones of those subsistents in virtue of which they con- 
form to one another, as well as all the differential ones in virtue of which they differ 
from one another. 

One may compare a passage of Contra Eutychen: 
Eut. 312,5-9: ...substantia que alio nomine dicitur 'subsistentia', est eorum que per 
earn subsistunt natura. Genus vero nichil aliud putandum est nisi subsistentiarum 
secundum totam earum proprietatem ex rebus secundum species suas differentibus 
similitudine comparata collectio. 
The substance that is alternatively called 'subsistentia' is the nature of those entities 
which in virtue of this < nature >, subsist. The genus should be considered nothing 
other than a collection of subsistentiae which in virtue of the complete nature they 
make up is brought together out of the things which are specifically different, <and 
that > because of the similarity < of those subsistentiae > . 

Later on we shall go into the different relationships between the con- 
stitutive elements of a natura (below, nrs 1.8 and 3.1), when dealing 
with the notion of participatif). 

Of course, a specialis subsistentia (or species) cannot be of a simple 
nature: 

Eut. 263,75-7: Diligenter tamen attendendum est quod, quoniam specifica differentia 
cum genere constituit speciem, cuiuslibet specialis subsistentia simplex esse non 
potest. 
It should be carefully observed that, since a specific difference together with a genus 
makes up a species, the subsistentia of each specific entity cannot be simple. 

So much for the subsistentia as a mode of being constituting an 
object's esse or esse aliquid. Next we must consider what I have called 

9 "Quod utique sunt ... etc. " where quod (viz. the esse of the 'subsistents') acts as 
predicate term, whereas speciales subsistentie and omnes ex quibus etc. are the compound 
subject terms. So Gilbert's statement amounts to saying: this esse of an object consists 
of a special subsistentia (= species) and the latter's constitutive parts, viz. genus and 
specific difference. 
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(above, p. 82) the relational characteristic of subsistentia which 
concerns its acting as a substratum of other forms (whether subsisten- 
tial or accidental ones). We should recall, first, that subsistentia and 
substantia are closely related (cf. above, p. 81). That is why we are 
entitled to use the term 'substantia' to designate the former: 

Trin. 1 16,40-5: Quoniam tarnen omnium, idest et corporalium et incorporalium, sub- 
sistentium quod ab illorum subsistentia communi generalissimům esset, nomen non 
habetur, sepe Latini hoc pro eo ponunt. Unde et in Ysagogis Porphirius ubi ait 
"substantia et quiddam".10 supponiti "et ipsa est genus". Quem iste secutus pro 
omnium subsistentium generalissimo ait: 'substantia'. 

Since, however, there is no proper name for that which of all those subsistents i.e. 
both the corporeal and the incorporeal ones would be the most generic < nature > 
in their common subsistentia, the Latin authors often use the word 'substance' to 
stand for it. Hence also in the Ysagoge where he says "substance and a certain thing" 
Porphyry adds: "and it [substance] is a genus". In following him Boethius uses 
'substance' to indicate the most generic < nature > of ¿di subsistents. 

That Substantia' has the connotation of 'substare' when used in the 
case of natural bodies is clearly confirmed by Gilbert. This becomes 
most obvious in a passage where he denies such a connotation of 
'substantia' when said of God: 

Trin. 120,70-3: Quod igitur in Ilio 'substantiam' nominamus non est subiectionis 
ratione quod dicitur. SED ULTRA omnem que accidentibus est subiecta SUB- 
STANTIAM est essentia absque omnibus que possunt accidere omnino solitaria. 

Therefore, what we call 'substance' in Him is not called thus because of its being any 
substrate. Rather, beyond all < kinds of> substance which is the substrate of 
accidents, He is an Essence which is completely solitary, without any possible 
accidents. 

Cf. ibid. 120,56-8; 121,86-7. However, as far as natural bodies are 
concerned this ratio subiectionis (= 'substrate-character') is found in 
subsistentiae as well as in substances. To be sure, the modus quo is dif- 
ferent, as appears from the discussion usually made between inesse and 
adesse on this score; see below, nr 1.71. Gilbert stresses the fact that 
both from the ontological and the logical points of view (our author 
says iuxta rerum proprietates et dictionum causas ; 279,35) 'subsistentia' and 
'substantia' are interchangeable labels and illustrates this by means of 
their Greek equivalents (279,34-40) He comments upon the Boethian 
text as follows: 

10 Apparently Gilbert reads et quiddam (with the majority of our manuscripts) instead 
of the correct est quidem. See Isagoge Porphyrii ed. Minio-Paluello, in Aristoteles latinus 
I 6, p. 9, 19. 
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Eut. 280,41-53: Et quare vel illud 'subsistentiam' vel id 'substantiam' dicamus 
rationem subiungit: SUBSISTIT ENIM illud et quadam ratione est per se QUOD 
NON INDIGET ACCIDENTIBUS UT ESSE POSSIT. Immo accidentia eoquod 
hac ratione subsistere et per se esse dicitur, adeo indigent quod, nisi illi 1 1 assint, nulli 
inesse possunt. Omne etenim accidens alicuius subsistentie addictum est potestati. Et 
ideo 'accidens' vocatur quoniam illi adest cum alicui subsistentium inest; ut color 
adest corporalitati ut insit corpori. 

And <Boethius> adds the reason why we call one 'subsistentia' and the other 
'substantia': for the former subsists and is, in some respect, by itself since it does not 
need accidents in order to be capable of being. Rather, the accidents require that 
which is thus said to subsist and be by itself, to such a great extent that they are unable 
to be present in anything unless by way of accompanying it. For each accident is 
attached to the potency of some subsistentia. And it bears the name of 'accident' for 
the reason that it accompanies this [the subsistentia] when it is present in some sub- 
sistent; e.g. a colour accompanies corporality to be present in a body. 

A subsistentia acts as an intermediate between the subsistens (or id quod) 
and its properties such that the former is the substrate for the proper- 
ties via the corresponding subsistential form; see Trin . 99,92-5, quoted 
above p. 82. So every subsistentia has a certain kind of 'being in 
itself' or some kind of being proper to it. The accidents do not possess 
such a being and, in order to actually be , they require some subsistentia 
to which they belong. Of course the ratio subiectionis of substances dif- 
fers from that of subsistential forms: 

Trin. 99,83-9: Non enim humanitas ITA SUSCIPIT ACCIDENTIA sicut homo ; 
scilicet EOQUOD IPSA humanitas ab aliqua subsistentia quam in se habeat, aliquid 
EST iuxta cuius principalitatem eius in se habeat proprietate quadam accommoda 
accidentia: SED EOQUOD EI, scilicet humanitati, SUBIECTA (et per eandem 
illorum nuncupata) MATERIA ex ipsa EST aliquid, ut que illi proprietate dat adesse 
concretio, cum ipsā possit suscipere. 

For 'manhood' does not receive accidents in the same was as 'man' does; to wit, <it 
does not receive accidents > through the fact that manhood 'is-a-something' due to 
some subsistentia present in it, in conformity with whose primary position it has, 
owing to the latter's proper nature, some apropriate accidents; rather <it receives 
them> through the fact that the matter substrate to it, viz. manhood (which via the 
latter is called the matter of the accidents), owes its 'being-a-something' to the sub- 
sistentia so that it is capable of receiving, together with the subsistentia, those 
< accidents > which the concretion allows to accompany it [the subsistential] via the 
< latter's > property. 

11 Häring follows the majority of the MSS, reading ilia. I would prefer to read with 
some MSS ( Bologna 1509, Klosterneuburg 345, Zwettl 314 and the Parisian manuscript 
12120 (the text of which is, according to Häring, "remarkably accurate") the singular 
dative case illi. Gilbert in fact says that the accidents are in need of that which ( eo quod) 
is said to subsist and be on itself, to such an extent that {adeo quod), unless they appertain 
to it (Uli, which refers to the eo quod), they cannot possibily inhere in anything. 
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Nevertheless the true substare is the privilege of the id quod ; and in order 
that there actually be substantial forms and that accidents actually 
exist an id quod is required as their substratum. If the latter is missing 
no real inesse can be the case. However, for there to be accidents the 
intermediary role of the subsistentiae is no less indispensable: 
Eut . 258,28-34: ... que specialibus subsistentiis dicuntur accidere, non tam ipsis quam 
ipsarum aliquibus partibus (immo ideo ipsis quoniam ipsarum partibus) addicuntur: 
ut cum speciali subsistentie qua homines sumus, adesse dicuntur in nobis color, 
sanitas atque scientia, ideo utique hec dicuntur quoniam eius partibus proprietatis 
ratione - color scilicet corporalitati, sanitas sensibilitati, scientia rationalitati - con- 
veniunt. 

Those things which are called the accidents of specific subsistentiae are attached not 
so much to the latter [subsistentiae] themselves as to certain parts of them (or rather, 
to the subsistentiae as such precisely because <they are attached > to their parts). 
E.g. when colour, health and knowledge in us are said to accompany the specific sub- 
sistentia by which we are men, they are thus called for the reason, no doubt, that they 
befit the parts of it [the subsistentia] according to their proper character, viz. colour 
befits corporality, health being sensible [= an animal], and knowledge rationality. 

Sometimes this adesse is called comitari: 

Trin. 119,22-3: cum de subsistentibus dicantur, tamen eorum subsistentias comitan- 
tur. Cf. Eut. 247,25-6, quoted below, nr 1.6. 

Although they [the accidents] are said of the subsistents, nevertheless they are the 
companions of the latters' subsistentiae. 

Heb . 194,72-3: ... his que subsistentias comitantur, intervallaribus scilicet mensuris 
et qualitatibus. 
... those entities which accompany the subsistentiae, namely the spatial dimensions 
and the qualities. 

Elsewhere (viz. in Contra Eutychen where Gilbert is in need of a strong 
opposition between substantia and subsistentia) he makes the most of the 
ontological and logical differences between the two: 
Eut. 243,25-8: Hic diligenter est attendendum quod subsistens cum subsistentia vel 
accidentibus nullo prorsus genere seu ratione convenit. Nam etsi subsistens et sub- 
sistentia dicuntur 'substantie' vel 'subiecta', alia tamen atque alia ratione. 
Here you should carefully observe that a subsistent absolutely does not agree with 
< its > subsistentia or accidents qua generic nature nor conceptually. For although 
both the subsistent and the subsistentia are called 'substances' or 'subjects' [= 
substrates], it is not in the same sense. 

1 . 5 Esse and esse aliquid 

As we have already see (above, p. 81), the subsistentiae are the 
modes of being that grant an object its 'being-a-something' (esse 
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aliquid ), or, if you wish, determine (in an ontological as well as in a 
logical sense) its being (e.g. 'being-stone', 'being-man', and so on). 
The subsistentiae cause an object to be 'a something'; see the texts 
quoted above. 

In conformity with what is said at Trin. 135,95 ff. (see above, 
p. 81), Gilbert says that it is the generic and specific subsistentiae 
that give an object its esse aliquid: 

Trin . 81,73-5: Ad generales quoque et speciales subsistentias que subsistentium in 
quibus sunt 'esse' dicuntur eoquod eis ut sint aliquid conferunt, eiusdem nominis (idcst 
'materie') alia fit denominatio. 

Still another denominative use of the same noun viz. 'matter' occurs <when 
applied > to the generic and specific subsistentiae; they are called the esse of the sub- 
sistents in which they are present because they grant them to 'be-a-something' 

Ibid. 81,80-4: Verbi gratia: quoniam corporalitas, que est esse corporis in quo est et 
qua ipsum est aliquid naturaliter, idest corpus, eidem confert ut figurarum et 
huiusmodi aliorum que causa corporalitatis et eius addicta potestati cum eadem in se 
habet, sit materia, ipsa quoque eorundem 'materia' dicitur. 

For instance, since corporality, which is the esse of the body in which it is present and 
by which it [the body], by nature, 'is-a-something', viz. a body, grants it to be the 
matter of its shapes and all the like which, because of its corporality and as being 
attached to the potency of this [corporality], it possesses in itself together with this 
[corporality], < therefore > it [the subsistentia], too is itself called their 'matter'. 

We are already familiar with the term subsistens in the sense of id quod 
est. It is also called an aliquid {Eut. 319,59: ipsum subsistens aliquid 
est). However, formally speaking the expressions id quod and aliquid 
are by no means equivalent. I intend to demonstrate this first, by 
means of a scrutinous reading of Gilbert's discussion of the famous 
distinction between esse and esse aliquid in his commentary on Boethius' 
De hebdomadibus and secondly, by closely studying all passages in his 
other works in which he explicitly opposes esse aliquid against esse 
simpliciter. Thus the precise meaning of aliquid may be best set out. 

Preliminary to his exposition of Boethius' second Theorem in De 
hebdomadibus (" Diversum est esse et id quod est") Gilbert draws our atten- 
tion to the equivocal use of the terms esse and esse aliquid. The several 
distinctions do not only run parallel to the formal differences between 
the diverse disciplines, theology and philosophy, but are also found 
within the domain of philosophy itself. 

The view of the theologians is discussed first. Gilbert explains it by 
referring to the logico-grammatical use of the terms esse and est. Essen- 
tially speaking, these terms apply to God only; they may be used for 
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creatures only in the weakest form of metaphor, the so-called 'extrin- 
sic denomination': 

Heb. 193,51-8: Hic commemorandum videtur quod diversorum philosophorum in 
diversis facultatibus usu diverso 'esse' et 'esse aliquid' multipliciter dicuntur. Nam 
in theologica, divina essentia, quam de Deo predicamus cum dicimus 'Deus est', 
omnium creatorum dicitur esse. Cum enim dicimus: 'corpus est' vel 'homo est' vel 
huiusmodi, theologici hoc esse dictum intelligunt quadam extrínseca denominatione 
ab essentia sui Principii. 
Here it should be recalled, it seems, that, through the different usages of different 
philosophers in different disciplines, < the terms > 'being' and 'being-a-something' are 
used multifariously. Indeed in theology, the Divine Essence (which we predicate of 
God in saying 'God is') is said to the esse of all creatures. For when we say 'a body 
is' or 'a man is' and the like, the theologians understand this to be said by some 
extrinsic denomination deriving from the essence of their Principle. 

This is further explained: the subsistentia , corporalitas only grants a 

body its Ъeing-a-something, rather than its 'being' as such: 

Ibid., 193,59-62: Non enim dicunt corporalitate corpus esse sed esse aliquid , пес 
humanitate hominem esse sed esse aliquid. Et similiter unumquodque subsistens essen- 
tia sui Principii predicant non esse aliquid sed esse, ilia vero que in ipso creata est sub- 
sistentia non esse sed esse aliquid. 

. For they do not say that by corporality a body is, but rather 'is-a-something', nor that 
by manhood a man is, but 'is-a-something'. And similarly, they assert of every subsis- 
tent that, by the essence of its Principle, it is rather than 'is-a-something'; and by the 
subsistentia which has been created in it 'is-a-something' rather than is. 

Thus it is not an object's nature that causes it to be , but it is God who 
bestows esse upon it, whereas the subsistentiae make it be- such-and-such 
(esse aliquid) or make it partake in some way or another in Perfect 

Being (Esse). 
Next the philosophers come up for discussion. First these people are 

characterized as those who only accept as the kinds of being (genera) 
proper to their discipline those entities which derive their being (esse) 
from the Principle of All, God. They are divided into two subgroups. 
The first hold that one and the same constitutive element is responsi- 
ble for the 'being' and the 'being-a-something' (esse aliquid) of the 
things they talk about. Thus the verb 'est' is equivocally predicated 
of all entities: 

Ibid. , 193,66-70: Illorum vero philosophorum quibus sue facultatis genera sunt sola 
ilia que ex Principio esse ceperunt, alii quelibet ilia orationum suarum themata, idest 
materias, de quibus loquuntur, eodem quo dicunt esse , dicunt etiam esse aliquid. Unde 
etiam hoc verbum 'est' dicunt de omnibus cquivoce predicari. 
Of those philosophers to whom only those entities which have received their being 
from the Principle are the genera studied in their discipline, some assert that, 
whatever the subjects of their statements, they 'are-a-something' by the same cause 
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as they assert them to be. Hence they say that the verb '¿r' is predicated of all things 
equivocally. 

Of course, this ontological view is genuinely Aristotelian ("forma dat 
esse,,). The second group of philosophers distinguishes, first, between 
those cases in which the three major Aristotelian categories 
(substance, quantity, quality) are involved and the area covered by the 
seven other categories ('relation', 'where', ťwhen', 'being-in-a-posi- 
tion', 'having', 'doing' and 'being affected'; see Aristotle, Categories 
4,1b 25 ff.). In their view the 'esse' vs. ' esse aliquid 

' distinction bears 
only on the domain of substance, quantity and quality, such that an 
object's esse (or 'being') is due to its subsistentiae (which are in fact 
the generic and specific forms in the category of substance), whereas 
it owes its esse aliquid (or 'being-a-something' rather that 'being some- 
thing') to the quantities and qualities which accompany the subsisten- 
tiae; see ibid. 194,72 f, quoted above, p. 83. 

Wherever the seven other categories are involved these philosophers 
(including Gilbert) do not speak of esse nor of esse aliquid , since those 
categories only apply to an object's status or condition, as will appear 
later on (below, p. 104 ff.): 
Ibid. 194,74-5: Ceteris vero septem generum predicamentis eadem subsistentia nec 
esse nec aliquid esse concedunt. 

They assert that, by the remaining generic categories, the aforesaid12 subsistents 
neither are nor 'are-a-something'. 
Ibid. 197,52-5: Sicut prediximus, ea que subsistunt, quidam philosophorum dicunt 
esse 13 solis subsistentiis et esse aliquid quibusdam que alia sunt a subsistentiis, videlicet 
solis accidentibus14. Secundum hunc usum hoc loco solum subsistens solis acciden- 
tibus esse aliquid dicitur. 

As we have said before, of the entities which subsist, some philosophers say that they 
are due to the subsistentiae alone, and 'are-a-something' due to certain elements 
which differ from the subsistentiae, namely the accidents alone. It is according to this 

12 It seems to be useful to recall that, as in classical Latin, in Mediaeval Latin, too 
idem is used to repeat a subject or object term in order to add another predicate: e.g. 
'Plato ambulat et idem (homo) disputât' (Cf. e.g. Trin. 95,81: "est et idem homo 
spiritus"). So here eadem subsistentia recalls the foregong ea que subsistunt ; hence my 
rendering: 'aforesaid'. To be complete, the adverb item has the reverse function: it 
is used when the predicate is maintained and another subject is introduced; e.g. 'Plato 
ambulat et item Socrates' ('and so does Socrates'). 13 Häring's presentation of the text dicunt "esse" et " esse aliquid ** seems to suggest that 
he takes dicunt to mean "they call (instead of the correct rendering, "they say that"' 
as editor he uses inverted commas in such cases; see e.g. 119,29; 195,2-4). Of course 
one has to understand: "they say that the subsistent entities are etc." The correct 
presentation of Gilbert's text in a similar case is found at Trin. 136,13. 
14 By accidentia only quantitas and qualitas are meant; see below, p. 101. 
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usage that, in this passage, the subsistent alone is said to 'be-a-something' only by 
its accidents. 

In fact, philosophers belonging to this group also refrain from 
distinguishing esse and esse aliquid when they deal with things as taken 
according to the so-called mathematical abstraction. This type of 
abstraction considers embodied forms ( inabstracta ) apart from the mat- 
ter they inhere in as immanent ontic principles.15 Thus the whiteness 
( albedo ) inhering in some white thing {album) is as such part of an 
object's esse aliquid , yet when taken apart from its substratum by 
mathematical abstraction it is no longer characterized as esse aliquid or 
esse: 

Ibid. 194,75-7: Similiter et nullum illorum que abstractio mathematica ab his de 
quibus predicantur16 dividit, vel esse vel aliquid esse consentiunt.17 

Similarly, they are of the opinion that nothing of that which mathematical abstraction 
distinguishes from the things of which they are predicated, is or 'is-a-something'. 

We should keep in mind that elsewhere, our author subscribes to the 
second philosophical view mentioned above, p. 83 (although the 
strict opposition between esse and esse aliquid is not continually main- 
tained; see below, p. 92 ff.): 
Trin. 136,12-16: Hec ergo sunt, idest subsistentie qualitates quantitates spatiorum, 
quibus solis subsistens esse aliquid predicatur. NAM IN CETERIS, idest ceterorum, 
PREDICATIONIBUS NICHIL TALE EST, idest nullo aliorum (hocest neque 
quantitatibus illis quibus nichil est magnum neque aliorum generum predicamentis) 
subsistens est aliquid. 
These (i.e. the subsistentiae, the qualities and the spatial quantities) are those 
elements by which alone a subsistent is predicated to 'be-a-something'. For in the 
remaining kinds of predication (i.e. in those of the remaining categories) there is 
nothing of the sort, that is to say, it is by none of the other elements (i.e. neither by 
those quantities by which anything is great nor by any of the other categories 
[= 'categorial modes of being']) that a subsistens 'is-a-something'. 
Eut. 319,59-320,74: For this text, see below, p. 104. 

Cf. Eut. 292, 24-32 (first part quoted above, p. 83) and Eut . 260,87- 
90, quoted below, p. 110. 

15 The theological speculation considers the formae separatae, i.e. the forms whose 
nature it is to be without embodiment. For these kinds of speculatio, see Trin. 
79,42 - 89,3; Eut. 216,59: et sic quidem inabstracta abstrahunt mathematici. See also 
below, our section 4. 
16 In writing de quibus predicantur Gilbert uses a logical expression, which in this con- 
text equals the ontological formula: 'in quibus sunť . 
17 As is easily seen the theologians no less than the (Platonic) philosophers of the 
second group have no problem at all with the contradistinction of esse and id quod est 
as defended by Boethius. See Gilbert's remarks at Heb. 194,79-85. 
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So much for the distinction between esse and esse aliquid featuring in 
De hebdomadibus. Now, let us try to determine precisely what it is that 
Gilbert understands by (esse) aliquid in his other works. To begin with, 
the strict opposition between esse (simpliciter) and esse aliquid which is 
such a basic distinction in the discussion of De hebdomadibus (esp. 
Theorem II), is seldom found elsewhere. As for Gilbert, it is of para- 
mount importance to realise that his esse aliquid always stands for some 
determinate mode of being to be distinguished from God's Perfect 
Being on the one hand and the inferior, transitory appurtenances of 
natural bodies covered by the term 'status' on the other (see also 
below, p. 104). 

Three kinds of contexts in which esse aliquid occurs may be distin- 
guished: 
a those in which esse aliquid is said to be caused by the accidental forms 
(as in the exposition found in Heb. , Theorem II = Heb. 193,51-195,7). 
Eut. 292,24-8, quoted above p. 83. 

Heb. 200,46 - 201,47: Pluribus enim est et pluribus aliquid est. Ipse vero eodem quo 
est, aliquid est 

<A creature > is by a plurality of elements and 'is-such-and-such' by another 
plurality. God, however, is and 'is-such-and-such' by the same <nature>. 

Trin. 87,55-9, quoted below. 

b those in which esse aliquid is said to be caused by the subsistential 
forms: 
Trin. 81,73-84, quoted above, p. 88. 

Trin. 84,54-5: Creatio namque subsistentiam incsse facit ut cui inest, ab ea aliquid sit. 

Creation indeed causes a subsistentia to inhere in something such that that in which 
it inheres 'is-a-something' due to it. 
Trin. 99,-5, quoted above, p. 82. 
Trin. 84, 67-9, quoted below, p. 94. 
Trin. 135,95-101, quoted above, p. 81. 
Eut. 261, 36-262,42, quoted above, p. 83. 
Eut. 263,80: Non est ergo Deus aliquid vel speciali vel specifica subsistentia. 

Therefore God is not 'a-something' due to any special or specific subsistentia. 

с those in which esse aliquid is said to be caused by the whole of sub- 
sistential forms plus accidents, which collection is also called natura: 

Trin. 97,53 - 98,59: Nec modo subsistentium ex diversis subsistentibus com- 
positorum (ut est homo vel lapis) verum etiam simplicium (ut est hominis anima, que 
subsistens ex nullis subsistentibus constat) et omnium subsistentiarum vel affec- 
tionum accidentalium et denique omnium que sic sunt ex Principio ut non sint Prin- 
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cipium, qualiter predictum est, multa sunt ex quibus unumquodque est aliquid. Ac per 
hoc vera ratione nullum eorum est id quod est. 

Not only in the case of subsistents composed of different subsistentiae (such as man 
or stone) but also in that of simple subsistents (such as man's soul, which subsistens 
does not consist of any other subsistents) as well as all subsistentiae or accidental 
properties and, in short, all those entities which originate from the Principle in such 
a way that they are not themselves a principle; well, as has been said before, there 
are many elements by which each of them 'is-a-something'. And that is why truly 
none of them is an id quod est [= subsistent thing]. 
Trin. 136,12-6, quoted above, p. 91. 

Trin. 89,10-11: quod unumquodque subsistentium aliquid est, est ex propria forma 
que inest materie. 

That each subsistent 'is-a-something' is due to its proper form inhering in matter. 

Trin. 144,58-81: In naturalibus enim quicquid est, alio quam ipsum sit aliquid est. Et 
quoniam id quo est aliquid , singulare est, id quoque quod eo est aliquid , singulare est. 
Nam plura numero sicut uno singulari non sunt aliquid, ita unum aliquid sine numero 
esse non possunt. Itaque singularitate eius quo est, singulare est etiam id quod eo 
aliquid est. . . . Attendendum vero quod ea quibus id quod est est aliquid , aut Simplicia 
sunt (ut rationalitas) aut composita (ut humanitas). ... His ita se habentibus adden- 
dum est quod omne subsistens multorum quibus est, idest generis et differentie et 
accidentis, concretione subsistit. Ac per hoc alio est 18 alioque est aliquid. 
In the domain of natural things, whatever is 'is-a-something' by something other than 
itself. And since that by which it 'is-a-something' is singular, that which 'is-a- 
something' due to this, is singular. For as numerically different entities are not such- 
or-such due to one singular element, likewise they cannot be just one single thing19. 
Therefore, by the singularity of the element by which it is, that which, by this ele- 
ment, 'is-a-something', is also singular. ... It should be observed, however, that those 
elements by which that which is 'is-a-something' are either simple (such as rationality) 
or compound (such as manhood). ... This being the case, it should be remarked in 
addition that every subsistent thing subsists due to the concretion of the multitude of 
the constituents (namely genus, differentia and accidens) through which it is. Hence 
it owes its being to one constituent and its being-a-something to another. 
Eut. 319,59-62, quoted below, p. 104. 
Eut. 247,20-23, quoted below, p. 94. 
Eut. 261 ,38-262 ,42 , quoted above, p. 83. 

1.6 Esse aliquid and the notions of creation and concretion 

It may be gathered from all this evidence that esse aliquid has three 
characteristics: 

18 I read alio est (with the MSS kNOv)' Häring follows the other MSS in reading aliquo. 19 Some manuscripts have inserted the following gloss: "ut homines duo una 
humanitate unus homo singularitate essentie ("such as two men <may be> one man 
by the singularity of their essential nature")". 
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(1) qua merely a mode of being esse aliquid is somewhat restricted and 
inferior to Perfect Being. Therefore God is not an aliquid: 
Eut. 246,17 - 247,28: Et nativa quidem eorum quibus aliquid sunt , ficta vero eorum 
quibus aliquid esse finguntur amminiculis concipiuntur. Genuina vero, que sunt 
nativorum principia (Deus scilicet et primordialis materia) longe aliter. Non enim sunt 
aliquid huiusmodi subsistentiis vel quantitatibus vel qualitatibus quibus vel nativa vere 
sunt aliquid vel que ñeque sunt aliquid neque sunt , tamquam aliquid sint finguntur. Deus 
enim est essentia: non est aliquid nec esse aliquid fingitur creatā subsistentiā. Ac per hoc 
nichil eorum que subsistentias comitantur, in ilio esse potest. Itaque etsi magnus est, 
non tarnen hoc est quantitate; etsi qualis est, non tarnen qualitate; etsi durat, non 
tarnen tempore. 
Natural things are conceived of according to those constituents 20 through which they 
'are-a-something', whereas fictitious things are conceived of according to those consti- 
tuents through which they are feigned to 'be-a-something'. As to the genuine entities, 
however, which are the principle of the natural things (to wit God and primordial 
matter) it is quite a different matter. Indeed they are not 'a-something' due to any 
such subsistentiā or quantities or qualities owing to which natural things truly 'are-a- 
something' and the things which not truly are nor 'are-a-something' are imagined as 
if they were 'a-something'. For God is Being and is not 'a-something' nor imagined 
to be 'a-something' due to any created subsistentiā and, therefore, nothing of that 
which accompanies subsistentiae can be found in Him. Hence although He is great, 
yet He is not thus in virtue of magnitude; although He is qualitative, He is not thus 
in virtue of quality and although he endures, He does not in virtue of temporality. 

This passage is reminiscent of the scholastic determinatio diminuens (as 
found e.g. in Thomas Aquinas, De pot. 9,5, obi. 2) or determinatio limita- 
tionis (= limitative determination), e.g. in Thomas Aquinas, Quodl. 
VII, 3,6c. Cf. the later adage: 'omnis determinatio est negatio' 
(2) on the other hand, esse aliquid is determinative, i.e. as a notion it 
removes indefiniteness and vagueness and as mode of being it provides 
an object with some kind of actuality (which is not the same as 'fac- 

ticity', to be sure). Therefore aliquid is not predicated of primordial 
matter (or hyle) either: 

Trin. 84,67-9: HABETQUE MOTUM non illa que est subsistentium esse unde 
unumquodque eorum aliquid est prima materia sed que illi MATERIE in eisdem sub- 
sistentibus concretione est FORMA CONIUNCTA; cf. Trin. 82,8-9. 
Not that primordial matter which is the ontic principle of the subsistent things out 
of which each of them 'is-a-something' has mobility, but rather the form does which 
by concretion is connected with that matter in those subsistent things. 
Eut. 335,24-5: ... ylen, quam Plato 'silvam' nominat, que quidem secundum 
philosophos est sed non est aliquid. ... 

20 litt, 'with the support of those constituents etc . ' Gilbert makes it pretty clear that 
the logico-grammatical order in which they are conceived and spoken of reflects their 
ontological structure. 
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... hyle, (called 'silva' by Plato) which, according to the philosophers, is, but not 'is-a- 
something'. 

Here, we are reminded of the function of 'otherness' ('aliud quid') 
in Plato's later metaphysics; especially in the Sophist the proper nature 
of ťthe Other' (or 'Otherness') is identified with that of 'what is not', 
where the latter is indeed equivalent to 'what is other than /'.21 
(3) on top of that esse aliquid is a mode of being which belongs to some- 
thing singular or individual. It is always associated with the notions of 
creation and concretion, as well as with primordial matter as already 
being informed. The subsistentiae involved are the causes of some esse 
aliquid and are said to be always linked up with matter; that is why 
they are named 'inabstracte' (= 'not dissociated from matter'): 
Trin. 84,54-8: Creatio namque subsistentiam inesse facit ut cui inest ab ea aliquid sit. 
Concretio vero eidem subsistentie naturas posterions rationis accommodai, ut cui 
cum illa insunt, simplex non sit. Que quoniam esse non possunt nisi sic subsistentibus 
insint ut eorundum subsistentiis assint, ' inabstracte' dicuntur. 

Creation makes a subsistential form inhere <in matter > so that that in which it 
inheres 'is-a-something' due to it. Concretion, on the other hand, attaches some con- 
comitant natural properties to that subsistentia, so that that in which they are present 
together with the subsistentia, lacks simplicity. Well, since they can only be by inher- 
ing in subsistents in such a way that they accompany the subsistentiae of those 
< subsistents > , they are called 'materialized'. 

Cf. ibid. 84,67-9, quoted above, p. 94 and 87,57-9: (... et alia que in 
subsistentibus creatione seu concretione fiunt, quibus id cui insunt, 
aut aliquid est aut aliquid esse doctrine ordine demonstratur). Also ibid. 
144,58-62, quoted above, p. 93. Especially Trin., 144-5 is quite 
explicit on this score (esp. 145,88-96: Sed econverso...): 
Trin. 144,79-145,96: His ita se habentibus addendum est quod omne subsistens 
multorum quibus est , idest generis et differentie et accidentis, concretione subsistit. 
Ac per hoc alio est alioque est aliquid. Neque necesse est rem illam que sic aliquid est , 
ideo aliam esse quoniam non tantum aliquo aliquid est sed etiam alio aliud et item alio 
aliud aliquid est. Ut anima Platonis non modo genere spiritus est (quod est eam esse 
aliquid), verum etiam alio, idest rationalitate, aliud est, idest rationalis; atque multis 
aliis aliud et aliud est. Non tamen idcirco alia est. Nam aliis atque aliis aliud est atque 
aliud ipsa. 

Sed econverso generaliter dici potest quod quecumque res subsistens, alii collata, 
ab ea est alterutrius numero alia, nullo illorum est aliquid quorum quolibet illa a qua 
est alia, aliquid est. Nam etsi utreque subsistunt aliquibus ad se invicem eisdem 
similitudine, nunquam tamen eisdem essentie singularitate. Res enim a re numquam 
dicitur alterutrius numero alia nisi omnibus quibus est sit ab ea diversa. 

21 See L. M. de Rijk, Plato's Sophist , A Philosophical Commentary (Koninklijke 
Nederlandse Akademie van Wetenschappen. Verhandelingen Afdeling Letterkunde. 
Nieuwe Reeks, Deel 133. Amsterdam, Oxford, New York 1986), esp. sections 11.3 
and 11.4. 
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This being the case, it should be remarked in addition that every subsistent subsists 
due to the concretion of the multitude of the constituents (namely genus, differentia 
and accidens) through which it is. Hence it owes its being to one constituent and its 
being-a- something to another. A thing, then, that 'is-a-something' in this way, is not 
necessarily therefore a different thing, since it is not only by some form22 'a- 
something' but also by some other forms something else, and so on. E.g. Plato's soul 
is not only by its generic nature a spirit (wich amounts <to saying > that it 'is-a- 
something') but also by some other <form> (viz. its rationality) it is something else 
(viz. rational); and so, by a multitude of other < forms > quite a lot of other things. 
However, it does not, because of that, lose its identity. For however multifarious by 
all these different < forms > it is, it still remains itself. 

On the other hand, however, it may generally be said that each and every subsistent 
when compared to another one, differs from the latter altogether23, and owes its 
'being-a-something' to none of the forms whatsoever to which that other thing owes 
its 'being-a-something'. For although eachone of them is subsistent by some forms 
which are mutually the same through similarity, nonetheless they are never thus by 
the singularity of their being. Indeed, one thing is never said to differ altogether from 
another unless it is different from it by all its ontic constituents. 

These three characteristics seem to be confirmed by Gilbert's exten- 
sive discussion of the meaning of 'nichil', which is taken as the seman- 
tic counterpart24 of 'aliquid'. 

Gilbert deals with the notion of 'nichil' in his commentary on 
Boethius' Contra Eutychen (249,2 - 251 ,40). He starts from the idea that 
it is possible to conceive of entities which are not. As for 'nichil', the 
reason why we are able to conceive of it is that as far as the substantia 
nominis is concerned {pro substantia ) this infinite term signifies aliquid sed. 
non náturám. 

Before we go any further we must recall what the Mediaeval gram- 
marians understood by substantia and qualitas nominis. This is easily 
explained with the help of the Mediaeval interpretation of words such 
as 'homo' ('man') and 'album' ('white thing'). Every noun, whether 
a substantive noun or substantivated adjectival noun, signifies some 

'thing' (an id quod) together with (some of) its qualification(s). E.g. 
'homo' designates some concrete entity, yet not totally unqualified 
(being called just 'thing') but rather qualified in some way or another. 
Thus, when using the word ' homo ' something is introduced, so to 

speak, into our 'universe of discourse' as qualified by the form 

( qualitas ) of 'humanity' ( humanitas ). So in fact, a noun denotes an id 

22 Gilbert has the neuter {litt: by some 'thing'). In fact some form is meant. 
23 Cf. above, p. 75, n. 4. 
24 See H. C. van Elswijk, Gilbert Porreta, ba vie, son oeuvre, sa pensee, Louvain 1УЬЬ, 
143 f. 
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quod and, by the same token, it connotes some one of its forms (some 
id quo)25. 

Well, the (qualitative) connotation conveyed by the word 'nichil' is 
such that it may be used both to stand for some 'nature' and some 
'thing' devoid of any 'nature'.26 So 'nichil' is significative of the same 

'qualitas' as the infinite noun 'aliquid'. In other words, both of these 
terms connote 'a something' whether or not it actually is : 
Eut. 249,2-8: Nam ... ilia etiam que non sunt, intellectu capi possunt, QUONIAM 
ETIAM hoc IPSUM nomen infinitum NICHIL pro substantia SIGNIFICAT ALI- 
QUID, SED NON NATURAM. "Pro substantia" dicimus quoniam pro qualitate 
significat et quod est natura et quod non est natura. Significat enim eandem 
qualitatem quam hoc nomen infinitum "aliquid". Cuius sine dubio qualitas est et que 
est et que non est. 
For ... even that which is not, may be grasped by the intellect, since even the infinite 
noun 'nothing' itself, for its substance, signifies some thing, although not some 
nature. I say 'for its substance' because, as for its quality, it does signify both what 
is a 'nature' and what is not as well. Indeed, it signifies the same quality as does the 
infinite noun 'something'. Well, the latter's quality [i.e. the quality signified by the 
latter]27 undoubtedly is not only some one [viz. quality] which is, but also some one 
which is not. 

Gilbert explains the signification just presented as follows: the 
'qualitas' of the two words is the same, whereas their respective 
'substantiae' are entirely different. Their common quality is that of 

'be-ing', even though in the case of 'nichil' this quality is just a fic- 
titious one. Their respective substantiae , however, are quite different in 
that 'aliquid' signifies either something which actually is ( id quod est ) or 
something fictitious, i.e. devoid of actual being, whereas 'nichil' 
always signifies something which is fictitious and misses all actuality: 
Ibid. 250,9-15: Sensus:28 'aliquid' et 'nichil' apud gramaticos eandem omnino 
qualitatem significant, substantiam vero omnino non eandem. Est enim utriusque 

25 See for Gilbert's semantics of the 'incomposite term', Eut. 297, 57 ff. (and below, 
Part 4 of this study). As is well known, the distinction ' substantia - qualitas nominis ' also 
plays a vital role in Abailard's solution to the question of universais. See e.g. L. M. 
de Rijk, ' Abailard's Semantic Views in the Light of Later Developments' , in: English Logic 
and Semantics from the end of the twelfth century to the time of Ockham and Burleigh (ed. 
H. A. G. Braakhuis, С. H. Kneepkens, L.M. de Rijk). Artistarium. Supplementa I, 
Nijmegen 1981), [1-58], esp. 1-9. 26 For the different meaning of 'natura', see below, p. 108. 27 The Mediaeval grammarians and logicians understand by a noun's quality 
(substance) the quality (substance) of the thing signified by the noun; they even say 
'nomen significat qualitatem', rather than 'nomen habet qualitatem'. 28 Here Gilbert proceeds to give the significatio of Boethius' literal text ('littera'). He 
has good reason for doing so as the Boethian text reads: "Quoniam hoc ipsum lnichiV 
significat aliquid (!), sed non naturam". For littera and sensus , see Hugh of St. Victor, 
Didascalion III 9. 
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nominis huius qualitas: quicquid eorum que sunt est; et quicquid eorum que non 
sunt, fingitur qualitas. Sed huius nominis quod est 'aliquid', substantia est: et id quod 
est et id quod fingitur sed non est. Huius vero quod est 'nichil': id solum quod fingitur 
et nequaquam aliquid est. 

To elucidate the sense of what Boethius says: with the grammarians, 'something' and 
'nothing' signify completely the same quality, yet the substance they signify is quite 
different. For the quality signified by both of these nouns is all kinds of being(ness) 
found in that which is as well as any quality fictitiously assigned to non-actual things. 
On the other hand, the substance of the noun 'something' is both that which actually 
is and that which is fictitious and is not , whereas of the noun 'nothing' the substance 
is none other than that which is fictitious and in no way a 'something'. 

Our author next tries to elucidate why the 'substance' of nichil is only 
a fictitious entity by means of the notions natura (= 'nature', 'sum of 
a thing's inherent qualities, the substantial ones in particular and all 

of them taken as actual ') and 'efficientia' ('natural efficient power'). For 

example, hyle (primordial matter) is such a nichil in that it misses the 
natura and efficientia required in order to be a 'some thing' {aliquid): 
Ibid. 250,16-20: Nam etsi sit [viz. id quod fingitur; see 250,13]: si tamen non est 
aliquid aut natura aut efficientia nichil est. Ut yle, que secundum philosophos est sed 
nequaquam aliquid est , quoniam ñeque natura est aliquid (ut album est quale 
qualitate) neque efficientia (ut albedo est qualitas eoquod facit quale). 
For although <that which is fictitious > is [i.e. has some kind of 'being'], never- 
theless it is nothing if it is not 'a something' either by nature or by an efficient power. 
As, for instance, primordial matter, which, according to the philosophers, is, but is 
definitely not a-something, because it is neither by nature a something (in the way 
in which a white thing is a quale 29 by quality) nor by an efficient power (such as 
whiteness is a quality because it brings some quale into being)30. 

Thus having clarified the full sense of the opposition between 
'something' and 'nothing' as far as their (different!) 'substances' are 
concerned, Gilbert next sets out to sharpen that opposition by adding 
restrictions concerning their common quality. Granted they signify 
the same quality, he argues, the way in which they signify this common 

quality ( modus significandi qualitatem) is different. The linguistic nature 
of the term 'aliquid' is such as to make it assign some quality (either 
a true or a fictitious one) to some (either true of fictitious) subsistent 

thing as belonging to what is, or is feigned to be some subsistential 
form ('subsistentia'). The word 'nichil', on the other hand, removes all 

quality (either true or fictitious) from a fictitious substance: 

29 a quale is 'something qualified'. Hence Gilbert seems to be less fortunate in 
asserting that God is 'qualis'; see Eut. 247,27 (quoted above, p. 94). 30 rather than 'into existence', since 'actuality' is involved, rather than 'facticity'. For 
this distinction, see L. M. de Rijk, op. cit. (above, n. 25), 38-40. 
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Ibid. 250,21-31 : In modo etiam significandi qualitatem eandem hec nomina differunt. 
Nam 'aliquid' unam alicuius eorum que sunt vel finguntur qualitatem veram vel fic- 
tam dictionali significatione sue similiter vere vel fičte substantie conferí. 'Nichil' vero 
ab ea que non est vera sed est ficta substantia, quamlibet veram fictamve removet 
qualitatem. Quod enim nichil dicitur, nulla neque vere neque ficte efficientie qualitate 
affici significatur. Nullum enim fictum id quod fingitur est. Idcirco recte hoc infinito 
abnegativo quod est 'nichil', etiam ficta qualitas ab eiusdem nominis abesse substan- 
tia significatur. 

Besides, these nouns differ as to the way in which they signify the same quality. For, 
in virtue of its signification the word 'aliquid' assigns some (either true or fictitious) 
quality (as) belonging to some of the subsistentiae that are , or are feigned, to its 
substance, which is equally a true or a fictitious one. 'Nichil', on the other hand, 
removes each and every quality (either true or fictitious) from the substance in ques- 
tion that is < itself > a fictitious one, not a true one. Indeed, <by that> what is 
called 'nothing', is signified as not being affected by any (either true of fictitious) effi- 
cient quality. No fictitious entity, in fact, < actually > is that which is feigned. That 
is why it is with good reason that the infinite noun nihil which is used to remove some 
attributes from a subject31, indicates that even all fictitious quality is lacking from the 
substance signified by the same noun. 

Gilbert winds up this discussion by commenting on Boethius' final 
remark concerning the opposition of 'nichil' and 'natura' ("Neque 
enim significai quod aliquid sit sed potius non esse; omnis vero natura 
est"): 

Ibid. 250,32-251,40: Unde supponit: NEQUE ENIM SIGNIFICAT hoc nomen 
'nichil' QUOD ALIQUID, idest substantia nominis, SIT aliquid eiusdem nominis 
qualitate. SED POTIUS significai substantiam suam NON ESSE aliquid ea a qua 
nomen est qualitate. OMNIS VERO etc. Quasi: hoc nomen 'nichil' significai non- 
esse. OMNIS VERO NATURA EST. Deberet concludere sillogismum ita: "non est 
ergo natura quod pro substantia significai nichil". Sed quoniam his que dicta sunt 
premissis est hec certa conclusio, tacet. 

Therefore Boethius goes on32: for the noun 'nothing' does not signify that some thing 
(the substance of the noun is meant) 'is-a-something' due to the quality signified by 
the same noun. < Rather > it signifies that its substance is not a-something due to the 
quality from which the noun derives. As to the lemma OMNIS VERO etc., it 
amounts to saying33: the noun 'nichil' signifies non-being. Well, every nature is. So 
Boethius should have made the following syllogistic conclusion: "therefore: what 
'nichil' signifies for its substance is not any nature". However, since after the fore- 
going discussion this conclusion is indisputable, he does not express it. 

31 my paraphrasis of abnegativo' abnegare is not just 'to say that ... not' but rather 'to 
deny', 'to refuse', (or) 'to take away ' (e.g. some notion which one really might have). 32 'supponit', litt, 'he adds'. In the following text I shall give Gilbert's comment 
within brackets. 
33 ' X quasi y* used as an interpretative formula (in expositions or etymologies) does not 
mean 'x is something like y' but rather it equals y to x (litt, 'it is as though y were 
read in case of *'); hence my rendering: 'it amounts to saying'. 
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From the previous opposition of 'aliquid' against 'nichil' one may 
draw a conclusion a contrario . On the one hand, the noun 'nichil' pro 
qualitate indicates the absence of all quality and thus involves indefi- 
niteness and indeterminateness, and, on the other hand, pro substantia 
refers to some fictitious entity, which is not found in actuality. 
Similarly, 'aliquid' is significative of something definite, determinate 
and actual, whether being the case or only feigned. 

For the sake of completeness a few words about the term 'res' 
('thing'). Its meaning is much larger than that of 'aliquiď and also 
covers God and primordial matter. In fact, the word 'res' may stand 
for anything that can be grasped by the intellect. Gilbert calls 'res' an 
equivocal word {Eut. 288,22-3) and ascribes a multiple meaning to it 
{Eut. 244,62). Its wide range appears from a passage of his commen- 
tary upon Boethius' Contra Eutychen : 

Eut. 243,20-4: 'Res' autcm que quocumque modo esse dicuntur, et subsistentes et sub- 
sistentias et eis accidentes, Deum quoque et ylen intelligit [sc. Boethius], ut ex 
sequentibus patet. Cetera vero, que vel cthice vel logice sunt facultatis, ad banc divi- 
sionem minime pcrtinere videntur. 

Boethius understands by 'res' all that which is said to be in whatever way, whether 
subsistents or subsistentiac or entities that are the formers' accidents, including God 
and primordial matter, as is obvious from what follows. As to the whole rest, however, 
which concerns either the logical or ethical domains, this division does not seem to 
bear on it at all. 

The final sentence strongly suggests that, in Gilbert's opinion at least, 
the term 'res' could also reasonably be used to stand for 'things' in the 
ethical or logical domain. 

1.7 On 'Accidens' and 'Status' 

No doubt, the basic ontological ingredients, so to speak, of Porretan 
metaphysics are covered by the well-known pair of concepts, substantia 
(or id quod) and subsistentia (or id quo), since each and every natural 
body is an id quod which owes its actually being a subsistent thing to 
a set of subsistential forms, each of which is named subsistentia. How- 
ever, this ontological picture is far from being complete; it requires 
two additional elements, which in Gilbert's view, are of a lower rank 
than the aforementioned, but at the same time indispensable to any 
natural body in our world. The technical terms for these elements are 
'accidens' and 'status'. 
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1.71 On Gilbert's concept of 'accidens' 

In our preceding discussions the term 'accident' has occurred more 
than once, especially in connection with the terms 'substantia' and 
'subsistentia'. 

One will not be surprised to find that Gilbert, when speaking of 
Aristotle's ten categories of being, discusses 'accident' in contradis- 
tinction with substance (and subsistentia). Quite orthodoxically so far, 
he seems to take the term 'accidens' to stand for each of the nine 
Aristotelian categories other than 'substance': 

Trin. 118,8-11: Accidentia vero de illis quidem substantiis que ex esse sunt aliquid, 
dicuntur, sive in eis creata sive extrinsecus affíxa sint, sed eis tantum que esse sunt 
accidunt. Quare [quia MSS] illis recte non inesse sed adesse dicuntur. 

It is true, accidents are said of those substances which 'are-a-something' due to 
< their > esse [i.e. their subsistentiae], whether they are created in them [i.e. the 
substances] or just attached to them from without; but they are accidental to the sub- 
sistentiae alone. Therefore, they are rightly said to accompany them rather than 
inhere in them. 

At first glance, Gilbert seems to have all kinds of accidents in mind 
including the ontologically inferior ones which are commonly called 
extrinsecus affixa and which, in fact, do not bestow any being upon a 
substance but merely a status (see below, p. 105). As is obvious from 
the passage quoted above our author associates the terms 'accidens' 
and 'accidere' with adesse , i.e. 'to accompany' (as opposed to 'inesse' 
= 'to inhere'). Well, he explicitly claims that among the nine 
Aristotelian accidents there are only two that may be said to truly 
'adesse', viz. quantity and quality. The seven remaining categories 
are rather mere 'attachments' or 'accessories' (in Gilbert's words 
'extrinsecus affixa', litt, 'what is affixed (fastened, attached) <to the 
subsistentiae > from without'). 

For Gilbert, the main division of all that is into substance and the 
nine accidents as found in Aristotle is an ontological one. Accordingly 
he refers {Trin. 118,12) to the two parts of this division by the phrase 
'omnium predicamentorum naturalium loci', in which 'locus' has the 
technical sense of 'topic', 'general collection', viz. of the main ways 
of attributing (predicating). 

It strikes the reader that Gilbert tacitly restricts the notion of 
'accidens' to what he considers the two genuine 'accidents': only these 
two are the ones that may be said to 'accompany' the subsistentiae and 
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thus be 'predicable of' ('attributable to') the subsistent things them- 
selves: 

Trin . 119,21-5: PARS vero predicamentorum loco rationis EST IN NUMERO 
ACCIDENTIUM , scilicet cum de subsistentibus dicantur, tarnen eorum subsisten- 
tias comitantur. Et sic quidem in naturalium genere quecumque predicantur, 
naturalium propriis rationibus 'substantie' vel 'accidentia' nominantur. 

Some of the categories, however, are, from the viewpoint of logic,34 counted as 
accidents, that is to say, although they are said of subsistents, they are nevertheless 
the companions of the latters' subsistentiae. And it is in this way that, whatever in 
the domain of the natural things is said (predicated) < of other things > , is named 
'substance' or 'accident' according to the proper modes of being of < those > natural 
bodies. 

Earlier on, the accidentia had been said to constitute, together with the 
subsistentiae, and object's esse aliquid. The differentia of rationalitas (in 
fact a subsistentia differential; see 117,82) and the quality 'albedo* 
were used as examples: 

Trin. 91,56-65: Et eius [sc. nature] quelibet pars aut quod parti totive concretum est 
accidens quodlibet, (et communiter cum multis et dissimiliter a multis, ab efficiendo 
similiter aut dissimiliter) esse aliquid dicitur. Ut rationalitas alicuius et generaliter 
'qualitas' et specialiter 'rationalitas' dicitur, quoniam et eum qualem facit (sicut et 
quelibet alie qualitates ea in quibus sunt, faciunt qualia) et rationalem (sicut et cetere 
rationalitates eos in quibus sunt faciunt rationales). Albedo quoque alicuius et qualem 
(sicut omnes qualitates) et coloratum (sicut omnes colores) et album (sicut omnes alie 
albedines) eum in que est, facit. Et ideo generaliter cum qualitatibus 'qualitas', cum 
solis coloribus 'color' dicitur et cum solis albedinibus specialiter albedo. 

Whichever part of <a man's > nature or whichever accidental form that has 
coalesced by concretion to the whole nature or some part of it, is said to 'be-a- 
something' (and that together with many other features or in dissimilarity to other 
ones, as a result of some similar or dissimilar effective power, respectively). E.g. 
somebody's rationality qua genus is called a 'quality' and qua species 'rationality', 
since it makes him both 'of some quality' (as likewise whichever other qualities make 
the things in which they are present 'of some quality'), as well as 'rational', (as also 
the other instantiations of rationality make those in whom they are present rational 
beings). Similarly, somebody's whiteness makes him in whom it is present both 'of 
some quality' (as do all qualities) and coloured (as do all colours) and white (as do 
all other instantiations of whiteness). That is why qua genus it [viz. whiteness] is called 
a 'quality' (together with < other > qualities) and a 'colour' only together with 
< other > colours, and qua species 'whiteness' only together with < other > instantia- 
tions of whiteness. 

34 Of course, such an expression as loco rationis does not mean something like 'instead 
of reason' but rather refers (just like loci rationum , ibid. 120,45, or locus rationalis {Heb. 
210,12), as well as formulas such as topica ratio {Eut. 272,37) or generalis topice , {Heb. 
191,6; 192,31 and Eut. 243,32) and logica ratio , {Trin. 118,97; 191,4) to some kind of 
'logical invention'. 
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At Heb. 209,86 ff. Gilbert discusses what Latin authors usually 
understand by accidentia. They apparently mean the accidents quantity 
and quality which are elsewhere (e.g. Trin. 194,71-3; see above 
p. 83) said to 'accompany' one or more other subsistentiae of an 
object. In fact, his examples are all qualities (which probably has 
something to do with the subject-matter of De hebdomadibus , viz. God's 
essential Goodness): 

Heb. 209,86 - 210,95: Sed preter has [sc. generales et speciales subsistentias] alia 
quedam esse disciplinalis scientia mathematicorum attendit, que logici grece 
symbebêkota latine accidentia vocant. Que scilicet (sicut differentie) non modo gcnerum 
sed etiam differentiarum et specierum potestati proprietate addicta sunt пес species 
subsistentium пес specierum partes esse possunt. Ideoque nullomodo subsistentium 
esse sunt, sed ab ipsis tam omni genere quam proprietate et ab ipsorum omni esse ... 
diversa sunt. 

However, the discipline that considers material things as separated from matter 
attends, not only to the general and special subsistentiae, but also to those elements 
the logicians call symbebêkota in Greek and accidentia in Latin. That is to say (like the 
differentiae) they are, according to their proper nature, attached to the potencies of 
the differentiae and species as well as of the genera and cannot < themselves > be 
species of the subsistents nor parts of the species. Hence they are definitely not the 
'being' of the subsistents, but they are different from them, both generically and by 
their proper nature, and also from the formers' entire mode of being. 

Ibid. 210,4-5: ET DE CETERIS que illi quod est esse accidunt QUALITATIBUS 
EODEM MODO intelligendum est. 

The same should be understood as regards the other qualities which befall <a 
thing's > 'being'. 

These two genuine accidents are usually set apart from the seven other 
Aristotelian accidents, as will become clear from our discussion of 
what Gilbert calls status. Moreover, this distinction also comes forward 
in all those passages in which the constitutive elements of an object's 
esse aliquid are under consideration (see above, pp. 90-1). Some- 
times, however, 'accidens' covers all the Aristotelian symbebêkota. In 
Eut . 260,91-7 (quoted below, p. 110), for example Gilbert explains 
that the term 'natura' is not well suited to stand for 'accidents' since 
they do not make up a subsistent thing's esse and their approach or 
withdrawal does not cause generation or corruption, respectively. The 
same view is found at Trin. 149,7 ff. where Gilbert suggests that 
generation or corruption primarily concerns the subsistens , whereas the 
accidents are only secondarily involved in the process. In fact, genera- 
tion is defined as ingressus in substantiam. 
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1.72 Gilbert on ' status ' 

The notion of 'status' is discussed in Gilbert's commentary on 
Contra Eutychen. 'Status' is clearly opposed to 'nature' and is defined 
as an object's transitory condition, which is well distinguished from 
the so-called 'accidents', (i.e. quantity and quality) and, of course, 
above all things, the subsistentiae. First, he defines 'natura': 

Eut. 319,57-62: Hic breviter tangendum videtur quod in ultimo huius libri capitulo 
de humane nature statu clarius intelligi poterit quod videlicet cuiuslibet subsistentis 
aliud est natura, aliud status. Natura enim subsistentis est qua ipsum subsistens 
aliquid est . He vero sunt substantiales forme et que illis in ipso subsistente adsunt 
qualitates et intervallares mensure. 

Here we have to mention briefly, it seems, that in the last chapter of this book one 
will acquire clearer insight into the condition of human nature, to the effect, namely, 
that of every subsistent whatsoever the nature is something different from its condi- 
tion. Its nature, indeed, is that by which the subsistent itself 'is-a-something'; in fact, 
it is the subsistential forms and the qualities and spatial dimensions which, in the sub- 
sistent thing itself, accompany these forms. 

Of course, in this sense, 'natura' is equivalent to what elsewhere is 
called: 'tota forma'. See e.g. Trin. 90,45; 167,15. 
Next he comes to a definition of status : 

Ibid. 319,63-6: Cetera vero omnia35 que de ipso naturaliter dicuntur, quidam eius 
status vocantur eoquod nunc sic nunc vero aliter - retinens has quibus aliquid est 
mensuras et qualitates et maxime subsistentias - statuatur. 

All the other things which, according to the natural order, are said of the subsistent 
are called 'certain statuses' of it because, maintaining the measures and qualities and, 
above all the subsistencies through which it is-a-something , the subsistent is conditioned 
first this way, then that way. 

The author goes on to explain the ins and outs of status : 

Ibid. 319,67 - 320,74: Nam - sepe manente colore et triům vel quatuor vel quotlibet 
cubitorum lineis, semper autem veri nominis subsistentiis manentibus - homo nunc 
hoc nunc ilio situ vel loco vel habitu vel relatione vel tempore vel actione vel passione 
statuitur et, idem permanens, secundum extrinsecus sibi accidentia variatur. 

Indeed, whereas a man's colour and his length of three, four or however many cubits 
often remain, and his subsistentiae which deserve that name, <even> always 
remain, the man is conditioned now by this position, then by that; and the same holds 
good for his place, or 'having' or relation or time or 'doing' or 'being affected' and, 
while remaining the same < person, nevertheless > he is different as to what befalls 
him from without36. 

35 Häring seems to be wrong in omitting omnia which is found in some good MSS 
(. BkNO ). 
36It should be noticed that Gilbert writes extrinsecus sibi accidentia , where accidentia is a 
(substantivated) participle, yet still a verbal form as appears from the dative case, sibi. 
He does not say extrínseca accidentia ('extrinsic accidents'), as he does not regard them 
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Next Gilbert gives some examples of all these seven (inferior) 
categories which grant somebody his status : 

Ibid. 320,72-4: Idem enim est homo sedendo quod stando, et extra domum quod 
intra, et inermis quod armatus et dominus quod servus, et mane quod vespere et 
quiescendo quod agendo37. 
For a man remains the same whether sitting or standing, whether outside the house 
or inside, whether unarmed or armed, whether master or servant, whether in the 
morning or at night, whether resting or active. 

There is a parallel passage in chapter 8 of the same commentary: 
Ibid. 357,19-358,24: Superius dictum fuisse recordor quod cuiuslibet subsistentis 
aliud est natura, aliud status; et quod natura sit id quo ipsum subsistens est aliquid. 
Cetera vero,38 que de ipso extrinsecus illi affixa dicuntur, eiusdem status vocantur 
eoquod nunc sic nunc vero aliter, retinens ea quibus est aliquid , et maxime perpetuas 
subsistentias, divina volúntate statuatur. 

It has been said before, I remember, that (1) of every subsistent whatsoever its nature 
is something different from its condition and (2) the nature is that by which the subsis- 
tent itself 'is-a-something'; (3) the other things, however, which are said of it as being 
attached to it from without, are called its 'status' ['condition'], because, by the divine 
will, it is now this way, then otherwise, while maintaining those < constituents > by 
which it 'is-a-something', and < its > perpetual subsistentiae more than anything 
else. 

If we compare these two texts with what is said in the commentary on 
De hebdomadibus we can see that in the view adhered to by Gilbert (see 
above, p. 90), the seven categories other than substance, quantity 
and quality are the ones which make up an object's status: 

Heb. 194,71-5: Et ea que subsistunt dicunt [sc. illi philosophi] esse subsistentiis et esse 
aliquid his que subsistentias comitantur: intervallaribus scilicet mensuris et 
qualitatibus. Ceteris vero septem generum predicamentis eadem subsistentia nec esse 
nec aliquid esse concedunt. 

They [viz. some philosophers] say that the subsistents owe their 'being' to the sub- 
sistentiae and their 'being-a-something' to those elements which accompany the sub- 
sistentiae, to wit the spatial dimensions and the qualities. However, they hold that 
those subsistents do not owe any 'being' or 'being-a-something' to the remaining 
seven categories. 

as true 'accidents'. Cf. Eut. 279, 26-8: "Quod vero aliquid substare dicitur, acciden- 
tibus debet. In se namque vel affixa sibi extrinsecus habendo accidentia [i.e. 'even in 
having them only as accessories coming from without] illis substat." 
37 As the enumeration is complete there are reasons to be suspicious of the reading 
et Ietus quod tristis which is found in the MSS (all MSS?) after agendo. In fact, it (rather 
superfluously) adds another example of 'being affected'. It is a scribe's sigh? 38 The omission of omnia here corresponds to the substitution of naturaliter by extrinsecus 
illi ajjixa' see 319,63. 
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The concept of 'status' will be considered again later when we come 
round to the notion of participation (see the second part of this study). 

1.8 Natura and nativa in Gilbert's usage 

In his commentary on Boethius' De hebdomadibus Gilbert implicitly 
gives a definition of what he understands by 'natura'; it is that par- 
ticipated nature to which a subsistent thing owes its 'being' or 'being- 
a-something': 
Heb. 208,65 - 209,67: Cum enim subsistens in se aliquid ut náturám qua sit vel aliquid 
sit habet, dicitur quod ipsum ea natura participai. 
When a subsistent has in itself something as the nature through which it is or is-a- 
something , we say that the subsistent partakes in that nature. 

Next 'natura' is divided into two sorts. The first is the most general 
subsistentia inhering in each and every subsistent. It is, in fact, so 
primary that it is preceded only by primordial matter: 

Ibid. 209,67-70: Natura vero que, quoniam inest subsistenti, dicitur ab eo participan, 
alia ita prima est ut nullam pre se quam sequatur nisi primordialem habeat causam; 
ut ea que omni subsistenti inest, generalissima subsistentia. 

The nature which, since it inheres in the subsistent is said to be participated by the 
latter < is of two kinds > . One is primary to such an extent that it is preceded only 
by the primordial cause, e.g. that most generic subsistentia that inheres in each sub- 
sistent. 

The second type is of the differentiae and subalternai genera which 

together constitute the species ( subsistentia specialis ) which, in turn con- 
stitutes the individual natural body: 
Ibid. 209,71-8: Alia huius prime quodammodo comes est et, post causam primor- 
dialem, illam quoque ita causam habet ut ad potentiam39 eius ipsa pertineat et 
proprietate, qua sine ea esse non possit, adhereat. Tales sunt omnes differentie ille 
quecumque, vel huic generalissimo proxime, cum ipso quedam contractions 
similitudinis constituunt genera (que a logicis sub naturali que ab ipsis sunt [est MSS] 
subsistentium appellatone, 'subalterna' vocantur), vel, subalternis similiter adhéren- 
tes, quamlibet sub ipsis subsistentiam specialem componunt. 
The nature of the second kind is, so to speak, the primary's companion and has, after 
the primordial cause, also that primary nature as its cause, such that it pertains to 
its potency and is attached to it by its proper being, without which it [viz. the primary 
nature] cannot exist. Such are all the differentiae which, especially the ones closest 
to the most generic genus, together with the latters constitute certain less extensive 

39 i.e. the potency each genus possesses to be contracted (which is called ' contractio ' 
or * concretio ') into a lower genus or the species infima. Hence the genus is also called 
materia. {Trin. 81,73-84; see below, p. 88). 
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genera40 (which the logicians call 'the subaltern ones', using the natural designation 
of the subsistents which owe their being to them) - or, likewise attaching to the 
subaltern genera, constitute whichever special subsistentia under them. 

Next the accidentia are mentioned as a third class, but they are not 
said to be a third type of 'natura'. For the text, see above, p. 103 

("Sed preter has alia quedam ... etc."). 
Of course the notion of 'natura' plays a prominent role in Boethius' 

work Contra Eutychen de duabus naturis (sc. et una persona Christi). Gilbert 
extensively comments (242 ff.) upon the opening words of this work: 
' 4 Natura igitur aut de solis corporibus dici potest aut de solis substan- 
tiis, idest corporeis aut incorporeis, aut de omnibus rebus que 
quocumque modo esse dicuntur". 

As to natural bodies, the philosophers maintain that their 'natures' 
are their being : 

Eut. 242,3-5: ...naturalium omnium ... secundum philosophos nature sunt esse. 

According to the philosophers, the nature of each of the natural bodies is its 'being'. 

Nature is the basic element in them, since, qua being (esse) it is 
naturally prior to the object itself (id quod est): 
Ibid. 242,5-6: Omne vero esse eo quod est, naturaliter prius est. 

Every <mode of> being is naturally prior to that which is. 

The word 'nature' is ambiguous in that philosophers and other 
specialists not only use it in different ways but also in many different 
senses: 
Ibid. 243,10-3: 'Natura' enim multiplex nomen est adeo quod non solum multis 
modis verum etiam multis significationibus de rebus diversorum in diversis etiam 
facultatibus generum dicitur. Nam et philosophi et ethici et logici et theologici usu 
plurimo ponunt hoc nomen. 

For 'nature' is an ambiguous name, to such an extent indeed that it is said of 
generically different things in the diverse disciplines, not only in many < different > 
ways but even with many < different > senses. For philosophers and writers of tracts 
on morals as well as logicians and theologians use this term multifariously. 

In its widest sense 'natura' is used to refer to all things there are ("res 
omnes que sunt"; 244,40-1); this is explained by Boethius as he res que 
cum sint, quoquo modo intellectu capi possunt. When commenting upon 
Boethius' words Gilbert says (245,68-9) that the 'things' to be grasped 

40 litt, 'certain genera of a more contracted similarity'; here the idea of 'contraction' 
bears upon the richer intension of the lower genera whereas that of 'similarity' refers 
to the same nature shared in by all the species covered by a genus. 
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by the intellect are the accidentia et substantie , tam subsistentes {in quibus 
accidentia sunt) quam subsistentie ( quibus adsunt ), in other words all those 
entities covered by the first three Aristotelian categories: substance, 
quantity and quality. However 'nature' applies to the real things only 
(which are called nativa ), not the fictitious ones. Generally speaking 
whatever is not or 'is not a something 

' is not a 4 nature' al all either: 
Eut. 248,60-1: Quod quoniam ncque est neque aliquid est , nullomodo natura est. 
Since [viz. something fictitious] neither is nor is-a-something , it is by no means a 
'nature'. 

Ibid. 249,99-100: ...ut divideremus 'naturarci' ab his que non sunt... 
...in order to distinguish 'nature' from what is not. 

This large definition of 'natura' makes it apply to all substances and 
accidents (in our author's sense of the word) and to God and primor- 
dial matter as well. See ibid. 251,41 ff. quoted below. 

Next Gilbert gives a definition of 'natura' which restricts its exten- 
sion to subsistentiae (such that the 'accidentia' are excluded): 
Ibid. 251,41-8: ET SI DE OMNIBUS QUIDEM REBUS, idest substantiis et 
accidentibus et etiam de Deo et materia, NATURAM DICI PLACET, НЕС SIT 
NATURE DIFFINITIO, QUAM videlicet SUPERIUS PROPOSUIMUS. SIN 
VERO, prout quibusdam visum est, non de omnibus rebus sed DE SOLIS SUB- 
STANTIIS (subsistentibus intellige) NATURA DICITUR: QUONIAM OMNES 
SUBSTANTIE subsistentes AUT CORPOREE SUNT AUT INCORPOREE, 
DABIMUS DIFFINITIONEM 'NATURE' SIGNIFICANTE SUBSTANTIAS, 
idest secundum illam signifìcationem huius nominis qua res subsistentes significare 
dicitur. 

If one wishes to use the term 'nature' for all things (viz. substances and accidents as 
well as of God and matter), let its definition be the one that we have proposed above. 
If, however, (what some people believe to be correct) 'nature' is said not of all things 
but of substances (read: subsistentiae) alone, <then> , since all subsistent substances 
are either corporeal or incorporeal, we shall give the definition of 'nature' as meaning 
substance, i.e. according to that sense of the term by which it is said to refer to sub- 
sistents. 

The definition runs as follows: "natura est vel quod facere vel quod 
pati possit". This Boethian definition is genuinely Platonic; cf. Plato, 
Sophist , 247E, where a thing's nature (Plato speaks of a '(natural) 
mark; horos ) is identified with some 'dynamis' ('power') "either to 
affect something in any way, or to be affected"41. Gilbert comments 
upon this definition by saying that 'natura' taken in this way seems 
to be synonymous with 'substantia'. Yet this only holds good for its 

41 See L. M. de Rijk, Plato's Sophist, (quoted above, n. 21), 
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extension such that the class of 'substances' (including 'subsistentiae') 
coincides with that of 'natures'. However, there is a formal difference 
between the two: their intentions are diverse, or, to put it in Gilbert's 
words, their substantia nominis is the same while their qualitas nominis 42 

is not: 

Ibid. 254,24-37: Diligenter attende quod ait [sc. Boethius] nature diffinitione dif- 
finitam esse substantiam ... Quod vere et sine aliqua dubitatione fatendum esset, si 
'nature' atque 'substantie' nomina in eiusdem substantie appellatane et ab eadem 
qualitate essent multivoca. Quod minime sunt. Nam etsi horům nominum eadem 
secundum aliquos intelligatur substantia, numquam tamen eadem qualitas. Aliud 
enim est esse náturám , aliud esse substantiam , sicut aliud est esse hominem , aliud esse risible , 
quamvis eadem substantia et homo sit et risibilis. Sicut ergo non eadem diffinition 
est hominis atque risibilis , sic nature atque substantie eadem diffinitio esse non potest. 
You should carefully pay attention to the fact that Boethius says that substance is 
defined by the definition of nature. ... This would be admitted as undoubtedly true 
if the terms 'nature' and 'substance' were equivocal both as to the designated 
substance and the connoted 'qualitas'. That is not the case. For although according 
to some people, the substance of these nouns is understood to be the same, nonetheless 
this never applies to their 'qualitas'. Indeed, 'being a nature' is something quite dif- 
ferent from 'being a substance', just as 'being a man' <is different > from 'being 
able to laugh', although a man and an entity which is able to laugh are one and the 
same substance. Well, just as 'man' and 'being able to laugh' do not have the same 
definition, likewise the definitions of 'nature' and 'substance' cannot be the same. 

A third sense excludes the incorporeal substances and follows the 
Peripateticians, who define nature as 'the principle of motion in itself 
and not incidentally' ( natura est motus principium per se et non per accidens' 
255,68-9; cf. Aristotle, Physics II 1, 192b21-23). 

After summing up these three senses of 'natura' (259,76-9; in 
inverted order) Gilbert goes on to discuss a fourth one put forward by 
Boethius. He introduces this definition by presenting an interesting 
examination of the basic meaning of the word. A natura , Gilbert 
remarks, is far from being an uncreated principle43. For 'natura' 
(derived from the verb nascor) basically refers to a mode of being which 
is obtained by birth or any other kind of natural origin; 'a natu natura 
vocatur', Gilbert says ('nature is called 'natura' after 'being-born"). 
Thus natura is bound to be some thing's nature: 
Ibid. 260,80-6: Sed attendendum quod a principiis, que nulla creationis nativitate 
procedunt ab aliquo, huius nominis appellatio est omnino remota. Nativis44 autem 

42 For these notions, see above, p. 96. 43 viz. God and Primordial Matter (see Eut. 243,28 - 248,76; 260,80 - 261,34; cf. 
Trin. 84,54 ff., and 87,57-63) or the 'three principles assumed by the Philosophers' 
are meant: ousia , idea and hyle' see Trin. 128,80-1. 44 For this term, see below, p. 111. 
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secundum gramatice denominationis proprietatem, qua nomen ab aliqua dictione 
non sine rei significate participatione assumitur, magis accedit. Et a natu natura 
vocatur, quamvis non omnibus45 nativis hoc nomen recte convenire intelligatur. 
One has to observe, however, that the designation 'nature' is entirely remote from 
the principles which, without any form of 'creational' birth, proceed out of something 
else. However, in àccordance with the proper grammatical denomination (by which 
it [viz. nature] borrows its name from some 'dictio', not without sharing in the thing 
signified by the latter) < nature > rather befits the 'nativa' (natural bodies). And 
nature is called thus after 'natus' ['being born'] although one recognizes that this term 
does not befit all natural bodies properly. 

So 'natura' is an object's constitutive element, rather than the object 
itself: 

Ibid. 260,85-90: Videtur enim [pro autem?] id quod 'natura' dicitur, alicuius esse 
natura. Unde ilia que vere sunt aliquid , hocest que aliis quam ipsa sint, vere subsistant, 
non sunt aliquorum nature sed eorum potius aliqua sunt nature. Non enim corpus 
aut spiritus aliquorum, sed magis corporis aut spiritus aliqua sunt nature. 

Well, that which is called 'nature' apparently is something's nature. Hence those things 
which truly 'are a something' (i.e. which truly subsist due to something different from 
themselves) are not the natures of certain things, rather the other way round. For 
body and mind are not the natures of certain things; rather the latter are the natures 
of the former. 

Well, according to Gilbert's personal opinion 'natura' in this sense of 
the word befits the subsistentiae rather than their accidents. The latter 
term is used here by Gilbert to stand for all Aristotelian accidents, 
including the so-called extrinsecus qffixa, which do not make up a sub- 
sistent thing's 'being' (esse). To be sure, the accidents meet the 

requirements to be 'nativa' for they always belong to certain things 
and this belonging to something indeed is the characteristic of a nature 

(cf. 260,86). Nevertheless, they are seldom designated by the term 
'nature'. 

Ibid. 260,91-7: Et puto quod hoc nomen eorum subsistentiis quam subsistentiarum 
accidentibus accommodatius convenit. Quamvis enim accidentia et nativa sint et 
aliquorum sint (eorum videlicet quibus insunt vel adsunt46 vel quolibet modo 
extrinsecus affiguntur), - quia tamen non sunt subsistentium esse et ideo illorum пес 
accessu generatio пес abscessu corruptio fieri potest, raro usu logice subtilioris vocan- 
tur nature. 

In my view the term 'nature' more suitably belongs to their [viz. of the subsistente] 
subsistentiae rather than the accidents of the latter. It is true, indeed, that accidents 
too are natural things and are 'of something' (that is to say, of those things they inhere 

45 Although ' nascor ' is also ued to stand for inanimated things, it still has a much 
narrower range than lnativum' which may stand for any natural body whatsoever. 
46 Accidents are said to 'inhere ( insunt ) in subsistents ( substances ) and accompany 
{adsunt) the latter's subsistentiae. See above, p. 101. 
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in or accompany or <even> are in any way externally attached to); yet, since they 
do not form the esse of the subsistent things and, accordingly, generation cannot take 
place on their approach nor can corruption on their withdrawal, it is seldom that they, 
in a subtle logical usage, are called 'natures'. 

However, sometimes Gilbert does speak of nature accidentes (E.g. Eut. 
266,67 - 267,68; "Naturarum autem alie sunt substantie, alie 
accidentes"; See also Eut. 319,59-62, quoted above, p. 104). A 
similar inclusion of accidents in the domain of 'natura' seems to be 

(implicitly) found at Trin. 84,55-8 (quoted above, p. 95) and 89,18- 
9. However, in all these passages Gilbert really seems to consider only 
the accidents quantity and quality. 

As we have already seen (above, p. 110) the natural bodies, which 
owe their being to their inherent nature, are called nativa accordingly. 
They are intrinsically connected with matter and as such opposed to 
the transcendent Forms. Their corporealness (designated by the term 

inabstractus) is often stressed by our author: 

Trin. 83,44: ...nativa sicut sunt, idest concreta et inabstracta, considérât. 

...he considers the natural bodies such as they are (as concrete and material things, 
that is; cf. ibid. 84,70-3 and 85,97-8. 
Eut. 247,38-9 ...primordialem materiam, in qua nativa omnia ab Opifice facta sunt... 

...primordial matter, in which all natural bodies are made by the Maker [Creator]. 
Ibid. 248,74-6: ...primordialis MATERIA (que grece dicitur^/г, Latine silva), in qua 
ab Opifice universa creata dicunt philosophi. . . 

...primordial matter (called 'yle' in Greek and 'silva' in Latin) in which the 
philosophers say all things are created by the Maker; Cf. ibid. 256,80-1 and 260,80-6, 
quoted above, p. 109. 

Their singularity (each 'nature' being the nature of some actual par- 
ticular) also comes to the fore in that their mode of being is closely 
associated with esse aliquid ; see Eut. 247, 20-3, quoted above, p. 94. 
At Eut. 319,59-60 Gilbert is quite explicit on that account: 4 'Natura 
enim subsistentis est qua ipsum aliquid est. 

' ' 

1.9 Summary 

Each inhabitant of our world Gilbert calls (following Boethius) an 
id quod est or subsistens. Its main constituents are the subsistentiae (or the 
subsistenťs id quo which is sometimes taken collectively to stand for ea 
quibus ) and these are accompanied by the 'accidents', quantity and 
quality. The subsistent owes its status (or transitory condition) to a 
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collection of inferior members of the Aristotelian class of accidents, 
which to Gilbert's mind are rather 'accessories' or 'attachments from 
without' ( extrinsecus affixa). 

The term 'substantia' is used both to stand for substance and 
substantial form ( subsistentia ), i.e., that by which something is subsis- 
tent (or 'is a substance'). 

The collection of subsistentiae (substantial forms) or the forma totius is 
called natura . However, 'natura' is also used to stand for either just 
one subsistentia or all the forms found in a subsistens even including its 
'accidental' forms (quantity and quality). The inclusion of all kinds of 
accidents (including those inferior ones that make up a thing's status) 
is seldom found in the intension of the word 'natura'. 

One of the key notions featuring in Gilbert's ontology is esse aliquid . 
'To be a-something' has a threefold import. First, it means 'to be only 
some thing', and to miss perfection. Second, it has the positive sense 
of 'being a something1 , i.e. 'being determinate and well-delineated', not 
indefinite, not formless that is. Third, 'to be a something' implies con- 
creteness, corporealness and singularity. 

To be continued 
Papenweg 17 
6261 NE Mheer 
The Netherlands 
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Vivarium XXVI, 2 (1988) 

Maimonides 9 Guide of the Perplexed 
and the Transmission of the Mathematical Tract (<0n Two Asymptotic 

Lines' ' in the Arabic , Latin and Hebrew Medieval Traditions 

GAD FREUDENTHAL* 

0. Introduction 

In a draft written in Latin about 1692-3 as part of a planned revi- 
sion of the Principia , Newton sought to establish that "by reason of the 
eternity and infinity of his space' 

' and "from the eternal succession 
and infinite number of his works" God "will be rendered the most 

perfect being.' 
' Newton was acutely aware, however, that an actual 

infinite is a most problematical notion. To bypass the difficulty he 
argued: 

I admit that an infinite number of things is difficult to conceive, and is therefore 
taken by many people as impossible: but there are many things concerning 
numbers and magnitudes which to men not learned in mathematics will appear 
paradoxical, and yet are entirely true. As that [...] two neighbouring bodies [ cor- 
pora ] are always able to approach one another and yet never touch each other. 
[...] For mathematicians know that [...] the distance between hyperbolae and 
their asymptotes, when they are produced, always becomes smaller but never 
vanishes 1 . 

No one will doubt that Newton was a mathematician and a philoso- 
pher fine enough to be perfectly capable of inventing this reasoning 
himself. Yet it happens to be the case that Newton was only repeating 

* Centre national de la recherche scientifique, Institut d'histoire des sciences, 13 rue 
du Four, 75006, Paris. France. 
Acknowledgements: I owe my acquaintance with the Tractatus de duabus lineis (cf. 
below) to Dr. Tony Lévy (Department of Mathematics, Université de Paris VIII - 
Saint Denis): had he not mentioned to me the existence of a Latin tract by this name, 
this paper would not have been written. For helpful discussions I am grateful to Prof. 
B.R. Goldstein (University of Pittsburgh), to Dr. Lévy and to Dr. Y. T. Langer- 
mann (The Hebrew University, Jerusalem). Research on Hebrew manuscripts not in 
Paris was done at the Institute of Microfilmed Hebrew Manuscripts in the Jewish 
National and University Library, Jerusalem, to whose assistance I am much 
indebted. 
1 J. E. McGuire, Newton on Place, Time , and God : An Unpublished Source , in: 
British Journal for the History of Science, 11 (1978), 114-29, at p. 119 (McGuire's 
translation). I am indebted to B. R. Goldstein and to J. E. McGuire for guiding me 
to this text. 
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a century-old argument whose most influential statement is that of 
Moses Maimonides, in his Guide of the Perplexed , written in Arabic in 
1190. In the course of his criticism of kalám epistemology, 
Maimonides seeks to establish the thesis that uma n is not distin- 
guished by having imaginai ion," and that "the act of imagination is 
not the act of the intellect but rather the contrary. 

" In support of this 
claim he says: 

Know that there are things that a man, if he considers them with his imagina- 
tion, is unable to represent to himself in any respect, but finds that it is as impos- 
sible to imagine them as it is impossible for two contraries to agree. 

[...] It has been made clear in the second book of the "Conic Sections" that 
two lines between which there is a certain distance at the outset, may go forth 
in such a way that the farther they go, this distance diminishes and they come 
nearer to one another, but without it ever being possible for them to meet even 
if they are drawn forth to infinity and even though they come nearer to one 
another the farther they go. This cannot be imagined and can in no way enter 
within the net of imagination. Of these two lines, one is straight and the other 
curved, as has been made clear there in the above-mentioned work2. 

The argument was not original to Maimonides either: as we will 
presently see, it had already been stated in essentially the same form 
by Geminus, some twelve centuries earlier. Our main concern in this 
paper, however, will not be the history of the epistemological argu- 
ment itself, but rather the history of a small tract which establishes the 
mathematical fact on which the argument rests. Indeed, although 
Maimonides was well acquainted with Apollonius of Perga's Conic Sec- 
tions to which he refers here and may even have written a commentary 
on it, in point of fact in the above passage he does not directly draw 
on that work3. Instead, Maimonides is quoting the first sentence of an 

2 Maimonides, Guide of the Perplexed I, 73; quoted after the translation by Shlomo 
Pines (Chicago 1963), I, 210. 3 That Maimonides was well acquainted with the Conic Sections is evident from the 
allusion to it in the above-quoted passage. Therefore, the fact that Maimonides chose 
not to use the Apollonian formulation of the relevant theorem (2.14: "The asymptotes 
and the section, if produced to infinity, approach nearer one another and come within 
a distance less than any given distance", quoted after T. L. Heath, Apollonius ofPerga, 
Treatise on the Conic sections (Cambridge 1896), p. clxiv), is probably to be explained 
as due to his wish to avoid such a technical formulation in a philosophical work. 

Y. Tzvi Langermann ( The Mathematical Writings of Maimonides, in: The Jewish 
Quarterly Review, 75 (1984), 57-65) has recently attempted to confirm F. Sezgin's 
statement ( Geschichte des arabischen Schrifttums, V, Leiden 1974, p. 141) that 
Maimonides is the author of a commentary on Apollonius' Conic Sections , preserved 
in an Arab manuscript ascribing it to "al-ra5is Ibn cImrân Musâ bin cUbayd Allah 
al-3Isra3îlî al-Qurtubî". Langermann's argument in favor of this ascription is mainly 
that Maimonides was indeed knowledgeable enough in mathematics to be capable of 
writing such a commentary. (We may add here the following further indication: in 
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anonymous mathematical treatise whose Arabic original now seems to 
be lost, but whose medieval Latin translation has been unearthed and 
published by Professor Marshall Clagett in 1954 and again, with 
much additional material, in 1980. This is the De duabus lineis semper 
approximantibus sibi invicem et numquam concurrentibus4 . This treatise, 
Professor Clagett wrote, is of particular interest since (as far as the 
Latin tradition is concerned) it is "the only medieval treatise on conic 
sections without an optical context"5. In fact, as Professor Clagett has 
shown6, within the Latin tradition interest in the treatise derived from 
the epistemological argument as stated by Maimonides; much the 
same, we will see, holds of the Hebrew tradition. Thus the principal 
subject of this paper is the transmission of On Two Lines in its relation- 
ship with Maimonides' Guide. 

In what follows, I will proceed in three steps. I. I will show that the 
epistemological argument adduced by Maimonides had already been 

an analysis of the notion of "commentary", Maimonides quotes al-Nairîzî's com- 
mentary on Euclid's Elements as an example of a work that is not, in truth, a "com- 
mentary" (cf. Maimonides, Commentary on the Aphorisms of Hippocrates , Hebrew transla- 
tion by R. Moshe ibn Tibbon, ed. by Suessmann Muntner, Jerusalem 1961, p. 3); 
Maimonides' brief remark makes it perfectly clear that he knew and understood al- 
Nairîzî very well.) There are, however, reasons for strongly doubting this ascription. 
Langermann {op. cit., p. 58) argues that the "the identification of Maimonides as the 
author of our text is made certain" by the fact that Maimonides' name, in the Arabic 
form noted above, appears both at the beginning and in the colophon of the text. Yet, 
against this argument one may bring up the fact that a Princeton Arabic manuscript 
(Garrett MS 1070), containing excerpts from Aristotle's so-called Book of Animals, also 
gives as the name of the author an Arabic form of Maimonides name (namely: Mûsâ 
b. cUbaid Allâh al-Qurtubî al-^Isra^îlî), but the text is quite certainly not by 
Maimonides. (This has been argued, very convincingly as it seems to me, by the 
editor of the treatise: cf. J. N. Mattock (ed. and trans.), Maqâla Tashtamil Qalâ Fusûl 
min Kitâb al-Hayawân li-Aristû , Cambridge 1966, pp. x-xii; I am grateful to Dr. 
Langermann for having brought this book to my attention.) Let us also note that the 
manuscripts of both treatises have in common the fact that they contain Moslem for- 
mulas, which, if one postulates that Maimonides is the author, must in both instances 
be ascribed to the scribes. Moreover, as Langermann himself has noted, no medieval 
source, Jewish or Moslem, lists a treatise on the Conies (nor, for that matter, one con- 
taining excerpts of The Book of Animals) among Maimonides' writings. Therefore, 
until further research, notably on the treatise itself, comes up with new and convinc- 
ing arguments confirming the ascription to Maimonides, that ascription must, I 
believe, be regarded as very doubtful. 
4 Marshall Clagett, A Medieval Latin Translation of a Short Arabic Tract on the Hyperbola , 
in: Osiris, 11 (1954), 359-85. idem, Archimedes in the Middle Ages , Vol. Four: A Supple- 
ment on the Medieval Latin Traditions of Conic Sections (1 1 50-1 566), Philadelphia 1980, pp. 
33-61, 335-57. 5 Ibid., p. 34. 6 Ibid. , p. 335 ff. 
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used by Geminus in the first century B.C. and was known to 
mathematicians writing in Arabic in the 10th and 11th centuries. II. 
I will next turn to the Latin tradition of the treatise. First I will supply 
some information concerning the translator and his circle at Frederick 
IPs court and then will address the question, why the treatise was 
rendered into Latin at all. The reason for this, I will suggest, is that 
Maimonides' Guide of the Perplexed was translated into Latin at 
Frederick's court in the 1230's and that De duabus lineis became rele- 
vant as a result. Further, I will discuss the social, political and intellec- 
tual conditions to which, I believe, the Latin translation of the Guide 
and, with it, the De duabus lineis owe their existence: these two transla- 
tions were part and parcel of an intense translation enterprise from 
Arabic into Latin, including notably Averroes' commentaries, an 

enterprise promoted by the emperor as a means in the fierce struggle 
between him and the papacy. III. Lastly, I will report the existence 
of a Hebrew version of On Two Lines , which gave rise to a number of 
mathematical treatises bearing on the notion of asymptotes. This 
Hebrew tradition, which, like the Latin one, is clearly associated with 
Maimonides' Guide , throws clarifying light on the tra^ aission of On 
Two Lines within the Latin tradition too. 

I. Greek into Arabic : Imagination , Reason and Asymptotes From Geminus to 
Maimonides 

It has not yet been noticed, as far as I am aware, that Maimonides' 

argument on the possible discrepancy between reason and imagina- 
tion, far from being original with him, had already been formulated 

by Geminus no less than twelve centuries earlier. 
Two relevant passages from his lost work on mathematics are pre- 

served in Proclus' Commentary on the First Book of Euclid}s Elements. 

Arguing that Euclid's parallel postulate 
' 
'ought to be struck from the 

postulates altogether", Proclus refers to some who ' 4 might mistakenly 
think that this proposition deserves to be ranked among the postulates 
on the ground that the angles' being less than two right angles makes 
us at once believe in the convergence and intersection of the straight 
lines". "To them", he says, 

Geminus has given the proper answer when he said that we have learned from 
the very founders of this science not to pay attention to plausible imaginings in 
determining what propositions are to be accepted in geometry. Aristotle likewise 
says that to accept probable reasoning from a geometer is like demanding proofs 
from a rhetorician. And Simmias is made by Plato to say, 'I am aware that those 
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who make proofs out of probabilities are imposters.' So here, although the state- 
ment that the straight lines converge when the right angles are diminished is true 
and necessary, yet the conclusion that because they converge more as they are 
extended farther they will meet at some time is plausible, but not necessary, in 
the absence of an argument proving that this is true of straight lines. That there 
are lines that approach each other indefinitely but never meet seems implausible 
and paradoxical, yet it is nevertheless true and has been ascertained for other 
species of lines. May not this, then, be possible for straight lines as for those 
other lines? Until we have firmly demonstrated that they meet, what is said 
about other lines strips our imagination of its plausibility. And although the 
arguments against the intersection of these lines may contain much that surprises 
us, should we not all the more refuse to admit into our tradition this unreasoned 
appeal to probability? 7 

We learn more of Geminus' notions of lines that " approach each 
other ¡definitely but never meet" in another context: in order to show 
that "absence of intersection does not always make lines parallel,' 

' 

Proclus reports Geminus' classification of lines. Among the asymp- 
totic lines that lie in one plane, are those which 4 'are always equidis- 
tant from one another," and others which are 

constantly diminishing the distance between themselves and their straight lines, 
like the hyperbola and the conchoid. Although the distance between these lines 
constantly decreases, they remain asymptotes and, though converging upon one 
another, never converge completely. This is one of the most paradoxical 
theorems in geometry, proving as it does that some lines exhibit a non- 
convergent convergence8. 

Clearly then, by Geminus' time Apollonius' conic sections and their 
asymptotes had already been invoked to establish the epistemological 
notion that imagination and mathematical demonstration are two 
distinct things which must be kept apart. Maimonides is but a distant 
link in a very long chain of transmission of this argument. 

The detailed history of this argument throughout the centuries 
separating Geminus from Maimonides will not be attempted here. Let 
us only note that the epistemological argument may be related to the 
composition of On Two Lines. In fact, Geminus' mathematical treatise 
may well have been available in Arabic9. In any event, the argument 

7 Proclus, In Primum Euclidis elementorum librum commentarii ed. G. Friedlein, Leipzig 
1873, 192; quoted after Proclus, A Commentary on the First Book of Euclid's Elements , 
Translated with Introduction and Notes by Glenn R. Morrow, Princeton 1970, 150- 
51. The references are identified by Morrow as Aristotle, Nichomachean Ethics 1.2, 
1094 b 26 f. and Plato, Phaedo 92 d. 
8 Proclus, In primum , 177; quoted after A Commentary , 139. On Geminus' classifica- 
tions of lines, cf. Sir Thomas L. Heath, Euclid , The Elements, New York 1956, I, 
160-161. 
9 F. Sezgin, Geschichte des arabischen Schrifttums , V, pp. 157-58. 
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concerning the impossibility of imagining the asymptotes whose 
existence is yet proven to reason seems to have been known to 
mathematicians writing in Arabic during the two centuries before 
Maimonides and in all likelihood it contributed to their interest in the 

subject of asymptotes. Thus, as already noted by Clagett, Abû Sacîd 
Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn cAbd al-Jalîl al-Sijzî, a renowned 
astronomer, astrologer, and mathematician of the second half of the 
tenth century, wrote a ' 'Treatise on how to imagine the two lines 
which approach one another but do not meeť' whose incipit reads: ťťI 
have pondered the matter of the two lines, one of which is a straight 
line and the other the perimeter of a hyperbolic section [and concern- 

ing which it is affirmed] that they always approach each other on being 
extended indefinitely and that yet it is impossible that one meets the 
other'40. Similarly, a younger contemporary of al-Sijzî, Muhammad 
b. Ahmad b. Muhammad al Qummî, wrote a "Treatise on the 

possibility of the existence of the two lines which always approach one 
another but do not meet'41. The fact that al-Sijzî explicitly refers to 
the problem of imagining the asymptotes suggests that he, at least, was 
aware of, and interested in, the epistemological consequences that can 
be drawn from the mathematical treatment of asymptotes12. 

Other mathematicians, it seems, were drawn to the subject of 

asymptotes for purely mathematical reasons. Thus the great Abú cAli 

10 Clagett, Archimedes , 4 , 34. Cf. Yvonne Dold-Samplonius, "Al-Sijzî", Dictionary of 
Scientific Biography , vol. 12, New York 1976, 431-2, where his dates are given as c.945- 
C.1020. On al-SijzT's works cf. Fuat Sezgin, Geschichte , V, 329-34; VI, 224-6; and VII, 
177-82. The incipit is that of the Leiden manuscript Bibl. der Rijksuniversiteit, Cod. 
Or 14(6), ff. 226-31. I have translated it as given in P. de Jong and M. J. de Goeje, 
Catalogus Codicum Orientalium bibliothecae academiae Lugduno batavae, III, Leiden 1865, 56. 
The relevant manuscripts have been examined by G. J. Toomer who found that what 
were held to be three different treatises are in fact but a single one; cf. his Diocles, On 
Burning Mirrors , Berlin etc. 1976, 30. On the variegated meanings of the notion of 
imagination ( tasawwur , translating phantasia) here invoked, cf. W. A. Wolfson, The 
Internal Senses in Latin , Arabic, and Hebrew Philosophical Texts , in: Harvard Theological 
Review, 28 (1935), 69-133; reprinted in idem, Studies in the History of Philosophy and 
Religion , vol. 1, edited by I. Twersky and G. H. Williams, Cambridge, Mass. 1973, 
pp. 250-314. [Added in proof: Al-Sijzî's treatise has now been edited, translated and 
interpreted in: R. Rashed, Al-Sijzî et Maïmonide: Commentaire mathématique et philosophi- 
que de la proposition 11-14 des Coniques d'Apollonius , in: Archives internationales 
d'histoire des sciences, 37 (1987), 263-96.1 
11 Sezein, Geschichte , V, 336. 12 This idea was elaborated by M. Roshdi Rashed in a lecture given on 21 March 1986 
at a meeting of the group "Histoire des sciences et de la philosophie arabes" of the 
C.N.R.S. in Paris. (Cf. also note 15 below.) [Added in proof: This lecture has now 
been published in the article indicated in note 10.] 
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al-Hasan b. al-Hasan Ibn al-Haitham (945-C.1040) wrote a tract with 
the title: "A treatise refuting the proof to the effect that the hyperbola 
and the two lines which do not meet it [i.e. its asymptotes] continually 
approach [each other] but do not meet''13 - his concern, this title 
seems to me to suggest, was the validity of a proof rather than 
epistemological matters. This suggestion is confirmed by a quotation 
from an unnamed Arab mathematician, embedded in one of the first 
Hebrew commentaries on Maimonides' Guide , written in 1280 by R. 
Shem Tov b. Joseph Falaqera (c. 1225-1295). In the course of his com- 
mentary on Maimonides' asymptotes argument, Falaqera draws on 
(and quotes from) the Arab text of On Two Lines (cf. below, p. 131-2) 
and then goes on to say: 

I found that one of the geometers has written on this. He said: 'concerning the 
four theorems he [i.e. the author of On Two Lines ] has adduced, they are beyond 
any doubt. However, what he affirmed [in the fifth], even committing his soul 
to it, concerning the possibility to construct on the surface of a cone two lines, 
a straight one, and a curved one which, in its beginning, has some distance to 
the straight line facing it, but the further they are both protracted on the surface 
of the cone, the more it approaches the straight line facing it, without yet ever 
meeting it even if they are protracted together indefinitely on the surface of the 
cone - this is nonsense and has no truth to it.' [...] The writer went into great 
lengths concerning this matter, but I did not see fit to quote the rest of his words, 
for I would have had to write down the theorems [and/or: figures] too. Concern- 
ing this matter, it is fit to rely on what our Master [Maimonides] of blessed 
memory has written, for he was very knowledgeable in geometry, and if there 
were any error in it, he would not have written it14. 

Falaqera here explicitly says that he is quoting a (presumably) Arabic 
treatise (Ibn al-Haitham's?) which addressed itself to, and took to task 
On Two Lines. This mathematical controversy, let us note in passing, 
was obviously beyond Falaqera's reach, for he preferred to leave aside 
the arguments, entrusting himself to Maimonides' competent 
judgment. 

Our cursory glance15 at the Arabic tradition has shown that during 
the second half of the 10th century and the first half of the 1 1th, there 
was some interest among Arabic-writing mathematicians in the 
asymptotes of a hyperbola: some of them, it seems, had mathematical 
concerns only, while others were interested in the epistemological 

13 Sezgin, Geschichte , V, 373. 14 Falaqera, Moreh ha-Moreh , ed. by M. L. Bisliches, Pressburg 1837, 61. 13 With which we can content ourselves all the easier since, as 1 understand, M. 
Roshdi Rashed (Paris) is preparing editions and detailed studies of all the treatises 
mentioned above. 
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implications too. This is presumably the context which gave rise to On 
Two Lines. 

II. The Latin Tradition: The Guide and the Emperor against the Pope 

The Latin translation of On Two Lines , the colophon of the 

manuscript tells us, was made from the Arabic and is due to John of 
Palermo. Whatever little we know about him, has already been 
discovered by Michele Amari, the historian of Muslim Sicily, more 
than a hundred years ago:16 like Michael Scot between 1220 and his 
death (c.1236) and Master Theodore thereafter, Master John of 
Palermo bore the official title of 4 'court philosopher' 

' to Frederick II. 
Two references to the notary John of Palermo, dating from 1221 and 
1240, are generally believed to refer to our Master John17, for 
Frederick's courtiers usually held official positions as notaries, judges 
or falconers, so that, as C. H. Haskins wrote, "we are not surprised 
to find Frederick's astrologer, Theodore, engaged in the same year in 

casting horoscopes, going on missions, making confectionary, drafting 
letters, and translating an Arabic work on falconry"18. In 1225 Master 

John is mentioned by Leonard of Pisa as having accompanied him to 
the emperor's presence where he proposed to him mathematical 

questions19. Thus, the only information we possess of John concerns 
his knowledge of Arabic, his mathematics, and his official position at 
Frederick's court between c.1220 and c.1240. 

This scanty knowledge of John himself is happily supplemented by 
what we know of the intellectual context within which he worked at 
Frederick's court20. Frederick II, as is well known, combined an 
insatiable intellectual curiosity with a particular acquaintance with, 

16 Cf. Michele Amari, Storia dei Musulmani di Sicilia , Voi. 3, Firenze 1868, pp. 692-5. 17 Ibid. ; Charles Homer Haskins, Studies in the History of Medieval Science , 2nd edition, 
Cambridge, Mass. 1927, p. 248. 18 Haskins, Studies , p. 245; cf. also p. 247. 19 Amari, Storia , J, p. 692; Haskins, Studies , p. 249; Clagett, Archimedes , ?, p. n. 
1; idem , A Medieval Latin Translation , pp. 359-60. 20 For what follows cf. Hans Niese, Zur Geschichte des geistigen Lebens am Hofe Kaiser 
Friedrichs //, in: Historische Zeitschrift, 108 (1912), 473-540; C. H. Haskins, Science 
at the Court of the Emperor Frederick //, in: Studies , 242-71; Ernst Kantorowicz, Kaiser 
Friedrich der Zweite, Berlin 1931, 313-30 and Ergänzungsband, 149-55; M. Grabmann, 
Kaiser Friedrich II und sein Verhältnis zur aristotelischen und arabischen Philosophie , in his 
Mittelalterliches Geistesleben , 2 , München 1936, 103-37; Heinrich Schipperges, Die 
Assimilation der arabischen Medizin durch das lateinische Mittelalter (= Sudhoffs Archiv 
Beiheft 3), Wiesbaden 1964, 164-85. 
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and interest in Arabic culture. He knew Arabic from his youth, and 
further strengthened his links with the Arab world during the crusade 
which brought him to Jerusalem (1228-9). Throughout his life he 
remained in contact with Arab rulers, particularly the Sultan of Egypt 
and the ruler of Tunis, who occasionally sent him precious gifts of 
scientific interest such as animals unknown in the West or (in 1231) 
a sophisticated planetarium. On several occasions Frederick composed 
a questionnaire on scientific or philosophical matters which he sent to 
Arab rulers who had it answered by prominent scholars. The best- 
known of these are the so-called "Sicilian questions'' answered by Ibn 
Sabcin (sometime between 1237 and 1242) 21 . The emperor had very 
wide-ranging interests, including philosophy and its theological 
implications, zoology (particularly falconry, the subject of Frederick's 
own book), mathematics, optics and astronomy. Concerning the latter 

disciplines - which are particularly relevant here - let us note that 

optics and mathematics were the subject of some of Frederick's ques- 
tionnaires, that he was particularly interested in the problem of optical 
illusions, that on at least one occasion a particularly competent 
mathematician-astronomer was sent to Frederick by the Sultan of 

Egypt, and that he took pains to meet great mathematicians per- 
sonally, the most famous of whom was Leonard of Pisa (1226)22. 

With Leonard we come to the active side of Frederick's interest in 
science and philosophy. Far from being a mere 4 'consumer" of know- 

ledge, Frederick patronized scholars, facilitating the pursuit of their 
work. Leonardo Fibonacci may have been one of them, for he 
dedicated many of his works either to Frederick himself or to Michael 
Scot, Frederick's court astrologer and philosopher. Scot was indeed 
the central intellectual figure at Frederick's court. As is well known, 

21 For the full text cf. Ibn Satrîn, Correspondance philosophique avec I Empereur Frederick 
II de Hohenstaufen. Texte arabe publié par §erefettin Yaltkaya, avant-propos par 
Henry Corbin, Paris 1943; see also M. Amari, Questions philosophiques adressées aux 
savants musulmans par l'empereur Frédérick II, in: Journal asiatique, 5th ser., 1 (1853), 
240-74. 
22 Cf. Haskins, Studies , 249, 253, 259, 265, 316; E. Wiedemann, Fragen aus dem Gebiet 
der Naturwissenschaften , gestellt von Friedrich II, dem Hohenstaufen , in: Archiv für 
Kulturgeschichte, 11/4 (1914), 483-5; H. Suter, Beiträge zu den Beziehungen Kaiser 
Friedrichs II. zu zeitgenössischen Gelehrten..., in: Abhandlungen zur Geschichte der 
Naturwissenschaften und der Medizin, 4 (1922), 1-8. Cf. also M. Steinschneider, Die 
hebraeischen Übersetzungen des Mittelalters und die Juden als Dolmetscher , Berlin 1893, rpd. 
Graz 1956, p. 3, on the correspondence over mathematical questions between Frederick 
II (and his court philosopher) and the eighteen years old Jewish scholar Judah b. 
Salomon ha-Kohen ibn Matqah of Toledo (about 1237). 
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the introduction of Averroes' writings into the West, particularly into 
the University of Paris, took place in the wake of their translation by 
Michael Scot. According to R. A. Gauthier's recent findings, Scot 
entered Frederick's service already in 1220 and thus it is under Frede- 
rick's patronage that he produced his most important works: the 
abbreviation of Avicenna' s De animalibus and the translations of Aver- 
roes' commentaries on Metaphysics , De cáelo , De anima and Physics , 
probably also those on De generatione et corruptione , Meteorologica IV and 
Parva naturalia , as well as of A ver roes' own De substantia orbis from 
Arabic into Latin, making Sicily a highly important center of transla- 
tion, second, if at all, only to Toledo23. Indeed, as R. de Vaux wittily 
wrote, although the story according to which Averroes' sons stayed at 
Frederick's court is certainly a legend, Averroes' writings were 

definitely there24. Nor was Scot a lone translator at the court: Master 
Theodore of Antioch, probably Scot's successor as court astrologer- 
philosopher, translated a work on falconry from Arabic. According to 
Roger Bacon's unfavorable comment, Scot's knowledge of Arabic was 
insufficient, so that for his translations he was dependent on help from 
scholars more knowledgeable in Arabic. Such scholars were usually 
Jews (possibly also converted Jews) and it is therefore not surprizing 
to find Frederick patronizing also Jakob b. Abba Mari Anatoli, a 

Jewish philosopher-translator who was employed by Frederick as a 
physician at Naples and of whom we know that he collaborated with 
Scot and that he translated several works of Averroes from Arabic into 
Hebrew25. Emperor Frederick II, in short, made his court into an out- 
standing intellectual center in which learning was intensely pursued, 
with much of the activity directed toward translating philosophical 
and scientific literature from Arabic into Latin and Hebrew. This is 
also the context in which Master John of Palermo produced the Latin 
version of De duabus lineis . 

23 Cf. R. de Vaux, La première entrée d'Averroès chez les Latins , in: Revue des sciences 
philosophiques et théologiques, 22 (1933), 193-245; M. Grabmann, Kaiser Friedrich 
II... ; Fernand van Steenberghen, La Philosophie au XIIIe siècle , Louvain-Paris 1966, 
p. 110-15; R. A. Gauthier, Notes sur les débuts (1225-1240) du premier 'averroïsme ' in: 
Revue des sciences philosophiques et théologiques, 66 (1982), 321-74. 24 R. de Vaux, La première entrée , p. 202. 25 Roger Bacon in fact mentions a converted Jew named Andrew as having been 
Scot's collaborator. Andrew has been identified by Haskins ( Studies , p. xv) as Master 
Andrew, canon of Palencia (Castile). This means that Scot was helped by Andrew 
only during his Spanish period, so that in order to produce translations at Frederick's 
court he must have collaborated there with other scholars knowledgeable in Arabic. 
Cf. also Anatoli in: Encyclopedia Judaica , Jerusalem 1971, Vol. 2, 927-9. 
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Yet, even if we are now aware that John was not working in a void 
and that, quite to the contrary, his translation was an integral part of 
a large organized enterprise promoted by the emperor, a puzzle 
remains: Why On Two Lines? After all, in the 1220's or 1230's the 
translation of philosophical and scientific works had not gone very far; 
the translation of Averroes' works was just beginning to get under 
way. Why, then, of all things, translate On Two Lines , a probably 
anonymous, short treatise which stands quite apart from mainstream 
mathematics? What indeed could one do with De duabus lineis? 

The answer I suggest to this question is that De duabus lineis came 
in the wake of the translation into Latin of Maimonides' Guide of the 
Perplexed at Frederick's court: the Latin version of our treatise owes its 
existence to the fact that it bears upon an interesting passage of the 
Guide , one which was particularly intriguing to a ruler with a bent for 
mathematics. Looking at the matter in some detail will prove reward- 
ing, I believe, because it sheds light on the social and political context 
and on the motives underlying the translation into Latin of the Guide 
and, therefore, of On Two Lines too. 

It was Moritz Steinschneider, that incomparable historian of 
Hebrew, Arabic and Latin medieval literatures, who, in 1863-4, was 
the first to come up with the hypothesis that the medieval Latin 
translation of Maimonides' Guide was done at Frederick's court26. 
This suggestion was further elaborated by J. Perles in 187527. The 
evidence adduced by these two scholars is essentially the following: 
1. The emperor Frederick himself displayed an early acquaintance 
with, and interest in, the Guide 28 . 2. Various Hebrew sources report 
on a meeting, or at least a correspondence, between Frederick and al- 
Harizi, from whose Hebrew rendering of the Guide the translation into 
Latin was made. 3. Writing in Southern Italy as early as the 1240's, 
Moses ben Salomon of Salerno, a student of Jacob Anatoli and the 
very first commentator on the Guide , was already acquainted with the 
Latin translation which he quotes five times29. All this, Steinschneider 

26 Cf. Hebräische Bibliographie , Vol. 6 (1863), no. 31, 31, note 2; Vol. 7 (1864), no. 
39, DD. 62-66, 136. Also: M. Steinschneider. Die hebraeischen Übersetzungen, dd. 432-4. 
27 J. Perles, Die in einer Münchener Handschrift aufgefundene erste lateinische Ueber setzung des 
Maimonidischen ' Führers ' in: Monatsschrift für Geschichte und Wissenschaft des 
Judentums 24 (1875), 9-24, 67-86, 99-110, 149-159, 209-218, 261-268; also printed 
separately, Breslau 1875. 
28 This had already been noted by Amari; cf. Storia , 3 , 705 ff. 29 That Moses was writing in Southern Italy, probably at Naples, can be inferred 
from the fact that he studied with Jacob Anatoli and from his acquaintance with 
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and Perles argued, suggests that the Guide was translated into Latin 
at Frederick's instigation. Obviously, the fact that during the 1230's 
Frederick's court was the place at which Scot translated works of Aver- 
roes lends further credence to Steinschneiders and Perles' thesis. 

More recently, however, W. Kluxen has challenged this view30. His 
principal argument is that the extant manuscripts of the medieval 
Latin translation of the Guide point to southern France as the place at 
which the translation was undertaken. In addition, it is unlikely, he 
maintains, that the Latin translator, who worked from al-Harizi's 
Hebrew version of the Guide , should do so at Frederick's court, where 
Jacob Anatoli, the son-in-law of Shemuel ibn Tibbon, the other 
translator of the Guide into Hebrew, was present. Lastly, among the 
first quotations from the Latin version of the Guide are those that occur 
a little after 1240 in works written in Paris (Albertus Magnus, Alex- 
ander of Hales) and this, Kluxen argues, points more to the south of 
France than to Italy. Kluxen suggests that the fierce and spectacular 
dispute inside the Jewish community of southern France over the 
legitimacy of studying the Guide , a dispute in which the ecclesiastical 
authorities, in particular the Dominicans, intervened (cf. below), 
attracted the latter' s attention to this work: following its public burn- 
ing at Montpellier in 1233, they had the Guide translated so as to be 
able to get acquainted with it. 

Kluxen's thesis must be rejected, however31. To begin with, the 
vicissitudes of survival of manuscripts can never provide conclusive 
evidence. The fact that at Frederick's court the Latin translation 
should be made from al-Harizi's Hebrew version can fairly easily be 
accounted for if we accept the reports according to which the emperor 
was in personal contact, or even met, al-Harizi. Further, simulta- 
neously with Albertus Magnus, we find, as Kluxen himself notes, the 

Petrus de Hibernia (i.e. Peter of Ireland, Thomas Aquinas' teacher of the artes liberales 
at the University of Naples between 1239 and 1243). Moses mentions as his 
"associate" Nicolo di Giovenazzo, identified by Steinschneider {Hebräische Uberset- 
zungen , p. 433) as the Dominican Nicolo Paglia da Giovinazzo (1197-1255). On the 
commentary cf. J. Sermoneta, Moses b. Solomon of Salerno and Nicholas of Giovinazo on 
Maimonides' ' The Guide of the Perplexed ' (in Hebrew), in: Iyyun, 20 (1969), 212-40. 30 W. Kluxen, Literaturgeschichtliches zum lateinischen Moses Maimonides , in: Recherches 
de théologie ancienne et médiévale, 21 (1954), 23-50; idem , Die Geschichte des 
Maimonides im lateinischen Abendland als Beispiel einer christlich-jüdischen Begegnung, in: 
Miscellanea Mediaevalia , 4 (Berlin 1960), 146-166. 31 As it has already been in: Giuseppe Sermoneta, Un Glossario filosofico ebraico-italiano 
del XIII secolo, Rome 1969, p. 31-42. My conclusions partly overlap those of Professor 
Sermoneta. 
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Dominican inquisitor-philosopher Moneta of Cremona quoting from 
the Latin Guide in northern Italy, a region not in particularly close 
contact with southern France, but (as we will presently see) one in 
which Frederick wanted the literary productions of his court to make 
their impact32. In fact, the main weakness of Kluxen' s view is that it 
completely disregards the social and political context of the time which 
makes it virtually impossible to think that the Guide was translated in 
southern France, but which, inversely, makes very plausible the thesis 
that it was translated at Frederick IPs instigation, along with Aver- 
roes ' writings. 

The Guide , so much is clear, was translated during the mid or later 
1230's33. Now 1229 is the year during which the crusade against the 
Albigensians ended with the latter' s total defeat and with the capitula- 
tion in disgrace of their protector, Count Raymond VII of Toulouse. 
From then on, the uprooting of heresy was in the hands of the Inquisi- 
tion, an office with which the Dominicans are formally entrusted in 
1233. During the following fifteen years, repression was systematic, 
thorough and ruthless. Thus Roland of Cremona, the first Dominican 
holder of the chair of philosophy at the University of Paris and head 
of the Dominicans at Toulouse from 1230 to 1233 (when other Inquisi- 
tional charges called him to northern Italy), held that "opus dei est 
impugnare heraticos et infideles". Roland in fact did not shy away 
from undertaking the necessary measures to accomplish this opus: 
when, for instance, it became known that a man who was buried as 
a Christian had in fact been a heretic, he had his body dug up, 
dragged through the town and burnt34. At that time the burning of 
heretics on the stake, virtually unknown until the end of the 12th cen- 
tury, became more and more widespread. 

Repression by sword and fire was accompanied by measures to 
eradicate heretical ideas from the minds: "pravos extirpât et doctor et 

32 Kluxen indeed remarks that it is ' 4 strange" that Moneta was acquainted with the 
Guide so early in northern Italy (Literaturgeschichtliches , p. 33). He tries to account for 
this uncomfortable fact by noting that Moneta was writing against heresies which his 
order was fighting in southern France ( Geschichte des Maimonides , p. 157). Moneta 
himself was, however, fighting heresies in northern Italy and there is no evidence to 
connect him with southern France. 
33 Cf. Kluxen, Literaturgeschichtliches , p. 33 and below, p. 127. 34 Ephrem Filthaut, Roland von Cremona und die Anfänge der Scholastik im Predigerorden , 
Vechta 1936, p. 21 f., 23-25. Roland's practice was not original to him. For a 
detailed, distressing, account of the repression of the heresy in Southern France 
between 1229 and 1244 cf. С. Schmidt, Histoire et doctrine de la secte des cathares ou 
albigeois , Paris-Genève 1849, 7, 293-327. 
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ignis et ensis", wrote John of Garland who, all imbued with mis- 
sionary zeal, came from Paris to Toulouse to be one of the first 
masters of the new University there35. In fact, the aim of the very 
foundation of the University of Toulouse in 1229 - it was imposed on 
Raymond VII among the conditions of his capitulation - was to com- 
bat heresy and establish orthodoxy36. The crucial importance Rome 
accorded to this move can be inferred from the fact that the masters 
and students who, during the dispersio of the University of Paris (1229- 
1231) agreed to prefer Toulouse to a well-established university or to 

returning home, were accorded plenary indulgence, equal to that 

granted to crusaders. Books being (then as now) the main agent 
responsible for the spread of, and the contamination by heresy, the 

possession of the Bible (the edifying Psalms excepted) in the ver- 
nacular, was prohibited. 

All these developments had an immediate impact on the Jewish 
communities in southern France and, in particular, on the literary 
history of the Guide of the Perplexed. The Jews' fate and well-being were 
linked to those of the Albigensians. The Church suspected that Jews 
stimulated heresy and some heretical sects indeed accorded great 
importance to the Old Testament. Cities which were the most affected 

by the heresy, also had large Jewish populations. Rulers who favored 

Albigensians were usually friendly towards Jews, appointing both 

Albigensians and Jews to functions in the fiscal administration. No 
wonder, therefore, that after 1229 the heretical Albigensians and the 

Jewish unbelievers were usually the target for ecclesiastical 

repression37. This set of circumstances was used by a number of prom- 

35 Quoted after Etienne Delaruelle, De la croisade à l'université: La fondation de l'Univer- 
sité de Toulouse , in: Les Universités du Languedoc au XIIIe siècle (= Cahiers de Fanjeux, 
5) Toulouse 1970, 19-34, on p. 34. 36 Cf. Delaruelle, De la croisade à l'université , and Yves Dossat, L'Université de Toulouse , 
Raymond VII , les capitouls et le roi , in: Les Universités du Languedoc , 58-91. As is well 
known, Aristotle's writings were taught in Toulouse from the outset: probably the 
pontifical legate, Cardinal Romano, who was the protector of the university, had 
"larger views" than those prevailing in Paris, believing that Christian thought might 
well assimilate, and correct, Aristotelism (Steenberghen, La philosophie au XIIIe siècle, 
p. 104). In fact, those who taught in Toulouse were Dominicans as e.g. Roland of 
Cremona and John of Garland. 
37 H. Graetz, Geschichte der Juden , Bd. 7, Leipzig 1873, p. 8. On the intellectual rela- 
tionships between Jews and Albigensians, cf. Joseph Shatzmiller, The Albigensian 
Heresy in the Eyes of Contemporary Jews (in Hebrew), forthcoming in the Festschrift for H. 
H. Ben-Sasson, and the literature indicated there. 
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inent "conservative" rabbis who sought to uproot what in their eyes 
was a widespread and dangerous heresy among their own cor- 
religionists: the study of philosophy, in particular of Maimonides' 
Guide. 

The essential facts are well-known: 38 opposition to the Guide among 
traditionalists arose as soon as it was translated into Hebrew for the 
first time (1204), and disputes between Maimonidians and anti- 
Maimonidians must have been going on for a long time. Then, in 
1232, things quickly moved toward a crisis: R. Salomon b. Abraham 
of Montpellier and two of his student-followers initiated a movement 
of opposition to the study of the Guide and of philosophy in general, 
a movement which resulted in a ban on that study. As H. Graetz 
perspicaciously observed39, the idea of banning the Guide was proba- 
bly conceived in imitation of Pope Gregory IX' s recent interdictions 
(1228, 1231) of the study of Aristotle's works40. The ban was pro- 
nounced, it seems, by the majority of the rabbis of traditionalist 
northern France. Then, however, some anti-Maimonidians were 
themselves the object of a counter-ban issued by a number of 
Maimonidian communities in southern France and in Aragon. 
Thereupon the rabbis of northern France withdrew their ban on the 
Maimonidians, leaving R. Abraham and his two students isolated. It 
is then, in about December 1233, that some anti-Maimonidians 
turned to the Dominican inquisitors and to the Cardinal (probably the 
pontifical legate Romano, cardinal of Sant'Angelo) for help, denounc- 
ing the Guide as containing heretical ideas. Under the then prevailing 
political conditions, the ecclesiastical authorities did not wait to be 
asked twice: they had the accusers read and translate to them relevant, 
allegedly heretical passages, whereupon the Guide (or, at least, though 
less probably, parts of it) was publicly burnt at Montpellier (end of 
1233). 

In 1233, then, the Guide had not yet been translated into Latin for, 
as Kluxen pointed out, the incriminating passages had to be translated 

38 There are differences of opinion over details, but these do not concern us here. For 
what follows cf. e.g. H. Graetz, Geschichte der Juden , 7, p. 31-64; J. Sarachek, Faith 
and Reason. The Conflict over the Rationalism of Maimonides , Williamsport 1935, p. 73- 
127; A. Shohat, Concerning the First Controversy on the Writings of Maimonides (in 
Hebrew), in: Zion, 36 (1971), 27-60. 39 H. Graetz, Geschichte der Juden, 7, p. 39; Shohat, Concerning the First Controversy, 
p. 35. 40 Cf. F. van Steenberghen, La philosophie au XIIIe siècle , p. 100, 106 ff. 
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for the inquisitors41. It is very unlikely, I believe, that a Christian 
residing in Southern France would choose to translate the Guide into 
Latin just after it had been condemned and burnt there by the 
ecclesiastical authorities; and it is almost absurd to believe, as Kluxen 
does, that the Dominicans themselves would translate a book they had 
just put on the stake as heretical. Yet it is plausible to surmise with 
Kluxen that there is some connection between the burning of the Guide 
and the appearance of a Latin translation of it a few years later. My 
suggestion is that the burning of the Guide by the papal authorities 
induced their archenemy, emperor Frederick II, to have it translated 
into Latin with 4 'subversive" purposes in mind. 

The story of the long continuous struggle which opposed Frederick 
II to the popes need not be retold here. Let us only note some of its 
consequences for intellectual history. Just at the University of 
Toulouse was founded to foster orthodoxy and the papal hold over 
Languedoc, so also Frederick had founded (in 1224) the University of 
Naples: he needed trained public servants, but preferred them to be 
educated at a university under his direct control rather than have them 
go to universities in Northern Italy, in particular to that of Bologna 
which depended on the pope. Indeed, as R. de Vaux wrote, just as 
Frederick's saracen army faced the papal army, so also "the Naples 
professors would dress the Greek and Islamic science and philosophy 
against the theological wisdom"42. In fact, in 1238 we find Master 
Theodore of Frederick's court, who accompanied the emperor to the 
siege of Brescia, engaging in a series of disputations with Dominicans:' 
he won them all, but was finally defeated by the former professor of 
philosophy, then inquisitor in northern Italy, Roland of Cremona43. 
Above all, it is in this context of continuous philosophical and 
theological struggle between Frederick and the popes that the former 
prompted the translation of Averroes' works by Michael Scot: As R. 
de Vaux has persuasively argued, Frederick encouraged the transla- 
tions not out of pure love for science alone, but also as an integral part 

41 This conclusion is confirmed by the following, hitherto unnoticed fact. Writing in 
1234, during and a little after his stay at Toulouse, Roland of Cremona mentions 
Maimonides twice and he is, in fact, the first Latin writer to do so. However, Roland 
displays such an erroneous and distorted knowledge of him (cf. Filthaut, Roland von 
Cremona , p. 72), that it is plain that he derived his information from oral communica- 
tion and not from reading. 42 R. de Vaux, La première entrée d} Averroès chez les Latins , p. 200; cf. also Haskins, 
Studies , p. 250. 43 E. Filthaut, Roland von Cremona , p. 27-8; Haskins, Studies , p. 246 f. 
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of deliberate policy of destabilization (to use a trendy term) directed 
against the pope. In fact, in 1231 Frederick seems to have generously 
presented the University of Bologna - a Dominican stronghold - with 
Scot's new translations of commentaries on the prohibited Aristotelian 
writings, thereby pursuing his war against the pope (with whom he 
had just concluded another treaty) with other means; similarly, Scot 
himself took care to send his translations to influential scholars at the 
University of Paris44. Thus, translating Maimonides' Guide into Latin 
fits perfectly well into Frederick's policy. Indeed, as Graetz has 
pointed out, the Guide's ' 'biblically colored" philosophical style was 
more accessible to Christians than the Arab philosophical works and 
could, therefore, appear as more subversive45. In fact, the Latin Guide 
surfaces for the first time in northern Italy and in Paris - precisely the 
same places to which Scot's translations of Averroes were directed. 

To sum up: I have suggested that On Two Lines was translated into 
Latin in the wake of the Guide. This hypothesis, I believe, affords the 
only explanation as to why our tract was translated at all, for On Two 
Lines is hardly meaningful unless associated with the Guide. Moreover, 
independent evidence clearly points to Frederick II's court as the place 
at which the Guide was translated into Latin during the late 1230's, i.e. 
the very same place and time at which Master John of Palermo pro- 
duced there the De duabus lineis. Therefore, the social and political con- 
text of the Guide's Latin translation is also the one which occasioned 
that of On Two Lines. The Guide had been rendered into Latin at 
Frederick II's instigation after that work had been declared heretical 
and burnt by the ecclesiastical authorities in 1233; the Latin De duabus 
lineis is therefore an offshoot of the long and merciless struggle between 
the Hohenstaufen emperor and Rome. 

III. The Hebrew Tradition 

Written in Arabic about 1190, Maimonides' Guide of the Perplexed 
immediately became very widely diffused, both in Arabic and in 
Hebrew. In fact, a first Hebrew translation was completed by 

44 R. de Vaux, La première entrée , p. 205-19. The famous letter purportedly addressed 
by Frederick to the university of Bologna to announce his gift of books (and which 
was held to be authentic by de Vaux) is apparently a forgery; cf. Gauthier, Notes , 
p. 322-30. This does not, however, exclude the possibility of the gift itself, nor does 
it undermine de Vaux's analysis of the political context in which the translations were 
made. 
45 H. Graetz, Geschichte des Juden , 7, p. 59. 
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Shemuel ibn Tibbon before Maimonides' death in 1204; a second, less 
precise, but stylistically purer translation was prepared by the poet 
Yehuda al-Harizi a few years later (1205-1213). Maimonides' enor- 
mous religious authority largely legitimated and promoted the study 
of the Guide against the anti-rationalist opposition. The Guide thus 
became the object of much intensive study throughout the Middle 
Ages and thereafter, and it has given rise to numerous long and short, 
specific and general commentaries on it46. Among the commentaries 
addressing themselves to specific passages of the Guide there are some 
which bear on Maimonides' asymptotes argument: they occasionally 
bear the title ' 'Concerning the Statement of the Master on Two Lines 
Which Do Not Meet"47. Many of these commentaries, dating from 
the fourteenth century onwards, derive from, and elaborate On Two 
Lines , which, in fact, has been available in an excellent Hebrew 
translation. 

At present, no less than eight manuscripts containing a Hebrew ver- 
sion of On Two Lines are known to me. Seven of them - belonging to 
three distinct families - carry one and the same text; an eighth 
manuscript contains what apparently is a different recension of the 
same translation48. The Hebrew text corresponds in all details to the 
Latin one published by Clagett49. Most manuscripts also carry four 
figures conforming to those printed by Clagett50. Disappointingly, 
none of the Hebrew manuscripts indicates the author of the text, nor 
the translator, nor even the fact that the text is a translation. 

That On Two Lines was translated into Hebrew because it elaborated 
on Maimonides' argument can hardly be doubted. But who is the 
translator? It is tempting to think of the translation as having been 
made at the same time and place as the Latin translation, i.e. at 

46 Cf. Moritz Steinschneider, Die hebräischen Commentare zum ' Führer ' des Maimonides , 
in: A. Freimann and M. Hildesheimer (eds.), Festschrift zum siebzigsten Geburtstage A . 
Berliner's , Frankfurt a/M 1903, 345-63. 47 Steinschneider {ibid. , p. 363) lists five such commentaries; cf. also his Mathematik 
bei den Juden , ed. by A. Goldberg, Hildesheim 1964, p. 144, 218-220. The list is cer- 
tainly not complete: for instance, Falaqera's extensive discussion of the two lines (cf. 
below) is not included. 
48 Cf. the Appendix. 49 Clagett in fact published two versions, designated as A and B, the second being 
"a scholastic adaptation" of the first. As can be expected, the Hebrew, having been 
made on the Arabic (cf. below), corresponds to version A. There are virtually no 
variations except for the following fairly trivial one: at 5.16 Clagett added 
"indefinitely" not found in the Latin text; it is however there in the Hebrew. 
50 Clagett, Archimedes , 4, p. 476. 
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Frederick ITs court during the 1230's. Indeed, as has already been 
noted, Jewish scholars familiar with the Guide and interested in 
mathematics were present at the court at that time. The complete con- 
formity of the Latin and the Hebrew text would seem to confirm this 
hypothesis. 

Two considerations militate against this view, however. The first is 
this: the first Hebrew commentary on the Guide was written in the 
1240's at Naples by Moses b. Salomon of Salerno who, as noted 
earlier, was a student of Jacob Anatoli, one of Frederick II's protégés. 
It is plausible to think that if On Two Lines had been translated into 
Hebrew at Frederick's court, Moses would already be acquainted with 
it and allude to it in his commentary, just as he mentions the Guide's 
Latin translation (cf. above p. 123). An examination of the relevant 
passage in Moses' commentary reveals, however, that the author 
merely paraphrases and abridges Maimonides' argument, even leav- 
ing unmentioned the fact that one line is a curve, the other a straight 
line:51 to be sure, Moses b. Salomon of Salerno was unaware that 
Maimonides' argument can be the object of a lengthy mathematical 
commentary; in all probability he was unacquainted with On Two 
Lines in either Hebrew or Latin. 

A second consideration confirms this conclusion and suggests that 
On Two Lines was not available in Hebrew before the beginning of the 
14th century. Writing in 1280, R. Shem Tov b. Joseph Falaqera, also 
among the early commentators on the Guide , quotes the beginning of 
On Two Lines , but in a translation which is his own and which differs 
from the one found in our manuscripts52. In fact, Falaqera was 
knowledgeable in Arabic and in his various works he quotes abun- 
dantly, without ever naming his sources, from Arabic philosophical 

51 Bibliothèque nationale, Paris, héb. 687, f. 148r. Here is the entire relevant 
passage: "It has been made clear in a book of the Conic Sections that lines, between 
which there is a certain distance at the outset, may approach one another the further 
they go, but without ever meeting. Thus the existence of something that cannot be 
imagined and which cannot enter within the net of imagination has been demon- 
strated." (Translation adapted from that of S. Pines; cf. above note 2). 52 Almost all the verbs are different (although, of course, they are synonyms). Most 
interestingly: the anonymous translator of On Two Lines uses the standard term 
"mhudad cagol" for a cone; Falaqera uses the Arabic term "makhrut" to which he 
nonetheless adds "cagol". (The printed editions of Falaqera and at least some of the 
manuscripts get "makhrut" wrong as "mabrut", being unfamiliar with this Arabic 
term.) 
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literature53. In the relevant passage he is commenting on 
Maimonides' asymptotes argument: 

As to the second notion invoked by him [Maimonides], namely the one concern- 
ing the drawing of two lines - it has been invoked by the geometers too. Here 
is what they say. They said: 'We wish to draw two lines such that in the begin- 
ning of their extension there is some distance between them, but the more they 
are protracted, this distance diminishes and the closer they approach each other, 
it being impossible, however, that they ever meet, even if they are extended 
indefinitely. One of these lines is straight and the other is a curve. The curved 
line is drawn on the cone described by Euclid in the beginning of the eleventh 
book [of the Elements]' . And it is known that this can be correctly imagined only 
by someone who attended to geometry and who knows the figure called cone as 
well as the four theorems demonstrating that the more the curve is protracted 
the more it approaches [the straight line]54. 

In this passage, the sentences in inverted commas are obviously a 
quotation from On Two Lines 55 , to which also the mention of the 4 'four 
theorems" refers. It seems reasonable to conclude from it that by 1280 
there still was no, or at least no widely diffused, Hebrew translation 
of the treatise and that Falaqera felt called upon to communicate to his 
readers ignorant of Arabic what 4 'the geometers" had to say on 
Maimonides' argument (and even, as noted above, to acquaint them 
with the existence of a controversy over it). Indeed, half a century 
later, Joseph Caspi (1279-1340), yet another early commentator on 
the Guide , contents himself to quote from Falaqera the above passage 
(with some omissions): he too still seems to have been unacquainted 
with a Hebrew translation of the entire tract56. 

Although Falaqera' s and Caspi' s testimonies a silentio , which are 
confirmed by similar ones of some fourteenth-century philosophers 
(cf. below, p. 133), do not establish the claim conclusively, it would 

appear that On Two Lines was not translated into Hebrew before the 
beginning of the 14th century. In that case the conjecture may be sug- 
gested that the anonymous translator was Kalonymos b. Kalonymos 
of Aries, known to the Latins as Maestro Calo, whose productive 
period covers the first two decades of the 14th century. Indeed, among 

53 Cf. Falaquera in: Encyclopedia Judaica, 6 , 1140-43. 54 Falaqera, Moreh ha-Moreh , 60-61. I have slightly corrccted the printed text accord- 
ing to a manuscript (Bibliothèque nationale, Paris, héb. 706, f. 43r). The translation 
of the passage from On Two Lines (see following note) has been adapted from Clagett, 
Archimedes, 4, 49 in accordance with Falaqera' s text. 
55 Corresponding to Clagett, Archimedes , 4, p. 44, Proemium, lines 1-6. 
56 Cf. Joseph Kaspi, Maskiyot Kesej , in his QAmudey Kesej u-Maskiyot Kesej , ed. by S. 
Werbluner, Frankfurt/M 1848, p. 80 f. 
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the medieval Hebrew translators of mathematics, Kalonymos is the 
one who was most interested in works not belonging to the Euclidean 
tradition: he translated the anonymous treatise On Five Bodies , and 
Archimedes' On the sphere and the Cylinder and On the Measurement of the 
Circle01 . This surmise would lead us to date the Hebrew translation of 
On Two Lines to the first quarter of the 14th century. Let me note, 
however, that although the Hebrew version may postdate the Latin 
one by almost a century, its syntax and vocabulary make it clear that, 
as practically all scientific translations of that period, it was done 

directly from the Arabic and not from the Latin. 
Indeed, toward the end of the fourteenth century we find definite 

evidence of the impact of On Two Lines within the Hebrew tradition. 
It comes from Profiat Duran, also known as Efodi (d. c. 1414), one 
of the Guide's best known commentators and the author of works in 

astronomy, philosophy, and religious polemics58. Efodi's commentary 
on the Guide contains what Clagett has described as " confused com- 
ments" on the asymptotes argument59, and in these no traces of our 
treatise are discernible. However, Efodi also wrote an extended 
mathematical commentary on On Two Lines , extant in two Paris 
manuscripts60, which elaborates and explains its demonstrations. 
Probably written in the last one or two decades of the fourteenth cen- 
tury, this commentary plainly proves that by that time the Hebrew 
version of On Two Lines has become the object of intensive study. 

The tradition issuing from the Hebrew version of On Two Lines 
thrived for more than two centuries. Steinschneider gives a probably 
inexhaustive list of tracts devoted to the problem of asymptotic lines61. 

57 Cf. M. Steinschneider, Mathematik bei der Juden , p. 122-6. My conjecture agrees 
with the following remark of Steinschneider: "Auf Jakob ben Machir und Kalonymos 
werden wir also hauptsächlich geführt, wenn wir einigen, allerdings wenigen, älteren 
hebräischen Schriften begegnen, welche sich als Übersetzungen kennzeichnen, aber 
keinen Namen eines Übersetzers kundgeben" {ibid., p. 121-2). Jacob ben Machir's 
productive period is the last third of the 13th century and this, it seems, rules him 
out as a possible translator of On Two Lines. The treatise On Five Bodies is apparently 
a Greek text of which only the Hebrew translation (done on the Arabic) is extant; cf. 
Y. T. Langermann and J. P. Hogendijk, A Hitherto Unknown Hellenistic Treatise on the 
Regular Polyhedra, in: Historia Mathematica, 11 (1984), 325-6 and Y. T. Langermann, 
An Unknown Greek Geometrical Text (in Hebrew), in: Qiryat Sefer, 58 (1983), 199. 58 Cf. Encyclopedia Judaica, 6, 299-301. 59 Cf. Clagett, Archimedes , 4 , p. 339 (end of note 46). 60 Cf. the Appendix, mss nos. 1 and 2. 
61 Cf. supra , note 44. [Added in proof: These treatises have now been studied by T. 
Levy in a paper forthcoming in: Revue d'histoire des sciences, 1989.] 
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Of the greatest historical significance among these tracts is the one by 
Moses b. Abraham Provençal (1503-1575), published in Hebrew in 
1549 and in Italian translation in 1550. Now Provençal already 
belonged to the generation of Italian Renaissance Jewish scholars who 
could draw on sources in languages other than Hebrew (Latin and/or 
Italian), and he indeed mentions Apollonius of Perga's name (in its 
Italian form), although there never was a Hebrew version of the Conic 
Sections. Nonetheless, Provençal' s tract issued straight from the 
Hebrew tradition of On Two Lines : its wording is identical with that 
of the other Hebrew treatments of the problem, and he even explicitly 
says that his aim is only "to expand the explanation concerning this 
problem which I have found in a very short [obviously Hebrew] com- 
mentary, from which I have understood the truth of the matter; for 
I have not invented it myself'62. 

Through the Italian translation of Provençal' s tract, the Hebrew 
tradition of the study of On Two Lines flowed into the Latin one. 

Clagett has in fact pointed out that Cardano drew on Provençal in his 
1554 enlarged treatment of the problem63, a work which in turn influ- 
enced Jacques Peletier's poor treatment of it64. This medieval and 
Renaissance tradition culminates in Francesco Barozzi' s Admirandum 
illud geometricum problema tredecim modis demonstratum: Quod docet duas 
lineas in eodem plano designare, quae nunquam invicem coincidant, etiam si in 

infinitum protrahantur : et quanto longius producuntur , tanto sibiinvicem pro- 
priores evadunt of 1586, which contains inter alia a lengthy "complete 
reworking" of Provençal' s treatment of the problem65. Now six of the 
thirteen proofs adduced by Barozzi, namely the first, second, tenth, 
eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth, derive from On Two Lines , and of 
these, all except the first have their origin in the Hebrew tradition, 
notably in Provençal or in those depending on him (Cardano, 
Peletier)66. Only Barozzi' s first proof comes from Johann Werner, the 
author of the Libellus super vigintiduobus elementis conicis (Nuremberg, 
1522), who apparently knew On Two Lines in one of its Latin 
versions67. This means that the impact of On Two Lines on the Latin 

62 M. Provençal, Be^ur Чпуап Shney Qawim , to be found at the end of certain copies 
of the 1553 Sabionetta edition of Maimonides' Guide (unpaginated). 63 Clagett, Archimedes, 4, pp. 345-51. 64 Ibid. , p. 351-2. 65 Ibid. , p. 356. 66 Ibid. , pp. 354-7. 67 Ibid. , pp. 256-7, 354. 
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tradition derives almost completely from the Hebrew version of this 
tract. We thus arrive at the somewhat unexpected and paradoxical 
conclusion that the two Latin versions of De duabus lineis unearthed by 
Clagett had almost no influence on the subsequent inquiry into the 
asymptotes problem. By contrast, the Hebrew On Two Lines was the 
fountainhead of a fairly lively research tradition among scholars 
writing in Hebrew, a tradition which ultimately influenced the Latin 
one too, mainly via Moses b. Abraham Provençal' s treatise. In short, 
the impact of On Two Lines in the West is due principally to its Hebrew 
version. 

The Hebrew writings on the asymptotes problem, let us finally 
note, continued to arouse interest even in the seventeenth century. 
Thus Joseph Salomon Delmedigo (1591-1655), replying to a query on 
that matter from the Karaite Zerah b. Natan writes: 

Concerning the matter of the inclined (notim) lines of which the Master [i.e. 
Maimonides] has written: many have written about it, and one of the great men 
of my country has gathered [what has been written] in a special book which con- 
tains thirteen modes [of proof]. I myself have seen additional ones in manu- 
scripts in the sacred tongue68. 

Half a century later, a traditional Rabbi, Yair Hayyim b. Moses 
Samson Bachrach (1638-1702) still mentions in one of his Responsa 
a Hebrew treatise of two folios on those curious lines which come ever 
closer to one another but never meet69. 

IV. Conclusion 

This paper was concerned with the literary history of On Two Lines. 
I have suggested that this anonymous Arabic treatise, presumably 
dating from the second half of the 10th or the first half of the 1 1th cen- 
tury, was written in the context of an ongoing debate among 
mathematicians over the properties of asymptotes. This debate was 
probably nourished by the idea, which goes back to Geminus, that the 
notion of asymptote fosters the epistemologica! argument to the effect 

68 Joseph Salomon Delmedigo, Sefer Macyan Hatum, 57, in: Sefer Elim , Odessa 1867, 
p. 424-6. The "great man" in question is of course Francesco Barozzi. Elsewhere 
Delmedigo mentions Efodi and Provençal among those who have written on the sub- 
ject. Cf. Abraham Geiger, Melo Chofnajim. Biographie JoseJ Salomo del Medigo's, Berlin 
1840, Hebrew section, p. 18; translation: p. 23 f.; cf. also Geiger's comments in note 
70, p. 68-9. 69 Yair Hayyim b. Moses Samson Bachrach, Hawat Yair , Frankfurt a/M. 1699, 
responsum no. 174, p. 165v. 
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that there are things which can be demonstrated to reason although 
they cannot be imagined. Maimonides, through whom this argument 
came into prominence, undoubtedly was acquainted with On Two 
Lines. 

In the West, I have further suggested, the history of the treatise was 
linked to that of Maimonides' Guide of the Perplexed. John of Palermo 
produced the Latin De duabus lineis at emperor Frederick II's court, in 
all probability as a sort of appendage to the Latin translation of the 
Guide. Therefore, the social history of the Latin Guide is also that of 
De duabus lineis , which thus owes its existence to the concurrence of the 
following factors: (1) disputes between Maimonidians and anti- 
Maimonidians inside the Jewish communities of southern France 
attracted the attention of the ecclesiastical authorities to the Guide ; 
(2) the Guide was judged heretical and burnt (1233), an action which 
was an integral part of the vast and thorough repression of all dissident 
and heretical movements in southern France, following the end of the 
Albigensian crusade (1229); (3) since the 1220's, Frederick II directed 
against the pope a policy of "ideological subversion", consisting 
mainly in having Averroes' commentaries latinized and diffused; 
(4) therefore, a translation into Latin of the Guide appeared to the 
emperor as only too congenial. All these contingencies provided the 
context in which a Latin version of On Two Lines was prepared. 

Lastly, On Two Lines was translated into Hebrew, apparently only 
in the beginning of the 14th century, because it elaborated on the 
asymptotes argument adduced in Maimonides' Guide , the main 
philosophical work in Hebrew. The Hebrew version of On Two Lines 
gave rise to a number of mathematical treatises on assymptotes but, 
it should be noted, apparently has not drawn the attention of 
philosophers: in slightly varying forms and for different purposes, the 
epistemological argument is adduced by Isaac b. Abraham Ibn Latif 
(C.1210-C.1280)70, Levi ben Gershom (Gersonides, 1 288- 1 344) 71 , 

70 "The knowledge of counting bears upon sensible reality, but [its object] stretches 
further and further to infinity. So also the science of geometry, al-handasah in Arabic, 
[bears upon] the sensible which stretches further and further until it disappears from 
the eye, the end existing only in the intellect, just as in an infinite march. So also are 
two lines between which there is a certain distance at the outset and which may go 
forth in such a way that the further they go, this distance diminishes and they come 
nearer to one another, but without it ever being possible for them to meet even if they 
are drawn forth to infinity." Isaac Ibn Latif, Sefer Rab Pedālim, ed. Samuel 
Schönblum, Lemberg 1885, 21r. 71 "Infinite increase is impossible in as much as magnitude is [taken to be] in absolute 
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Hasdai Cresças (1340- 141 0)72 and presumably many more73, all of 
whom simply quote or abridge Maimonides' formulation of it, with 
no reference to On Two Lines. To make the philosophical point, it 
would seem, Maimonides' statement of the argument was sufficient 
and one could tranquilly follow Falaqera's advice to put his trust in 
Maimonides' competent judgment. 

body, even if we do not postulate this to be a natural body. For body, whatever body 
it may be, is comprehended within the size of the world. Ibn Rushd [therefore] says 
that since in its existence line is not separate from matter, the geometer who postulates 
a line greater than the world postulates something wrong and false. [...] And Ibn 
Rushd further says that the geometer need not at all postulate such a line, for the 
proof bearing on the long and on the short line is one and the same. According to 
my own opinion, however, occasionally the geometer must postulate such a line. For 
instance when, defining the parallel lines, he says that if protracted infinitely to either 
side they do not meet. Indeed, lines which do not meet when drawn to an extent equal 
to the size of the world are not necessarily parallel. This is self-evident. The same 
holds of what the geometer says of two lines which, the further they go, come closer 
but whose meeting is impossible, even if they are drawn forth to infinity." Levi ben 
Gershom (Gersonides), Supercommentary on [A v err o es'] Intermediate Commentary on Aristo- 
tle's Physics III, iii, 5; Bibliothèque nationale, Paris, ms héb. 964, f. 54v-55r and héb. 
937, f. 18r. For this reference too I am indebted to Y. T. Langermann; cf. also 
Charles Touati, La Pensée philosophique et théologique de Gersomde , Paris 1973, p. 224, note 
17. Gersonides invokes the asymptotes also in his Notes on Euclid's Elements; cf. J. Z. 
Carlebach, Liqutim mi-Kitvey ha-Ralbag , in: M. Stern (ed.), Festschrift zum vierzigjährigen 
Amtsjubiläum des Herrn Rabbiners Dr. Salomo Carlebach in Lübeck , Berlin 1910, Hebrew 
Section, 151-178, at p. 157. 72 "That the possibility of infinite increase is not incompatible with being actually 
limited may appear from the case of infinite decrease. [...] It has been demonstrated 
in the book on Conic Sections that it is possible for a distance infinitely to decrease and 
still never completely to disappear. It is possible to assume, for instance, two lines, 
which, by how much farther they are extended, are brought so much nearer to each 
other and still will never meet, even if they are produced to infinity. If, in the case 
of decrease, there is always a certain residual distance which does not disappear, a 
fortiori in the case of increase it should be possible for a distance, though infinitely 
increased, always to remain limited." Quoted after Harry A. Wolfson, Cresças ' Criti- 
que of Aristotle, Cambridge, Mass. 1929, p. 207. On Cresças' "mathematics of the 
infinite" see also Tony Lévy, Mathématiques de l'infini chez Hasdai Cresças: Un chapitre 
de l'histoire de l'infini d Aristote à la Renaissance (unpublished Ph. D thesis, Université de 
Paris-Nord, Department of mathematics, 1985). 73 Added in proof: As e.g. Gershom ben Shlomo (first half of the thirteenth century?), 
in his Shacar ha-Shamayim, Roedelheim 1801, 76a; Warsaw 1875, 73a. Also Alfonso, 
the author of the philosophical-mathematical treatise Meyasher cAqov (ed. and trans, by 
G. M. Gluskina, Moscow 1983), in all likelihood Abner of Burgos (1270-1350), who 
after his conversion to Christianism took the name of Alfonso de Valladolid, was 
apparently acquainted with it: he formulates (p. 193; cf. also p. 153 f.) the problem 
of constructing asymptotes in a wording recalling that of On Two Lines. Alfonso's solu- 
tion, however, is very different from those found in the tradition of On Two Lines ; 
rather, it is based on the construction of a conchoid. According to Y. T. Langermann, 
Alfonso's solution was known to Mordekhai Finzi in the middle of the fifteenth cen- 
tury; cf. Y. Tzvi Langermann, The Scientific Writings of Mordekhai Finzi, in: Italia, 7/1 - 
2 (1988), 7-44, on pp. 33-9. 
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As it happens, it was mainly the Hebrew version of On Two Lines , 
rather than the Latin De duabus lineis itself, which influenced the Latin 
tradition to which that treatise gave rise in the second half of the six- 
teenth century. This tradition included Cardan, Peletier and Barozzi, 
one of whom may have been Newton's source for the epistemological 
argument. 

Maimonides and, seven hundred years later, Newton, used the 
asymptotes argument in order to demonstrate the power of reason. 
But the argument can also be enlisted on the other side in this battle 
of ideas and some hundred years before Newton, the sceptic Michel 
de Montaigne drew from it quite opposite conclusions. In the second 
book of the Essais (published 1580) he wrote: 

Or ce sont des choses qui se choquent souvent; et m'a l'on dit qu'en la 
Geometrie (qui pense avoir gaigné le haut point de certitude parmy les sciences) 
il se trouve des demonstrations inevitables, subvertissans la vérité de l'expe- 
rience: comme Jaques Peletier me disoit chez moy qu'il avoit trouvé deux lignes 
s'acheminans l'une vers l'autre pour se joindre qu'il verifioit toutefois ne 
pouvoir jamais, jusques à l'infinité, arriver à se toucher74. 

APPENDIX: THE HEBREW MANUSCRIPTS OF ON TWO LINES 
The Hebrew text of On Two Lines is found in the following manuscripts. (In 

brackets I indicate, in compliance with the regulation of the Institute of Microfilmed 
Manuscripts in the Jewish National and University Library, Jerusalem, the number 
of the microfilm at the Institute.) 
1. Paris, Bibi. nat., héb. 1021 (15716), ff. 67r-68v. 
2. Paris, Bibl. nat., héb. 1026 (15025), ff. 41r-44'. 
3. Florence, Bibl. Naz. Centrale Ms. 25(111 137) (11976), unpaginated, inserted after 
Euclid's Elements. 
4. Oxford, Bodl. Mich. 835 (catalogue number 2006) (19291), ff. 12v-14r. 
5. Vienna, Österr. Nationalbibliothek, Hebr. 194 (1456), ff. 87r-89r. 
6. Naples, Bibl. Naz. Emanuelle III, Ms. III F 12 (11526), f. 1 85r- 1 85v; the end is 
on f. 1 73 r (wrongly numbered 143). 
7. Madrid, Bibl. Nacional Ms 5474 (7233), unpaginated, inserted after Euclid's 
Optics (Hilluf ha-Mabbatim) and De speculis (Sefer ha- Marfim; cf. Steinschneider, 
Hebräische Übersetzungen, pp. 512-3). 
8. Vienna, Österr. Nationalbibliothek, Hebr. 46 (1323), ff. 203r-205v. 

Nos. 3, 6, and 7 of the above-mentioned manuscripts have been identified by Dr. 
Y. Tzvi Langermann to whom I am very grateful for having made available to me 
and allowed me to use these unpublished findings. 

74 Michel de Montaigne, Essais ed. by Alexandre Micha, Paris 1969, II, pp. 236-7. 
I am grateful to François de Gandt for this reference. 
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These eight manuscripts fall into the following distinct families. 
I. Nos. 1 and 2 clearly belong to a class apart: the text they both share varies, 

slightly but systematically, from that of the other manuscripts. Moreover, in both 
manuscripts, On Two Lines is accompanied by a commentary due to Efodi (cf. above, 
p. 133): in héb. 1021 Efodi's commentary is on the margin of On Two Lines , and in 
héb. 1026 it follows it (ff. 44r-49v). Héb 1021, let me add, is inferior, having three 
lacunae of a few lines in addition to a number of less significant errors. 

II. Nos. 3, 4, and 5 also form a class apart. They share the same typical text varia- 
tions and, in addition, in all three, On Two Lines is embedded in a fixed sequence of 
the following distinct pieces: 

(a) A number of questions to, and (fairly pedestrian) answers by an unidentified 
"divine" scholar. These questions concern the possibility to apprehend the notions 
of number and of the point by the senses; Euclid's parallel postulate; the construction 
of an isosceles triangle whose base angles are twice the angle at the apex. (Ff. 10M 1 v 
in no. 4, ff. 83r-85r in no. 5.) 

(b) Next comes a short text beginning with the sentence: "The following are the 
theorems from Euclid necessary for understanding and verifying the matter that 
comes next." Then follow, without proof, propositions II. 5, II. 6 and VI. 8 from the 
Elements. (F. llv in no. 4, f. 85v in no. 5.) 

(c) There follows a text beginning with almost the same words as On Two Lines. 
This, however, is a distinct treatise on the same subject, namely the one attributed 
to Simeon Motot (cf. below); this occupies ff. 1 1 v- 1 2 v in no. 4 and ff. 85v-87r in no. 
5. 

(d) Then, on the same line, without any indication for the beginning of a new text, 
follows On Two Lines. 

Given the similarity of the subject-matter of the tract attributed to Motot with that 
of On Two Lines ; the fact that both tracts begin and end almost identically; and finally 
the fact that in all three manuscripts - which obviously derive from a common 
ancestor - the two treatises are not set apart, it is understandable that the authors of 
the respective catalogues have usually failed to distinguish between the two treatises; 
in fact, only Schwarz's catalogue of the Vienna Nationalbibliothek (p. 223, no. 193.7) 
makes the appropriate distinction. 

The first of the above-mentioned two treatises has been published in French 
translation by G. Sacerdote {Le livre d'Algebre et le problème des asymptotes de Simeon Motot, 
in: Revue des études juives, 28 (1894), 228-46, on pp. 228-35; 29 (1894), 111-26, on 
pp. 119-26; cf. Clagett, Archimedes , 4y p. 338 ff., particularly note 46). Sacerdote was 
unaware of the above three manuscripts (because in them the treatise is anonymous) 
and translated the text from the Munich manuscript 36, ff. 262r-263v in which it is 
in fact ascribed to Simeon Motot, an author otherwise known only from a brief 
treatise he wrote on algebra in the middle of the fifteenth century. The fact that the 
Munich manuscript is the only one to ascribe the treatise to Motot, makes it very 
doubtful whether the ascription to motot can be upheld. 

III. The text of manuscripts nos. 6 and 7 is close to that shared by nos. 3,4, and 
5. It appears, however, separately, with neither the treatise ascribed to Motot, nor 
any of the other above-mentioned elements appended to it. These two manuscripts 
are the only ones which explicitly relate On Two Lines to Maimonides' Guide. No. 6 
bears the title: "A commentary (or: explanation) on a statement adduced by the 
Master in his venerable book"; no. 7 has no title, but adds at the end: "This matter 
was adduced by the Master in his book, Part I, chapter 73." 

IV. The eighth manuscript, lastly, carries a text quite distinct from the one shared 
by the other seven manuscripts, differing from it in both locutions and some technical 
terms. Thus, most cospicuously, it has harut (sic) for a cone, whereas the text of the 
other manuscripts uniformly has mehudad or mehudad cagol. Strangely, though, this text 
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too has one occurrence of mehudad cagol. This feature, but above all the fact that, the 
differences notwithstanding, this text shares many locutions and technical terms with 
the * 'standard" text, seems to suggest that we have here a different, presumably 
earlier, recension of a single Hebrew translation. 

This manuscript, let us note in passing, is the old Vienna Ms. 75 of which 
Steinschneider had already noted that its beginning and end are similar to the tract 
attributed to Motot and suspected that the two were related (cf. his Mathematik bei den 
Juden, 219 f.). Schwarz's catalogue (p. 160, no. 150.3), less prudently, affirms it to 
be identical with the treatise attributed to Motot. 

Paris 
Centre national de la recherche scientifique 
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Vivarium XXVI, 2 (1988) 

Review Article 

Alexander Broadie, Introduction to Medieval Logic , Clarendon Press, Oxford 1987, vi + 
150 pages. 

E.J. ASHWORTH 

Alexander Broadie' s Introduction to Medieval Logic will probably prove 
popular with general readers who are ignorant of medieval logic. 
Broadie is a trained philosopher and good Latinist who writes with 
intelligence, enthusiasm and clarity about his chosen subject. Never- 
theless, this book raises important and troubling questions about the 
whole enterprise of the history of philosophy, and about the duties of 
a writer who seeks to introduce others to a particular field of study. 
How far is it incumbent on an author to acquaint himself with the 
literature on his subject before he launches into print? How far should 
an introductory text provide the tools for further discovery through its 
bibliographical and other scholarly apparatus? How far is it legitimate 
to wrench a series of doctrines from their context, to iron out all 
disagreements among historical figures, and to present the result in 
terms of modern interests? In the penultimate sentence of his book 
Broadie writes (p. 140): "... across the whole range of medieval logic 
there are to be found insights which can be put to work in contexts 
provided by modern logic." This book captures his choice both of 
insights and of modern contexts. Yet it seems to me that this approach 
does poor service to the modern reader. It offers no way of under- 
standing what the medieval author himself intended to do; and it rules 
out the possibility of discovering that after all there are other ways of 
seeing philosophical and logical problems than those espoused by the 
late twentieth-century English speaking world. In what follows, I shall 
present a critical examination of Broadie' s text in the light of the ques- 
tions I have raised. 

I shall begin by giving a brief account of the actual contents of the 
book. Introduction to Medieval Logic is a title which might promise the 
reader anything from Boethius or Abelard to John of St. Thomas, 
from topics and fallacies to insolubles and obligations. But this is a 
slim book. It contains 140 pages of actual text and another 10 devoted 
to biographical data, a bibliography, and an index. Naturally, then, 
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choices had to be made, and Broadie's first choice was to concentrate 
on the fourteenth century. He writes (p. 2): "... the logicians upon 
whom I shall be drawing most heavily are Walter Burley, William 
Ockham, John Buridan, Albert of Saxony, and Paul of Venice, 
universal thinkers of the fourteenth century.' 

' He gives some back- 
ward glances to William of Sherwood and Peter of Spain, and a great 
many forward glances to a group of Scottish logicians who worked at 
the University of Paris in the early sixteenth century. Incidentally, he 
nowhere acknowledges that these Scottish logicians were but part of 
a larger group which grew out of the work of George of Brussels, 
Thomas Bricot and Pierre Tartaret, and which included many 
extremely important Spaniards, such as Jerónimo Pardo, Antonio 
Coronel, and Fernando de Enzinas. Nor, indeed, does Broadie tell us 
anything much about the fourteenth-century logicians he has picked 
out. That Burley' s De Puntate Artis Logicae Tractatus Longior was proba- 
bly written in response to Ockham' s Summa Logicae , that Albert of 
Saxony owes a lot to his Master, Buridan, and that Paul of Venice 
seems to have relied almost exclusively on the writings of logicians 
who immediately preceded him, are not matters one will learn about 
from this book. Nor will one learn the names of any other important 
fourteenth-century thinkers such as William Heytesbury, Thomas 
Bradwardine and Roger Swyneshed, to mention but three. 

Broadie's second choice is that of topic. His book is organized in 
accordance with the standard division into terms, propositions, and 
inferences. Under terms, he discusses signification, mental language, 
categorematic and syncategorematic terms, and he touches on exponi- 
ble terms. Under propositions, he takes up the truth conditions of 
categorical propositions in some detail, drawing heavily on supposi- 
tion theory; and he also discusses both tensed and modal propositions. 
A chapter is devoted to the truth conditions of conjunctions, disjunc- 
tions, and conditionals. Under inferences, he first makes a distinction 
between unanalyzed propositions and analyzed propositions. He then 
devotes one chapter to inferences involving unanalyzed propositions 
in which he lays out not only rules found in medieval texts but also 
rules "sanctioned" (p. 71) by medieval texts. Finally, there are two 
chapters devoted to inferences involving analyzed propositions. The 
first of these discusses the square of opposition, equipollence and con- 
version; the second scampers through elementary syllogistic before 
devoting detailed attention to syllogistic tense logic. 
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This choice of topics is not unintelligent. It makes for a sustained 
discussion in which one point leads into the next, and in which we are 
provided with all the tools for a systematization of valid inferences, a 
topic which (according to Broadie) lies at the heart of formal logic. 
However, the historian in me revolts. I want the reader to know that 
Ockham' s Summa Logicae includes discussion of the predicables and the 
categories, of obligations, insolubles and fallacies; that the eight tracts 
of Buridan' s Summulae (not once mentioned by Broadie) included 
tracts on topics and fallacies and a new tract on definition, division, 
and demonstration; that all the fourteenth-century authors selected by 
Broadie wrote commentaries on parts of Aristotle's Organon; that 
many other authors wrote treatises on specific topics, notably 
sophismata, exponibles, proofs of terms, consequences, insolubles and 
obligations. Only information of this nature will enable the reader to 
place Broadie' s chosen subject matter in its medieval context, a con- 
text in which the main focus could be argued to have been on philoso- 
phy of language and the solving of specific problems and paradoxes, 
rather than on formal inference as such. 

I shall now turn to a more detailed examination of one of Broadie' s 
main themes, the use of suppositional rules of descent in the analysis 
of propositions and in the justification of claims about the logical rela- 
tions between propositions. In his conclusion, Broadie writes (p. 139): 4 '...the very approach to the analysis of propositions should be of 
interest. Particular mention must be made here, first, of the rules of 
descent and ascent by which medieval logicians gave an account of the 
signification of quantifiers, and secondly, of the rules concerning the 
order in which descent is to be made..." In his presentation of these 
topics, Broadie starts modestly (pp. 20-23) with an account of the 
modes of common personal supposition in terms of descent, and he 
correctly mentions areas in which ascent is not possible. For instance, 
'Every man is mortal' implies 'Man1 is mortal and man2 is mortal and 
so on for every man', but one cannot argue from 'Man1 is mortal' to 
'Every man is mortal.' On p. 23 Broadie raises the problem of the 
order of descent in relation to propositions whose terms display dif- 
ferent modes of common personal supposition; and on the next page 
he lists rules of priority: determinate supposition has priority 
over distributive and merely confused supposition, and distributive 
supposition has priority over merely confused." He then proceeds to 
use the data he has established in order to analyze different types of 
proposition, but with the very important proviso (e.g. p. 30) that only 
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two individuals for each term are to be taken into account. On p. 31, 
Broadie uses descent to lay out the truth conditions for negative 
propositions, and in chapter eight, 

' 
'Validity Conditions and Ana- 

lyzed Propositions", he uses descent to explain the square of opposi- 
tion and conversion. A typical example of his procedure is found on 
pp. 91-93 where he show AaB and AeB to be contraries by showing 
that (A1 = BWB2) & (A2 = B!vB2) and (А1 Ф B1 & A1 Ф B2) & (A2 =£ 
B1 & А2 Ф B2) are contraries. Finally, on pp. 100-109, he examines 
the special quantifiers a, b, c, and d which were developed at the very 
end of the fifteenth century, and their relationship to rules of descent. 

Broadie makes it quite clear that when he speaks of the special quan- 
tifiers a, b, c, and d, he is dealing with a late development in logic. 
However, no caveats are presented in his earlier discussions. This 
raises an important historical question to do with the application of 
Broadie' s account to the fourteenth century and, in particular, to 
William Ockham. In the Cambridge History of Later Medieval Philosophy , 
Paul Spade writes (pp. 194-5): 

' 
'Although many scholars treat des- 

cent to singulars as a theory of analysis or of truth-conditions, there 
are reasons to doubt this. First, no medieval author seems to have 
made such a claim. Second, some authors, as noted above, did have 
an explicit theory of truth-conditions based on supposition, and it is 
quite different. Third, if descent to singulars was intended to provide 
such a theory, it will not work...." In Volume 1 of her magisterial 
book on William Ockham, Marilyn McCord Adams sums up the 
recent secondary literature on this problem in Ockham (pp. 367-377) 
and she writes (p. 375): "The biggest objection to supposing that 
Ockham saw his divisions as a theory of quantification is that he never 
claims equivalence between A, I, E, and О propositions, on the one 
hand, and quantifier-free expansions of singulars, on the other." In 
addition, she points out (p. 362) that medieval logicians in general do 
not offer priority of analysis rules: "...they -to my knowledge 
invariably- treat descent under each term separately and purport to 
offer rules that are indifferent to the order of "analysis"." I do not 
myself have an extensive knowledge of fourteenth century logic, but 
to the best of my belief, both the provision of priority of analysis rules 
and the extensive use of descent in the treatment of opposition (a topic 
on which early sixteenth-century Parisian logicians wrote separate 
treatises) is very much an early sixteenth-century phenomenon, and 
should not be hastily projected onto fourteenth-century logicians. 
Even if I am wrong about this, it is a matter which can only be settled 
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by careful inspection of the primary sources, and by detailed refuta- 
tion of the prevailing scholarly view. Broadie provides neither argu- 
ment nor evidence for his account, taken as an account of fourteenth- 
century logic. 

There is also an important theoretical question, one frequently 
raised by early sixteenth-century logicians. It concerns the ways in 
which rules for suppositional descent and ascent need to be modified 
in order to serve the purposes which Broadie attributes to them. There 
are three problems in particular: (1) how to phrase the rules for ascent 
and descent so that genuine logical equivalences are produced; (2) how 
to provide extra premisses to ensure existential import for statements 
with demonstratives and proper names in those cases where the 
statements with quantified common terms do have reference; (3) how 
to deal with the possibility of an infinity of referents. By explicitly 
restricting all his examples to cases where the terms each have exactly 
two referents, Broadie manages to sweep all these theoretical questions 
neatly under the carpet. 

Another matter that Broadie sweeps under the carpet is evidence for 
disagreement among fourteenth-century logicians. This is a great 
pity, because the presence of disagreement, and the lively debate to 
which it gives rise, is surely the best sign of vitality in any discipline. 
The four main examples of debates that Broadie ignores have to do 
with intentional verbs, material consequences, the word-concept rela- 
tion, and the fourth figure of the syllogism. I shall consider each in 
turn. 

The problem of intentional verbs was raised particularly in relation 
to the reference of 'horse' in such contexts as "I promise you a 
horse", and Broadie gives (pp. 26-27) an accurate report of Albert of 
Saxony's view of the matter. However, he does not mention that 
Albert is following William Heytesbury; nor does he mention that 
Ockham, Burley and Buridan (along with others such as John Wyclif) 
took positions on the matter which were quite different both from each 
other and from that of Heytesbury. 

With respect to material consequences, Broadie gives the definition 
(p. 59): "A materially valid inference is simply an inference which is 
valid though not formally so", and he takes it for granted that the 
rules (p. 71): "From every impossible proposition every other follows, 
and every necessary proposition follows from every other" are 
paradigm cases of formally valid inferences. Yet there was an impor- 
tant group of British logicians (such as Richard Billingham) in the 
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fourteenth century who defined materially valid consequences as those 
in which the antecedent was impossible or the consequent necessary, 
and who argued that for formal validity it was necessary that the con- 
sequent "be understood in" the antecedent. Broadie does not mention 
these dissenting views, yet they are of great interest in the light of the 
recent development of Relevance Logics. 

Let us now consider words and concepts. Broadie quotes (p. 6) the 
famous passage in which Aristotle says "spoken sounds are symbols 
of affections in the soul", and he mentions (p. 7) the interpretation 
whereby "the utterance directly signifies not a man but a thought of 
a man." He then writes (loc. cit.) "This theory of the relation 
between inscriptions, utterances, thoughts and things is plainly 
nonsense, and a different interpretation of Aristotle's position was 
given and generally accepted, namely that an inscription and an 
utterance signify a thing no less immediately than does a thought." 
Here it seems to me that Broadie is sidestepping two issues which were 
of great importance to medieval logicians. First, there is the issue of 
whether words can be said to signify concepts at all. Ockham argued 
in his commentaries on the Sentences and on the Perihermeneias (neither 
of which are cited by Broadie) that words do not signify concepts but 
are instead subordinated to them, but many other logicians, including 
Buridan, held a different view. Second, if words can be said to signify 
concepts, there is the issue of whether the concepts are in any sense 
immediate or direct significates. Broadie takes it for granted that any 
such claim is nonsense, yet Buridan can be (and was) interpreted as 
making it in Sophismata 1.5. More to the point, Thomas Aquinas, 
whom Broadie quotes on p. 6 as using Aristotle's remarks in the Summa 
Theologiae , made the claim quite explicitly when he wrote {In 
Perihermeneias L.I, l.ii, 15) "Non enim potest esse quod <voces> 
significent immediate ipsas res ... ideo necesse fuit Aristoteli dicere 
quod voces significant intellectus conceptiones immediate et eis 
mediantibus res." This notion of the concept as the immediate 
significate of words is related to yet another issue raised by Broadie' s 
book. In discussing the relationship between signification and supposi- 
tion, Broadie claims (p. 17) "As regards the term 'man' as it occurs 
in the proposition ťA man is reading', its supposition is the same as 
its signification." This may be true for Ockham, but it is certainly not 
true for any medieval logician who saw signification through 
Thomistic eyes (to mention but one group). Moreover, the drawing 
of a distinction between signification and supposition enabled 
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medieval logicians to avoid Broadie's "plain nonsense' ' by saying that 
although 'man' in "A man is reading" signifies a concept, a univer- 
sal, or a form (or some other locution) as well as external objects, the 
truth of the statement depends on there being an actual physical person 
who is reading. 

And now, what of the fourth figure of the syllogism? In chapter nine 
Broadie sets out "some of the elementary parts of the medieval 
account" (p. 124) of syllogistic. He defines four figures in terms of the 
position of the middle term in two ordered premisses (p. 125), and he 
apparently employs the medieval definition of major and minor terms 
in relation to their place in the major (or first) premiss and the minor 
(or second) premiss. No warning is given to the modern student of 
logic that this definition is quite different from that in vogue since the 
sixteenth century, whereby the major term is the predicate of the con- 
clusion and the minor term is the subject of the conclusion. Nor is any 
warning given about medieval debates concerning the legitimacy of 
the fourth figure. Ockham and Albert of Saxony both held that the 
fourth figure was merely the first figure with premisses transposed and 
an indirect conclusion; Paul of Venice ( Logica Magna fol. 1 72 ra) says 
that there are just three figures. Only Buridan in his Consequentiae rec- 
ognized a genuine fourth figure because, as Hubien has established, 
only Buridan took into account both the ordering of the premisses and 
the ordering of the terms in the conclusion. The problem is best 
explained by means of diagrams: 

First Indirect Fourth Direct Fourth 
CB AC AC 
AC CB CB 
AB AB BA 

Using S and P for the minor and major terms and M for the middle 
term, we get: 

MP PM PM 
SM MS MS 
SP PS SP 

A first figure syllogism with its premisses transposed and the conclu- 
sion left unaltered is an indirect mode of the fourth figure; but if one 
takes into account the ordering of the terms in the conclusion one will 
obtain four direct figures and four indirect figures. Moreover, the 
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direct fourth figure cannot be described as just the first figure with 
reversed premisses. 

В roadie' s tendency to overlook the presence of lively debate and 
disagreement among fourteenth-century logicians is closely linked to 
a tendency to oversimplify the facts of the matter. I shall mention two 
further examples. First, in his treatment of simple supposition Broadie 
overlooks Burley's attack on Ockham's view in the De Puritate Artis 
Logicae Tractatus Longior' he overlooks the fact that Buridan was the 
person who explicitly conflated simple and material supposition; and 
he tells the reader that "subsequent generations" (p. 19) recognized 
only two kinds of supposition, material and personal. This is, of 
course, a false generalization; and one of those logicians who did 
retain three kinds of supposition is the Spaniard Domingo de Soto 
whose work Broadie cites. Second, in his account of syncategorematic 
terms Broadie lists the verb 'be' (p. 13) as a prime example. Yet as 
Norman Kretzmann has pointed out ( Cambridge History , p. 212, n.5) 
"The verb 'esse* is a special case. While it is not uncommon for 
medieval logicians to distinguish categorematic and syncategorematic 
uses of a single word, such uses are particularly obvious and important 
in the case of 'esse9..." In the early sixteenth century, at least some 
logicians claimed that lesť taken existentially is categorematic by both 
signification and function, and that 'esť taken copulatively is 
categorematic by virtue of its function (Ashworth, "Mental 
Language", p. 61). 

Generally speaking Broadie seems to lack what one might call a 
sense of history. There are two cases in which this is particularly 
evident. On p. 16 he discusses the number of propositional connec- 
tives, and notes that Paul of Venice said that some people listed seven. 
Broadie writes: "He may have had in mind a text called Ars Emmerana 

(c. 1200) which lists all the connectives so far mentioned [conjunction, 
disjunction, conditional, temporal, local, causal] plus the sign of 

adjunction, that is 4 in order that'." Leaving aside the immense 
implausibility of supposing that Paul of Venice had access to the Ars 
Emmerana , Broadie ignores both the well-known fact (see Cambridge 
History p. 301 n. 3, Ashworth Language and Logic p. 147) that many 
medieval and post-medieval logicians, following Priscian, included the 
so-called rational connectives (ergo, igitur, itaque) as a seventh type; 
and he also ignores Paul of Venice's own text. In the place cited 

{Logica Magna , fol. 124va) Paul says explicitly that he is going to 
subordinate the rational proposition to the conditional. On p. 88, 
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Broadie gives the propositional rule -(P&Q), Q, therefore -P, and he 
cites a seventeenth-century logician, Andreas Kesler. Now, it is true 
that Kesler does give that rule (as I pointed out, Language and Logic p. 
71), but it is also true that the rule was one of the five Stoic 
"Indemonstrables" and as such, was popular from the early sixteenth 

century onwards. To cite Kesler, and only Kesler, as the source, is 

quite misleading. Yet the two references I have discussed are 
Broadie' s only references to very early medieval logic and very late 
scholastic logic. They do not indicate a sure grasp of changes and 

developments in logic through the ages. 
I should now like to focus more closely on certain aspects of 

Broadie' s use of modern formal logic. In chapter six, Broadie embarks 
on an analysis of the differences between medieval and modern 
inference theory, in the course of which he distinguishes between 
axiomatic systems and systems of natural deduction, which he thinks 
most relevant to medieval logic. He claims that the main feature of 
natural deduction systems is that they 

4 'do not have axioms" (p. 64), 
though they do have "a fixed set of rules of inference" (p. 65). Leav- 

ing aside the undoubted presence of axioms in many natural deduc- 
tion systems, from Gerhard Gentzen's classic 1934 presentation 
onward, surely one of the main features of a natural deduction system 
is the provision of two types of rule, structural rules, and paired intro- 
duction and elimination rules for connectives and quantifiers. One 

might, I suppose, find certain analogues of structural rules in 
medieval texts; and one can certainly pick out some introduction and 
elimination rules. Broadie does explicitly give conjunction elimination 
on p. 84 and disjunction introduction on p. 85, though he fails to note 
that both conjunction introduction and disjunction elimination (if set 
к yields AvB and set k,A yields С and set k,B yields C, then set к 

yields C) can be found in Paul of Venice ( Logica magna , fol.l80ra, fol. 

189va). But any search for paired rules is going to come up against at 
least two awkward facts. First, the conditional connective is not 
treated truth-functionally by the medievais, so we are not easily going 
to find a homogeneous set of introduction and elimination rules for 

propositional connectives; second, as Broadie's own presentation 
shows, medieval logicians were simply not thinking in terms of a set 
of neatly paired rules at all€ Moreover, I think it is safe to say that the 
reason they had no concept of "a fixed set of rules of inference" is that 

they had no concept of a formal system, a concept which carries along 
with it the desiderata of soundness and completeness. What fixes a set 
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of rules for a formal system S is that (a) each rule is independent (-this 
is for the very tidy-minded-) and (b) a set к entails a wff A in S if and 
only if A is derivable from set к in S. Broadie no doubt knows all this, 
but he does not say so with any directness; and he offers no definition 
for the notion of a fixed set of rules even though he employs it a 
number of times in the chapter in question. 

Finally, I must describe the scholarly apparatus of the book. There 
are no footnotes, and very few references, so that the reader is left to 
guess whether a remark or a proof is taken from an actual fourteenth- 
century writer, or whether it is merely Broadie's own extrapolation. 
There are very brief biographical notes on two thirteenth-century logi- 
cians, five fourteenth-century logicians, and six sixteenth-century 
logicians, all but one of whom are Scottish. There is a minimal 
bibliography, which is extremely important for what it reveals about 
the materials on which this book is based. For Walter Burley, there 
is no reference to his work on supposition (edited by Stephen Brown) 
or any of his Perihermeneias commentaries (also edited by Stephen 
Brown). For Ockham, there is no reference to works other than the 
Summa Logicae , and in the entry for this Broadie manages to get the 
title wrong, the date of publication wrong, and to omit two of the 
editors. For Buridan, there is no reference to the Summulae , nor to the 
tract on supposition from the Summulae which was edited by M.E. 
Reina. Broadie cites incunabular editions of Buridan's Conseqentiae 
and Sophismata despite the modern editions by Hubert Hubien and 
Т.К. Scott. Nor is the picture much better when one turn to secon- 
dary literature. The only secondary sources on the history of medieval 
(as opposed to post-medieval) logic first published after 1970 are The 
Cambridge History of Later Medieval Philosophy and D.P. Henry's idiosyn- 
cratic Medieval Logic and Metaphysics . L.M. de Rijk is mentioned in the 
text (p. 16) but has not been placed in the bibliography. Fortunately, 
any student with the good sense to consult the Cambridge History will 
find there more than adequate bibliographical help, together with 
detailed references to all the modern text-editions I have just men- 
tioned. 

In sum, whatever the independent merits of this book, I do not 
regard it as a proper introduction to medieval logic. Perhaps this is 
because I am looking for the wrong things? 

Waterloo, Ont. 
University of Waterloo 
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Reviews 

Karin M. Fredborg, The Latin Rhetorical Commentaries by Thierry of Chartres , Toronto, 
1988. Pontifical Institute of Medieval Studies, Studies and Texts 84, 403 pp. 

Thierry of Chartres, one of the most important scholars of the Xllth century, is 
also becoming one of the best known. After the edition of his commentaries on 
Boethius by Häring, his rhetorical commentaries are now accessible to the average 
medievalist in a modern edition by Karin Fredborg. 

As Thierry teached in Chartres as well as in Paris, the editor mentions in her intro- 
duction the somewhat surrealistic discussion that the School of Chartres has aroused 
during the last decades. She rightly observes that a series of famous masters "can be 
shown to have taught there, at some point of time or another". Thierry probably 
started his teaching career at Chartres before moving to Paris in the 1 130s, and before 
the decline of Chartres in the second half of the century. 

Another interesting passage in the introduction, though hard to find because it is 
covered by the title "Didactic methods", is the comparison between Thierry and 
Dominicus Gundissalinus. Fredborg convincingly shows that Gundissalinus took over 
Thierry's introduction to the commentary on De inventione , and not too carefully. She 
thus puts an end to the discussion about Thierry's possible 'plagiarism' (although this 
is a word that should be used with much care in the medieval context). 

For latinists it is good to learn that Thierry attached much importance to the right 
use of vocabulary and, as the editor says, "established and handed down to later 
medieval rhetoricians a standard of coherent technical terminology". 

The text comprises both Thierry's commentary on De inventione (p.49-215) and his 
commentary on the Rhetorica ad Herennium (p. 22 1-361). As the editor points out, the 
De inventione had priority in Thierry's eyes and is provided with a much longer intro- 
duction ( accessus circa artem rhetoricam). 

As for the edition, the traditional method has been applied, grouping the mss. into 
two or more families and thus establishing a stemma leading to the oldest possible 
text. This is of course in general the only method for the edition of classical texts, but 
in the case of a XHth-century text of which several Xllth-century mss. survive, I am 
not sure it is the only or even the best way. Apparently, in this case, it was not possible 
to come anywhere near the original text, although the explanation given by the editor 
is not clear: "Because of the contamination in HPh and О and because of the 
relatively inferior readings of AHL, the text is mainly based on BMOPh and the 
stemma below" (p. 40). Does this mean that she makes a personal choice each time 
that the readings of these mss. differ? Perhaps, in a case like this, where the ms. tradi- 
tion is generally sound, the 'historical' method would have been preferable, that is 
to say a text based for example on B, which seems a rather good and consistent ms., 
corrected and completed if necessary, with the help of the most closely related mss. 
This would not have had the value of the author's text, of course, but at least it would 
have been almost entirely a 'real' text, as used by Thierry's contemporaries. And it 
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would have had another advantage. Orthograpical standards do exist, even in the 
Middle Ages, though they often seem to us inconsistent and strange. The choice of 
one ms. as the basis of the edition would have made it possible to maintain its XHth- 
century orthography. Of course, the text we have now probably renders perfectly well 
what Thierry wanted to say. But if one cares about medieval latin - and Thierry 
himself apparently did - it is a pity to read his text in a standardized classical 
orthography and in a form in which nor Thierry nor any of his contemporaries would 
have written it. 

Putting aside this formal objection, it must be said that the text seems carefully 
established and is, by the insertion of chapter and paragraph titles, taken from 
Thierry's own words, easy to consult. A very useful quotation apparatus testifies of 
the editor's wide knowledge in the field of medieval rhetorics. 

An appendix on a fragment of the commentary on De inventione in a Praha ms., a 
bibliography and two indexes complete this compact book. The first index is of 
examples used by Thierry, the second, particularly interesting also for non- 
specialisists, contains, apart from proper names, an important part of Thierry's 
vocabulary, especially terms and concepts which are the subject of description of defi- 
nition. It is not always clear why the lemma is presented in a particular gender (for 
instance attenuata, coniuncta, etc., for adjectives accompanying, it is true, feminine 
nouns, cachinnum instead of the classical cachinnus) or why in certain cases the classical 
orthography is abandoned {pedagogus instead of peadagogus ), but thid does not distract 
anything from the usefulness of this index, which gives a good idea of Thierry's 
vocabulary in rhetorical matters. 

On the whole, this book is a precious tool for scholars of medieval rhetorics and 
an interesting piece in the puzzle of XHth-century intellectual activity. 

's-Gravenhage Olga Weyers 

Richard Brinkley's Theory of Sentential Reference. 'De significato propositions ' from Part V of 
his Summa nova de logica. Edited and translated with introduction and notes by 
Michael J. Fitzgerald, Studien und Texte zur Geistesgeschichte des Mittelalters, 
hrsg. von Dr. Albert Zimmermann, XVIII, Leiden (E.J. Brill) 1987, pp. IX + 
159, ISBN 90-04-08430-4. 

First, the good news. In Treatise 11 of Part II of the Logica magna Paul of Venice 
extensively discusses five theories about the significatum of a proposition, or the 
meaning of a declarative sentence, that were current in the second half of the four- 
teenth century. Besides the views defended by Gregory of Rimini, Peter d'Ailly, and 
Paul himself, he mentions two other opinions, one according to which the meaning 
of a declarative sentence is not a thing but a mode of a thing {modus rei) and one 
according to which that meaning is a composition of the compounding or dividing 
mind. Until recently, for these latter views, which are also discussed elsewhere, no 
one had been able to identify a particular author. But now Mr. Fitzgerald has edited, 
from two manuscripts preserved at Prague and Leipzig, that part of Richard 
Brinkley's Summa nova de logica (about 1360) which deals with the meaning of a 
declarative sentence; and there the modus rei view is ascribed to Richard Billingham, 
while the mental composition view is specified as the opinion of a certain Berm- 
ingham. These two views are contrasted with Brinkley's own doctrine and with a third 
opinion of the moderns which was supported by Richard Ferrybridge. The Introduc- 
tion (pp. 1-32) of the present book is almost entirely devoted to the life and writings 
of Brinkley. Fitzgerald says practically nothing about Bermingham - whom he also 
calls, without any explanation, William of Bermingham - except that he has been 
unable to locate any works by him. Richard Billingham is of course a better known 
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figure. Moreover, in Appendix I and II Fitzgerald adds the Latin text of two relevant 
fragments from his writings: Utrum idem Sortes et Sortem esse (Ripoll 141, fol. 74r-80v) 
and De significato propositionis (Worcester Cathedral F 35, fol. 109v-110v). A third 
Appendix provides the reader with that part of Ferrybridge's Logica which was left out 
by Francesco del Punta on p. 228 of his edition printed as Appendix I in Paul of 
Venice, Logica magna, Part II, Fascicule 6, Oxford, 1978. In between the Introduction 
and the Appendices pages 33-117 contain both the Latin text of Brinkley's treatise 
and, facing it, Fitzgerald's translation, followed by some notes (pp. 119-24). A 
selected bibliography and a general index conclude the book. 

As the study of medieval theories concerning the meaning of declarative sentences 
still suffers from a lack of readily accessible source-material, every addition to the 
available stock is most welcome. Unfortunately, the way in which Fitzgerald presents 
his new findings leaves much to be desired. The book teems with typographical 
errors. But there are many other respects in which he displays a deplorable 
carelessness. To begin with some examples from the Introduction: on p. 21 he is quite 
wrong in ascribing the view that Deus est deum esse and Sortes est Sortem esse to Brinkley 
and then concluding that Brinkley's view must have been one of the dominant views 
because it was discussed by Ferrybridge, Billingham, William of Heytesbury, and 
John Venator. Already the fact that the view discussed by Ferrybridge is the opinion 
with which Ferrybridge himself agrees and also one of the opinions that are rejected 
by Brinkley should have given pause to the author. Further, on p. 23 it is contended 
that in De significato propositionis Billingham regards the referent of the sentence 'No 
chimera exists' as an aliqualiter taken ablatively and not accusatively. As is obvious 
from the Latin text (p. 147), however, Billingham actually held that a true sentence, 
whether affirmative or negative, aliqualiter significai in the sense that it has both a modus 
quo significai and a modus quem significa t' whereas a false sentence aliqualiter significai only 
in the sense that it has a modus quo significai . Thus, true sentences, such as 'No chimera 
exists', signify aliqualiter both ablatively and accusatively, while false sentences signify 
aliqualiter only ablatively. It may also be remarked that such passages make it clear 
that Fitzgerald's policy of rendering significatum propositionis consistently as 'the 
referent of a sentence' is not altogether felicitous. 

As for the Latin text of Brinkley's treatise, though in general fairly readable, it is 
nonetheless flawed by, first, a far too generous use of inverted commas. In I, 153-5 
(p. 42; I quote by Chapter and line), for instance, one should read: 

Sic licet significatum propositionis sit significatum propositionis, tamen ex hoc non sequitur 
quod sit aliquid. Sed cum hoc stai quod non sit aliquid sed aliqua. 

Putting inverted commas around the set of words between licet and tamen , and twice 
around the words that follow quod , is not only superfluous, but makes nonsense of the 
passage. Secondly, the punctuation is not always helpful or even right. That the 
author is not very sure-footed in this area is shown by a curious example in III, 98-9 
(p. 80). There the conclusion from the premisses Omnis propositio de inesse, quae significai 
sicut contingens est esse, est contingens. Ista propositio 'Chimaera est ', si solum significai composi- 
tionem mentis, significai sicut contingens est esse, is given as Igitur ista propositione (sic), data 
ista consequentia, est contingens. Here the form propositione is wrong, but the punctuation 
happens to be right. Nevertheless, Fitzgerald translates: 'Consequently, given this 
sentence, then the inference is contingent.' Thirdly, the headings supplied by the 
editor are sometimes misleading, for instance, in IV, 198 and 241 (p. 94, p. 96), and 
in V, 93 (p. 104); not to speak of such a solecism as pro responsio (p. 56 and frequently 
afterwards). 

The translation is far from reliable. Sometimes single words are mistranslated, for 
example, in II, 124 and 237 (p. 58, p. 66), where deducere does not mean 'deduce' but 
rather 'take away', and in V, 148 (p. 108), where per intellectum dividentem et 
sequestrantem does not mean 'by a separated and entrusted intellect' but rather 'by a 
dividing and separating (operation of the) intellect'. Even more serious, however, is 
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the fact that occasionally whole passages are completely misunderstood. One example 
is IV, 274 ff. (p. 98), where, I submit, the Latin text given by Fitzgerald should be 
altered as follows: 

Quia igitur iste terminus * albus ' significai utrumque, tam subiectum accidentis quam ipsum 
accidens, ideo quando praeponitur negatio isti termino 'significai ' negai et removei ab eo 
utrumque significatum. Et ideo ista propositio (put forward by Ferrybridge) est falsa ' Iste terminus ' albus ' in ista propositione ' Sortes est albus ' non significai aliam rem a re 
significata per subiectum *. Sed realiter significai aliam (namely, whiteness) et significai 
eandem (namely, a white thing). Non tarnen convertibiliter eandem significai, sed 
significai eandem rem ut informatur albedine. 

In this form the text is fairly clear, whereas what Fitzgerald offers is utterly obscure, 
both in Latin and in English. Another example is to be found in V, 187 ff. (p. 110), 
where Brinkley argues that in necessary (and impossible) statements the verb 'to be' 
does not indicate any time with respect to the subject. A series of mistakes prevents 
Fitzgerald from understanding this passage correctly. Rather than what he makes of 
it, the import of V, 191-202 seems to be the following. In such necessarily true 
statements as 'Man is an animal' or 'Man is capable of laughing' the intellect does 
not affirm of the subject that which is cosignified by the verb 'is'. For if it did, such 
a proposition would not be true per se , since that which the whole predicate would then 
adequately signify (namely, being an animal at the particular moment of utterance), 
would not belong to the definition of the thing expressed by the subject nor be some- 
thing that followed from the (definition of the) thing expressed by the subject. For the 
term 'who exists now' (that is, 'existing at the particular moment of uttering Homo 
est animal1) does not belong to the definition of man nor does it follow from (the defini- 
tion of) man; because if it did, it would be true that whenever there will be a man, 
that term 'who exist now' will be (applicable to him). But that consequent is false; 
therefore, the antecedent is likewise false. Among other misinterpretations, Fitzgerald 
reads terminus qui nunc est , without inverted commas, and translates 'a term which 
exists now'. Furthermore, in V, 206 and 21 1 (p. 1 12) he reads propositionis necesse and 
veritates necesse , taking necesse as an adverb, instead of propositionis necessariae and veritates 
necessariae , and so comes to the translation that truths, necessarily, are not in time, 
apparently believing that then the appeal to Aristotle, Physics , IV, 12, 221 b 3-4 and 
23-5, is still appropriate. 

Finally, I have the gravest misgivings about the soundness of the Latin texts in the 
form in which they are presented by Fitzgerald in the three Appendices. No pains- 
taking editor would leave item 8 on p. 126, for instance, in the following disguise: 

Item , Aristoteles in Praedicamentis capitulo 7 dicit quod sic<ut> negatio ad verbum non- 
affirmationem est oppositum, sic et res quae sub utraque potestate sunt idem, ut sedere et non 
sedere, igitur sedere est res. 

I compared Appendix III with the provisional transcription made by Mr. Francesco 
del Punta, which he was kind enough to send me years ago. His text is quite intelligi- 
ble, whereas the transcription offered by Fitzgerald is both very different and often 
utterly incomprehensible. To give only one example, at the end of R 3.7 on p. 152 
no less than nineteen words have been omitted, so that the intricate argument 
becomes sheer nonsense. 

On the one hand, then, there is reason to thank Mr. Fitzgerald for pointing the 
way to some interesting new information about medieval theories concerning the 
meaning of declarative sentences. On the other hand, it is to be regretted that he has 
carried out the task he set himself in such an unsatisfactory manner, thereby making 
a muddle of many a respectable argument and so giving readers the impression that 
medieval semantics is hardly worth their while. 

Leiden Gabriel Nuchelmans 
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Sant'Agostino, La Vera Religione , a cura di Ada Lamacchia; traduzione, introduzione, 
annotazione di Pasquale Porro, Bari, Adriatica Editrice, 1986. 

Augustine's De vera religione is one of his early works, written shortly after his return 
to Africa, during the years in Thagaste (388-390). Like the Dialogues of Cassiciacum 
it reflects the enthusiasm of the neophyte, and although it lacks their conversational 
form it is a vivid and in places most expressive work. In writing it the convert 
Augustine was aiming high: he intended to describe in a comprehensive system the 
fundamentals of Christian doctrine. This purpose was not fully achieved. Anti- 
Manichaean polemics and the influence of Neo-Platonist thinking are derogatory to 
the balance of the treatise, which is further marred by long-winded, repetitious argu- 
mentation. But for all its defects it is a convincing presentation and powerful defence 
of the Christian faith. The introductory chapters bring out forcefully the unique char- 
acter of Christ's Revelation and the prominent role of the Christian Church in human 
history. The main argument sets forth the itinerary of Man, Soul and Body, towards 
Truth, Beauty, Happiness, and discusses concomitant problems, the nature of Evil, 
the opposition Reason - Authority, the enslavement of Man by Passion, Pride and 
Curiosity (cf. 1 John 2, 16), etc. 

Translating this treatise is not an easy task, but the importance of the work for our 
understanding of Augustine's spiritual and intellectual evolution has caused many 
translations to appear. Italian scholarship has been active: at least six Italian transla- 
tions have seen the light in the first half of this century (cf. J. Pegon, Bibliothèque 
Augustinienne. Oeuvres de saint Augustin 8, Paris 1951, p. 21). The present one, by 
Pasquale Porro (if I read the title well), has been achieved in confrontation with the 
Italian translation of Bassi (1930) and the French and German translations of Pegon 
(1951; new edition by Madec 1982) and Thimme (1962) respectively. As I could not 
consult Bassi's rendering, the only comparison to be made was with Pegon's and 
Thimme's translations. Confronted with both, Porro's text, in my opinion, comes in 
second. Although reading very well (which, considering the complexity of the Latin 
original, is no small achievement), it is lacking in accuracy. There are omissions: 
sentences, clauses, words are missing in 3,3,9 (sed unum ... servantem ), 29,52,144 
(quaelibet ... praeponitur), 31,57,158 (recte dicitur) and 8,14,43 (per tiner e)' in the simile of 
the charioteer dragged along by his horses (45,83,238) the detail of the horses about 
to make a spectacle of the charioteer's death is omitted. In more than one passage the 
translation misses the point. In the above-mentioned simile the text currus et tota illa 
iunctio (the chariot and the whole of its outfit) . . . quae ruina eius et ipsum afjligebat et 
cursum decentissimae moderationis amiserat is translated with quae and ruina taken together 
to form the subject of the following clause, but ruina is an ablative. In 34,64,181 the 
Latin reads: verum esse oportet quod intellectu contemplor; numquid forte ista sunt quae phan- 
tasmata dici soient? The second sentence is rendered: 'Non sono forse queste rappresen- 
tazioni quelle che solitamente si chiamano immagini mentali?', but it is certainly not 
Augustine's idea that the so-called 'immagini mentali' could be the Truth. Augustine 
says about Creation: Id igitur est unde fecit Deus omnia quod nullam speciem habet nullamque 
formam, quod nihil est aliud quam nihil (18,35,96); the clause with quod means: 'which 
is none other than nothing', but reads in the Italian translation: 'poiché il nulla non 
è altro che nulla' (which in Latin would have been: quod nihil non est aliud quam nihil); 
to make matters worse, a comment in the footnote asserts that Augustine, here, is 
nearer to Plotinus than to Plato, and a reference is added to a passage in Augustine's 
De immortaliate animae, which is not to the point. In 8,14,42 satis apparebit quantum homo 
assequi potest, quam . . . should be 'Apparirà chiaro, in quanto l'uomo può comprendere, 
come ...', instead of 'Apparirà chiaro fino a quale limite l'uomo possa spingersi con 
la sua intelligenza e come ...'. And in the next paragraph (8,14,43), in the enumera- 
tion of a series of articles of the Creed, virginis partus is not (Mary's own) 'Immacolata 
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Concezione', but Jesus' Birth from the Virgin Mary. The relatively large number of 
errors in what is otherwise a fluent translation of a difficult treatise must be deplored. 
An accurate revision could present Italian and non-Italian readers with a remarkable 
version of a great text from Christian Antiquity. 

Nijmegen A. Bastiaensen 
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